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SUMMARY

The thesis establishes a particular concept of discourse

in order to analyse populism as a discourse privileging the

category 'ühe peopler as a unified essenee. This approach is

distinguished from other aceounts of populismr in a survey of

the field.

The thesis then outlines the historical conditions of

possibilÍt,y for populist discourses, tracing the varied

deployments of ühe term 'the people', and challenges populist

accounts of it,s status. The conflation of populism and of

dominant notions of democraey is noted. To question the

adequacy of centring explanations of politics t oÍ porrrer

relationsr orì the caüegory of 'ühe people', the historical

emergence and ímplications of a different category, ühat' of

'population', is discussed.

Examples of various forms of populist discourse are

considered in an analysis of the twentieth-century phenomenon

of opinion polls, and as conüributors to ühe figure of 'the
public' in public opinion. An argument is made as to the

significance of culüura1 practices in shaping available

political literacies, and a range of print media and t,elevisual

texts described and analysed as contribuùing to eurrent

populist, forms of understanding and organizing politics.

Finally, and drawing on earlier observations as to the

relations between the two political forms, the ühesis argues

ühe necessity and the possibility of distinguishing populism

and democracy. Recent reconsiderations of the concept of

democracy and íts dependence on a popular sovereignty are used

to exit from a disabling populist frame¡r¡ork.
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PREFACE

This work begins from two points. The fírst is a concern

to say something about what democracy might mean. To do this,

democracy wíll assume the status of a central but relative

object for the thesis. It is central because around the concept

of democracy there have traditionally been clustered a body of

arguments about the organization of social relations and

especially practices of decision-making, that have been

augmented in recent years by re-evaluations of democracy from

the left, and which the thesis works to advance. ft is relative

because democracy is treated not as an essence or identit'y

wait,ing to be uncoveredr reùrieved or clarified, and to which

rire can directly proceed, but in terms of the field of competing

forms of political calculation and practice in which it

emerges. T\Iithin this f ield ( in which could be located not only

the varíous politicaf isms' but also less visible and codifíed

t,echniques of government) democracy's strongest competitor'

because the most, intímat,e1y related to dominant concepts of

democracyr is populism. To describe what democracy currently

and usually means and how it might be given different meanings

will thus require analysis of populism and its essentialist and

romanùic foundations. This combined focus is taken in order to

deal with r'¡hat appears to me the pressing intellectual and

political question of how to conceptuaLize democracy in r'rays

that distinguish it, from the problematically unlimited

formulations of populism.

The second, intersecting impetus is a concern ¡¡ith how to
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describe t,he relation of certain popular cultural practices and

r\¡ays of thinkíng to the political forms of populism and

democracy. How do we analyse the relations between 'culture'
and 'politics', and, more precisely' between the products of

particular culturaL ínst,itut,ions like those of the mass media

and 'politics'? Should we even begin by assuming these domains

as separate and seeking for t,he link 'between' themt ot raüher

investigate their mutual- constitution in the 'politics of

culüure'? Vühile this remains an undenr¡orked area for political

studies considerable work has already been done on t,hís

question in the int,erdisciplínary field of cultural and media

studies. However, the work that has been done has largely

subsumed the concept of poJ-ítics under that of ideology. The

task has been üo analyse the ideological nature and operatíon

of cultural texts and pracùices - the way they shape a class

(or other) consciousness or recognition of social structures.

The best of this analytical work has displaced the disabling

legacy of ideology-critique's concept of ideology as false

consciousness, and decentred the importance of consciousness

for defining ideologies in favour of routinized,

instituüiona1ly arranged practices. But this revised concept of

ideology sti11, and perhaps these are its necessary limits,

occupies a problematic of recognition; that is, cultural

studies' dominant paradigms identify cultural activiùies in

terms of the ideologies or social knowledges by which people

make sense of the world. To raise the idea of a politics of

culture is to indicate another focus alongside that of

'meaningr which needs attention. Cultural practices and

vl. :t. r



products can be considered not only for ¡,uhat ùhey mean, but

also for what they dor or are used to do in the field of power

relatíons.
There are clearly many examples t'hat could be chosen to

Ínvestigate this politics of culture. To link it to the concern

with populism and democracy the instances analysed nitt be

those that operaùe as particular sites for the produetion and

circulation of a political literacy that helps constitute

various forms of populism and democracy as the horizon of

political policy and critique.

The structure of the thesis reflects these two starting

points, by focussing on accounts of populism and then moving on

to consider some related cu1üura1 examples. Chapter 1

introduces two central concepts: 'discourse', in the particular

sense of the organization of knowledge¡ and 'politics', its

defining characteristics and domains of operation.

Chapt,er 2 eribically considers the available definit,ions

of populism. A detaíled analysis of ttro accounùs of populism

which emphasize its ideological components establishes a

related, but erucially distincù, def inítion t'hat' r,rri11 serve as

the basis of the thesis' anal-ysis and critíque of populism.

Chapter 3 takes íts point,s of departure from the previous

chapter's rejection of abstract and ahistorical definítions of

populism. ft thus seeks to outline the historical, rather than

philosophical, bases of vhat is understood t,oday as populism.

To do this involves tracing changes in the discursive category

'the people', from Aristotle to Rousseau, and establishing a

1X



genealogical approach that avoids reinvesting 'the people' with

philosophical staùus. Chapter 4 continues this historical

mapping of 'the people' as a means of understanding politicsr

and contrasts it with the use of another discursive category,

'population'. A reading of various texts by Rousseau as

exemplary of two quiüe distinct political rationalities enables

the precíse limits of t,he political rationality populism offers

to be established.

Chapter 5 moves to a more contemporary instance of the

instatement and círculation of a populist political rationality

by considering the various commonly available concepts of 'the

public' as these are mobilized in and made visible by the

presentat,ion of opinion pol1s. This chapter builds on Chapter

4rs specification of ühe limits of populism to begin the work

of developing a concept of democracy clearly demarcated from

popul i sm.

In Chapter 6, contemporary print media and televísual

examples, chosen fot their popular and populist character, are

considered as elements of the wider cultural technologies

withín which people's political literacies are formed. To make

this argument, a particular definition of 'culturer and íts

possible relations to politics are first established. Chapter 7

buílds on this notion of the significance of cultural practices

and products for the generation and maintenance of political

forms by analysing an influential deployment of a post-World

TrIar II populist discourse, Yes Míníster.

The nature of populist discourses and some of their

generative sites having been established, the final chapter,

x



Chapt,er 8, capitalizes on this description of populism and its

limits in order to outline a concept of democracy not dependent

on 'the peopler as a political subject. To accomplish thisr

arguments are canvassed that displace the sovereign subject as

the fulcrum of politics, and a recent debate over cultural

policy discussed.

In all these chapters, the thesis is constrained by the

need to establish a particular path of argumenù through many

well estalolished areas of research and debaüe. Thisr as well as

concerns of economy, means that opportunit'ies to relate'

compare, dispute, and even simply note relevant issues from the

literature must repeaüedly be foregone. SimilarTy, the analyses

of strat,egically ehosen writings (e.g., those of Rousseau) are

by no means exhaustive. Apart from the exigencies of the thesis

formr such límitations may well be counterbalanced by t'he

thesis' scope and íts nature as int,erdisciplínary description

and analysis in the area of polit,ical studies, rather than an

essay in philosophy.
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CHAPTER 1

Tntroduction: D íscourse and Poli tics



This lntroduction will be used to address the t

which the thesis is organized. This will not be an exhaust

theoreüical exposition but will establish working definitions

of discourse and politics intended to direct a reading and make

visibl-e the general parameters viùhin which t'he thesis

approaches its concerns.

f: Dis rse

I have used the term 'diseoursêrr despite the problematic

variety of meanings it has gathered and its current unhelpful

ubiquity, üo signal a partÍcular way of workingl. To speak of

discourses of populism and democracy is to mark a ltay of

selecting materials , of according t,hem a status, and of

detaitíng their use that is different from the pursuit, of ideal

forms of populism and democracy that Ì¡e might find in an

orthodox history of political thought or the quest for an

original cause underpinning social order we might find in a

study of a nation's political cu1ture2. rn other words,

discourses are not the expression of thoughts, subordinate to

and the clothing of consciousness, nor the immat'erial

representation of a separate 'real' world of political forces.

Discourses do not name t oY fail to name, underlying political

realitiesi our scope is not that of positivist political

sciencer Dor that, which impedes it, ideology. Discourses are

part of the political realities rse have at our disposal to

investigate. The general sense of discourse as speaking and

vriting is not inappropriate here, and what is often profitably

pursued as the history of political thought would be better
3

named the history of things said and written. But clearly,



simply altering words

Foucaultrs work to
rdiscourse' I wish to

2

is not sufficient. I shall draw on Michel

more precisely define the meaning of

mobi Lize.

A discourse can be described as a systematic ordering of
4

concepts. That systematic ordering is not secured or explained

by any general theory of discourse, be it conceived as

discourse's reference to and representation of a pre-discursive

real t ot discourse's enactment of invariable and universal

rules or linguistic deep structures. Such negations are forced

upon me by the eommonseñsêr as well as the more specialized

understandings of 'discourser the price to be paid for

persisùing wÍth a contested term. In this vein, another move

displacing philosophy or linguistics as the master key to

'discourse' is to note that the ordering of concepts does not

form the basis for a grouping of 1ínguistic uníts, 1ogícal

units or performative utterances each matched with a stable

meaning. Ratherr Wê need to think ín terms of statements.

The statement is defíned, not "as a unít of a linguistíc

type (superior to the phenomenon of the ¡uord, inferior to the

text)" but, as

an enunciative function that involveIs] various units
(these may sometimes be sentences, sometimes
propositions; but they are sometimes made up of
fragments of sentences, series or tables of signs,
a set of proposítions or equivalent formulations);
and, instead of giving a 'meaníng' to these units,
this function relates them to a field of objects;
instead of providing them with a subject, it opens
up for
posítions;

them a number of Possibte
instead of fixing their

subj ective
1ímits, iL
tíon and
identity,

places them in a domain of coordina
coexistence; Ínsùead of determininq their

in a space in which tþev are used
autt ,197 4: 1 06 , emp . added ) .

it places them
and rep ted Fouc

Discursive concepts and objects emerge ín the 'correlatíve
spacer of the statements: that is, they are produced in and by
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and repet,ition of determinate statements. Describing a

as composed of a group of statements can help us gain

a sense of its materíality, its 'realness':
...the field of statements is not...a 'translation'
of operations or processes that take place
elsewhere (ín men's thought, in üheir consciousness
or unconscions r in the sphere of transcendental
constitutions) ¡ . . . it is accepted, in its empirical
modestyr ãs the locus of particular events,
regularities, relationships, modifications and
systematic transformations i in short. . . it is
üreated not as t,he result or trace of something
else, but as a practical domain that is autonomous
(although dependent), and which can be descríbed at
its own level ( although it must be arùiculated on
something other than itself) (Foucau1t,I974zL2I-
l22,emp.added).

the use

discourse

To speak of a discourse

domain which possesses it,s ol4rn

Hunter develops this sense

discourse:

then is to speak of a practical

historical partÍcularity. Ian

of the practical nature of

to shift the usual meaning of the word 'discourse' . . .
it no longer means a representation of the real but'
rather refers to deployments of statements'
perceptual technologíes, regulated activities,
Ínstitut,ional relations and so on ( Hunter, 1983:
237).

All these ordered rlays of organizing actions, utüerahcêsr

objects, and concepüs point to a discourse's status as a

particular, material, repeatable organization of knowledge.

A discursive formation (comprised of an ordered group of

statements but, in addition, their correlatíve objects and

concepts, their enunciative modalities, and strategies of use

of those statements¡ concepÈs and objectsr taking the form of

perceptual technol-ogies etc. ) is also determined in its

relation to non-discursive formations (e.9., political events,

economic practíces and processes, instiüutions). The relation

of the díscursive to the non-discursíve is not that between two

discrete and homogeneous levelsr âs is precisely the case when

discourse is understood as a representation of t'he real. The
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non-discursive ís not the interíor or exterior of a group of

statements, to be regarded aS the motivating force behind

discourse or that which is expressed in it. A discursive

formation is alrnrays in specif íc kinds of articulation wíth the

non-discursive formations which provide its horizons r fet these

horizons are not the limits of a pre-discursive real, for they

are always discursively organized. Perhaps the best account of

thís dif f icult poínt is given by Beverley Bro¡trn and Mark

Cousins:

[w]hat falIs ouùside a particular díscursÍve
formation merely fal1s outside it. It does not
t,hereby join the ranks of a general form of being,
the Non-Discursive...no general relation may exist
between 'external events' and díscourse. This makes
it possible to investigate what in particular
external events (which may ínclude other
díscourses) can be given as an object, of particular
discourses, of what the connection between a

discourse and those events can consisù (Brown &

Cousins, 1980: 254) .

To work with this sense of discourse then ís to take uP

Foucauldian project as

of the real and that
what Jacques Donzelot identifies in the

"erasíng the break...between the register

of ùheory"(Donzelot,1979a274). This is not, as an interest ín

within politicaldiscourse has sornetirnes beerr read- from
5

studies, throwing out 'reality' or lapsing into a philosophical

or linguistic idealism (hence the ímportance of purgíng

'discourse' of the defÍning claims of linguistics or

elusive totalities ofphílosophy). It is a rethinking of the

frealiby't 'the real' or 'society' into

definíüe and 1imíted conception of

the more hístoricallY

a field of historical,

social- institutions and the shifting relations between them,

coupled with the recognition t,hat instítutíons are discursively

organízed. Discourses are a resource of instítutíons, a mode of

their operatíon, but also part of the means of ùheir
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const i t,ut i on .

To ward off possible objecùions, f will add t,hat this is

not a confusion of the solidit,y of institutions and the socía1

being they administer with some supposed weightlessness of

discourse, but a dispensing ruith t,he philosophical designation

of different ontological domains. Vüe could say that what has

disappeared wíth the emergence of this particular conceptíon of

discourse, and what we need to break the philosophical habit of

searchíng for ís t,he first principle which, depending on our

predilection (theory or the rea1, discourse or institutíon),

will locate us in an ídealist or realist mode t oE offer us the

illusory solution of some phenomenol-ogical spiral between the

two ontological domains. The discursive and the non-discursive

can both be described as material while retaining a sense of

their dífferent modalíties, and if we let thÍs single term

'matería1' substitute for t,he traditional duality of ideal'

and 'real ' I suggest all ¡'re 'r'rill miss is the institution of

philosophy's superannuatíng ùask of administering ùhe gap

between the two.

What ne may gain from this erasure of the gap between

theory and the real t oÍ discourses and institutions, is a nel^r

approach to the analysis of t,exts, as well as an exüended sense

of the material, historical determinations of our social

realities. Donzelot notes t,hat with the erasure of the

philosophical- break the I'necessary condítíons for condemning a

text to either speak t,he truth or hide reality" also disappears

(Donzelob,L979az74). fn other words, the relation of a text ùo

'reality' is not that, of a (more or less accurate) picturing or

voícing in a separate place of an always already established

order of thíngs. Texts, and the discourses that shape themr cêIt
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be analysed for their delírnited but definite role in actively

making a 'reality' or state of affairs. For example, Donzelot

descríbes the discourses, or "theory-programmes" of

Ip]o1itica1 economy, Marxism, Keynesianism...Ias]...
strategies, formulae of government, theories which
explaín reality only to the extent that they enable
the implementation of a programme, the generation
of actions. . . (Donzelot ,1979a277) .

Or againr âs Colin Gordon puts ít,

[o]ur world does not follow a programme, but we live
in a world of programmes, that is to say in a world
traversed by the effects of díscourses whose
object ( in both senses of the ¡rord ) is the
rendering rationalisable, üransparent and
programmable of the real (eordon,1980z245).

My remarks about philosophical habits eome from a wider

critique of epistemology which has emerged from the work of

Foucault, Wittgenstein, Híndess, Hirst, and Hunter' among

others.6rfrí" critique consists of recogni zing particular

historical episùemologies as 'theory-programmes I with real

effects, but of rejectíng their claims to constitute the

singular, universal truth of 'how we know' and ùo name

"universal necessities in human existence" (Foucault quoted in

Martin, 1988: 1 1 ) . Thus, the partícular historical-
7

transcendental structure of nineteenth-century philosophy which

dominates the epistemological field of modern lrlestern thought

ís questioned as anything other than an accepted,

institutíonalized and powerful organizal,ion of knowledge'

constructing, but not expressíngf, epistemologies and

ontologíes.

Briefly, this epistemological field provides for the

organization of particular knowledges (e.9., a populist

conception of the State) under a theory of knowledge ín terms

of a relation of consciousness in which the subject of

knowledge (or knowledge process) corresponds to, or
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assimilates, the object of knowledge. Partieular historical

knowledges are thus brought under the criterion of the general

division of subject and object (or noumenon and phenomenon) in

¡rrhich t,he concept of knowledge is founded and the necessary

knowledge relation in which the two dist,inct ontological realms

('thought' and 'being') are assimilated. In other ¡vordsr âD

epistemological relaùíon forms both the 'basic concepts' from

rrrhich all others are Iogically derived and the knowledge

relation whích all subsequent forms of relation must mirror.

The point to be made is that this epistemology is a

particular discursive form holding no necessary dictate over

the form of other possible discourses. Other discourses need

not be thought of as exemplifying philosophical truths, but as

determinate practices with no necessary relation to

philosophical discourse. The Foucauldian problematíc provides

us with a field in which to analyse statements t,heir

rel-at,ions, meanings, uses, ef f ects f ree of t'he

epistemological claims that, organize these statements as a

mirror of a general conception of knowledge and prescribe the

possible forms of 'being'. fn the Foucauldian problematic the

meanings, relations, uses and effects of discourses cannot be

read off from an epistemology. Knowledges can never be recalled

to a singler ![enerâl form of knowledge. An epistemological

discourse ís a seü of statements whose effects do not flow from

their 'true representatíon' of ontological realms of thought

and beíng; rather their particular effects among them t'he

division of the f ield of knowledge ínto the 'logical' and t,he

'concrete ' , t,he 'idea1 ' and the 'actual ' r or the 'theoretical t

and the 'real' - are produced by the repetition of the

particular organízation of statements called'epistemology'.
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Thus, when TIe say r'we know xr, this statement cannot be

interpreted as expressing, fundamentally, another level of

operations which is the assimilation of one ontological realm

by a different ontological realm. Saying rîre know xr means we

have repeated the specific rules or the regularized set of

statements that have aS their correlate rx'. It means we have

repeated the Set of practical procedures required to produce

the knowledge-effect rxr .

This excursion ínto what perhaps look like exotic

philosophical concepts, but which in fact underpin familiar and

commonsense ideas about, f,or example, experience as a

privileged means of knowing our world, will have practical

returns for my investigation of populism and democracy. What is

at stake is the status of, for example' populist ways of

'knowing politics', or of understanding social relations of

power. fs a populist understanding of polítics an adequate (or

inadequate) assimilatíon by consciousness of an ontologically

authored arrangement of being t oE ís it the practical operation

of reiterating an ordered set of süatements within a

determinate ensemble of díscursive and non-discursive

relat i ons?

In the first case, our options can only be that populism

is or is not an accurate naming of what actually happens. The

problem here is noù with the demand for empirical evidence' but

the philosophical poverty of conceptualizing the 'what actually

happens' as if it were a stable unity to be understood rightly

or rrrrongly by dif ferenù consciousnesses ' and as if it had a

self-evidence (¡ut actually given only to rmaster' discourses)

that would enable a final adjudícation between these different

understandings.
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In the latter case r 'Ìúê must accept the f act of the

populist undersùanding as and when it occurs and treat it, not

as unearthing ( or failing to unearùh) the trut'h of politÍcs,

but as enunciating a particular hist,orical rat,ionality which

governs the practices of one present form of doing politics.

Cruciallyr âs a practical operation helping t,o constitute

'populism', it can be the síte of a useful intervention, unlike

the consciousness which has or has not correctly assimilated

how things ontologically are. The understanding ís part of

'what acùually happens', and what actually happens is multiple,

shifting, a surface of complex relationsr objects, events and

practices, yielding to no general description, possessing no

original or final transcendental form.

Finally, this use of the concepù of discourse and the

associated argumenùs which it registers, marks a continuity

rrith earl-ier work (Greenf ie1d,19B3 ,1984), whích dealt with the

'discursive politics of psychoanalytic theories'. lfhile there

is clearly 1itt1e link between the object of that work,

psychoanalytic theories, and the objects of this, populism and

democracy, the earlier work's concern to replace various

essential isms of 'the subj ecù ' with differentiated and

historically specific notions of subjectivity has its parallels

in what witt emerge in Chapters 2 and. 3 as the need to question

and replace essentialisms of 'the people' as social subject.

Similarly, the notion of díscursive po1ítics, aS well as

usefully limitíng the concept of discourse, offers the

opportunity to outline the conception of po1ítics with whích

this thesis will work. To talk of the discursive politics of

psychoanalytic theories de1ímited notions of the po1ítical to
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discursive practices and the effects in the social domain to

which they are linked. These effects are the production of the

truths by which people çJovern themselves and others8 within

determinate social relations of power.

If: Politics

Discursive politics f inds its place within t,he concept of

a 'mícropolitics' , which in turn shifts the concept, of politics

from the limited sense of partyr parliamentary and bureaucratic

polit,ics to the wíder deployment, of pol4rer relations. Power

relations are continually negotiated betr,¡een individuals or

different social groups (classes' çJenders, races, sexualities,

ethnic groups, religious and regional affiliations,

generations, instituùional populations etc.) operat,ing in and

between different institutional sites (e.g.,the workplace, the

household, the family, the media, the school). Tt is to this

ongoíng struggle and negotiation, perhaps but not necessarily

conscious, in shifting circumstances, and involving partieular

practices, agents, insùitutions, calculat,ions and outcomes,

that 'polítical' wíll refer in the thesis. Vühile this

conception excludes politics from no area of social life it,

should not be thought of as squeezing the sense out of every

ottrer category, and eventually itself, as though its essence

r¡ras the tautology of the slogan 'everything is political'. As

t,hough politics had an essence r oE universal form. Rather

politics the negotiation of potrer relations - will always be

in a determinate relat,ion to something elsei an economic

practice, an aesthetic question, the admínistrative and welfare

techniques of the social domai.t? pot"t relations are
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coextensive Iüith, not exhaustive of , social relations. Thus

politics is limíted by the particular forms to which it is

articulated; not circumscribed by another essence (human

nature, sexuality, the economy) as in Some other conceptíons.

An histo icallv sþecific lit ics

Further distancing uS from visions of a universal form or

essence, the deployment of porrler relations on which this broad

definition of politics is based is a particular historical

deployment, and one which constitutes one of the generative

sources of our 'modernity'. This historical deployment of porrrer

relations is the seventeenth century emergence of a 1íberal

form of 'government' which, rather than connoting, aS it does

today, ,ùhe State' , ref ers to technologies of por,fer that

provide "a perpetual and detailed attention to the cares and/

or political-economic potential of a population". Government

thus partakes of a I'nev productive f orm of political

rationality in which authoriùíes may aspire to shape or reshape

those under their rulell (Minsorl r 1985: 105 ) . Foucault has

described these technologies of power ínvolved in government as

comprised of

...a multiplicíty of often minor processes, of
differenù origin and scattered location, which
overlap, repeat t ot imitate one another' support
one another, dístinguish Lhemselves from one
another according to their domain of application'
converge and gradually produce the blueprint of a
general method. They trere at work ín secondary
educatíon at a very early date, later in primary
schools; they slowly invested the space of the
hospit,al; and, ín a few decades' they restructured
the military organizabion. They someüimes
circulated very rapidty from one point to another
(between the army and the technical schools or
secondary schools), sometimes slowly and díscreetly
(tfre insidious militarizabion of the large
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hrorkshops ) ( Foucaul t I L977 : 1 3 B ) .

These processes included, for example, the partitioning thaù

began to order architectural practices away from the earlier

principle of the general 'enclosure' of heterogeneous groups,

and a prime example of which is found in Benthamts panopticon;

or the exhaustive descriptions of the positions, directions and

articulations of limbs in relation to each other and to any

necessary apparatus into which acts such as marchinq'

rifle-handling, writing were dívided and t,he resulting economy

of movement used üo form in the soldier on parade and the

student at his desk their respective capacities. Such processes

constituted an administration of bodies through the det,ailed

regulation of place, time and movement. This administration

invests supervised, seríalized bodies (i.e. , bodies

individuated and ordered in
10

a series) with

useful, both as

constitutive

disciplines. Thus bodies are made individuals,

but also at the level of groups or classes of individuals

because the characterization of the individual is accomplíshed

within the ordering of a given mul-tiplicity. They are useful to

the degree that, the serialization of successive activit,ies,

accomplished by the serialízabion of space, makes it possible

to accumulate time and activity in t,he form of the individual

where it can be re-discovered, "totalized and usable ín a final

result" (Foucault ,L977:160) , that is, as a capacity or

competence. This 'docile' or disciplined body is not the body

of a slave, to be appropriated' nor the body of the servant,

caught in a crudely differentiated and non-analyùical relation

of general domination more characteristic of the socíal

organizaLion of, for exampler a feudal system. Rather, it is a

body with technically determíned capacities whose subjection
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increases not as it is deprived of its power but according to

the increase in íts skílls. The índividual produced in this

technology of power is also knowable, and has a meaning ühat is

determined in a network of knowledge relations made possible by

the operation of a power that relies not on t,he visíbility of

the body of authority in ceremony (ttre king and court), but on

the continuous visibility to itself of the governed population

in the form of indívidual bodies subject to a constant

surveillancer âssêssment and correctíon of their locations'

gestures and activitíes.

This administration of individual bodies (or of 'life')
Foucault has called an 'anatomo-politics' at the level of the

dísciplíned individual and a 'bio-power' at the level of the

population. These forms of power place certaín pressures on

political analysis. Analysis is no longer sufficiently

well-served by "the common tendency to construe political forms

in terms of ùhe language and imagery of law" (Minson,1985:41)

which throws up as the key problems to be addressed tt ( i ) the

identity of the dominating forces (who rules?), and (ii) the

repressiveness and (fack of) legitimacy of their rule" (Minson,

1985 243) . This tendency to privílege the language and imagery

of ]aw, that is, to treat the central point of power aS the

enunciation of the law and the operation of taboos and

deductíon (ttre seizure of things, time, bodies and life)

through the actívation of the bínary system of the licit and

illicit, the permitt,ed and the forbíddenr operates as a

,juridico-discursive'model of power. Power, in this model'

operates through the a1legedly singular mechanism of the 1aw

and the enforcement of its supposedly Scarce resources (these

beíng the imposition of lacks and limits), and has as its only
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acknoï¡ledged effect, obedíence.

Norrr, whether the juridíco-discursive model provides an

accurate or sufficient account of the law is highly

questíonable. Both ,Jef f rey Minson ( 1985:83-91 ) , Paul Hirst
(1986:50-1) and Beverley Brown (1982?) provide solid argument,

that it does not. The legal regulation of conduct takes forms

other than the símply prohibitiver as European sumptuary laws

concerned with the minutiae of personal behaviour attest. On

the one hand, thís does not impede Foucault's crit,ique of the

model as a conceptÍon of power that has dominated its analysis

in lVestern socíeties from the Middle Ages to the present day.

In fact, it could be said that Hirst's, Minson's and Brown's

politically enablíng approach to law makes use of the

Foucauldian insistence on "aïl analysis which focuses on the

means and conditions of lttre] exercise [of forms of power]..,

productive of a range of inüended and unintended effects"
(t',tinson,1985244) in their treatment of law as a particular and

variable form of power.

on the other hand, the demonstration of the limits of the

juridico-discursive as an account of practices of law draws

attention to a problem in Foucault's workr pertinent to

readings or applications of it that' stand or faIl on the

exactitude of its periodization and its tendency towards a

certain historicism. This problem is that a "blindness ùo the

significance of shifts wíthin the 1aw" (Minson,19B5:89) results

ín Foucault at times erecting a bípolar logic in whích a lega1

mode of power is pitted against a dísciplinary mode of power.

These opposing modes can then operate as the informing

principles of a suspect periodizabion of pre-modern and modern

societies; suspect, because posing a singular axis of
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transÍtionr and because attrÍbuting to both pre-modern and

modern societies differentr but essentÍally unified natures.

In an unintended historicist outcome, modes of porrrer are in

danger of becoming the unifying, deüermining 'base' of

societies.
Hindess and Hirst (1975) have cogently argued the problems

of general izíng accounts of the transitions between forms of

social organi zatíon and HÍrst, has said in criticism of

Foucault's project, "there Ís no opposition betl¡een law and

diseipline". He adds, "as the author of The Birth of the Clinic

and I Pierre Ri Ii.e., Foucault] should knol¡I" (Hirst'

1986:50), acknowledging here that this is not a uniformly

posíted opposiüion in Foucault's work. Similarly, Minson refers

to the "totalising implicaüions of Foucaultrs work" aS "only

tendencÍês", which can be pared away from its "more rewarding

dimensíons " (t"tinson, 1985: 83 ) .

These more rewardíng dimensions, which I am arguing can

prove invaluable for political- analysis, are found especially

in the positive specificat,ions of 'government' and the

associated governmental technology of 'police', both of which

will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. These

historical categories, while of prime importance to the

organizatÍon of social rel-ations in European and lfestern

societies ín the l-ast four centuries, have had this general

outcome not through any singularity of Source or purpose.

'Policêr r for example, is marked more by a dispersion: as a

üype of detailed, formative attention to the good order and

happiness of ühe members of the nation state ¡ ot territories

like the German Lände and municipalities, it has no single

institutional origin, but rather issues from a range of
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institutions wit,h differenü interests and targets (e.9.,

ecclesiastícal, medical, municipal, state). Similarly, it

operates to no single polítícal effect, but has historically

been, on the one hand, conservative of old social orderinqs,

and, on the other, reformative in constructing the ne1at

sùatistical object and political-economic resource of Ùhe

population (l,tinson,1985 zlO2-106). Vühat is important about this

hístorícal. ancl institutional dispersion of 'police', embedded

at different times and in dífferent places in different

political straüegies, and securing differenü outcomes for

different instiüutions, is that it undermines the image of a

form of polrer unified by a teleological mission, ushering in a

modern, essentially homogeneous capitalist era.

To move on from these cauùions regarding Foucault's work'

and for my purposes in this fntroduction, ùhese historical

categories of government and police partake of a

conceptualization of polfer aS dispersed and productive: not a

strength or property of a person, institution or structure from

whích it is meted out to disobedient subjecüs as punishment

(and which could invest it with a teleology) ' but ühe name

at,tribuùed to the mul-típlicity of force relatíons that are not

imposed from above, but deployed throughout, immanent üo, and

constítutÍve of the formations of a social order. As for the

law, legislative power is one point in t'the moving substrate of

force relations whích, bT virtue of their inequality'

constantly engender states of polrrer always local and

unstable', (Foucaultr1979:93), and is a power thaü cannot be

overlooked as simply confíned to repression in the name of a

SovereÍgn but Ítse1f requires examinatíon in terms of its

heterogeneous means, conditions and effecùs (e.9., defining
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agents in terms of interests and capacities, aS well aS

deducting time, life and wealth for illegalities).

As immanent to the formations of a social orderr portrêr

relations are immanent to the forms of intelligibility of that

order. But rre should not think of this immanence in terms of a

base of potter and a superstrucüure of knowledge. This would be

simply to reverse philosophy's account of knowledge aS

occupying a separate and more fundamental field from porrrer

whichr ãs ühe routinely absented category in philosophy, is

conceived as a corollary of the contíngent and ephemeral world

of politics that philosophy goes beyond (to ultimate reality)

even if, as in Plato's writings, it is in order to establish

the foundatíon of politics. Power ís recognized by philosophy

only aS ühat which enslaves and incarcerates, silences and

binds : truth , the province and obj ect of phi ]-osophy , i s by

nature free. In phil-osophical discourse, potrer and knowledge

are of dífferent ordersr âfld if they are related' it ís only

through an intervening agency such as the law conceived as t'he

repository of truths composíng a natural order and deviatÍon

from whichr ês error, activates a punitíve power.

Foucaulü'S work directs us Ùo two things: the deployment

of power relations understood aS not only or necessarÍly

punitive or negative but,r âs foremost and alwaysr productive or

constitutive; and ùo a formulation of knowledge not as the

expression of a universal realm of truth but as the effect of

certain conditions or dífferential relations which ïre can call

knowledge-relations. Formulated in this I,tlay rpower' and

'knowledge' are not to be imagined aS two discrete orders or

natures but as the correlated effects of relations between

bodies, techniques, architectures, discourses and so on'
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Foucault writes:

Relations of porüer are not in a position of
exteriority wíth respect to other types of
relationships (economic processes ' knowledge
relationships, sexual relations), but are immanent
in the latüer; they are the immediate effects of
the divisions, inequalities, and disequilíbriums
which occur in the latter, and conversely they are
the internal conditions of these differentiations;
relations of porrer are noü in superstructural
positions, with merely a role of prohibition or
ãccompaniment; they have a directly productive
role, wherever ùhey come into play (Foucault,L979z
e4) .

This intimat,e nexus between por4rer and knowledge' ï'rhere

ùhroughout the social domain l^re encounter knowledge always

constituted in relations of potrer and vÍce versa, provides us

with another way of thinking of 'díscourse' and 'polítÍcs'.
Given thís terrain of power-knowledge relations, if politics ís

the struggJ-e around (and through) power relations then it is

already embroiled in effects of knowledge generated by the

operations of discourses. These discourses, in turn, operaüe

not in the neutral epístemo3-ogical space of representation'

distanced from the battlefield of social actions, but as a

particul-ar (constituüíve and administrative) part of this

field.
Armed with this broad generíc sense of politics (generic'

11
because the FoucauldÍan analytic of poT,trer outlined provides

some basic dírecüions f,or analysÍs; broad, to avoíd defining in

advance the form a particul-ar politícal practice will take) and

with t,his sense of the materiality of discourse, as well as

alert to their linkagesr lIê can move to a consideration of

populism and democracy. Tentatively¡ lfê can say t,hat populism

and democracy name strategies for organizing the negotiations

of power-knowledge relations. It ís the objectives,

foundations, calculations around and outcomes of these
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strategies that wilt occupy us in attempt,ing to specify and to

differentiate them.

Rhetoric and ideoloqv

Before turning to these matters it will be useful to

define two further terms: rheüoric and ideology. fn this work'

rhetoric will be used similarly to discourse, sharing wíth it a

sense of a specific materiality, and dispensing, like

discourse, with philosophical and linguistic ideas of a

governing subject and a separate, external field of reference.

This entails, as for the concept of dÍscourse, claimíng a quite

particular usage in the thesis f.ot the term 'rhetoric' which'

at least since late medieval times and the emergence of various

ideologies of indivídua1ism, has been used pejoratively from

within dominant emphases on authorÍal intention and/or

representational accuracy. The major modern sense of 'the

rhetorical , has been equated wit,h a manipulative use of
L2

language, pervêfsely disrespectful of the truth of what is

being described, and calculatedly deceitful as üo its authorrs

true intentions. It is ühus doubly counterposed to notions of

'ühe truth' and to associated ideas of the spontaneous

individual expression of language.

rf we remove rhetoric from the field of these

preoccupaüions as we relocated discourse from the field of

philosophy ùo the terrain of por¡rer-knowledge rel-ations - we can

define it as practices of composition that are calculated and

varied in terms of their effects on particular readerships or

audiences. In this sense, rhetoric is associated with

persuasive, eloquently instrucüive and political forms of
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r^rriting, speakíng, making of images, correlation of image and
13

sound, and so on. Rhetorical analysis is ühus concerned not

with uncovering 1ies, but with the conditions and effects of

specifíc signifying practices. Rhetoric examines the

conventions that enable the ímitaüion, repetition and variation

of textual strategies (e.g., uses of metaphor and allusion ín

adverüising, practices of quotationr the rewriting of

commonplace formul-ations) and to trainings in t,he competences

to acüivate and use these conventions innovatively.

As intimated in the Preface, the thesis distances itself

from the concept of ideology aS false consciousness. Thís has

been a dominant inflection of the general MarxÍsü sense of

ideology as socially determined thought. As false

consciousness, ideology has the function of simply reflecùi

divisions in reality. That is, the system of ideas appropríate

to classes ís false because a c1ass, gÍven its posítion in the

social totality, can have only a partial (hence distorted) idea

of that social totalíty.

Structuralist Marxism challenged thÍs function of ideology

by redefining it as a set of regularly repeated, materíaI

practices, instiüutiona11y organized (in ühe family, schoolr

media, etc. ) which actively place people through a mechanism of

recognition or interpell-atíon in the positions from which they

T¡rork in, and make sense of , socÍety. Rather than being the

(fatse) expression of a pre-existing' economícally organized

location, ideology locates the individual subject in a

determinate relation to iüs real conditions of existence.

This formulation of ideology as relativelv autonomous

not simply socially determÍned but also determíning' or as
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constitutive rather than repressive - r^ras welcome in the space

it, made available for considering multiple sites of struggle.

Horrever, it continues to oppose ideology to some form of rtrue

knowledge' (e.g., scíence, Philosophyr authentic existence'

true consciousness, human rationality, objective knowledge). In

contrast to 'true knowledge' , ideology is characterized by íts

failure to grasp 'the rtihole pÍctur€'r the totality of social

relations or 'the essence' of human existence.

Tüe can dispute, following the critíque of epistemology

and the questions it raises about any knowledge claiming to

transcend the conditions of its emergence and thereby know a

'social totaliLy' , that science and ideology can ever be

distinguished in this lray. The effects of ideologies are

characterized not by their failure to grasp any 'total picture'

but by the particular material practices of which they are

comprised. So the ideology of individualism, for example,

comprises the teaching and reviewing practices, among others '
that instil the habit of discerning an individual as the origin

of a play, novel or poem.

As socialJ-y and practically organized knowledges '
ideologies clearl-y bear a strong equivalence to discourses. In

factr oo longer marked out by its (faiteA) relation to a social

totaliby, knowable in a science, the term ideology, I would

arguer îâftês nothing that the term discourse cannot adequately

signify. What is more, discourse names ühese things without the

habÍtua1 pejorative connotaüions of ideology, situates them in

the field of power-knowledge relations rather than símply

knowledge relations or recognition, and can thus attend more

usefully to their 'positivity', or material social effects. It

is for this reason that the thesis will attend ùo discourses of
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sirnply treating populism as anpopulism' rather than
T4

'ideology' .
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NOTES

rDíscourse' is a contested category. Colin MacCabe (L978/
79) notes that 'discourse' has been used ùo repl-ace
'speech' and 'intenüion' as well as being constructecl in
opposition to the Saussurian concept of rparoler, while
Pecheux, for example, displaces the langue/parole dívision
with 'linguistic base,/discursive processes' (Vrloods ,!977 z

57-59).

The use of the term in the Foucauldian problematic is
discont,inuous with its use in linguistics (or attached to
a 'linguistic base'), but, corresponds to its use in, for
example, the work of Hindess and Flirst. "Throughout this
text we refer to theory as theoretical- discourse. Why do
'hre use this term? Theoietical discourse we sftarf define as
the construction of problems for analysis and solutíons to
them by means of concepts. Concepts are deployed in
ordered successions to produce these effects. This order
ís the order created þ¡¿ the practice of theoretical l4rork
itself: it is guaranteed by no necessary 'logicr or
'dialecüic' nor by any necessary mechanism of
correspondence with the real itself. Theoretíca1 work
proceeds by constant problematisations and
reconstrucùíons. Theories exist only as díscourses as
concepts in definít,e orders of succession producing
definite effects (posíng, criticising, solving problems) -
as a result of that order. Theoret,ical discourse, like
discourse in general, speaking and writing, is an
unlimíted process. Classically, in epistemologies,
theories have an appropriate form of order in which their
relation to the real is revealed. They appropriate,
correspond to or are falsified by the rea1. The limits of
nature set their limits. Theory ul"timately represents and
is limíted by the order of the real it,self. In empirícist
epistemologies, for example, theories take the form of
categories translatable Ínto definite observation
statements. Our conception of discourse cannot be so
limited" (Hindess & Hirst¿ 1977:7-B) "

On the problems wíth the concept 'political culture', see
Rowse's critique of Berzin's and frving's essay on the
formation of a populist egalitarian rhetoric and hegemony
in Australia in 1840-60 as reproducing the idealism of
bourgeois po1ítical culture theory in formulating yet,
another'myth of origin' (Rowse,l97ïaz20-22).

'Things said and wríttenr are the discourses,
susceptible to their ol^rn rules of f ormation and
transformation, that a soeiety produces along with
t,hat is, in determinate relationships to al-1 else
that it may produce (See Foucault ,I978:esp.14-18).

As a systematic orderinq, it follows that I'not everything
which ís said, ruritten or broadcast fal1s into some
discourse or another" (Minson,1985:723) .

For example, see Geras (1987) and Meiksins üIood (1e86).

Althusser I s

2

3

4

5

6 For example' see Hirst on the problem with
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and, "[t]o ask
problem of
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silence,
for the

ínfinite

E. P. Thompson's The Poverty of Theory, especially, "that
point (ttre condition of the l<nowledge-being relation) at
which all
incoherence

epistemologies degenerate into
or dogma" ( 1-985:69 ) '

7

'origin' of knowledge is to pose a
regress" (1985:70).

Hunter also argues against epístemological accounts of
liüerature, on the failure of epistemology to account for
the dÍversity of knowledge or forms of writíng'
dífferentiated accordíng to the practices or technologies
that constitute them. rrTo carry on with Vrlittgenstein for a
moment r r,rê can say that the problem with epistemological
concepts like 'representation t ís that they organise
accounts of language around a paradigm or essential
case... The types of relation that, exist beùtieen the
díssemínation of forms of wrítíng (on the one hand) and
socía1 organisations, individual actíons, bodily feelings
and sensítiviùíes, historical events etc. (on the other)
may simply be too various to be covered by a term l-ike
'representation' " ( 1984a z 406-7) . And, further on
trùittgenstein's contribution to this argument, "Ii]n place
of the empty gesturing to experience, the subject and to
representation V'iittgenstein provides a careful and
piecemeal description of some of the ínnumeralole 'special
methods', the mastery of which determines what we can
count as 'experience r or 'representation' under certain
circumstances. The important point is t,hat, the formatíon
of these procedures into technologies t,he deployment of
notations, the utilizaLion of bÍologica1 faculties, the
mastery of perceptual routines ' the forms of connection to
't,hings' etc. - is a píecemeal practical achievement of
forms of social organisation" It makes no sense to posit a
single principle for the organisation of capacitÍes, the
subject (whether conceived as an unfettered consciousness
g as the surface effect of deep structures ) because the
forms of social organisation are not governed by any
singl-e general (epistemological) relation beLween
rlanguage' and 'the world t t' ( 1984a 2427) .

This historical-transcendental structure is establ-ished
wíth the concept of the constitutive subject of Immanuel
Kant's transcendental philosophy. Kant's philosophy is
that knowledge which undertakesr and claims üo achieve,
the task of becomíng transparent to ítsel-f. The "eternal
and unalterable 1aws" of reason on which this
'sel-f-reflection' is made possible¡ â.rê laid down in the
primordial category of conscíousness, the constitutíve
subj ect ( rant, ' 7973 t9) . lrlhile the Cartes ian subj ect is a
sulostance, the Kantían subject is a pure or empty
categoryr a bare consciousness which accompanies all-
concepts.

This independent and free subject is ouùside time and is
the alleged ultimate condition of experience. Kantían
philosophy describes how vhat is given to the senses
loelongs to our experience (to what we can be aware of, or
to the intelligibfe world) by virtue of the constitutíve
role of the subject in conceptualizing and shaping the
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contents of the sensible wor1d. With the constítutíve
subject, the figure of 'man' that underpins the human and
social sciences is properly established. Man' as
metaphysícal entityr âs a pure form, emerges in advance of
and ordering his historical conditíons.'Hisüory' is
conceptualized as a simple fact-gathering exercise whose
limits are supplemented by a sovereign subject and
universal method the key to the transcendence of
empirical events. History becomes the narrative of human
aspiration which, given in the form of the pure or
constitutive subjectr remains always the same. The subject
strips thought of its hÍstoríc dimension, which it equates
with superstition (i.e., whatever cannot be deduced from
the subjeet) r âfld constructs a history in which it is the
sovereign principle, as well as the object'. Thus, in a
history of philosophy the constitutive subject is found
even in its empirical absence, as that which has yet to
come into being. The absence of the subject, as the
universal form of knowledge, is made unthinkable. Thus r¡e
ínherit ttre structural bi-polarity of the historical/
empírica1 and ühe transcendental t ot the phenomenal and
the noumenal, which limits analyses to repeating the
formal moves of t,his philosophy.

In the case of the discursive polítícs of psychoanalytic
theories these truths help regulate what is to be known
and spoken of about our selves, subjectívities,
consciousnesses and unconscious r sexualities, other
related conducts, and so on. Clearly, the truths (as well
as the sites and rules governing their productÍon and
consumption and outcomes) ttrat are generated by discourses
of populism and democracy wÍft be quite different.

See Donzelot on 'the social' as
recent emergence (1979 & 19BB).

a particular sector of

10. These may take the form of, for example, medícal or
military disciplines r oE r âs in the fol-lowing quotation
detailing a gymnastics of writing, a pedagogic discipline:
"[g]ood handwriting, for exampler presupposes a whole
routine whose rigorous code invests t,he body ín its
entirety, from the points of the feet to the tip of the
index finger. The pupils must always 'hold their bodies
erectr somêllhat turned and free on the left sider slightly
inclinedr so that, with the elbow placed on the table¡ the
chin can be rested upon the hand, unless this lüere to
interfere wíth the view; the left leg must be somewhat
more forward under the table than the right. A distance of
two fingers must be left between the body and the table;
for not only does one write with more alertness ' but
nothing is more harmful to the health than to acquire the
habít of pressing oners stomach against the table; the
part of the left arm from the elbow to the hand must be
placed on the table. The right arm must be at a distance
from the body of about three fingers and be about five
fingers from the tabler on which it must rest lightly. The
teacher will place the pupils ín the posture t'hat they
should maintain when writing, and wí11- correct it either
by sign or otherwise, trhen they change this position' (La
Salle, Conduite.. .,63-4). A disciplined body is the

9
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prerequísite of an efficient gesture" (Foucault,7977 zl52).

11. It is ímportant to stress that Foucault elaborates what he
calls an analytic of power and not a theory. By this
choice of terms he insisüs on the historical orientation
of his treatment of porrer t ot as Minson puts it ' 

I'he

I Foucault ] has never attempted to develop a general social
theory of power. His aim has rather been to describe the
origins and development of a particular class of social-
cum-historical events Itne human sciences, technologies,
and associated agencies of Ínvestigation' regimentation
and advice-givíng] in terms of power" (Minsonr 19B5:44) .

12. Díck Leith and George Myerson note "the widespread
Enlightenment assumption that Rhetoríc ís a special, and
s1-ightly underhand, use (or abuse) of language" (1989:
xiv).

13. See Paul Corcoran's sustained examínatíon of rhetoric, in
both its historical and contemporary forms, as a
technoloEy of politíca1 language. rrAn 'o1d' rhetoric of
oratory contrasts with a powerful 'new' rhetoric which has
at its dísposal an array of communication techniques and
an unlimited range of audío-visual materiaLs to use in
affecting an audience. This'extra-linguistic' rhetorical
communication is especially signíficant as it gradually
becomes the standard for rheüoríca1 performance in
conLemporary elecüoral politics" (19792143) .

Also see Terry Eagleton on rhetoric's attention to
speaking and wriüíng 'rnot merely as textual objects... but
as forms of act,Ívity inseparable from the wider social
relations beLween writers and readers, orators and
audiences, and as largeLy unintelligibte outside the
social purposes and conditions in whích they were
embedded" (1983:206) " And see Colin Mercer on rhetorical
analysis' abí1ity to deal wíth practices of persuasion,
incitement, consent, evaluation and concitiation in his
discussion of entertainment as a rhetoric (1986:1BB-90).

74. Tt may seem perverse to raise the term simply in order to
note its effective displacement. However, the volume of
work invesüed in the questíon of ídeology makes it
straüegica11y unwise to remain completely silent on the
subj ect.

For an
reworking
Cultural-
cr i t ique
see Hirst

indicative discussion of structural-ist Marxism's
of ideology, see Centre for Contemporary

Studies' On Ideoloqy (1978). For a non-humanist
of the sLrucüura1 Marxist conception of ideology,

(1.979 ¿4O-74) .
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PopuLism, as a variable and powerful form of political

discourse and calculation, has received 1itt1e analysis in

comparison to the scrutiny of the generalized political

formations of liberalismr socialism, communism and democracy.

Sti1l l-ess of this analysis has addressed populism as first and

foremost a political question. Repeatedly' the political

problems populism thror,us up are treated as the second-order

effects of a phenomenon grounded in areas of the socíal domain

other than 'the polítícal'. Yet populism is an insistent form

of political essentialísm with real- effects on how we pose a

range of political questíons and devise strategies in the light

of the ansrüers they receive. The following pages outline some

strategies of analysis of this political form whose effects for

politíca1 analysis and calculatíon have yet to be widely and
1

seriously considered.

In line with t,he Introduction's arguments agaÍnst a

phílosophical approach whose job it is to formulate the essence

or fundamental nature of oners object of interest, analysis

starts not with the question 't¡hat is populism?' but raùher,

rwhat currencies has ùhe term "populism" had?' fn other words,

rather than search for pure, intrinsic meaníngs called up by

the term, I shal-l briefly trace the major ways t,his discursive

concept has been used, circulated and repeated. It is these

depl-oyments that determine the value of the coneept and

esùablishing the particular currency or meaning of populism in

this thesis witt entaíl an evaluation of the

politico-intellectual usefulness or outcome of these

deploymenüs. Clearlyr such an approach forfeits the claim to

producing the definitive sense of an abstract po1itical model

or a general theory of populísm. But, any such essentialist
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attempts ignore or reduce the specifÍc forms and differences of

various populisms. They treat, the politico-discursive relatíons

in which these populísms are secured and which mark their

specificit,ies as somehow just, given, in advance of their actual

organization and production and the particular struggles in

which they are negotiated and forged, by a general theory

grounded in the apparently unquestionable authority of an

epistemology of politÍcs. This may provide us with a seemingly

stable base for political interpretation or commentary but what

we witt find ourselves repeat,ing is a general prediction of

'how struggles go' which may simply fail to provide the

conditions of visibility for the forces and tactics ínvolved in

actual and possible st,ruggles. And what can never be

scrutinized from such a base are the particular struggles in

which an imput,ed epistemologícal base is negotiated, forged and

reproduced or transformed. In other words, according to these

disabling conceptions, knowledge can only take t,he form of

enlightenment by the unveiling of what already exísts (as

opposed to a material production), in relation to which

'politics' can occupy only the space of an exterior mechanics.

To borrow a phrase, in place of this "dÍsmal plenitude'r of

the general theory (Foucaultrl97B:13) comes the benefit of

making visible some of the practical ways a relatíve and mobile

discursive formation helps forge politícal realities.

I:The currencies of populísm as analytical concept

The currencies of 'populism'
contested. Allcock, writing in 1977,

this word has already

have been multiple and

noted,

had many years of rpagan'



life ín which its users have attribuùed to it
no special precisÍon. Now 'conversÍonr is being
followed by a period of catechism ín which
'populísmr is being examined rather more
systematically to determine its suitability for
admission as a technÍcal term of social science
(ettcocx ,L97 1 :371 ) .

In its 'pagan' phase populism has named specifíc and separate

historical movemenüs for social reform, in particular

narodnichestvo ín Russia in the 1870s, and the movement

culminating ín the U. S. People' s Part,y in the 1890s . ( f t has

been pointed out that the relation between the two movemenüs

29

'narodnichestvo' thanowes more to the lexical translation of

to other criteria (Vforsley,1969 2,2a8) . )

Narodnichestvo r4ras an early utopian socialist att,empt to

mobiLize popular support by Russian intellectuals conversant

r,,rith the writings of the utopian socialists Saínt-Simon,

Fourier, Proudhon and Herzen and critical of Russia's

autocratic Tsaríst state and its brutal effects on the

peasants, emancÍpated from serfdom in 1861 but simultaneously

required to pay high redemption fees fot farm lands they had

historically considered tTreirs. Genuine reform of the Russian

state rras thought by these intellecüuals ¡ ot narodniks (rrom

narod signifying rpeople'¡ 'fo1kr or 'nation'), to be found

only by 'going to the people', divining their wishes and

working for üheir 'felü needsr of land and liberty to be won

from the state and landowners. This movement 'to the people'¡

advised by wrÍters such as the anarchist Bakunin and at times

taking the form of mass pilgrimages of students to the

countryside (canovan,198I:72-3) , 'ûrras to effect a unity with a

'peopler conceived as unit,ed, natural, spiritual and only

awaitíng a faithful voice for it to provide a moral and social

rebirth for the country:
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[t]he people suffer mueh, their life is burdensome,
they harbour deep hatreds, and feel passíonately
t,hat there wi 1l- soon be a change They are
waiting not f or ready-made works but, f or t'he
revelation of what is secretly stirring in their
spirits. They are not waiüing for books but for
aposù1es - men r,r¡ho combíne faith, wi11, conviction
and energy; men who witt never divorce themsel-ves
from ühem; men who do not necessarily spring from
them, but who act r',rithin them and with them, with a
dedícat,ed and steady f ait,h. The man who feels
himsel-f to be so near the people that he has been
vírt,ual1-y f reed by them f rom the atmosphere of
artificial civil-isation; the man who has achieved
t,he uníty and intensity of which we are speaking
he will be able to speak ùo the people and musù do
so (Herzen quoted in Venturí,1960:35).

This focus on the peasantry as the repository of the nation's

virtue
agrarian

and wealth has earned narodnichestvo the descri ption of

populism, which it shares with the American movement

and People's Party of the 1890s.

In the case of the People's Party, hoîIever, populíst

demands to break the porrer of the rail-roads' creditors and

banks t,hat controlled rural workers' lives through monopoly

freíght rates, and crippling mortgages trorsened by the

fínanciers' decision to maintain the United States on the go1d

süandard in the 1870sr câInê from the ranks of t,he farmers

themselves. The movement r4ras loased in the southern and western

states, characterized by revivalist-style meetings, and a

hostil-ity to professÍonal politícians who were seen as under

the corrupting influence of the monopoJ-ies. By the middle of

1890r such meetíngs, a National Farmers Alliance and the

faílures of extra-governmental attempts to break market

monopolies had 1ed to the formation of the Peoplers Party. The

'rgreat common people" of the United Staües (Hicks r 1961:160) ,

honest and united (though "It]he radical alliance between rural

and urban producers never came to much" (Canovanr1987z42)), r¡Ias

invoked as both constituency and orators:
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It]he farmers, the country merchanüs, the cattle-
herders, they of the long chin-whiskers, and they
of the broad-brimmed hats and heavy boots, had
heard the word and could preach the gospel of
Populísm Vüomen with skins üanned to parchment
by the hot, winds, with bony hands of toil and clad
ín faded calicor could talk in meeting, and could
talk straight to the point (garr quoted in Hicks,
1961:159).

Vüith some elecùoral suceesses at State level but, an

inflexibility that denied ít the avenue of strategic

compromise, the People's Partyrs failure ín the 1896

Presidential Election signalled its eventual demise.

While r,ve are noting these historical movements t'o which

t,he term 'populist' was first applied, ít is appropriate to add

a related current of influence, if not, quite movement, thaù was

having a significant and long-lasting impact in Australia at

the same period. Peter Love has documented how "[t]he People's

Party in the United States was regarded as somethíng of a model

for the emerging Labor Parby in Australia" (Love,\98429), and

traced the circulation of the American populists' analyses and

rhetoric in the Australían radical press of the 1880s and

1 890s .

Beyond these relatively straightforward descriptions of

historical movements, the diagnosis of what exactly it is that

is beíng labelled 'populist' runs into considerable debate. One

important strand in this debate understands populism as the

name correctly given to the phenomenon caused by the social

dislocation and economÍc variances engendered by shifts in

socio-economic formations (Stewart,1969). This general position

provides the conceptual framework for a number of influential

analyses. For example, Third Ì'Iorld populism has been üreated as

an effect of imperialism (vüorsley,1969), the united States
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Populists as a response to monopoly capital (uorstadter,1969),

and the narodnichestvo to an imminent industrialization
(waricxi,1969a). one branch of this form of analysis is the

t,raditional marxist rejection of populism as a 'false
consciousnessr of socio-economic conditions which, it argues,

can only be properly expressed ín terms of class struggle. A

loca1 example can be found in the r,r¡ork of Humphry McQueen.

Amongst McQueen's interests, 1íke Love's, are the populist

infl-uences domínating early labour po1ítics in Australia. These

include the popularity and tour of Henry George¡ ân American

populist extolling the physiocratic idea of land as the source

of all wealth; the associaùed 'single-tax issue' and call for

some versÍon of a rent on land which would eit,her restructure

society ot t equall-y, render such resùructuring unnecessaryì and

the longer-running support for land reform. ThÍs latter McQueen

sees as springing from "peasant faith in land¡ Ut,opianism; and

an abundance of untitted acres" (19'712147). In the place of

"the coherent critique Iof capitalism] which only Marxism can

offer" (McQueen,1971:198) was a populist campaign to establish

a yeomanry, in whích "the people were ideologically

subordinate in as much as t,hey were avoiding the problems

presented by capitalism by at,tempting escape into rural

harmony" (McQueen,19712L9). lfhile McQueen notes the influence

of Utopian f iction in t,his f or example r Edward Bellamy's

populist Lookinq Backward from the Year 2000 in which a

utopian, technocratic society has been formed peacefull-y

loecause "fp]ublic opinion had become ful1y ripe for iL, and the

whole mass of the people was behind it" (eeflamy quoted in

Mc0ueen,Ig-11:196) - such populism is presented as the more or

less unmediated outcome of socío-economic phenomena. (fn fact,
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McQueen remarks in the "Introduction" t,o A New Britannia that

one of "f ive major weaknesses" in t,he work is that "education,

temperance, fíction and poetry have been made use oft they have

not been examined" (19712 13). ) The socio-economic formation

that was to be 'Australia' a transplanted capitalism whose

ethos of acquísitive competiùion was bolsüered by the discovery

of gold, the apparent, availabilit,y of 1and, and the social

make-up of the "upward striving" emigrants (tucQueenr 1971 :18 )

delivers üp, at best, a populist mentaliüy to 'the peoPlê', or

working classesr âs a false reflection of the divided (class)

reality they inhabit and which only Marxism can properly grasp.

Something needs to be said about the usefulness of such

breatments. V'thile in no sense conüesting t,he relevance of

socio-economic questions to political formations such as

populism I want to argue that socio-economic conditions cannot

be used as the chart or 'base' from whích we can read off

necessary or 'superstructural' political effect,s such as the

mobilization of general and unified support, for political

initiatives. lrlhen socio-economic conditions are used in this

rrray rirre are told nothíng t oÍ at best given an inadequate

account, of how such political effects are materially and

specifically secured. Ana1ysís of this type is thereby in

danger of producing a disabl-ing disregard for multipler l-oca1

(but not necessarily unconnectíng) political struggles. Thus

the diagnosis that what populism essentially is ís the

ideological and polítícal regisùering of the fundamentally

determining socio-economíc conditions of a nation, community or

region is problematic.

However, it is not only socio-economic anaLyses of

populism of which this can be said. Similar indíctments can be
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made of r^ihat is provided in the way of po1-itical analysis by

other interpretations of populism. If anything, their reductive

concepts of 'the politíeal' are less helpful than an

understanding of it as an expression of the socio-economíc.

From a political sociology perspective, 'populism' has

been claimed as more properly describing a broader

anthropological eonfiguratíon inclusive of the narrowly

'socio-economíc'. The rpart-wholer theory of peasant

communities locates populism as ühe response of a peasant or

rural population wit,hin a society undergoing modernization t ot

with differential rates of development. An earl-y proponent of

this approach is .T. B. Allcock, who works with Kroeber's

description of peasantries:

It]hey constituüe part-societies with part-cultures.
They lack the isolation, the polit'ical autonomy and
the self-suffíciency of t,ribal populations; but
their local units retaÍn much of their old
identit,y, íntegration, and attachmenù to soil and
cults (Kroeber quoted in A11cock,1971z3B0).

The tensions inherent in these "contradictory as welL as

mutually supportive" (ettcoct< ,7977:380) relations between

part-societies and the whole (e.9., betweenr or t,he one hand,

small--town rural- America and, on the other' "American society"/

"the 'Great Tradition' of American líberalism" / "Amerícan

capital.ism" (A1lcock ,I9'71:381) ) generate t,he radical

opposition to met,ropolitan elites that characteri.zes populist

organizations and ideologies. The 'part-wholet concept of

social totality is usually accompanied by the phenomenon of

alienated intellectuals who mobi\ize this rpart' society

against the dominant bloc of the 'whole' society. The 'part'
society ís available to be mobil-ized because of its structural

position, and the agents of mobilizatíon simply express the
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realíty of theír orrn position: "these fpopulist] ideologies

reflect very clearly the social sit,uat,ion of the men who

produce them" (Attcocf ,L97 1 :383 ) . Thus populism, in such an

account, is the political expression of a rlesser d,eveloped'
2

human culture and perhaps also of an 'uprootedr one.

A fourth and influential currency of the üerm has been as

the designation of a socio-psychological phenomenon. This sense

emerged in rewritings of the intellect,ually and politically

ínfluential üradiüion of populism derived from the Unit,ed

States People's Party. These rewritings (Sfrifs ,7956;

Kornhauser,1960; Reisman and GIazer,1964; Viereck,7964)

occurred in the context of McCarthyism, with its witch-hunts

and anti-intellectualism beíng attributed to the 'innately
populist mentality' of the American people. From being

perceived as a reservoír of essentially democrat,ic and

reforming sentimentr populism came to stand as the expression

of the irrationality, anti-liberalism and superstition of 'the
massesr. For Kornhauser, for example, "Ip]opul-ism ís cause as

well as ef fect in t,he operat,íon of mass society" ( 1960:103 ) ,

and legit,imat,es standards r,,rhich are bot,h unclear and "may

change abruptly and unpredictably as in fads and crazesrl

(1960:104). These rewritings r^rere made possible by a discipline

of political science influenced by psychologizíng doctrines of

behaviouralism, theories of mass society and of elít,es, and

reproducing the socio-psychological analyses of Nazism and

Iùa1ian fascism as manifesting a social pathology utterly
distinct f rom the social 'health' represent,ed by liberal

individualism "

At odds with and in response to the analyses of populism
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in ühe McCarthy period and as the psychological matrix from

which lr{cCarthyism issued, the t,erm has signified a particular

polit,ical philosophy which has declared populism as the grass-

roots discovery of what democracy means. Manifestoes of

popul i sm emerged in t,he context of 1960s and I 70s

counter-cultural radícalism linking it to radical democratic

t,raditíons and ca1ls for a rpartícipatory politics' to replace

the 'po1Ítícs of po'r,rrer' and hierarchical social structure

organized under the institutions of 'elitíst democracy'

(Pranger, 1968; Ta11ian, 1977 ) .

II: A political currency

To these definitions of populism can be added another

whích I propose as at leasü naming the area to be investigated

if we are to treat populism as, among other things, a political

problem. That is, a problem not only of economic structure, or

of a society's I stage of developmenù | , but also of the

negot,íation of power-knowledge rel-atíons between dif f erent

groups r although clearly the f ormer condiüions wíl-1 be involved

in any conjuncture in which this occurs. Populism ean serve as

the name for any strategy or discourse which deploys as central

the concept 'the people' , and ín which it, takes the form of a

unified essence, t,hat is, a gíven, naüural entity. The way in

which this essence is presented will vary in particular

historical statementsr as more or less directly expressive of

â.n1rr sometimes several , of the phenomena described in the

knowledges 1ísüed abovei a stage of development (sociology), a

class position (economics), an evolutionary development

(hist,ory), a human nature (anthropology)' a mentality
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(psychology), coÍrmon sense (philosophy). As we11, the category

'the people', ìoeing presented as an essence, is characterízed

in populism by reference to that which it is not. lrlhat 'the
people' is notr or what it is defined against, can be the

ent,ity 'the state', or big business t ot any other power e1ite.

Fina11y, to define populism in terms of a discourse in which

an essence is central, has the advantage of encapsulating t,he

recognition that that, 'essence' ís a social construct. The

objects of a discourse do not animate it from the outside, but

emerge with the practical techniques of organizing, relating

and dispersing the statements that comprise it. The 'essence'

is always presented ín specific hisüorical statements.

To make the central- feature in my definition of populism a

particular type of discourse, or ordering of statements, may be

to court criticism. For many who have undertaken the study of

populist movements thÍs will seem a weak and limited, or

perhaps too 1oose, basis for identification and explanation of

actual political groupings and actions. No doubt it witt be

objected that I am confusing one element of populist movements

for their entirety ¡ or one derivative feature of their nature

for their generative souree, and am choosing in discourse a

particularly epiphenomenal feature at that,.

fn defence of this choice f make two points. First,, frY

interest is not restricted to formally constituted' self-avowed

or historíca1ly documented popu1ist movements or bodies. f am

as much interested in the less visible fortunes of political

rhetorics, and will argue that, these do not need to be

sol-idified in a movement to be recognizable as populism,

capable of effects and worthy of anal-ysis. ft seems to me that

to argue the contrary, that is, to treat a discourse invoking
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,the peopler as nothing more than 'mere rhetoric' which in

itself is no guarantee of the exisüence of populism, or more

accurately, of a populíst movement, is to overlook the specific

weight of discourses. As I have said in Chapter I, discourses

are part of the political realitíes we have at our disposal to

investigate.

Second, I would argue ühat a populist discursive formation

is central to any other form that we can recognize aS populist.

By atüending üo the set of statements about 'the people' and

about Lhe power elite üo which it Ís opposed we may be able to

trace, not the 'cause'of populist movements' but part of their

conditions of emergence.

As t,his approach is central to the thesis' discussion of

populism, some elaboratíon on its choice is appropriate. I will

do thÍs by comparing it to a related but dífferent approach

taken by ilohn Richards, in his considerations of North American

and, ín particular, Canadian populism.

Like mêr Richards fÍnds problems with socio-economic

definitions which treat "populísm as the poliùica1 expression

in an age of industrial capitalism of marginal classes...caught

between the working class and bourgeoisie" (nichards,19B1:6).

These problems are present in C.B.Macphersonrs analysis of

populism ín Alberta (1962) , which Richards critiques. As

Richards outlines it, Macpherson describes "prairie populísm"

(nichards,lgBIz12) as deriving from the dominance in Alberta of

pet,iÈ-bourgeois farmers and their ideology of independence
3

coupled with their actual dependence on external capital. This

ideology is said to give ríse "to a common outlook better

descríbed as the absence of class consciousness and the
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presence of a false consciousness of society and of themselves"

(uacphersonrL962z225). Populism is thus ùhe upshot of false

consciousness of socío-economic conditions. Richards attacks

Macpherson's identification of the socio-economic base for

populism ( "Macpherson seriously overestimates the homogeneity

in terms of class composition within Alberta.' (1981:

13-14 ) ) and, aIlied t,o this r his neglect of ùhe political ïrork

necessary to mal<e the populi.st. organÍzations of ühe United

Farmers of Alberta and Socía1 Credit viable ( "Macpherson's

essentially Leninist conception of populÍsm leads him to

un<lerestimate the extent to which both the UFA and Social

Credit ef f ected interclass and inùerethnic a11ia-nces. . . r' ( 1981:

14) ). In other wordsr populism cannot be reduced to (tfre false

recognition of) a socio-economic realíty. As Richards writes,

while rra concern with the petit bourgeois origins of many

populist movements Ís not misplaced" it ís insuffícient to

identify "the constellation of shared characteristics which

prompts both political- participants and observers to refer to

populism" (l-981:6).

Similarly, Richards disputes the plausibility and

usefulness of Lipset's account of t,he Cooperative Commonweallh

Federation in Saskatcherrran in which he presenbs a traditiona1/

modern dichotomy as the cause of its populism. He j.s skeptical

of accounts which would reduce the political to a necessary

register of another instance (ttre socio-economic r arr

anthropologíca1 stage, the social psyche)' and refers to

populism as "a set of political phenomena inadequately

encompassed by other concepts" (Richards,1981:5 ) . AccordinglY ,

Ríchards l-ooks to an alternative definítion of populism used'

as he notes, by, among others, Ernesto Laclau and based on a
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particular concept of ideology. As a theorist who works with

apparently simí1ar concepüs of discourse and ideology to mine'

Laclau's analysis of populísm and radical democratic polit,ics

will receive close attention below. For the moment, it is

enough to note that the Lacl-auian conception of ídeology that

Richards adopts is quite different from the 'fa1se

consciousnesg' thaù, in Macpherson's diagnosis, marks out

populism as an ideology or a false political form (i.e., the

expression of a class strucüural1y incapabl-e of t'a fundamental

critique of capitalist propert,y relations" (nichards,19B1 :12) ) .

For RÍchards, Laclau's advance is that he "argues in t,he

strucùuralist tradit,íon that, the association of particular

ideological content with specifie classes is 'reductionistrlr
(Richards,lgBIz2I). An ideology ís not an expression of a class

and the divided reality that spatrns it, buü, as relatively

autonomous from the economic instance which however, in the

last instance, defines 'reality' r helps shape up polítícal

phenomena such as populism. Richards takes up this active or

defining sense of ideology and also Laclau's characterizaLion

of a populist ideology as one in which a 'people/poffer bloc'

contradictíon is central. trrlhile this sense of ideology is not

identical with the thesis' use of'discoursêrr as Chapter 1

indicates and as I sha1l return to at the end of this chapter'

ít is sufficiently related to warrant J-ooking at how Richards

handles this approach.

In fact, Richards is wary of too great a reliance on this

category of ideology and seeks to distinguish himself from

Laclau by supplementÍng the focus on ideology with a definition
4

of populism that includes its organizaùíonal form. Thus, the

three necessary ingredients for any movement to be 1aloe1led
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populist, are:

1 ) ühe movement defines its base of support extremely
broadly, implyíng that a specified collectiviùy of
people can act politically in harmony despite
potentially significant internal class, racíal or
geographic lines of demarcation, and furthermore,
voluntary mass support must be a majorr âs opposed
to perfunctot! r determinant of the por,rer of the
political movementi
2) the po1-itical dÍalogue undertaken between
l-eaders and led within the movement must be couched
in terms of a subset of the ideas of the indigenous
popular culture: elements of formal po1ítical
ideologies enter the dialogue only to the extent
the ideologies have thoroughly mingled wít,h the
popular culture; and
3 ) central to the movement's ideology must be the
evocation of a network of concenLrated political
and,/or economic instítutions al1eged1y wielding
unwarranted power, and as a corollary the
movement's goal is wide disbursement of that porrler
to t,he'people' (Richards,19B1:5-6).

I sha11 refer back to these criteria, but first l-et us consider

the rationale for adding 'organization' to 'ideology'.

According to Richards, def íning populism by ideol-ogy'

...encompasses too much. By defining populism solely
in terms of ideology...one fails to provide
adequate criteria to dístinguísh populist from
other political movements, which, f rom ,Jacobins to
Burkian parliamentarians, clearly possessed a
theory of democracy, a concept of the 'people' and
mistrust of certaín forms of concentrated power,
but which we would nevg want to call populist.
Virt,ually all modern governments f rom the
People's Democracies of eastern Europe to military
juntas ín Latin America, and the opposition to
these regimes seek 1-egitimacy by claimíng Lo
represent, the wilt of the majority of the people.
Should we then refer to populist elements within
all political- organizatíons? To <1o so trivialízes
the concept to a generalization about one component
of contemporary pulolic political discourse. ft is
for the observer to determine whether populist
ideology and organization is central or marginal to
the case at hand; only if central does ít become
potentially relevant to talk of popu1ism ( 1981 :7,
emp.added).

Richards is concerned to avoid defining populism in such a

Irray

names

that it r,irould overlap wíth

those possessing a theory

I'other politíca1 movements" and

of democracy and "virtually all

of th.e movements that would bemodern governments" as examPles
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thus misrepresented. The need for a clear configuration, one

which witt rule out any such overlap (or carefully adminÍster

it, in the notion of a "'hybrid'variant" (nichards,1981:7) ),

is reiterated in the rejection of the option of recognizing

"populist elemenùs r',rithin all political organizations". To

detach populist ideology (or, in the thesis' terms, discourse)

from an identifiable political movement and note iüs wide

dispersal is to trivíalize t,he concept of populism. In other

words, 'populism' is not an appropriate description of rrone

component of contempora-ry pu-b1ic political discourse" " This is

despite Richards' opening declaration of interest in populism

as "a æ! of political phenomena,' (1981-:5¡êmp.added). These

phenomena among them populist "sty1e", "tradition",

"experiencer' (1981:16) and populist ideology only earn the

adjective 'populist' by their aütachment to a populist movemenù

or organízation.

T¡ühat then are the features of the populist organization?

Returning to the first of Richardsr 'rnecessary ingredients", it

is a mass organizaLion' with an extremely broad base of support

from a specífied collectivity of people who are unified despite

c1ass, racial and geographic differencêsr and, to a major

extent, this base is determinative. The second feature emerges

in Richards' discussion of two points: the 'pure' and 'hybrid'
variants of populism; and the relative tenclencies of populist,

social democratic and Marxist organizations to t,hrow up and

empower charismatic leaders. Thís feature is the role of a

differentiated elite in t,he mass organizaUion. A hybrid variant

of populist organization has just, such an e1ite, distinguished

from 'the people' by bacl<ground, discretionary power and its

strategÍc and conscious use of populist ideology" The pure
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variant is characterized by the absenee of this definíng

opposítion, by a lack of the differentiation that "transforms

l-eaders into privileged elitest' (Richards,l9B1:15) . As f or

charismatÍc leaders "yÍe1dI ea 1 excessive por^rer'' ( 1981 : 15 ) ,

Richards opines that populist organizatíons are probably less

prone to them than others because of the skepticism and

mistrust of differentíatÍon that typifies ühem. If Richards

does not t,a1k of an outright anüagonism of 'the people' to an

elite wÍühín the populist organízation, he does note the

mistrust and suspicion that is, as it r^Iere, a preventat,ive

precursor to such an antagonistic relation.

Now, ühe interest for us in this fine detail is ühat this

description of the hallmarks of populist organizations is made

in the same terms outlined for a populist ideology, that is, a

'people'/power bloc opposition. Organizational formr the

criterion Richards use,s to de1ímit the dispersed recognition of

populism that he is concerned will result from a definition

based on ideology alone, ís Ítself structured along the

conceptual lines of that ideology. All that would seem to

differentiate the two is the connotation of greater 'reality'
generated by the term 'organizatíon' as compared to 'ideology'r
whích is to activate again, albeit unintentionally, the more

familiar and pejoratíve sense of ideology. In fact, Richards

more or less acknowledges this when he writes "It]hese
characteristics [which prompt reference to populisn] refer

essentÍa1ly to certain po1ítical movements that emphasize in

both ideoloqy and pracüice the role of the rpeople' as opposed

to elites" (1981:6remp.added). This separation of ideology'

from 'practice' míght raise questions about Ríchards' grasp of

the structuralist Marxist traditÍon's reconceptualizatíon of
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ideology in terms of rouüínized material practices.

For my purposes here to argue out a rationale for my own

definition of and approach to populism - the point is not to

recall- Richards to a purely ideology-based definition, with the

residual implications of ideology' as epiphenomenal ùo

(act,ual) practice. (nven given a more riEorou-s following of

Laclau's use of the term, it would stil1 be problematic in it,s

Althusserian legacyr âs wê shal-l see. )

It, is, hor,rever, Lo suggest that the concept of a populist

discourse as a basis of definition is different from and

without the indicated problems of Richards' approach.

Discourses entail particular material social practices and

relations; they are the means oÍ an instit,ut,ion's or

organization's operatÍon, shaping, for example, their rules of

procedure, and do not exist as simply the 'language' an

altogether more fundamental and larger 'reality', the

organizaLionr speaks. Using this d.efinition and referring to

Richards' "three necessary ingredients" (quoted p.47) we can

see that a populist discourse (centred around the concept of a

unified essence of rthe people', presented in variable formsr

and charaeterÍzed by its opposition to an e1ite, also presented

in variable forms) could be argued to inform the areas covered

in the ühree points. As Ríchards' first point staùes, in an

organizatíon shaped by a populist, discourse' 'the people' is

central to the organization and presented as unified (over and

above any indívidual or social d-ifferences). The concern r,,rith

the incorporation of indigenous popular cul-tures in Richards'

second point, whil-e not specified in my descríption of a

populist discourse, is certainly accommodated by it in the

notíon of the variable ways in which'the people' and the elite
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are constructed. Lastly, the correlation of this description of

a populist discourse to Richards' third point outlining a

populist ideology is quit,e clear.

In other r,vords, this proposed reworking is not intended to

displace Richards' concerns with how populist organizations

historically funct,ion t oE even to disput,e the scale he proposes

for the identification of a populist movement:

Ii]t is for the observer to det,ermine wheüher
populist ideology and organization is central or
marginal to the case at hand; only if central does
it become potentially relevanü üo talk of popuJ-ism
Ias a movement] (198Iz7).

But it is, neverthelessr mrorê than an idiosyncratic preference

f.or terms, populist discourse at once indicating the central

and productive status of the concept 'the people' in populist

rheüorics and organizations, and iüs provenance as a discursíve

concept (constructed but none the less 'rea1' for that,). That

is, 'the people' ís neither relegated to the fiction of an

ideological element, r,or implicitly provided some more naüural

status as the functioning, but unanalysed basis of populist

organlzations. (Unanalysed because , if r âs in Richards'

argument, attention to populisù ideology on its own can be

dismissed as "trivia]-iz[ing] ttre concept to a generalLzabíon

about, one component of contemporary public political d-íscourse"

(tggt:Z), then the category 'the people' is unlikely to be

analysed in terms of its constitutive Ídeological conditíons.)

There is something else that makes the d-ifferentiation of

my approach from Richards' more than a rehearsing of the

arguments for dÍsplacing 'ideology' with the thesis' conceptíon

of discourse. l{hat are 'r^re to make of Richards' rationale tor

his manoeuvre of adopting but, then needing to supplement

ideology with organization as the basis of his definition of
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populism? This is done, remember, to avoíd judging populist

movements 'rl'le would never want üo call populist"

(Richards,1981"z7). As much as Richards' article ís intended as

a qualified defence of populism in the face of the negative

re-evaluaÈíons it received in the post Vüorld Trlar ïI period, and

as a qualífied argument for íts "significance for the

organízaLíonal and intellectual d.evelopment, of the left within

industrial socíety" ( 1981 :22) , Richards seems intent,, in

st,at,ing this ratíonale, on separating movements possessed of a

theory of democracy, among others, from connotations of

populism. Tù is just t,his demarcation, the clear separation of

populism and democracyr that f would like to questíon t oÍ at

least question its status. A def inition that, rvil-1 establish the

discrete natures of populism and liberal or social democracy

may be a convenient means for theoretically organizinE the

field of objects for disciplinary study. ft may not be

partícularly useful Íf it renders invisible elements of modern

polit,ical rationalíty that movements categorized as belonging

to different parüs of the political- spectrum might share" f
would suggest that an historically formed concepüion of 'the
peopler is one such element. CJ-earl-yr the centrality of such a

conception and entity needs some documenting and argument, and

this will follow in the next chapter. For the moment, its

importance is indicat,ed in choosing populist discourse as the

basis of definít,ion for populism.

The overlap of populism and democracy that this choice

openg üp, in their common appeal ùo and invocation of 'the
people' , is a feature of the polítical map that needs

attention, not clearing up (and away). To cite some examples of

disparate movements and governments that have been repeatedl-y
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described as populisù, the regimes headed by Mussolini and

Hitler require analysis not as governments utterly distinct,

from those of the rest of Europe, but as possibilities thrown

up in the same general fiel-d in which liberal democracies

emerge. The same could be said of the Bjelke-Petersen staùe

government of Queensl-and in relation to other Àustralian state

and f ederal- government,s. The populíst regimes are

differentiated from liberal--democratic ones by the particular

decisíonsr calculations and techniques that comprise ühem, and

the partícu1ar social, economic and po1ítical- conditions within

which those are shaped üÞ, but, not by their occupation of

dífferent ontological domains of the political fie1d.

One discussion of populism that, usefully indicates the

overlap and struggle between forms of populism and forms of

democracy is Margareù Canovan's Populism (1981). Canovan's work

of detailing populísm as rra family of related ideas and

movementsr some of them contradictory to others" (1981:5) makes

visible an overlap between theories of populism and theories of

democracy in t,hat they bot,h locate sovereignty in rthe peoplê' ,

thouEh the sense of this category may differ. Canovan's sense

of this contesùation for 'the people' between currencÍes of the

term 'populismr and of the term 'democracy' is clear in the

introduction to her descriptíon of rPopulist Democracy in

Theory and Practice' :

'Ip]opulist democracy' sounds like a pleonasm. Since
'democracy' is widely supposed to mean rgovernment
by t,he people' , how could a genuine democracy be
other than popu1ist,? But this minor linguisùic
oddity conceals an important point; for the ideals
and devices of populist democracy arise precisely
in political eontexts where 'democracy' in some
sense ís officially accepted as a norm, but where
dissidents feel that d-emocratic practice does not
live up to the promise of t,he name. Populist
democracy consísts of attempts to reallze that
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promise and to make 'government by the people' a
reality ( 1981 2773-174) .

This contestation is of central interest in an intel-lectual-

poJ-itical consideration of populÌsm, but Canovan is unable to

pursue it because of ùhe underworked nature of the category of

'the people' in her study. This category lies at the loase of

her approach, which is a rejection of attempts to formulate a

general theory of populism. So far so good. Buü Canovan rejects

the possibility of any of the theories of populism that she

details (variations of an 'agrarian sociological' focus and a

political science focus (1981:9) ) functioníng as a general

theory not because she argues ùhe inconsisteney of providing a

general theory or epistemological loase for any politics¡

neíther does she address the undeclared po1íticality of

epistemology or the proclamaLion of general theories. She

rejects it because she fínds the theories of populism lacking

ín relation to the real-empirical populist forms against which

she measures them. For Canovan, theories of populism are simply

descriptive or explanatot! r rather than constítut,íve, and

polit,ical forms are expressíve of pre-discursíve 'real'
ent,ities which in t,he case of populism is 'the people', a

slippery and questionable object she admits, but one which is

amorphously centtal-ized in Canovan's discourse as a force to be

more or less well- expressed in different populist political

forms " This prevents Canovan f rom grasping fu11y bot,h the

politicality of theoríes of populism (tfrat in many ffays they

produce the populisms she would measure them against) ' and 'ühe

political! as producíng effects in the socíal domain rather

than as an effect, of 'the real' (understood as distinct, from

historically produced realíties, and functioning instead with

the final authority and autonomy of the 'base' ín baser/
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superstructure model-s of social totality).

Grounded in a phenomenol-ogical epistemology r,rrhich operates

in t,he text as a continual shifting between the polít,ical

'real' and political analyses in a search for a correspondence

of the two, Canovanrs work, while useful in the attention it,

pays to changing analyses, remains at the level- of commentary.

That is, whíle different forms of and competing accounts of

populism are described' Canovan's expressive concept of the

po1-itical and her own reliance on an unproblematized category

of 'ühe people'puts a limít on the analysis she can offer of

political rhetoric, organization and calculation.

What ís not worked through satisfactorily by Canovan is
that the rhetorical figure of 'the people' is not an

existential guarantee of a political form but a category

constructed and unifíed by the active material work of

political discourses and st,rat,egies. Like 'the national', 'the
popular' , and I common sense r , such a category involves a r,¡ork

of unification which is specific ín the ïray it outlaws or

relegates differences, complexÍties and struggles beùween, for

instance, cl-asses, genders, races, forms of sexuality,

et,hnicitíes, religious af f i1iat,íons, regions, generations. ft
ís noù enough to regardr âs Canovan does, the invocation of

'the peopler as a legitimation strategy for an administration

if it is not recognízed that this invocation is more than a

'merely rhetorical' flourish but the erctension of, and made

possibte by, a poJ-itical work of construction at mu1t,iple,

netnorked sítes throughout the social domain. ft ís these

1imítations that allorn¡ Canovan ùo t,reat populism, as a

political f ormr ês expressive of 'the peopl-e' and, thus

guaranteed or 'expJ-ained' by its grounding in 'the reaL r , to
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make democracy a natural subset (rather thanr perhaps, an

historical relation) of populism. Thus populism is presented as

covering the range from populist dict,atorship (tlazism) üo

populist democracy (Swítzerland), where 'democracy' is emptied

of any other possible meanings than that, of a specification of

a part,icular populism. It is not the range accorded to populism

here ùhat is problematic f have argued something similar
but its sùatus. V,Ihen populism is identified as an expression of

an already assumed entit,y 'the peopler , then the senses of

'democracy' and 'díctaüorshipr are naturalízed as particular

manifestatíons of this entity.

Turning to another approach to the category of 'the
people' as defínitÍve of populist strat,egies and discourses we

can usefully consider the work of Laclau, and l-ater, of Laclau

and Mouffe.

III: A competinq currency

Ernesto Laclau, ín Politics and Ideology in Marxist Theory

(L977), presents a theory of populísm which Ís the most

theoreticalJ-y rigorous work done in the area. As Richards

recognized, what makes his theory more useful ühan other

theories of populism is that he deals with populísm as a

political and ideological question and does not simply reduce

it to socío-economicr anühropological or socio-psyehological

causes of which it ís taken to be the supersùructural political

expression or reflection. To do t,his, Laclau labours against

repeatÍng the class reduct,ionism that weakens much Marxist

theory. As a consequence, Laclau provides possibly the mosü

plausible and complex accounts of Fascism and Peronism as
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different populíst, forms.

He tackl-es the problern of class reductionism by arguíng

that a class has no pre-determíned poliüícal- or ideological
content and by introducing what he ca1ls a second objective

contradiction of the concrete social formation to t,he

fundamental class contradiction; this is the contradiction
between 'the people' and the por\rer bloc ¡ ot state. He specifies
the category 'the people' further, in terms of 'popular-
democratic interpellations' (how individual subjects are

addressed and placed in non-class modes in the ídeological

posítions from which they work in and make sense of t,he world).

In other words, he addresses the process by which 'the people'

is shaped up as a political subject.

Iüit,h this system of dual cont,radíctions det,ermining the

social formation and an extended and sophísticated concept of
5

hegemony derived largely from a particular reading of Gramsci,

Laclau describes a "double art,iculation of political

discourse " (19772767 ) which enables him to account for l-eft,
as well as rightr populisms. Laclau argues that, Íf individual
ideological elements have no necessary class belongingness

then, for example, 'the people'does not exist in'the real'-
an economic real as antagonistic to a dominant ideology. That

is, rthe people'does not exíst as already and essentially tied
to the ínterests of dominated classes because, having no

necessary class belongingness, this category may equally be

artículated by the dominant ideology. Class ís specified not by

any particular content, but as an activat,ing principle.
Wíthin this framework Laclau establishes the categories of

democratic, popular and populist interpellations. Thus a

democraüic interpel-1atíon is constructed when the division
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between the dominant and dominated, or the state and 'the
people' , is díscursively organized as a set of differences and

not as an antagonísm. This ensures that the dominated classes

are integrated into the porrer bl-oc and their own ínterest,s and

resistances neutral ized.

A popular interpellation is constructed when a discourse

divídes societ,y between 'the peopl-e' and ùhe state and this
operates as a fundament,al antagonism structuring the society. A

populist interpellatíon is constructed out of the preconditíon

of a popular interpellation when 'the people'/sLaLe opposition

is presented as a dynamic point of confronLatíon. Thís is
hist,orically linked to a crisís of transformism, ühat is, a

f aí1ure of neutral-izatíon of the dominat,ed sectors.

It is somewhat difficult to separate the popuJ-ar from the

democratic in this argument and to see how the popular

interpellation or ideology ever exists ín its oïrn right.
However, its function is to provide a common basis for looth

populism of t,he dominant, and of t,he dominated elasses - l_eft,

and riEht populisms" Thusr says Laclau, Hitler, Mao and Peron

a1l- headed populist regimes,

In]ot, because the social bases of theír movements
were similar; not because ùheir ideologies
expressed the same class interests but because
popular ínt,erpellatíons appear ín the ideological
discourses of all- of themr presented in the form of
antagonism and not just of difference (7977 zL74) .

Trlhat popular interpeJ-lations present,ed in the form of

difference characterize are liberal-democratíc parliamentary

regimes wit,h ühe discourses and pracüices of trade uníonism

neutralizing the revolutionary potentía1 of popular

interpellations. Laclau thus is prescriptive, insisting "there
is no socialism wít,hout populism" (1977: 196 ) , and that,

Ii]n thís sense a rsocialist, populismr is not the
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most backward form of working class ideology but,
the most advanced
class has succeeded in condensing the ensemble of
democratic ideology in a determinate social
formatíon within its or¡rn ideology (1977 z174) .

Laclau's interest is therefore in populism as the breaking

up of a prevailing class hegemony and the assertion of a

different hegemony, where hegemony consists of articulating

"different visions of the world in such a way that their
potential antagonism is neutralised" ( 1,977: 161 ) . Breaking

t,hrough such an articulaüion of differences wilt consist of

reversing this neutralization of ant,agonÍsm in order to

orchestrate and construct out of anLagonistic ideologies a ne'hr

artículationr govêrrled by a new class principle. tt is within
this framework t,hat Laclau analyses and accounts for the

specific ensemble of ideological elements of German fascism and

Peronism in a convincing and al1eged1y non-reductíve way"

However, while I r,rrould concur wíth t,he plausibil-ity of

this account and agree that his theory of populism is more

useful and less reductíve than others, Laclaurs theory is
beùùer taken as a good account of how populist cal-culations

arise and are carried ouL in polit,ical strategies than as a

general theory of populism (and which carries r¡íthin it a-

general theory of democracy).

First,1y, his dífferent,iation of popuJ-ist socialísm (which

ís where he locaües a fu1ly potential-ized democracy) from

authorítarian populism ultímately rests on taking a class

framework as an objective determination of the social formation

and therefore u1t,ímately directive of political forms " As an

'objective' determination, a residue of Althusserianism

scíentísm, class contradictíon makes a problematic starting
point, for political- analysis. This, 1et me hasten to add, is
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Said while f irml-y recognizing that 'class ' remains one

importanü way in whích socía1 struggles are made intelligible

and negotiated in forms that challenge their habitua1

presentation in metaphysical terms and with their fundamental
6

reference point 'the individual'.

Secondly, rthe people'¡ while not given an essentialist

and static nature, is problematic in Lacl-au (a) because it' is

an abstract category before it is historically specified and

construcüed, and (b) because it, can therefore be part of an

abstract, universal and objective contradiction of 'the people'

versus the state.

I wil-I argue that there are different and more useful-

directions to be taken up around the category'the people'. But

it ís appropriaLe to do this after considering Laclau's later

work in association wit,h Chantal Mouf f e " The complexity of the

argumenüs found there necessitates a somewhat lengthy

exposit,ion and analysís, and given that populism appears to be

only tangentially an object in this work, this could at first

seem an unnecessary detour. However, the concepLualization of

politics, and especially the attention to the formation of

political subjects that Laclau and Mouffe offer shares

considerable common ground with the concerns and oríentations

informing this thesis: it is thus crucial to determine whether

or noL it provides the means needed to critically analyse

populism.

In Heqemonv & Social-ist Straüeqv: Towards a Radical

Democraüic Politics (laclau & Mouffe, l9B5) the focus has

shifted to 'hegemony' as the central concept. The emphasis on

left-wing populism as a positive and integral component of
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makes an appearance

(198s:170).

Nevertheless, in
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democracy has faded and the term populism

only Ín relatíon to right-wing variants

Hegemony & Socíalist St,rateqy we find a

retracing of Laclau's earlier concerns" As indicated above,

Laclau's interest in populism was as a configuration synonymous

vith the breaking up of a prevailing class hegemony and the

assertion of a different hegemony, and both terms populism

and hegemony - serve as a means of raising and handling

questions of the format,ion of polítical subjects and alliances

amongst, them. For exampJ-e, how can 'the peopler be made to

functíon as a basis for an hegemony?

Does the conceptual shift entaÍ1ed in t,hís move - but, a

move that has not ùaken us so far from the earlier theorization
of populism that we can sinply ignore it make good my

crit,ique of Laclau's ultímate reliance on the ontological

status of a cLass framer¡¡ork? And does it thus prov:'.de us with a

useful and non-reductíve account of popul-ism?

The ans'hrer is yês, and no. An examination of the way

Laclau and Mouffe address prololems with classical Mar><ismrs

epistemology and yet, do not provide a workalole materialist
account of politics, bears not only on the conception of

populism we might want to adopt,, but also witt serve as a

further specification of the sense in which I nri1l use the

category 'politics' in later chapters.

As noüed above, Laclau I s retentíon of cl-ass as an

objective determination of the social formation, and therefore

the ultimate guarantor of the nature of politieal forms,

becomes vísible at the point in hÍs theory where he attempts to
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account for the difference between a populist socialism and an

authorÍt,arian populism. The problem with this retent,ion is that

it ends by vitiating his argument for political forms as an

important site of struggle not finally reducible ùo another,

ontologically secured and privileged site of determinatíon.

This is a not unfamiliar problem: Ít has been well documented

as the evenüual impasse set up by Althusser's oüherwise

productive concept of the relative autonomy of Institutional

State Apparatuses from the relations of proauctionT

Ìühat we find in Heqemony & Socialist Straüeqy is a serious

attempt to push beyond this problem, and thus establish a fully
artículated theory of politics. Laclau and Mouffe propose a

lrnerrr conceptíon of politics " ( 1985: 3 ) and generate ít by

focussing "on certain discursive categories" (1985:2). This

a1legedly allows them üo break with Marxist theory's "monist

aspiration to capture with its categories the essence or

underl-yíng meaning of History" and locate their theory of

politícs in a "post-Marxist terrain" (1985:4) - but one which,

as they take pains to point out, is also post-Marxist, that is'

a position reached through and in sympathy with Marxism.

One of the discursive categories that Laclau and Mouffe

select for attenüion is the concept of 'society'. They argue

that " Ip]eopled with 'universal' subjects and conceptually

built around History in the síngular, Ithe classic discourse of

the left ] tras postulated 'socíety r as an intelligible

structure" and one Joased on the "ontological centralíty of the

working class" ( 1985:2 ) . Tüorking f rom t,he historical lessons of

the trprolíferation of struggles" (1985:1) which face politícal

analysís in the 1980s (generated by the demands of feminisüs,

ethnic, national and sexual minorities, ecol-ogical groups, the
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anti-nuclear movement), and which can be read as an extension

of the "autonomization of spheres', ( 1985:18 ) that, t-ed to the

coining ín 1B9B of the e)rpression the 'crisis of Marxism',

Laclau and Mouffe argue t,he disaggreEation of the concepü of

'society'as a knowable unity or totality. Next, in contrast, to

Eurocommunist Marxísm's hist,orical response to this plural-it,y

of struggles via the concept of 'hegemony' as a means of

managing and ultimately unifying this plurality under the

authority of the party and Marxist science, Laclau and Mouffe

set themselves the tasl< of reworking the concept in such a way

that it will enable them to account for t,he linking and

inüensífication of struggles and the simuLtaneous formation of

ne¡[ political subjects and agendas, but without reaggregaüing

or reunifying society.

This ínvolves a rejection of tb.e Leníníst t,radition of

conceívinE of a hegemonic relationship t,hat is, the relation

"between the r'rorking class and the alíen tasl<s it had to assume

at a Eiven moment" ( 1985:50) as external to the class

identity of its agents. Such a conceptíon presumes class to be

already given' in the rel-ations of productíon, dístribution and

exchange, bef ore any politícal r,rrork ( i . e. , the artículations,
or expressions and linkages¡ of hegemony) is done. Thus,

implicit in this Leninist, view of hegemony is the 'logic of

hist,orical necessity', manifest,ed ín the leadership and unity
of the working classr that provides the t,heoretical basis for a

knowable, unífied society; knowabl-e in its present, character

and its position wit,hín the teJ-eological 'stages' of history
described in dialectical materialism" Ïlhi1e the 'crísis of

MarxÍsm' saw this '1-ogic of necessity' progressíve1y challenged

and undermíned by, respectively, a !logíc of spontaneity'
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(outlined by Rosa Luxemburg), an emphasis on the auùonomy of

t,he political (as in Bernstein's revisionism) t oy the ,1ogic of
contingency' (as Sorel's efforts to think the construction of
revoluüionary subjectivity are said to entail), the loEic of
necessity ís never, argue Laclau and Mouffe, finally dislodged

from Marxism. This displacíng forms the task Laclau and Mouffe

set themselves. success here wi1l also displace the problems

entailed in the essentialíst identit,y of socíal agents, and the

knowabí l it,y and unity of societ,y , in short the range of
discursive categoríes r',rhich render politics reducible to and

the superstrucüura1 management of pre-given entities and

condj.tions, rather than productive of these elements. As Laclau

and Mouffe might, sâ]¡r politícs ín this view is confined to
exist, in relations of ext,eriority to elements secured

elsewhere.

A break with such a reductive conception of politics ís a

project deserving of sympathy. But what becomes decisíve is how

Laclau and Mouffe shift the terraÍn of polítics from that
circumscribed by the ínterdependent concepts of t,he logic of
necessity and essentialist identities. They do so by deploying

the psychoanalytic concept of suture ( 1gB5: BB ) . 'Suture' is
used to modify previous conceptions of hegemony (hence "the
hegemonic suture" (1985247) ): it will take them "in a

dírection that goes far beyond Gramsci" by allowing Laclau and

Mouffe ùo develop "the social logic implicit in the concept of

'hegemony' r' (1985:3) .

Vrlhat, is this concept of suture? As well as meaning a

'stitching together' , which fits with hegemony's tast< of
art,ícu1ating subj ects, t suture ' names a 'sLructure of lack' ,

and implies at, the same time a rfilling-in'" It thus captures
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the double movement allegedly found in the constítution of the

subject in language, and it is thís double movement that will-

now, for Laclau and Mouffe, characLerize hegemony. The original
province of this double movement Ís languager and language, Ín

the Lacanian psychoanalytíc theory Laclau and Mouffe dra.w on

for this account of the subject and ídentit,y, is conceptualized

as a chain of signifiers (essentía11y non-meaningful material
sounds or marks) whose structure or nature is nothíng, other

B
than that they "should be articul-ated" (Lacan,lgT'72152). out of

these articulations or relations, regulat,ed only by the

inÈernal- principJ-es of language r certain 'anchoring points'
form, and these are signÍfiedsr meânings or ident,ities. We

commonly (mis)taae ühese to be stable and the oriqin of the

sounds or marks which we say re-present th.e origína1- concept,

givÍng us a picture of l-anguage governed by a pre-existing
identít,y (tne subject) to express íts thouEhts. What the

Lacanian view of language and the subject works to demonstrate

and c1aíms to show is how these meanings and identities are

constítut,ed in the matería1 flux of languager îot const,itut,ive

of it. Further, their relation to that chain of signifiers (or

'díscourse' in Laclau and Mouffe's usage of the term) is one of

'1ack'. Thaü is, the signified is not formed as a whole and

irreversible presence, but, through the internal principles of

language (metaphor and the more fundamental metonymy), is
not'hing but, a moment in the signifying chaín when one signifier
roccults' or masks another. The signífied is ühus like a real
illusion and an apparent institutíon of sense (ttre 'fi11ing-in'
movement of suture ) , that can alrlrays be returned to the

non-sense of the signifier (because of an original constítutive
movement of the signifier t,hat has installed a l-ack or wound aL
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the heart of t,he signif ied).
Ifhile meanings and identit,ies therefore exist and are

real r âs a result of the conditions of their formatíon they

exíst as provisional t ot, more precíse1y, as a structural-
phenomenological dialectíc of presence and absence. Translating

this üo the privileged meaning and ídent,ity we cat_1 'the
subj ect ' , Lacan writes, " I t ]here is no subj ect, wíthout,

somewhere, aphanisis Idisappearance] of the subjecü, and it, is
in this alienatíon, in this fundamental division, that the

díalectic of the subject is established" (19792221).

This excursion into the complexities of Lacanrs

influential theory is made to indicat,e what kind of operations

and assumpt,ions Laclau and Mouffe install at the centre of
theír argument. Vrlhile their elaboration of suture is made in a

footnote, the centrality of the psychoanalytic conceptíon of

language as constit,utive and prímary in t,he constit,utÍon of the

social is clear:

[s]ynonymy, metonymy, metaphor are noù forms of
t,hought, that, add a second sense ùo a primary,
consùitut,íve lit,erality of social relat,ions;
instead, they are part, of the primary terrain
it,sel-f in which the socÍal ís constitut,ed (Laclau &
Mouffe,19B5:110).

ït is from this view of language, or of linguist,ically defined

'discoursê' , as unceasing process, inexhaustíble, that Laclau

and Mouffe make their description of 'society' and of

'hegemony'. Societyt ot more precísely in their account, the

social , is comparabJ-e to language: " I t ]fre social ís

articulation insofar as 'society' Ias a fixed and self-defined
üoùa1ity I is impossilol-e" ( 1985: 1,r4) . The social is sùructured

l ike a language . Simi larly , hegiemony is comparabl_e to the

articulating principles ínterior to J-anguaEe:

Ih]egemonic practices are suturing insofar as their
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field of operatíon is determined by the openness of
the social, by the ulüimately unfixed character of
every signifier. This original lack is precisely
what the hegemonic practices try to fill in
( 1985: BB ) .

Like the interior principles of languager they are governed by

logic ofno proper meaningr rro proper conüent (i.e., no

necessÍty) which bears on their trajectory:

[i]f hegemony is a !yæ. of political relation and noü
a t,opographical concept, it is clear that it cannot
either be conceived as an irradiation of effects
from a privileged point. In this senser rrê could
say that hegemony is basically metonymical: its
effects always emerge from a surplus of meaning
which results from an operation of displacement.
(for example, a ürade union or a religious
organizaLion may take on organizational funcüions
in a community, which go beyond the traditional
practices ascribed to themr ârrd which are combated
and resisted by opposing forces. ) ...our conclusion
is that no social identity is ever totally acquired

a fact which gives the articulatory-hegemonic
moment the full measure of íts centrality...The
openness of the social is, thus, the precondition
of ever
r4L-142 .hegemonic 

practice (laclau & Mouffe,19B5:v
)

Equivalent to the 'unfixity' of the signifier (whích is

defined as beíng only where it is not), the notion of openness,

surplus or excess of the social operates as a founding

assumptíon

p1ural i ty

the logic

in Laclau and Mouffe's argument. ft provides the

and constiüutive ground of 'difference' that enables

dislodged

extended

of

ís

passage best demonstrates this:

r.rre must begin by renouncing the conception of
'society' as founding totality of its partial
processes. We must' thereforê¡ consíder the
openness of the social as the constitutive ground
or 'negative essencer of the existingr âûd the
diverse 'social orders' as precarious and
ultimately fail-ed attempts to domesticate the field
of differences. Accordingly, the multíformity of
the social cannot be apprehended through a system
of mediations¡ nor the 'social order' understood as
an underlying principle. There Ís no sutured space
peculiar to 'societyr, since the socÍal itself has
no essence. . . in critici zing the conception of

necessity to be finally displaced. Simultaneously

the l<nowable totality of 'society' . Another
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society as an ensemble united by necessary laws r ttrê
cannot simply bring out the non-necessary character
of the relations among elements, f orhre would then
retain the necessary character of the ident,ity of
the elements themselves. A conception which denies
any essentialist approach to social relations, must
also state the precarious characùer of every
ident,ity and the ímpossibiliùy of fixíng the sense
of the 'elements' in any ultimate literality (1ggS:
es-e6).

Thusr âs "the social is an inf initude" (1985:139), ,'Ip]lura1ity

is not the phenomenon to be explained, but the starting point

of t,he analysis " ( 1985 : 1 40) .

It is this starting point a concept of p1ura1íty based,

not on the historical (as wel-l as structural) variatíons of

social agents, relatíons and inst,it,utions, but on a general

conception of language as articulation governed by it,s or,rrn

internal principles that, is, for me, the problem. It is what,

for example, defeats Laclau and Mouffers claim to have erased

the possibility of establishing a seneral theory of politics,

l,rhich ís a source of their discontent wit,h Marxism. Vihile this
possibility dísappears on the basis of t,opographÍc categories

("ühat, is to sâ1zr of categories which fix in a permanent manner

the meaning of certain contents as differences which can be

locat,ed wíthin a relational complex,' (1985:180) ), it
resurfaces on t,he basis of the sI-ipping f ield of signifiers,
that is, the concept of articulation. An essentialism of

contenüs has disappeared, but is replaced by an essentía1ism of
process . Although in the latter any ressence' has dwindled t,o a

minímal point,, in both cases what is operating is a

philosophical or general- habit, of conceptualizing polit,ics,

social formsr problems, etc.

This becomes clear from the way Laclau and Mouffe

characteríze socíal orders or formations. Their particularít,y

is marked out agaínst the backdrop of the imputed generality
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which they are not: "the diverse 'social orders' [are to be

considered] as precarious and ultimately faited at,tempts to

domesticate the field of differences" ( 1985:96); "every

language and every socíety are const,ituted as a repression of

the consciousness of the impossibility that penetrates them

( 1985 2L25) ¡ and,

[t]fre limit of the social must, be given within the
socía1 itself as something subverting iL,
destroying its ambit,ion to constitute a full
presence. Society never manages fully to be
society, because everythíng in it is penetrated by
its l-imit,s, which prevent it f rom constitut,ing
it,self as an objective reality" ( 1985 2127) .

It ís the ahist,orical díalectic of presence and absence, the

logic of the signífier which ís never at rest, that provides

the basis for any thoroughgoing underst,anding of the limits of

a particular social formation.

To be quite clear, ít is not t,he statement of the limited
and non-essential- nature of a society and its ínstitutions that

ís problematic. The problem lies in t,he recognition prot,ocols

for arriving at this statement" The limited and non-essent,ial

nature of a socíeüy, iüs institutions, agents and relatíons is
recognized because they are not that excess t oÍ I'surplus of

meaning of 'the socíalr" (1985:96), or the shifting field of

differencêsr ouü of which they have allegedly been moulded by a

temporary stopping or fixing or suùuring of the sígnífying or

artícuIatíng process "

This constitutes a sociologism in Laclau and Mouffe's

argument not unrelated to that which marks Althusser's essay on

the fdeological State Apparaùusês r an essay to which Laclau and

Mouffe refer to indicate their advance on structuralist
Marxismrs allocat,ion of relative autonomy to the politíca1, and

9theír dist,ance from Hindess' and Hirst's critique of the
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Althusserian position. In Alt,husser's argument this sociologiism

that is, a posit,ívist 'scíentific' treaüment of social

relations as t,otalities, and society as a whole governed by a

single determinative principle is introduced by the question

he poses for theoretical solution: how does capítal-ist society

reproduce itself ( " Iw]hat. . . is t,he. reproduction of the

conditions of production?" (Atthusser,197Iz723) )? The answer

given is that capitalist society perpetuates itself through the

operatíon of t,he plurality of the fdeological- State Apparatuses

and t,heir interpellation of subjects Ín the forms that make of

them good subj ects whích I'work all by themselves " (7971 : 169 ) .

Moreover, the subjectivity-effects of the plurality of

Ideological State Apparatuses are harnessed to the singular

task of the reproduction of the conditions of production by

their hegemonic unification beneath the ruling ideology. rtTo my

knowledge, no class can hold State po'hrer over a lonq period

wíthout at the same time exercisínq it,s hegemony over and in

the State Ïdeoloqical Apparatuses" (1971:139).

A hegemonic articulation is the mechanism for 'capitalist
socÍety' to reproduce itself. Hegemony is the ans'hrer entailed

in posing the questíon Ín the form 'hoT,r does a tot,ality
reproduce itself?' Tdhat the quesùion imports into Althusser's

argument is the traditional and conservative sociological

concern with social order, with its implication that what has

to loe expJ-ained is the overcoming of a natural tendency to

disorder. This assumptíon aligns with orthodox Sociology's

conception of individuals as in excess of the social

instituÈions which rconstrain' them. There is, in this view, a

natural or founding excess, located in the indivídual and which

must therefore be constrained or posítioned to be a rgood'
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subject' and which provides a natural, potential resistance to
the social order.

ft ís this same concept of a founding excess which we find
in Laclau and Mouffe. Here, hor'rever, excess t ot founding

diversity, is located not in the individual a beÍng whose

autonomy and primacy ís displaced by their crit,ique of the

constit,ut,ive subj ect but in what they take as the

fundamental-ly social processes of language. Thus, " Ib]eing
ínherent in every discursive sit,uatíon, thís 'surplus Iof
meaning]' is the necessary terrain for the constitution of

every social practíce" (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985: 1 1 1 ) .

fn the place of a knowable and unífied 'society' is
revealed an inexhaustibte reservoir of possibility, t,he social.
However, 'society' does not simply disappear. It is retained in
Laclau and Mouffe's argument as an 'impossible object':

[i]f the social does not manage to fix it,self in the
intelligibre and inst,ituted forms of a Egçjgll¿, the
social only exists, ho'lrrever, as an i'ffort to
construct, that, impossible object," (1985: 112) .

A totalized and fixed 'socieÈy', of t,he ùype t,hat would provide

a logic of necessity governing, for instance, hegemonic tasks,

is kept as a goal ("lthe socialIs] ambition to constitut,e a

fu11 presence' ( 1985: L27 ) ) . Never historically manifest,

because of the excess of the socíal, this totalit,y cannot be

accused of imposinE any necessity or closure on social and

hegemonic practices. But as the utopian horizon to which the

fluidity of t,he social is linked this absent totality gives the

sense of an orqanizing point which alone provídes a rationale
for the maíntenance of a society-wide (as opposed Èo a limited
instítut,ional) concept of hegemony, and with iL, the

possibility of a socíet,y-wide counüer-hegemony. Thus,

if there is no doubt that, one of the dangers which
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threatens democracy is the totalitarian attempt, to
pass beyond the constitutive character of
antagonism and deny p1ura1-ity in order to restore
unity, there is also a symmetrically opposite
danger of a Lack of all reference üo !hi-E unity.
For, even though impossible, this remains -ã-fiorizon
whichr given the absence of arüiculation between
social relations, is necessary in order to prevent
an implosion of the social and an absence of any
common point of reference (1985:1B8,emp.added) .

As well as the funct,ioning of t,his impossíble unity in
their argument, this quote also indicates the spectre of

complete autonomy of social instít,ut,ions or spaces r,¡hich Laclau

and Mouffe call up to demonstrate the necessity of their
concept, of hegemony. Hegemony, in theír account, r¡orks across

social spaces, to expand chains of equivalence from a specific
democratic sùruggle (i.e., in one institutional- site or social

space) to other struggles. The visíon of complete aut,onomy of

social spaces which this counters is summoned up by reference

to Hindess'and Hirst,'s critique of Althusser. Hindess' and

Hirst's critique of the Althusserian concept of'relative
autonomy' as 1ogica1ly inconsistent is said to tread a path

which "accepted the analytical assumptions of rationalism" and

thus made "the concept of articulation...strictly unthinkable"

(Lactau & Mouffe,1985:99).

Hindess and Hirsù do indeed occupy Alühusser's terrain in
order to make their crit,ique of social relations presented as

logical or necessaryr govêrned by a foundatíonal structure" But

the logical consequence of radically autonomous (as distinct
from the al-ternative of strict,ly determíned) spheres that, they

show flows from Al-thusser's model is not proposed by them as

bet,ter conceptualizíng a socíal- formation. Theír argument is
n¡ith concept,ualizing socía1 relatíons ín terms of an alosùract

or general- locric, in this case, of structural causality.

This is not the same as saying that there are no relations
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between social elemenüs, fot example, institut,ions. fù is an

argument that, these relations cannot be derived from any

general principle; ùhey are empírical, híst,orically contíngent

relations, in the same rray t,hat, the insùitutions they happen to

1ínk are historically formed. (ttre spect,re of an 'essentialism
of the elements' which is the corollary of rabsolute autonomy'

is similarly neither a premise nor outcome of the Hindess and

Hirst, position. )

We can return to Laclau and Mouffe's project to est,ablish

a neT4I conception of politics and make these observations. The

basis on r,rhich Laclau and Mouffe IegÍtimate their eentral

concept, of a society-wide hegemony is t,wof o1d: 1) the

sociologistic concept of a founding excess, and as it,s

impossible shadow, 'socieLy' , and 2) the (mis)reading of

Hindessr and Hirst's crít,ique of Althusser's concept of
rel-ative autonomy. rn their att,empt to avoid what, they diagnose

as the "posiùivist pragmatism of reformist,s without a project"
10

(Laclau and Mouffe,l9B5:190), which is how they see Hindess and

Hirst, and to obey what they take as a founding principle (ttre

surplus of the social), they replace t,he Althusserian Logic of

struct,ural causality with a "1ogic of the social" (1985:3,Lg2).

This is what, hegemony int,roduces and ans¡rrers to. Such a concept

has t,he benefit, of delivering up both a logic t oÍ given set of
governing l-arrs, and an ropennessr, or limit,l_ess reservoir of
possibilít,íes resistant to lawsr ât t,he same tíme. Now this
simultaneous prÍvileging and undercutting of a 1-ogic may appear

to some as a contradiction in their argument; Laclau and Mouffe

claim rather that it is a tension characterizing not their
project but its object, hegemoníc forms of politics, because

"It]hese two moments [negativíty or excess, and the positivíty
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of the social] are not, theoretícally articulated" (1985:189).

Taking issue wít,h this last claim would clearly lead to
charges from Laclau and Mouffe of having followed Hindess and

Hirst down a path whieh I'accepted the analytical assumptions of
rationalísm" ( 1985:99 ) . rnstead, how r r,,rould raise my criticism
of Hecremonv and S ialist Strateov is to note that, Laclau and

Mouffers commítment to a founding principle constit,utes their
delivery of polit,ical analysis to a philosophical framework.

(the same thing could be said of their reading of Hindess and

Hirst which could be argued as symptomatic of a refusal to
11fína1ly break with the problematic of represent,ation and with

epist,emology. )

It, is this which

effectivity of theÍr
forces questions about the polit,ical

as an intellect,ual-po1it,ícal_ base

from which to contribute

agree with so many of

statement:

democratic strategíes, even rrihile f
72points. Take , for example, thís

work

to

thei r

Is]ociety and social- agents lack any essence and
their regularities merely consist of the relative
and precarious forms of fÍxation whÍch accompany
the establishment of a certain order (t aclau &
Mouffe, 1985:98 ) .

Let us consider the first, proposition: society and social
agents lack any essence. Yes, thÍs is quit,e sor in t,he sense

that, they have no essence: that ís, there ís nothing about

social- agents or the organization of social relations that is
1aíd down ín nature and precedes theír social constitution. But,

the statement, ín its diagnosis of '1ack', marks out the point
as motivated more by a Lacanian ímpetus than by a concern t.o

practically specífy socfal- agents Ín terms of inst,itutionally
acquired, 1imítedr contingent and non-essential-, capacit,ies and

characteristics. This Lacanian thrust can be described as the
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challenge to cart,esian or Kantían epistemology, which ends by

displacing to language, but not deconstructing, epistemology's

provÍsion of a fulcrum for general theories.

Nexù, the attached claim: the regularities of societ,y and

social agents merely consist of the relat,ive and precarious

forms of fixation which accompany the establishment of a

certain order. Again, in place of an account of regularíties as

relative but material capacities and forms inst,ítutionally
organized and hístorically contingent, Laclau and Mouffe call
on the concept, of 'fixatíon' or suture, r,rrhich gains its sense

from the sociologistic not,ion of the excess or surplus which is
simply presumed as the opposit,e pole of the essenüialist
philosophy or rationalist epistemology they aím ùo

disarticulate (Laclau & MoufferlgB5:99). Regul_arities t ot
LimiLs, in thís view, are a repression of the 'unregulaÌoility'
or the 'unLimitabil-ity' of t,he social, rather than sirnply what

are mader ârìd the particular ouLcome of specífiable material
techniques in definíte institutional sit,es.

l¡ühat I am outlining is not an argument about the truth or

falsity of Laclau and Mouffe's theory but the nature of the

intellectual-political stance they offer, whích bears on what

theír theorizatÍon of hegemony can be used to do. rn retaining
a founding principle and the figure of (an albeit absent)

tot'ality that this a1lor,irs, Laclau and Mouffe locate themselvesr

despite theír overt rejection of generalizing t,heories, ât the

dwindling but insístent point of the tradition of the

'universar intellectual'r able to erect an overview on 'the
social' and 'politics' on the ]oasis of their privileged
philosophical purchase on totality. This overview is described

here by Foucault as ít emanates from the left, though it, is by
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no means unfamilíar ín right-wing forms:

If]or a long time the !left' intellectual spoke and
rlras acl<nowledged to have the right of speaking in
the capacity of master of truüh and justice. He was
heard ¡ et purported to make himself heard, as the
representat,ive of the universal. To be an
ínte1lectua1 meant to be, a little, the
consciousness/ conscíence of everyone...The
intellectual is supposed to be the clear individual
fígure of a universality of which the proletariat
is the obscure, collective form (FoucaulL,l977az
12) .

No doubt, Laclau and Mouffe would protest at such a

description. And, indeed, they are quite clear about the need

to dismantle the authority of any vanguard party in their
compellíng argument that there can be no socialism wit,hout full
democratizal,ion of institutions. Neverthelessr there are

important points in Hegemony and Socialist Strateqy where r Inofê

than anything e1se, what seems üo be operat,ing is a "right of

speaking in the capacity of master of truth and justice". One

such point is strongly reminiscent of t,he problem I located in
Laclau's earlier wo.rk ín t-he ciif f erentiatíon of a populist

socialism from an authoritarian populism.

In Heqemonv and__i$ggtÈLlså Strateqy the task confront,ing

the writers is the differentiation of 'hegemony without a

centre I - that is, the hallmark of a radical and plural

democracy and the closed and finally centred articulations of

totalitaríanism. The need for differentiation occurs because

both forms are said to be made possibl-e by the rrneti' form of

institut,ion of the social" (laclau & Mouffe,1985:186) ttrat

heralded the 'democratic revolution' in Vüestern societies of

200 years ago and. ühe coming to dominance of hegemony as ühe

form of politics. Thus they write,
paradoxically...it is the very logic of openness and
of the democratíc subversion of differences which
creates, in the socieüies of today, the possibility
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of a closure far more radical than in the past: to
the extent that the resistance of traditional
sysüems of differences is broken, and indeterminacy
and ambíguity turn more elements of society int,o
'floating signifiers' , the possibility arises of
attempting to institute a centre which radically
eliminates the logic of autonomy and reconstitutes
around ítself the totality of the social body
( 1985: 186 ) .

This üime the basis of differentiatíon is not that, of the

objective ontological privilege of a class framework - t,he

partícuLar contents of a class ideology - but the mastery of

another truth. The guaranüee that a left hegemony can work

across political spaces to consùruct a chain of democratic

equivalences and yet, remain uncentred and therefore dist,inct

from toüalitarianism, and distinct from assumptions of itself

as "the represenüative of a unitary people" (Laclau & Mouffe,

1985:187), is a philosophical and linguistic realization: that

of the surplus of the socíal, the slipping field of signifiers '
which means that what may 4pgg1 as a centre, a fixed identity,

is not. The possibility of totalitarianism is theoretically

reduced to a lack of ar4rareness of this founding princíple of

the social. In other words, totalitarianism results from an

hegemony not handled properly, from an ignorant or wilful

blindness to this truth of an absent totality. Any strategy

built on t,his basis risks inst,alling a commitment to a single

general truth as a directive centre to practical calculation,

raising all the familiar problems of an elite with this

commitment leading those without, it,.

In summaryr my inüerest in Laclau and Mouffe's attempt to

expound a non-essentialisü concept of hegemony is as it

íntersects with and takes further Laclau's earlier work on

populism through its attenüion to the formation of po1ítical
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subjecüs and alliances. In the later rüork, a semiotic and

Lacanian psychoanalytic concept of discourse is employed to

dísplace any residual insistence of the economic as a base,

determinative of an objective class framework. This is how an

understanding of the formation of polit,ical subjects is arrived

at which is argued to dispense with any 1asü vestige of a

'logic of necessity'. An account of subject formation (for

example, though Laclau and Mouffe do not pursue this, of rthe

people' ) is then claimed as an account that, does not a1low any

privíleged site, conceived as 'ouùside' politics, to pre-empt

the political work of that formation. The same statement could

be made about hegemony: a fu1ly political account of hegemony

ís now elaimed, one ín which no pre-discursive 1ogic, íssuing

f rom a privileged site, pre-empüs the polítical- worl< of

hegemony.

But, as r,re have seen' iÎ a privileged síte such as the

naked economic, manifest in society, has been banished from

Laclau and Mouffe's concepüual field, it has been replaced by a

privileged process and by the privileged site of the absent

üotality 'societyr. Hegemony ís, in the end, conceived in terms

of a fundamenüal principle, and anchored by a privileged

recognítion of an impossible but nonetheless socially effective
goal . Similarly, r¡rere rtre to adopt the basis in semiotic,

psychoanalytic discourse Laclau and Mouffe offer in order to

define populism, we would, in the final instance, be accounting

for the identíty of 'the people' in terms of a provisional

fixation of the ceaseless slippage of signifiers, rather than

the specific constitutions of the figure. In other words'

Laclau and Mouffe's dÍrections in Hegemony and Socialist

Strateqy r when applied to the question of populism, do not
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advance it, from Laclau's earlier work 'the people' remains an

absüract category before it is historically specified and

constructed, and our recognition protocols for 'populism' thus

left essentially philosophical.

We must, however, pause to consider ühe recurrance of the

phrase 'in the final instance' in my diagnosis of Laclau and

Mouffe's accounting of hegemony and ùhe accounü of populism

that, can be deduced would follow from this. It could be argued

t,hat there ís no need to call on the phrase 'the last
ínsüance' ; t,hat in reading Heqemony and Socía1ist, Sürategy one

can bracket this out. Laclau and Mouffe have indeed pushed a

'logic of necessity' to the far horizon. "[t]he moment of the

'final' suture never arrives" (Laclau & Moufferlg85:86). The

extended space they gain in which to consider the specific and

contingent work of political construction and negotiation is

valuable and provides considerable common ground with my

interests. But there are reasons rrhy this maintenance of a

'fina1 insüance I as privileged arbiter cannot be simply

overlooked. f have al-ready indicated how it may enable and

sustaín a vanguard position that is incompatible with a fu11y

democratic and equitable project. It is also disablinE in what

it stands in fort that is' the necessity for the historical

worl< that will make available for democratic calculatÍon the

constitutíon, eharacteristics and potentials of political

subjects and relations. Our knowledge of how 'what is' came to

be is whab witt aid calculation for its remaking, not ùhe

utopian 'radical imaginary' Laclau and Mouffe insist upon

( 1985: 190 ) .

It, might seem harsh to accuse Laclau and Mouffe of

neglecting the historical when their aim is üo establÍsh
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hegemony as the form of polit,ics specific t,o the modern era in

the I'Iesü, beginning with the 'democratic revolution' two

hundred years ago. And they assiduously rethink the concept of

hegemony in terms of its production within the discourses, f.or

example, of the Second International and their precise

hisüorical- moment. Buü it is interesting to note what then

happens in their argument. At the conclusion of Chapter 2 and

their consideration of the emergence of hegemony as a 'new

political logic' ' the logic of their analysis brings ühem to

ask the question "[d]oes this mean that'hegemony'was merely a

transitional concept ¡ a moment in the disso-lu-'L j-<.r:rr c¡f t.he

essentialist discourse, and unable to outlive it (1985:88)?

Their anslrer is 'no' "the tensions inherent in the concept of

hegemony are also inherent in every political practice and,

strictly speakíng, every social practice" (1985:BB) and ín

the next chapter the basis of t,his ansrrer is laid: "[w]e now

have to construct theoretÍca1J-y the concept of hegemony

( 1985:93 ) . The t,ools used to effect this theoretical

construcüion import¡ âs I have shownr ãrr idealisü

philosophical inflection to the concept that threatens its
previously established historicity.

Perhaps the lesson in this is that an anti-essentÍalist

argument needs to be offset by a thoroughgoíng hístorícal

dimensÍon if it. is ytctt. Lo fall into the very üraps of

totalízing philosophy and vision it wishes to avoid. ft is this

hist,orical perspectíve on shifting conditions and effects that

the thesis' definition of populism attempts to install as

central. The Foucauldian concept of discourse, unlike that, usecl

by Laclau and Mouffe, provídes the descríptive and analytical

means to consider populism as a political phenomenon and in Íts
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hist,oricity ühat is, iüs traceable r particular and varlable

forms subordinat,ed to no foundational theory or episüemology.

The following chapt,er begins ühis genealogical work by

considering the historícal emergence of shiftÍngly dominant

rhetorícal figures of 'the people'.
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NOTES

Ho¡r¡ever, a body of literature is amassing. Some Ímportant,
or representative e>ramples r,uítt be discussed in this
chapter but as well, and not discussed separately here, is
the work done by; in Australia, Ror,rrse ( 1978 ) , Rowse &
Moran (1984), King & Rowse (1983), Lewis (1978), Connell &
Trving (1980), Love (19B4), Murphy (1987); in Britain, by
Bennett (1983), Halt- (1980), Schwarz (t982).

Allcock advocates the 'part-whole' approach on the grounds
of its advance on essentially unitary models of society
and their tendency to treat populism wíth "assumptionsabout 'deviance' which have plagued social movement theory
in general" (Allcock ,I979:383 ) . Despite Allcock's
acl<nowledgement of ühese problems r specif ical-i-y in
Kornhauser ' s work ( 1960 ) , it, ís not cl-ear how the
'part-wholer model- avoids the problems at,tendant upon the
category 'whole' as an objective description of a society,
tradition or ínstítut,ion. One is remínded of the
difficulties of the structure of 'relatíve autonomy'r
where problems with the absolute condition of 'autonomy'were thought, unsuccessfully, Lo be attenuat,ed by the
proviso of relativity. However, the maín problem i,¡ith the
approach is its treatment of the political as expressive
of another strata of experience "

ÏÍhi1e not addressed explícitly as 'populism', ,T.B.FIirst
(1978) clíscusses a similar ídeology characteristic of
Australian smal1 farmer'pioneer-settl-ers' .

In this Richards is repeatíng a move found earlíer in
Mouzelis (1978), in his criticism of Laclau's theorization
of populism. As I go on to argue for Richards, Mouzelis'
emphasis on the need to attend to the organizational
dimension of populísm if one is to identify politíca1
parties as populist (as Laclau mistakenly, according to
Mouzelis, identifies the ftalian Communist Party) is well
placed. Mouzelis also makes the poínt that Laclau's
analysis of ideologíca1 discourses is disabled by the lack
of a sufficiently historícal perspective, whích connects
with my l-ater crÍtique of the work of Laclau and Mouffe.

Gramsci's concept of hegemony extends t,he Lenínist sense
of it, as a simpl-e class alliance (tfre proletariat leading
the peasantry) by introducíng the concept of a moral and
intellectual- leadership as necessary to the formation of
any hegemony or counüer-hegemony.

At the same time he displaces the reductioníst view of
hegemony as the domination of one r¿orld-view over others
and which thus can onJ-y be challenged by íts total
destruction. Rather, Chantal- Mouffe argues that, for
Gramscí, "hegemony involves the creatíon of a hiqher
synthesis, so that, al-l its elements fuse in a 'collectiver,ri11' whÍch becomes the new protagonist of po1ít,ica1
action which wílt function as the protagonist of po1-itical
action during that hegemony's entire duration. Tt is
through ideology that thís collective will is formed since
íts very existence depends on the creation of ideological
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unity which will serve as 'cement'...the formation of the
collective will and the exercise of political leadershíp
depends on the very existence of intell-ectual and moral
leadership" (Mouffe,7979: 184) .

The category of 'class' as not simply a given ordering of
socíal formatíons is discussed in Hindess (1987a).

It is the same problem that, for example, Stuart Hall
comes up against in his discussion of Thatcherit,e populism
( 1980) . This work is briefly discussed in Chapter B,
pp.32L-323.

For a critical description of Lacanian psychoanalytic
theory's transcription of the Freudian unconscious as the
prime psychical reality and determínant of subjectivity to
this structuralíst linguistic conception of languaqe¡ sêê
Greenfield ( 1983 ,1984) .

B

9 I am following Laclau and Mouffe's lead in
"the 'hrork of Barry Hindess and Paul Hirstl'
other references to 'British Marxism' and
as the central perpetrators of what is seen
deconstruction of social relations.

singling out
( 1985: 100 ) f romrCutler et al. I

as a dangerous

10. As their descríptíon of Hindess and Hirst as 'treformistswithout a project", marked by a "positivist pragmatism"
(1985:190) might indicate, a radical political project is,
for Laclau and Mouffe, unthinkable unless it is based on a
utopia, such as the 'impossibility of the social'. They
write, "rnrithout 'utopiar . . . there is no possibility at all
of the const,itution of a radical imaginary whether
democratic or of any other type. The presence of this
imaginary as a set of symbolic meanings which totalize as
negativity a certain social order is absolutely essential
for the constitution of all left-wing thought," (1985:190).

But see Hirst's rejection of such a negatively conceived
reformism: "one must have a clear view - not a 'vision' -
of the attainable radical changes - not a utopia that
1ie beyond the tunnel vision of the 'next' election.
Without the poliùica1 preparation for radical change, the
series of 'next' elections is infinite" (1986:1).
fmportanLLy, such change is conceived as "a development
from exísting social re1at,íons", not the inauguration of
an entirely new system (1986:a).

11. While in places Laclau and Mouffe critique the problematic
of representation and propose its replacement with a model
of articulation (1985:65), they maintain the philosophical
üerrain of representation t,hrough the Lacanian concept of
sliding signifiers and its dialectíc of presence and
absence: "Ir]epresentation is...constit,uted not as a
definite type of relation; but as the field of an unstable
oscillation" (19852I27). A subject of representation is
thus maintained as a unitary locus (Laclau and Mouffe
reject "the absolutizaLion of a dispersion of 'subjectpositions "') though not as a unified transcendental
subject (1985:72L): "the dispersíon of subject positions
cannot constitute a solution: qiven t,hat none of them
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posítion, there is
that reintroduces
ís this qame which
( 1985 z72t-122) .

For a crit,ique
representation, see
in Chapter 7, Note 6

7B

to consolidate itsetf as a separate
a game of overdetermination among them
the horizon of impossíble t,otalíty. fù

makes hegemoníc articulation possíble"

of the epistemoJ-ogical concept of
Hunter (1984a z4O7 ,42'7) , already cited

L2. Here, it is necessary to distinguish the thesis' critique
of Heqemony and Socía1ist Strategy from critiques such as
Meiksíns Vilood ( 1986 ) and ceras ( 1987, 19BB ) . These r
respectívely, find Laclau and Mouffe guitty of an
'essentially rooüless politics' ín th.eir rejection of
class as an objective criterion, and ran int,eI1ectua1
vacuum' in their diagnosed Ídea1ism. Ifhile both writers
neverthel-ess make some pert,inent points (l,teiXsins lrlood's
query as üo the overrated role of intellectuals; Geras'
point, about t,he problems of philosophícal argument or
'sty1e' ) , theír trenchant crÍt,icisms are geared towards
defending a Marxísm cent,red on economic class relations to
the dominant mode of productíon. Another and interesting
marker of the dist,ance between these critiques and the
thesis' is the absence, in these det,aited reviews, of any
reference to the explicit,, structuring distinct,ion in
Hegemony and Socialist St,raüeqy between Lacl_au and
Mouffe's and Hindess' and Hirst's posítíons: it is on the
differences entailed in this distinction that, the thesis'
crit,ique focusses and it is to these differences that,
Meíksins T,rlood and Geras are, apparentl-y, b1ind.

It needs also to be said that, in disagreeing with the tack
that Meíksins Wood and Geras take, the thesis is not
advocating the dÍsmissal of class analysis, only that it
is not necessarily primary in understanding al-l- social
sit,uations, and that analysis cannot be based on a notion
of class as a gíven. See Hindess (1987a).

For dífferent,ly pitched and generally sympathetÍc reviews
of Hegemony and Social-ist Strategy, see Davidson (1987)
and Forgacs (1985). And for a longer review which
crit,icizes the work for its displacement of inst,itutional
analysis, yet acknorrrledges Laclau and Mouffe's argument
against economism and then, agaínst them, asserts that a
non-reductionist Marxist theory of t,he polit,y is possible,
see Mouzelis ( 19BB ) .



CHAPTER 3

The llistorieal itions of Populism
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My aim in Chapter 2 was to establish a sùrategy of

analysis that would make visible some of the practical r¡rays a

discursive, material formation like populism helps forge

political realíties. In considering competing approaches f
differentiated my definition of populism as a díscourse

centrally deploying the concept of 'the peopler as a unífied

essence and constítuüing a means for organizing the

negotiations of power-knowledge relations, from a range of

other accounts of populísm. These, f argued, rrere disabled

eit,her by their neglect of the political as differentiated and

conflictual or by their eventual recourse to a privileged
philosophical ot t more particularly, epistemological base. fn

the place of these familiar features the thesis will consider

politics as the ongoing and widely dispersed negotiation of

power-knor,rledge relations 1Ímíted by t,he particular forms and

sites in which this occurs; and atùend to the current and

historical conditions of emergence of what is classified as

popul i sm.

Some current discursíve formations that make a populist

politics possible are examined in Chapters 5 and 6. This

present chapt,er will document the hístorícal conditions of

emergence of populism r.y, firstly, considering an account of

the rise to modern prominence of an ascending or populist

thesis of government and sovereigîLy¡ and secondly, by

suggesting a dif f erent,ly orient,ated genealogy of 'the people' .

fn Chapter 4 I will continue this work by discussing a

correlative concepür that of population.
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I: The histqry of 'the people'

V'Ialter Ullmann's Med ieva 1 Pol tical Thouqht (re7e)

provides a history of the struggles in which major elements of

t,he domínant currency of 'the people' and what Ullmann

identifies as a populist, theory of government were produced. It
is an account that is useful in its deùailing of the various,

intertwined strands of medieval political thought, and in its
careful treatment of the concept of the state and, indeed, of

politícs as a distinct domain and activity, insisting on their

absence, in Christendom at leastr prior to the thirteenth

century and Lhus guiding the reader array from anachronistic

f ramer,,¡orks. The account, while perhaps more commonly recognized

as liberal-democratic, is rr-'l s<r uircl.er-i:a.ken f rom an intellectual

approach (not at all atypical ) ttrat itself merits the

description populist, starting as it does from 'the people' as

an e:ristential fact. Tt Lhus provides us with an indicative
history of the category 'the people' .

Ullmann describes at length the struggles Lhat ensued

throughout the medieval period over the organiza'bion of regimes

of government and the law. These r,rrere ecclesiastical and royal

arguments between the papacy accredited priesthood and t,he

regional kíngshíp as well as imperial forces, and the stake was

sovereignty r or ultimate authorityr within Christendom. As

Ullmann mal<es clear, these arguments could krave no easy or

final resolution as a símp1er polit,ical demarcation dispute

because, lacking the modern concept of the state, medieval

rhetoricians had no means of effectively demarcating autonomous

domains of activity and int,erest within t,he 'totalitarian'
christocentric framework that prevail-ed from the fifth to the
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fifteenth century (U1tmann,1-979z76-17). These ongoing

arguments, thenr sêrvêd to refine and solidify, but not finally
establish an exclusive nature for, what is named a descending

or theocratic thesis of government. This is an hierarchical

conception in which all por¡rer flowed down or descended from

(via certain rnediations) a single supreme being. Whether the

sovereign was understood as pope, kingt ot emperor, this title

and office was understood as the result of a beneficum, a gi ft

of God. As suchr sovêrêignt,y could owe nothing to those over

whom authority 'hras exercised, except in the name of their

guardianship and benefit, and the sovereign could not be

1awfu11y touched or resisted by these. fn the case of ùhe pope,

claiming po'hrer over the Church, kings and emperor, the office

r¡ias conceived as an estate oul-side Lhe Church, the incumbent

receiving his title and powers frorrr Chr:jsL Lhrou-gh Peter via

the Donation of Constantine. This Church (comprising bot,h

clergy and lait,y) was ùhus entirely dependent on the pope as

its governor and, in Peter's footsteps, its 'builder'. As

Ullmann puts it, "the Church as ùhe body of the faithful was

considered devoid of indigenous por^rers: what it possessed, what

functions íts individual- of f icers had, Írere seen as 'derived'

from the pope" (1979228). The office of the emperor, in the

system of government cal1ed Caesaropapism, claimed a similar

lout secular and therefore subordinate God-given po'wer over the

Christian Roman Empire.

As 'devoid of índigenous polnrers' , the Church assumed the

status of a minor, utterly subject and inferior, to the

superioritas (sovereignty) of the pope and, in 'external'

lawmaking matters, that of the Holy Roman Emperor. Strict

hierarchical relations of subordination obtained, whích Ullmann
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describes as forming "a kind of a pyramid in which the apex

embodied the sum-total of power" ( 1979 z 31 ) . The royal

theocratic form of government was characterízed by the same

relation between sovereign and subject, here the king and 'the
people' . That 'the people' vas beneath, belor,rr and subject to

the kíng as part of a great chain of being was made clear in

the coronation service (where the anointing esùablished the

king's po'hrers as derived f rom God through the agency of the

bishops ) , and in the throne "which by virtue of t,he elevated

position was to show t,he 'higher' seat of the king, as well as

in the emerging idea of committing treason against the king,

appropriately enough called'hight treason" (Ullmann,L979:87) .

This designation of 'the people' as subject and thus devoid of

any rights is central to the descending thesis of governmenù

that predominated in the medieval period in argument and as a

programme for organizíng poT^rer-knowledge relations within and

between institutions. VÍhat Ullmann proceeds to outline is the

story of a gathering intellectual and polit,ical resístance to

this dominance "

The challenge is presented in the form of a counter,

ascending or populist thesis of government. As can be deduced

from the implied reversal, in this conception original poT^rer is

located in 'the people' . El-ected leaders or kings possessed

only that potier given to them by rthe people' , and as its

represent,ative ruling in its name, remained accountalole to it

and dependent upon its consent. Law, rather than being given to

'the people' from above, is what is made by it (as a community

of maler property-owníng citizens) it,self. This organization of

government and of 1aw is said to precede theocratic forms,

providing the practical basis on which the Germanic tribes,
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that first invaded and fractured the old imperial structure and

later provided a European alliance trith the Roman pope against

the emperor in Constantinople, 'hrere governed.

By the eighth century this populist theory of government

'hras largely displaced by theocratic forms and frameworks. The

Frankish kings, brought wíthin Christendom and the sway of

Christian dogma in no mean measure by the Latinízed bib1e,

benefited from the notion of superi oritas t,hat the Pauline

doctrine 'kingship by grace of God' bestowed. While some form

of populist, election continued to co-exist with the theocratíc

method, the role of the coronation became increasingly

emphasized, severing t,he contractual- relation with 'the people'

and placing in it.s stead the constitutive act of the Church in

anointing t,he king and thus initiating his reign. Thus the

king , whi le gaining poT^rer over ' Lhe people ' , also placed

himself within the scope of Church authority. fn addition to

the king having no sovereign rights as regards the Church

(e.g., over t,he ordination of priests and consecration of

bíshops), he riras bound to abide by divine and canon law which

could only be enunciated by the episcopacy. If the king's

autonomy from 'the people' is thus not without its d-rawbacksr

it, is 'the people'who 1ost, most, being made subject and losing

an earlier ríght to resist and depose a tyrannical leader.

Given this defeat and effectíve dismantling of 'the
people' from something akin to an aggregate of autonomous

1citizens to a subject recipient of 1aws, how does the ascending

form of government reassert itself? Ullmann's account is of

interest in the way it establishes the agency of this

resistance.

In the first instance i'b is the revival of Aristotelian
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thought in the second hal-f of the thirteenth century which is
credited with what I'amounts to a conceptual revolution"
(Uttmann ,7979:1-59) . fn contention with Christian neo-platonism,

Aristotelian concepts enable the emergence of a notion of the

state as an "independent, self-sufficient, autonomous body of

cit,izens which livedr so to speakr on its olrn sulostance and on

its orÀrn laws" (Ullmann,1979zl7) , and it is this Ídea of the

state as a natural body and a communit,y wíth indigenous powers

bhat enables the community and its leaders (via the work of

Aquinas, Marsiglio, êt al.) to extricate themselves from the

claimed, all-encompassíng jurisdicüion of the episcopacy or a

royal theocracy.

However, Ullmann proposes that Christian Aristotelian
argument could onl-y achieve its currency and be effectively
employed by, for example, the conciliarist movement in the

fourteenth century because it r,rras preceded and underwritten by

a "practical- medieval populism" (7979:159 ) . Here Ullmann

stresses what is evident elsewhere in the book a clear

distinction betr,rreen the theory of government of a society,

devised and propagated by a literate elite (ne this
admini strators and governors or r âs rrras later the case ,

scholars and philosophers) and the pract,ical daily existence of

that society involving its ordinary members. Thus,

Ih]owever much the theocratic-descending theory of
government was 1oud1y, offícial1y and unofficial-Ly,
proclaimed as the onJ-y f orm of government
compatible wíth Christian beliefs, the lower
regions of society in many respects acted in a
manner which did little to implement any of the
basic principles of descending governments
(Ullmann ,19'79:159) .

This division in a pre-literate society, and one where the hold

of Christian beliefs ffas never as deep as the tit,le of

Christendom woulcl give one to believe, is not conùentious. V{haù
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is notable is the respective valuation of the practical and the

theoretical. Ullmann consistently associates the former with a

natural state of affairs and as having some privileged link to

an ont,ology of the social wor1d. Elaborating the proposítion

al-ready cited, he writes:

even the few records we have about the actívities of
the people far below Lhe vision of those sitting on
elevated thrones show that they carried on what can
only be termed as a natural I4IaY Of conducting
affairs (I979: 159, emp. added ) "

This 'natural lray' is further established as equating with the

ascending principles of government. These are said to be I'more

germane, if also not more natural" to the "unsophisticated"
(U11mann ,1969:160) . But an indicat,ion of the wider, and by

implication properr purchase of these princíp1es is given as

Ullmann follows his discussion of the 'practical
manifestations' of populist, theory of government with

discussion of incipient humanism' as the further context in

which Aristotelian thought flourished. The emphasis on natural

man and on the índividual whích occurred in the thirteenth

century âs r Ullmann says ' a restoration of pre-Christian

knowledge, provides the grounds on which the concept of the

citizen (as autonomous, independent, man) can spread and

displace that of subject, and the idea of a citizenry as

opposed to a subjected populace ís synonymous in the argument

with the functioning of populist or ascending principles of

government. A connection to natural man¡ no longer overshadowed

by the figure of t,he faithful Chrístian, and to "the discovery

of man's real- nature", ís thus installed at the heart of t,he

ascending theory of government (Utl-mann,7979:167). There is no

danger then that these ascending principles can be rightful-ly

localízed to and perhapsr âs society becomes more saturated
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rtrith 'sophisticated' modern technologies, left behind with t,he

unsophistícated or 'ordínary people'. The unsophisticated, ít
seems, are not to be judged relative to their historical moment

as lacking particul-ar constitutive and powerful knowledges, but,

from the "universal-historical standpoint" that, Ullmann assumes

(I979:160). From this perspective their'unsophistication' can

be seen only as an enabJ-ing lack of t,heoretical and 'unnaturalr
dogma that reveals man in true alignment with a natural state

of social and pol-itical organization. The universal

generalizaLions that this perspective enabl-es Ullmann to

enunciate are exemplified in what t,his lack of sophistication

or 'naturalness' is argued to make prevail and prove, that is,

"the ever active urge to self-government" (L979:161). This urge

ís manifested in the popular association that Ullmann notes as

organizing day-t,o-day activity, below the threshold of

theocratic government and providing a shelter for the

individual: "these numberless associations, unions,

fraterníties, communities, co11eges" and so on, appeared as t,he

anshrer to a natural urge of men to combine themselves into

larger uniLs" (19792160). For Ullmannr süch an urge and its

outcomes stand testimony to the practical existence, in some

measure , of ascending government that is, the active

self-determination of 'the peopler . Christian Aristotelian

thought will clothe the practice in theory and enabl-e the

infiltrat,ion of this 'natural' way of doing things into the

sophisticated echelons of society as we11.

The answer to our question is thus that the prime agent in

this story of resistance and reassertion of the ascending

theory of government ís 'the people' itself, along with its

composite element of 'natural man' ¡ or the autonomous
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individual and his natural urges. rt could be not,ed t,hat

ul1mann, elsewhere careful to avoid relying on anachronisms,

here fa11s into a universa]-izaLíon of the humanist, figure of
2

man. However, this is simply of a piece with a wider positing
of timeless essences: 'the people', too, in this history is
offered as a natural force waiting to properly or fu1ly animate

polítics and social 1ife. The teleology ullmann offers is of

'the people', recognized in antiquity, actively exercísing its
indigenous poïrers in tribal 1ife, repressed and largely subdued

in the medieval period, and rnanifest again in our present

lfestern institutions through its successful resistance of the

descendíng pyramid of porrrer in the Dark Ages. ullmann's aim

"It]o understand how current inst,itutions and political ideas

have become what t,hey are" ( 1979 : 11 ) is thus achieved by

follor,ring the reùurn of the repressed through the lifting of

what come to seem 'inappropriate' theories. For t,he corollary
of the 'naturalt status given to populist practice is that
medieval political theory ¡ oE at l-east that which bolsters t,he

d-escending principles of government, takes on the status of
mistake or aberration n a d-oErnat,ic ímposition of doctrine.
ullmann operates a polit,ícal realísm that is, a system of
valuation of polit,ical forms accord-ing to an unarticulated
concept of a pre-discursive and essential 'real' - the

implications of which are hard to resist, if never made

explicit. Thus Thomism is descríbed as a "realistic approach"

(u11mann,1979zl77 ) hecause Thomas Aquinas restores t,hat grasp

of manrs true nature and of the self-governing polit,ical
communit,y understood by Ari st,ot1e. correspondingly, medieval

christian thought takes on the aura of an overly stylized
mantle of edíct and exposition through which the touchstones of
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this political rreal' - the 'citizeyt' of classical times and

the individual subject who is free to commune directly with eod

respectively hibernate (U1tmann,7979:176) and require
emancípation (19792L29). Theocratic theory is present,ed as an

enemy of 'the human':

Ih]owever logica1ly, flawless1y, and symmet,rically
constructed the theocrat,ic tTreory was, it .r,rras a
thesis that took littte account of the human
elements which necessarily entered into actual
government. It was as if government moved entirel_y
wiùhin the precincts of concepùs and abstractionsl
and not within the realm of human society wÍth all
its earthly concreteness and multifarious
díversities of man I s or¡rn all-too-human ambitions,
volitíons, and prejudices. The theocratic-
descending theory 'hras the attempt to suloj ect
reality to a mere concept (Ul1mann,Ig'7gz146).

More specifícally, Lhe centrepiece of t,his political

realism is 'the people'. Tühere its existence and riEhtful role
are recognízed, first in ancient Greece, later and to differing

degrees in modern üIestern po-lítical institut,ionsr lrê gain the

sense of a riEhtful order unfolding. This can be c]-early seen

in ullmann's prescriptive assertion that ,'the test of any

theory on governmenL is whether it is capalole of leading to a

development which is reftected in a constitution" (rg7gzr45),

a-nci his differentiation of the fortunes of the ascendíng thesis

of government in England and France.

IÍhi1e the ascending thesis is finally triumphant in both

natíona1 political systems, the path to modern represent,ative

democracy, or constit,utionalism, as

manifestation of t,he populist theory

different in France than in England. Tfhere

comparatively bl-oodless progress is made

road to dísplacing theocratic government is

the contemporary

of government, is
a slowr steady and

in EngJ-and, France's

notably violent and

ident,ified as thebeset wíth reversals. The variabl-e f actor is
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relative influence of feudalism, deep-rooted in England, much

less so in France. Feudalism, or more precisely t,he kíng's
function as a feudal overlord, lras the "medieval corrective to

royal theocracy" (Ull-mann , L979 2746). üIhere the latter hras

"speculation" and weighted under "First Principles, Dogmas and

Authority", feudal government is described as "of native
growth, man-made and adaptable to the needs of the time, always

ready ùo talce account of the reality of a given situation"
(L979:148 ) . Feudal government entailed the king in contractual

relations wit,h his vassals, t,hat is, relations of mutual

agreement, or consent from the ruled as actíve members of a

feudal community, of which the king r^ras also a member, not

outside and a-bove. For Ullmann, this means that

the practice of feudal government proved itself an
important harbinger and inculoator of ideas which
later could be developed on the basís of a
theocratically conceived populist or ascending
theory of government (L979:148).

In rudimentary but recognizable form 'the peopJ-e' as a ríghtful
and active f orce in government, endowed with the por/irer of

resistance to a t,yrant, ís present in feudalism, and, clearlyr
the source of its realism and íts humanism.

From the early thirteenth century in England the feudal

function dominated the theocratic function of kingship, r,¡hi1e

in France (and in Germany too) the opposite was the case. The

price of the importance the French king enjoyed within the Holy

Roman Empire rllas his vulnerabilityr âs the most Christian king

of Europe , Lo papal interventions. The narrative Ullmann

pursues is that when kings 'freed' themselves from the consent

of 'the people' by embracing theocracy, they tethered

themselves inextricably to a tyrannical and dogmatic Church

from which there was no natural avenue of escape. Delivery
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could only come via the violent defeat of exponents of the

descending theory by upholders of the ascending theory. Hence,

the history of political development in France. But where kings

remained ín touch with and largely constituted by 'the peoplê' ,

as in England, " I t ]]re road to constitutionalism. . .'was

characterízed by debates, compromise - by evolutíon" (Ullmann,

19792\48-L49) "

This quite commonplace, almost Whiq, claim of English

politíca1 development as more natural and more civilized than

that of other political systems lays bare the assumptions thaL

organize Ull-mann's argument. The 'universal-hístorical
standpoint' he claims to occupy is, as is alr4rays the case, a

more particular and interested writing position. Ullmann's is a

rendition of a familiar apologia for Westernr ârrd¡

pre-eminently, English, liberal democracy by reference to the

"authority centre" ( Condren, 1980: 108 ) of ancien-b Greece and it,s

legendary city-state democracy. Ullmann's contributíon to t,his

method of legitímation by resort to the aut,horíty of a past

state of affairs, or origin of Western civiLizaLíon, is to make

his focus the medieval period and only fleetingly summon up

Aristotle's Greece as the soürco of a sel-f-governíng 'people'

whích practically resists and, in t,he modern period, triumphs

over the descending principles animating medieval governments.

Medieval Political Thouqht instructs us as to how democrac Yt Of

its essence, 'the people', survives the Dark Ages. 'The peopl-e'

is presented as a natural actor on the political landscâpê, and

one whose fortunes are central to the proper development of

political practice and the theories that should correctly flow

out of that practice.
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The problem for me is the assumption of 'the people' as

already in existence, and as the natural essence from whích a

populísù theory of government or a populist discourse springs.

Where Ullmann identífies adherence to 'First Principles' as a

limiting and problematic feature of ecclesiastical thought,

'the people' operates as just such a principle in his olrn

discourse. This does not make his hrork unusable or false:

unlike Ullmannr lúê need not operate a prescriptive realism.

However, iL does call for a sharper specificatíon of the

usefulness f,or the tb.esis of such an account. Ullmann's hisùory

demonstrates (rather than analyses) ttre centrality of the

category 'the people' in the ideologícal securing of

representative democratíc individualism as t,he historically

assured, 'civilized' and desirable political form. We can also

note that Ullmann exemplifies the confluence of a populist

discourse and dominant discourses of democracy. Populism, the

assumption of a naturally occurring 'people', ís at the heart

of t,he dominant modern sense of democracy.

What, Ullmannrs account does not do is elucidate the

historíca1 conditions of emergence of populísm. 'The people' in

this narrative history features as the fundamental condition

for other properly historical phenomena but is it,self resistant

to analysis. Consider what is provided 1oy way of evÍdence of

t,he exisLence of 'the people' .

This is encountered at the point where Ullmann Ís

discussing the practical manifestations of t,he ascending

thesis. The organi za.Lltoy¡. c-rf t.olins , of guilds and f raternitíes,

unions, village communities, colleges and so on are offered as

examples of 'the people' governing itself. There may be no

quesLion that in these various popular associations memloers
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managed t'heir oT^rn self-def ined affairs" The quest,Íon that does

arise is by what criteria the memberships of each of these

di fferent i aLed institutionsr pursuing "partly, aims of self-
preservationr partly, what would nowadays be called mutual

insurances, partly, sectíonal interests" are confident,ly

grouped Logether int,o the unified figure of 'the people'

(Ul1mann ,1979:160)?

There is no ansl¡Ier to this; the modern common sense of bhe

term is expected to provide its oÌün alibi. But what can l¡e

noted is that the figure of ,the people' , as a rhetorical_

device, empohrers ullmann' s argument and its ,universal-

historical standpoint' by furnishing a trans-ínstitutional,

trans-historical, trans-Eeographíca1 reference point in other

words, a11owíng a comparatíve field to be established across

which t,he continuities that comprise the t,e1eoJ-ogical

development of democracy can be traced.

We are left with the question, how ís this common sense

that organizes Ullmann's discourse forme<1.? fs Lhe concept of

'the people' susceptible to analysis, or must T¡re too embrace

its self-evidence? ArguinE for the possibitity of analysis and

against the self-evídence of the unified and collective

category of 'Lhe peopJ-e' , t,he method T shal1 use to advance

this position is genealogical a rethinking of 'bhe historical

task. V[hile Ullmann's account appears to make it impossibte to

think of 'the peopler as simply an epistemological category,

always available as a basis of governmenL, and p1aces it,

ínstead firmly wit,hin the reversals of hist,oryn the discursive

construction of history he employs ends by cheating him of t,his

achievement " I shall attempt, to secure what Ullmann's work

promises with a genealogy of 'the people': "a genealogy ought,
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to be able to set up t,he possibilíty of constructing

íntel1igible trains of events and transformations which are

conceived as expressions neither of their past nor or their
future" (Minson, 1985: 108 ) .

Iï: The crene a1o cfv of 'the people'

The purpose of a genealogy of'the people' is to dismantle

t,he self-evidence of 'the peopler as an existential fact with

which a study of populism may otherwise start. As lrre krave

already seen, it is not only populist forms that are predicated

on this 'self-evidence', but also much analysis of populism,

which is to say that analyses of populism often take 'the
peopler as a given and as having an essence, in whatever r4ray

this is constructed, whose expressíons they then proceed to

trace and comment onr or even to problematize and explain.

Instead, 'the people' can be considered as a discursive

object t,hat has been produced and made meaníngful within a

range of specifiable discourses or organizations of statements.

A genealogy differs from a narrative history of 'the people'

which instates íts appearance as the manifestation of an ideal

form which was always destíned to appear: that is, 'the people'

as an essence' outsíde and in a sense authoring the discourses

in which it is simply'recognized'. This vísion of ideal forms,

which teleologizes history, is the legacy of Kant's

installation of the constítutive subject at the heart of the

practice of history. It marks the constructíon of a particular

phílosophy of history r ot, Lo put it provocatively, the

conception of history as philosophy. It is against this that

genealogy can be defined as:
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a f orm of history which can account f.or the
constiùution of knowledges, discourses, domains of
obj ects etc. , without having to make reference to a
subject whích is either transcendental in relation
to the field of events or runs in its empty
sameness t,hroughout, the course of history
(Foucault,19B0:117) .

Giovanna Procacci's account of genealogy is also worth quoùing:

this is t,he essential contribution of genealogical
analysis: to have encouraged us to see in every
'object' presented as irreducíble, in every 'truth'which is proffered as irrefutable, the result of a
series of traceable operations, and so to have led
us to seek out the dynamic of their constitution
(L97 B:55 ) .

What is important about a genealogical analysis is that,
unlike a history whích instates between events a prescribed set

of relations (causal-ity, influence, development) that are t,he

1-egacy of a search for origins or a positing of ends, and whose

essential lesson is thus a general continuity against which

specific changes are able to be recognized and assimilated into

an evolutionary pattern (e.9., ùhe emergence of 'the people' as

an eternal historical force), genealogy searches out the

heterogeneous relations between statementsr discourses, domains

of objects, non-díscursíve formations, that cannot be deduced

from any general theory of history and cannot be used to affirm
any but the local truths made possibte by t,hose relations.

So, to undertake a genealogy of 'the people' is to stress

from the outset that in'the people'there is no nub of truth
that are are slowly drawing closer to, and that the notíon of

eternity and naturalness investing the modern 'common sense'

understanding of'the people' is an object for analysís and not

it,s ímpeccable attribute. The truth of 'the people, varies and

shifts, is relative to a demonstrable set of dÍscursive and

non-discursive techniques, and has not always existed.

Nevertheless, the purpose of a genealogy is not to reveal
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a false history or establish'ùhe people'as a fiction, but to

determine t,he conditions of possibilíty of a relative and

effective truth repeated in a statement such as this:
he was quick to sense the basic problems arisinE from
popular rule: he knew that the multitude of voices
claiming to speak for the people might prevent the
people themsel-ves from being heard (eattup & Rae,
1968 z17).

The certainty that 'the people' Ís there, ready to utter its
mind and available for representationr êrrd that it should be

heard marks a particular truth: 'the peoplet as a rightful and

preferred sovereign, the foundation of its own existence,

brooking no íntermediaries. Such a conception of 'the people'

is not an existential realit,y waiting to be expressed in some

political discourses, suppressed ín others, but a-lways there, a

silent touchstone of how democratic or populist various

political forms are in their recognition of democracy's or

populism's essence. It is, rather, constituted within
particular dÍscourses, or 'theory-programmes' . This can be

evidenced by considering some different, discourses and the

specífic relatíons within which 'the people' emerges.

Cicero's wrítings, in the first century 8.C., provide us

with an early example of the concept appearing in the discourse

of Roman public 1aw. A lawyer and administrator, his The

Republic and The Laws codified Roman l-aw and established the

t,radítion of natural 1aw.

The Republic (De re publica) establishes clearly the

importance of the category 'the people' in consideratíons of

government. "IA] commonïrealth is the property of a peoplett

(Cicero in Ebenstein,!9692L32). This is so because res publíca

(public thing or properby) is the same as reg populi (thing or
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propert,y of a people) (n¡enstein,1969¿L32).

However, this apparent primary status of 'the people, and

its existence is immediat,ely qualif ied:

[¡]ut a people is not any collection of human beings
brought t,ogether in any sort of lñà! r but an
assemblage of people in large numbers associaüed in
an agreement wit,h respect to j ustice and a
part,nership f or the common good ( Cicero in
Ebenstein,1969 zL32) .

'The people'r âs a discursive object,r êm€rgês in relation to
justice or law, and to a particular end ('the common good'),

conceived, in the Aristotelian traditíon, as the distínguíshing
criterion of government. fn particular, it is the law and how

thís is conceptualized that allor,¡s us to further def ine 'the
peoplet , as in any case it is the implementation of the law

whích wilt secure the common good.

As indicated above, Cícero's writ,ings establish the

tradition of natural 1aw, t,hat is, law based on the

philosophical concept of an intrinsic rationality that provides

for what the 1aw ought to be. fn The Lar,¡s we f ind:

lt]rue 1aw is right reason in agreement with nature;
it is of universal application, unchanging and
everlasting...there will be one master and ruler,
that is, God, over us all, for he is the author of
this 1aw, its promulgabor, and its enforcíng judge
( Cicero in Ebenstein, l-969: 136 ) .

True, unchangíng 1ar,r¡ - natural law - is vested in 'the people'

in the sense that men have reasonr ârrd thus 1ar¡r, in common with

the gods. Thus "we need not look outside ourselves for an

expounder or interpreter of it Itrue 1aw] " (Cicero in
Ebenstein,1969:136). However, Cicero leaves us in no doulot t,hat

the law ís based on somethinq dístinct from and supravening

human action and institutions: "right is based, not upon menrs

opinions' but, upon Nature" (1969zL37)¡ "the most foolish notion

of all is the belief that everyt,hing is just which is found in
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the customs or laws of nations" (1969:I37)¡ and

if the principles of Justice r^rere founded on the
decrees of peoples, the edicts of princes, or the
decisions of judges, then ,fustice would sanction
robbery and adultery and forgery of wi1ls, in case
these acts r^rere approved by the votes or decrees of
the populace ( 1969: 138 ) .

For Cicero, while democracy ("when all the porrrer is in the

hands of the people" ) can be envisíoned as an option for
stable government (though of "the least commendable type"

(19692132)), it is clear 'the people' is governed from above:

If]or as the laws govern the magistrater so the
magístrate governs the people, and it can truly be
said that the magistrate is a speaking larrr, and t,he
law a silent magistrate (1969:13B).

The functíon of the magistrate or governing body is to make

heard the law that pre-exists human government and requires it
only for ÍÌ-s en1.r.rì.cia-tion. 'The people' to whom this government

belongs is 'the people'on1y in so far a-s it is constituted by

law ('in an agreement rnrhich respect to justíce'). This is what

governs it; and law originates from outside it, in the all-
authoring divinity that grants men timeless reason.

So this first concept of 'the people' is one aù odds with

our modern currency; and it will be argued below that earlier

Greek conceptions of government can be read as organized around

no such figure. Cicero's formulation of 'the people' and its

relatíon to natural Iaw provides a basis for the influential

descending thesis of government and por^Ier that Ullmann

describes. If 'the people' have any poïrer it ís what is

bestowed upon it from above; it is unthought as a source of

government but is rather an object of government, whose 'best

interests' government and 1aw embody and safeguard. Hor¡rever,

what is common to Roman and modern concepts is the sense of a

unified body of persons. The benefit,s of the ídea of a unified
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'peopl-et, bound in agreement by law of universal application,

for the Roman Empire with its hegemonic sense of all men living
in 'one world', are clear. The same unifying move can be traced

in the legal domain, where the Roman legal system and its
acknowl-edgemenÈ of loca1 and customary practice in the law of

territories and regions becomes íncreasingly underpinned by the

Roman philosophical idea of natural 1aw. Natural law provided

t,he 1aw of terrítories and regions r,,rith an essential, universal

core, thus working to homogenize what otherwise would be

heterogeneous.

The Roman formulation of 'the people' as unified and

governed from above is conserved and repeated through Europe

into the medieval period and beyond, superseding the challenge

of the Germanic tribes' different arrangement of government and

1aw and effectively organizing the problem of sovereignty and

its central questions: lrrhere is original power located, and who

had the right to enunciate the taw? It is not until- the late
Middle Ages that this descending ùhesis of government is
effectíve1y met by a competing discourse that provides a

counter, ascending thesis of government and power. As U1lmann,

too, argues its clearest form in the medieval period is found

in the work of Marsiglio of Padua, as he constructs an argument

for the government of Lhe Italian city-states and addresses

their relation to the Church.

But we need first to trace the emergence of a major

component which, repeated and developed by Marsiglio, will

constitute the ascendÍng thesis of government. It is in the

writings of St Thomas Aquinas (I225-L274) ttrat 'rrre find the

crucial definÍtion of a good government as one in which,

whatever form it takes, the interests of the rul-ed are served.
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Such a premise identifies Thomism as the reactivation of

Aristotelian concepts. The carefully argued introduction of

such concepts âs r for example, Arisùot1e's view that government

derived from manrs social nature, allows Thomism to open up

within Christían thought a space for a positive sense of

government. Pre-Thomistic medieval theory of government had

conceived of it as a necessity generated by the fall and t,he

evil in human nature. Seen in t,his light it, was not possible to
find what is required for the human communíty to govern itself,
that is' t,he rules of government and its ends, trithin the human

community. By contrast' Christian Arístotelianism takes the

community as an ultimate reference point and a source of

spiritual values and virtue (Ubenstein,1969z279) . Aquinas

cannot sItrallow whole what amounts to a displacern<¡n{. of the

theological domain but, consÍstent with his systematic

synthesis of Aristotelian philosophy and Christian theology,

accommodates this perspective on government, and its
valori zaf,ion of the possible val-ues fort,hcoming f rom the

community to be governed , k>y appending to human government's

end of the common good the further and ultimate end of

attainment of God. Thus divine 1a'rnr, enunciated by priests

through revelation, is needed as well as the human law that
orders government. Secular government, its spheres of reference

alLered and legitimated, remains ultimately subject, to the

Church in Thomism. ft is in Marsiglío's formulations that this
accommodation of philosophy and theology ís reordered into
something different.

Let us consider what I have described so far.

political thought and the foundations it, provides

Greek

for an
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ascending theory of por4rer, issuing from Ìruman practice and

decisíon rather than from natural 1aw (or constituting a

different conception of 'nature' and Íts laws), is reactivated

in medieval thought. This is, however, in no sense an original

recognition of the rights of 'the people' being lost and then

recovered. For in Aristotelian (and Platonic) thought, while

there is an affirmation of the ruled as a source of i-egitimacy

for good government, hre find no concepL of 'the people' in the

sense of a unified communíty. The unity in this system of

thought is the þolis (tfre city-state and its terrítory). The

polis does not borrow its unity from another deeper unityl

rather,

[f]ixe any other whole that is made up of part,s the
state must be analysed into those parts; and r^re

must first consider the cítizen, for a state is the
sum total of its citizens. So we must ask Who is a
citizen? and What makes it right to call him one?
Here too there is no unanimity, no agreement as to
what constitutes a citizenì it often happens that
one who is a citizen in a democracy is not a
citizen in an oligarchy (eristotle, 1980: 1 02) .

The citizeîyy is ùhe operative concept here, but the citizen is

defined by the institution of government rather than evincing

an essence and sovereignty that woul-d lend the citizerrry a

natural unity: "as soon as a man becomes entitled to

participate in authority, deliberative or judicialr rrê deem him

to be a citizen of that state" (Aristotle,1980:103-104,emp.

added).

Further, while the Greek demokraüia translates as rrule of

the people' , Aristotle makes cl-ear that democracy is the rule

of the poor, dangerous and to be avoided for that reason. hle

are faced with the problems of translation and the lure of

anachronisms, lout it is clear that Arist,ot,elian discourse

:i,ns j,sts on dif ferentiating and disaggregatíng t,he population of
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ses,the city-state into its components citizens, middle c

the poor, rlromen, sl-aves, barbarians . It is the poor

labouring classes or the "general run of people" (Aristotle,

1980:159) ttrat Aristotle ca11s the demos, more often translated

as 'the people'. As a concept in Oti"-r"lian discourse 'the
peoplel refers to a specífic portion of a population, and not

to the whole. And as the'general run of peoplerand not "the

notables" (Aristot1e,l9B0:159), 'the people' is (or may be,

depending on the particular constitution of the citizeîry) a

section within the possibte body of citizens.

But in Thomism r^re find recourse to a different concept of

'the peopJ-e' :

In]ow to order anything to the common good, belongs
eit,her to the whole peopJ-e t or to someone who is
the vice-gerent Isic] of the whole people. And
therefore the making of a law belongs either to the
whole people or to a public personage who has care
of the whole people: since in all other matters the
directing of anything to the end concerns him to
whom the end belongs (Aquinas in Ebenstein, 1969:
235) .

This is a borrowing of the term as it operates in the discourse

of Roman public law and feeds through into Christian discourse.

'The people', in essence whole and undivided, serves the same

unífyíng purpose in Christian scholastic discourse, enabling

the totalizing ambitions of the Holy Roman Empirer âs it does

in the Roman Empíre of Cícero's concern. The extensive and

dífferentiated terrítories of both empires ¡ guÍte unlike the

linited city-state that was the Greek philosophersr reference

point, required a discursive concept like 'the peoplê' , unífied

by ideas of natural law or faíth or both, which could lend

these territ,ories unity.

However, in Christian sckrolastic discourse we see 'the
people' disarticulated from the conception of omnipotent Roman
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natural la'r¡r, and instead related to human la'hr, for which a

legitimate space had now been cleared. Thus 'ttre peopl-e' as the

location of sovereignty, a possibílity that emerges in the

medieval period, can be understood as a piecemeal construction

in these discursive formations, and not as an object, gradually

revealing itself.

To return to my charting of the appearance of the concept

of 'the people' , we find it further sol-idified in Marsiglio's

developed form of a medieval discourse of government. First, in

The Defender of the Peace (7324) t'tarsiglío repeats the

Aristotelian and Thomistic argument t,hat good government serves

the interests of the ru1ed. But in Marsiglio, and unlike

Aquinas, each of the 'wel-1-tempered' species of government

presupposes as well the consent of the ruled:

Ia] kinqlv monarchv. . . Ís a temperate government
wherein there ís a single ruler who aims at the
common benefit, and in accordance with the will or
consent of the subjects. . .Aristocracv is a
temperate government in whích the honorable class
. . . alone rules in accordance wittr the wil-l or
consent of the subjects and for the common benefit
...4 polity, although in one sense it is something
common to every genus or species of regime or
government, means in another sense a certain
species of temperate government, in which every
citizen participates in some way in the government,
or in the deliberative function in turn according
to his rank and ability or condition, for the
common benefit and r'irith the witt or consent of the
cit,izens (Uarsiglio in Ebenstein,1969 2272) .

Second, Marsiglio adopts and takes further Thomísm's

identification of human law as the necessary means of

government by divesting it

1aw as the higher, ultimate

of the shackles of divine and canon

authorities. This is done by a

the right or possibilíty of divine

or have any jurisdiction in this

thoroughgoing

and canon 1aw

rejecùion of

to be enforced
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the

have no

Church
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temporal

of anyoutcome

earthly
on it.

is thus

pOI¡Ief S

The law

whatsoever, effectively stripping

save those which a secular government bestowed

and government that can direct and be enforced

only that which is made by the 'human legíslator':

the legislator ¡ or the primary and proper effÍcient
cause of the law, ís the people or the whole body
of citizens ¡ oy the weightier part thereof, through
its election or will expressed by words in the
general assembly of the citizens, commanding or
determining that something be done or omitted with
regard to civil human acts under threat of temporal
punishment (Uarsiglio in Ebenstein,1969 2274) .

rThe peop1e' , here eguivalent to 'the whole body of citizens' ,

inheriting the Roman and ChrÍstian senses of the concept, is

ful1y constitu-Uive of law and government.

Third, in a defence of this rol-e, Marsiglio provides a

form of substantive valuation of 'the people' :

Io]lojections will be made. . .that those who are
vicious and undiscerníng in most cases should not
make the 1aw.. " land that] ttre people or the whole
body of citizens have these sins i for men in most
cases seem to be vicious and stupid: rThe number of
the stupid is infinite,' as is said in the first
chapter of Ecclesiastes...t,his must be denied. For
most of the citizens are neither vicious nor
undiscerning most of the time; all or most of them
are of sound mínd and reason and have a ríght
desire for the polity and for the things necessary
for it, to endure, like laws and other statutes or
customs (Uarsiqlio in Ebenstein,7969 2276-277) .

Here Marsiglio rewrites a scripùura11y derivecl Christian

characterízaUion of 'the people' to something recognizalol-e as

an assertion of 'the
as made up of secular

The point in

that Marsiglio draws

fu11y formed populist

people's' 'common sense' and goodness, and

citizens rather than theocratic subjects.

tracing the different discursive materials

on is to demonstrate the provenance of the

thesis of government that The Defender of

the Peace provides as other than 'the people' as a
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pre-discursive exístential figure. This is the sort of origin
t,hat,, lodged within his wider argument, Ullmann's use of

Marsiglio suggests. Rather r trrrê can think of Marsiglio's
provision of a basÍs for populism as made possible by a

discursive labour of iterating previously circulating concepts

and a reorganizaLion of these into a ner,r¡ and distinctive
discursive formation. Thus, a discourse in which a unified
people, sharing virtue and a common sense, is made the

expressive centre of government becomes available as a tool to

renegotíate potrer relat,íons. This occurs most notably within
the Church through the Conciliar movement, with its refut,ation

of the pope's claim to alone know the will of God and its
attempted dismantling of the hierarchical relations of

subordinatíon, descendíng from the pope t,hrough the clergy to

the laity, that characterized the institution. The Conciliar

movement faíled to transform the Church, but presaged the later
and more successful Reformist arguments and tactics.

To consider discourses as constitutive of the kinds of

struggl-e possible over the organizat-ion of por¡rer relations, and

to note the concept of 'the people' as a definite historical
construction opens up a different avenue of approach to those

texts that stand central to a populist tradition as outlined by

Ul-lmann. For a start,, it raises questions about the status of

this tradition. Does what we understand as populism in the

modern world stretch back to the 'authoríty centrer of Greece,

or is it the result of a more recent set of circumstances? For

the thesis, the tracing of the term 'the people' in its various

inscriptions demonstrates a break with the idea of it,s

continuity as a figure. From this point, that is a rejection of
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the common sense of 'the people's' continuity throughout

Western civilization, lrre can pursue and delineate the different
understandings of populism that are integral to both knowing

our object and challenging its hegemony over the concept

'democracy' .

These understandings of populism f r4ri11 name, on the one

hand, a kind of 'po1iùical- epistemologyr and¡ orì the other, a

political 'regíme of truth'. In t,he f irst, populism lays claim

to a basis ín 'the people' as an epistemological categoryr a

fundamental means of knowing the activity of politics. fn the

secondr populism is an historically effective organization of

discursively produced and ínstitutionatly secured truths
governing the conduct of politics. Populism as a political

regime of truth is not equivalent to a scientific falsification
or a philosophical disproving of populism as a political

epístemology, carrying with it the dangerous illusion that 'the
people' as a political- category requiring attention can

therefore be made to evaporate. Such dreams of fal-sification

remain within the ambit of an epistemological enterprise. The

notion of a political regime of truth decentres this enterprise

as appropriate to t,he study of politics, but, and this cannot

be stressed enough, iù recognizes that such an epistemological

enterprise, and the figures that accompany it ('the people' as

true r ot fa1se, objecti the universal intellectual able to

speak of this truth oî falsity) remain players in the

battlefield of politics and discourse and thus unavoidable

objects of analysis and targets for intervention. For the

momenù, I will attempt to demonstrate these different
understandings of populism via two different readings of

Rousseau.
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Iff: Readinqs of Rousseau

The first reading is the most familiar one and requires

only a brief sketching. It presents Rousseau as the individual

author, attributed the capacities of expressive orígínalÍty,
4

veracity and moral authority, whose concept of popular

sovereignty is an original recognition of and expression of

'the people' . This is Rousseau as exponent of the General Wíl1 '
that expression of 'the people' as a unified and corporate

body, formed by the social compact, which in a legitimate state

musL loe sovereÍgn:

'[e]ach of us puts ]ris person and all his power in
common under the supreme direction of the
wil1, and, in our corporate capaciùy, we

qeneral
receive

each rnemþer as alr indivisiþle part of the whole.'
lffiss--eau, sc J eß zrTufG-

More poetically, 'the peopler as sovereign is recognized by

Rousseau as moral and just: "the voice of the people is in fact

the voice of God" (P8,19732122).

By its sùressing the authority of 'the people' (ttrat is,

of a body of free and equal individuals), and its assertion of

the basíc goodness of human nature, Rousseauts r,r¡ork is

routinely seen as theorizing the fundament of modern democracy,

that is, its insisüence on the whole 'people' as legitimat,ing

source of authority. For example, in his reader Comrnunism,

Fascism and Democracy: e Theoretical Foundations , Cohen

introduces extracts from The Social Contract with these words:

Ia]dherents of conflicting politícal theories have
claimed to find support in Rousseau's work; but the
ideal of an intense brotherhood of free and equal
men r^ras surel-y f undamental f or him and remains
fundamental in democratic thought (79722425).

Ebenstein, with characteristically broad stokes, describes

the General- Will as receiving "its ultimate valid definition in
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the l ives of f ree men rather than Ín phi 1-osophical

distinct,ions", and connects Rousseau to the most generally

understood practical achievements of 'democracy' :

Rousseau was first, vindicated historically by the
success of the American Revolution, and ühe opening
words of the Constítution of the United States, 'IrIê
t,he people. . . , ' lrrere of the spirit of Jean .Iacques
Rousseau. In the French RevoluÈion, only a few
years later, the French nation discovered it,s
communal solidarity in a ne\,rr birùb. of individual
freedom and popular governmenü. Since then, the
message of Rousseau has been carried to all corners
of t,he wor1d, and íts vitality and persístent
timeliness continue to inspire free men everywhere
( 1969 2449) .

This champion of 'the people' ís literally he who has heJ-ped

'the people' find its voice: while at the beginníng of

Ebenstein's int,roduction to The Social Contract we l-earn that

in the first half of the eighteenth century in France "[t]he
people r\rere sti11 inarticulate" ( 1969 z43B) , by the f inal
paragraph Rousseau's spirit has enabled 'the people' ùo speak -
"t¡e the people. . . tl .

Another evaluation, more concerned with the specific

nature of the General I^Ii11, can be found in Lindsay's The

Essentials of Democracy, where he argues the centrality of the

cont,ribution, not assent, of each member of t,he body po1ític,

and refers to Rousseau to make his point:

[rr]hat [Rousseau] was insisting on uas the power of
the ordinary man to judge of fair play, of honesty,
of conformance with the spirit of the community. ft
is this sense which the ordinary man can contríbuLe
and to which the expert, absorJoed as he naturally
i s in h.í s or^rn solut í on and in hi s speci a1
contribution, often fails to contribute (1,índsay,
1935 244).

This quotation, as well as contrilouting to the perhaps mundane

but nevertheless significant point that, Rousseau's populism is

installed firmJ.y within a subst,antía1 body of riork theorising

and descriloing democracy and lending it it,s common meaning'
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also serves to table t,he concept of the 'ordinary man' as the

inseparable partner of 'the people' . This figure of the

ordinary man, or of what in the modern period can al-so be

designated by 'the indíviduuf '? is one to which hre wíl1 have

occasion to return.

FÍnally, this first reading of Rousseau can be located as

it would fal1 within the logic of Ullmann's account. While

Ullmann does not specifically mention Rousseau in Medieval

Political Thouqht, it seems clear that Rousseau would be, for

him, one of those proponents of the ascending thesis of

government whose ideas, surfacing in a nation lacking the

customs of feudal practice which make possible the transition

to popular government, could only come to fruition through

vÍolent overthrow of monarchical alosolutism. For his part,

Rousseau describes feudalism wít,h contempt, as "that iniquitous

and alosurd system which degrades humanity and dishonours the

name of man" (Ell, 19732240). What Rousseau finds so repugnant in

feudalism ís precisely the idea of representation t,hat Ull-mann

welcomes as the precursor of proper democratic practice in

modern government. The evaluation 'r^re can extrapolate f rom

Ullmann's stance thus represents the more cautious

acknowledgement of Rousseau's importance to the democratic

tradition that, sits a1-ongside the celebratory statements. From

this point of view Rousseau articulates democracy's essence

'the people' as sovereign - but is unhelpful and perhaps even
7

dangerously impractical in laying out its mechanísms in a

radically direct and idealistic form. That is, domínant Western

ideas of liberal democracy can agree wit,h t,he demand for
government to be based on popular sovereignty' while rejecting

Rousseau's strictures as üo how this might be manifested.
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EnthusiastÍc orvrrary, this readinq of Rousseau as champion

of 'the people', as giving ít,s downürodden virtue and common

sense expression, conventionally explains his wayward ideas as

deriving from hís orÀrn 1ífe experiences and lowly origins8, and

from his revival of Greek thought. But a simple continuity from

Ancient Greece is, f have arguedr ân anachronism, and the r,rrell

estalclished crit,ique of the author as expressive origin of the
Itext, undermines the biographical rat,ionale for this sudden

passionaùe appearance of 'the people'. It, is possibte, hor¡rever,

to identify different conditions of emergence for the

Rousseauean notion of 'the people' and thus consüruct a second,

dÍfferent reading.

Thís reading starts with Rousseau as a writer, that is, as

a bearer of socially acquired and available materials and

techniques of compositíon and argument, dístinct from the

socially attríbuted status of author as an independent creator

able thus to express fundamental human truths. As a writer, the

important, relation is nob that which stretches between Rousseau

and the continuous verities of human existence but that whích

links hím to the eighteenth-century cultural formatiorrl0 of

int,ellectuals named Romantícism. Vühen Rousseau is situated in

this wã!r t,he features identified by, for example, Sabine and

Thorson "[e]ssentially he was interested in homely thingsr

lras üerrified of science and art, distrusüed poJ-ished manners,

sentimenùalized commonplace virtues, and enthroned sense above

intelligencerr - cannot be conveniently diagnosed as the

"projecüed..contradictions and malajustments of his or,rrn nature'

(1981:530). Rather they are the routine markers of a Romantic
11

discourse and more particularly of romantic primítivism and its
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celebration of the naturaT, the naive and the sponÈaneous. This

is not an original observation, but an important, point to

est,ablish in order to demonsLrate a rather dífferent relation
of Rousseau to 'the people' than that outl-ined in the first
reading. A few quotations will suffíce.

Rousseau is a Romantic, not only because of his often

remarked outburst,s against, human reason I'I venture to say

t,hat a state of reflection is one contrary to nature and thaü

the man who medítates is a depraved animal" (Rousseau,[,!9732

51 ) but more centrally because of his emphasis on the need

for bot,h of the human faculties, reason and feeling, to be

developed together: "Iw]hatever moralists may ho1-d, the human

understanding is greatly indebted üo ühe passions, r,,¡hich, iL is
universaIly allowed, are also much indebted to t,he

understanding" ( or, 1973 2,55 ) . rù is this idea of a dialectic
between the two sides of a human nature that r,,ras developed by

German Romantics like Schiller into the form of an influentíal
aesthet,íc. fn turn, Romantic critícism found its object,, as

Hunter ouü1ines, in reconcíling "the antagonism of Íntellect
and senses and thereby shapI ing] ttre special ethical
sensibí1it,y in which the riqht, kind of knowledqe would be

formed" (1988:191). Emi1e, a programme of education in harmony

with t,he natural tendencies of a growing human individual, is
defended by Rousseau ín the same terms of this ethical
clialectic of complete devel-opment:

[m]an is not a simple being: he is composed of two
substances...the intelligent being an<l the
sensitÍve being. . . It is only through the
intelligence that, he comes to knor,¡ of order, and it
is oni-y when he knows it t,hat his conscience brings
him to love ít (Rousseau in Roche,l974z4o).

Rousseau's romantícism has been convincingly presented as
12

reworking certaín Stoíc themes (noche,l974) and following thÍs
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direction we mÍght, sâ1rr in the manner of t,he Stoic distincüion,

that for Rousseau it is not reason which is the enemy, but

societies in which 'right reasonr has been replaced by 'reason

of a sort', ott in other words, dominanü forms of ratíonalism.

'RiEht reason' is perfectly compatibte (in fact, for the

Stoics' synonymous) with that 'nature' which Rousseau champíons

in the face of Enlightenment invention, abstract thought and

arts. For Rousseau,

Ia] universalizatíon of 'right' or 'perfect, reason
is t,he maximum desideratum, but ít, can come ( if
ever it, could) not by means of a series of
principles imposed by abstract, thought, but as the
flower of a growth as natural as that of a plant'?
(Roche ,L974:xv) .

Indeedr süch metaphors of vegetable growth as Roche here

alludes to abound in Rousseau's work and place him clearly
within an organicist, philosophy which had gradually developed,

through the concepù of an anima mundi in el-ements of Plato's

and Aristotle's r^lritiogs, in the St,oics, in Giordano Bruno and

other thinkers of the ltalian Renaissance, to become a

'tcommonplace of physico-theology in eight,eent,h-century prose

and verse" and the cornerstone of theories of 'vegetable
genius' in the German and English Romant,ics (Abrams,1953:185).

Now the point in establ-ishing the coinciclence of

Rousseau's writ,ings with a Romantic, organicist discursive

formation is to recognize hís'expression'of'the people'as a

contingent part of a wicler worl< of 'discovery' or invention of

t,his entity by Romantic intellectuals. fn Po'pular Culture in
Early Modern Europe (1979) peter Burke gives an account of this
process as he examines ùhe transformations of the organízation

of cultures in early modern Europe. lrIn 1500...popular culture
was everyone's culturei a second culture for the educated and

the only culture for everyone e1se.. .rr (Burke ,79792270) . Burke
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argues that as the gap between the two cultures (tfre second

restricted to the literate) increased for a complex of r€âsonsr

the 'common peopler T^Ias able to be constitut,ed as something

separated from an 'elíüe' . It could then be said to be
13

'discovered' by European intellectuals as part of a project of

Romantic crítique of classicism and in, for example, the work

of Herder and the brothers Grimm on poetry, fol-ksongs and

folkt,ales; Chateaubriand and Arnim on popular religion; the

accounts of travellers such as the ft,alian priest Fort,is, and

BosweLl and ,fohnson; the historians Geijer, Palacky, Michelet.

'The peopl-er rrras presented as spontaneous, untutored, natural,

undifferent,iated, unified, simple, mysterious, instinctíve, and-

rooted in the tradit,ion and soil of íts region:'r¡re have already

encountered such a figure in Herzen's call to the narodniks

(see Chapt,er 2, p.30). Real problems e:cist with the evidence

for t,hís figure, which Burke enumerates as primitivisn (ttre

idea that 'the peoplet is unchanging and t,hus its cultural
artefacts unchanged for hundreds of years), purism (equatíng

'the people' with peasants, and the assumpt,ion t,hat all
peasants shared the same qualities r süch as Í11íteracy) ,

communalism (tfre idea of 'the people' as an organic, unifíed
personality that creates and acts collectively), and, lastly,
what I r,vill coin as authent,icism (tne idea of 'the people' as

quite distinct and separate from other socía1 groups) (Burke,

1981loz2I7-278). In each case, empirical evidence from the

period contradicts the assumptÍons involved. It is because of

this that Burke suggests it ís more appropriate to think of the

discovery of popular culture and of 'the people' in the late
eight,eenth and early nineteent,h centuries as an invention.

But, why invent such a creature? Or rather, what practical
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purpose did such an object of knor,rrledge serve in the Romantic

discourse? Again, Burke is useful. His study demonstraùes the

rÂray in which the invenùion of 'the people' and its culture was

bound up with the Romantic reaction against the Enlightenment

(its elitismr it,s rejection of tradition, iùs exclusive focus

on the poT^rer of reason). Ïühat ís imporùant for us here is that

while t,he Enlightenment tras dominated by the French, the

Romantic reaction emanated predominantly from Germany and

Spain. The fashion for popular culture in late eighteenth-

century Germany and Spain, but also in Sweden, ÌÌr'as often a way

out:of mobil-izing opposition to France. As Burke points

It]o a consíderable extent the discovery of popular
culture was a series of 'nat,ivistic' movements in
the sense of organised att,empts by societies which
Írere under foreign domination to revíve their
traditional culture. Folksongs could evoke a sense
of solidarit,y in a dispersed popul-ation which
lacked traditíonal national insÈitutions (1979272).

Vühere

advíce in

does Rousseau fit in this picture? Consider hís

Considáations sur :l ô ctouvernement de 1a Poloqne:

[b]y what means, then, move the hearts of men and
make the fatherland and its 1ar4¡s loved? Shal1 I
dare to say? By children's games , by inst,itutions
that seem idle to the eyes of superficial men, but
which form cherished habitudes and invincible
attachments. . . ff you fashion yourselves so that a
Pole can never Joecome a Russian, f te11 you that
Russia shal1 never subjugat,e Poland (Rousseau in
Roche ,L974:138-139 ) .

No ambitious scheme of military defence or constitutional
reform but practices akin to the folksongs of Burkers reckoning

are what Rousseau offers as supremeJ.y valuable in the

maintenance or forging of national sovereignty. Indeed, Burke

cites Rousseau's taste for folksongs, identifying him as "the
great spokesman for cultural- primitivism in his generation,'

(7979:10). Ïühat is politically important is how this movement

of cultural primitivism, in which the ancient, the distant and
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the popul-ar are equatedr provides a foundation for the modern

ídea of the nation where, while "nation-states are widely

conceded to be rnet,ü' and 'Ìristorical', the nations to which

they give political expression always loom out of an ímmemorial

past" (Anderson,19B3:19). In other words, cultural prímítivism

plays a part in t,he formation of national cultures and their

indispensable role in establishing the new type of imagined

community' that lras the natíonl4o""pite residence in France,

and regardless of whether his passionate cal1s for patriotism

were at the tÍme unattached to actual nationalist strugglesr

Rousseau can be locat,ed within this wider push against the

imperialism of French Enlightenment and its focus on the entity

of Europe ì a general push or tide no doubt also linked to
(though not simply determined by) such pressures as the

economic cal-culations of emerging regional entrepreneurs and

industrialists. His dislíke of the cosmopolitanism caused by'

what was for a Romantic, the steríle intellectualism of an

Enlightenment education is cl-ear:

I t ]frere are today no lonqer Frenchmen ' Germans,
Spaniards' even English, whatever one may say:
there are only Europeans. All have the same tastes 'the same passions ' the same manners ' because none
has received a national form by means of a
distinctive instÍt,ution (Rousseau in Roche,l974z
1,37 ) .

To sum up, the Rousseauian concept of 'the people' emerges

in the Romantic discourse that enables thís invented agent to

be effectivel-y deployed in the poJ-itical struggles out of which

the form of the modern nation state emerged. 'The peopler for

which Rousseau claimed to speak rr¡as part of the practÍca1

discursive means by which Romantic inùellectua1s could build

support for the reorganizaLion of por^rer relations and the
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instíÈution of new forms of sovereigntyr as well as catalyse a

recognition process in which actual national peoples r^iere
15

forged. Rousseaurs parüicular importance as a precursor to

nationalism is the r,iray 'the people' in his writings is
constituted romantícally as eternal, undifferentiated,
synonymous wíth the peasantryr bearing the qualitÍes of

simplicity or common senser spontaneity, authenticit,y, and the

moral virtue of honest rural toi1, and counterpoint,ed to an

el-íte of some sort - but also drar¿s on the already circulating
currency of the concept, in t,reatises on government and law,

where it refers to t,he whole population, not a primítive and

virtuous pocket within it. Thus in Rousseau's writings r¡re can

see put int,o play an unstable, ambivalent concept of 'the
people' that at once carríes all the Romantic connotations of a

natural, organic and archaic essencer âîd stretches ùo cover

the totality of a popuJ-ation; at once divides 'the people' off
from the centre of power or the stater and makes its name

inclusive of al-l; at once erects a qualitative definition, and

establishes the basis of a quantitat,ive, majoritarian

definition. Loosed from its narrorü Romantic sense of the

unschooled peasantry and grafted onto a wíder, natíonal base,

this concept of 'the people' - which I shall stil1 call
Romantic because of its insistent sense of an organic essence -
provides the dominant modern currency of the term with irrhich we

süil-1 today grapple, but, more frequentlyr confidently employ.

Just as t,he Arístotelian concepù of 'the people' differs from

Cicero's usage of the term¡ so does the modern Romantíc concept

mark out a límited and relative truth, produced at a certain

hist,orical conjunct,ure and having a particul-ar use ( f or

example, for the Romantic intellectual and the nationalist,
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politician). It is this sense that we saw at work in Ullmann

(see above pp.85-86 for how the 'unsophisticated', from a

universal-hístorical viewpoint, transmogrifies into humanity at

large, just as the 'common people' merges with 'the people')

and perhaps it is this sense which is operative in most

nineteenth- and twentieth-century readings of pre-modern usages

of the term. My necessarily limited efforts to produce

different readings have been an attempt to clear the ground of

such an anachronist,ic practice, and bring 'the people' as an

organic essence cJ-early into víew as an historical and

discursive consùruction.
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NOTES

Strictly speal<ing, in Ullmann' s
is a development yet to come. But
is held within the earlier form.

II7

narrativer'the citizen'
t,he germ of the future

3

4

The idea of the individual animated who11y from within,
whether this interior motor be called soul, mind,
consciousness or the unconscious, rather than governed by
constitut,ive relations to social institutions is recent.
See Mauss (1985) and Hirst & Woolley (7982:118-130).

Though Plato's idea of the þo1is dif f ers loy being
conceived as an imperfect reflection of universal-
harmonies.

On the modern concept of t,he
origÍn of a text see Foucault,
( 1980a ) and Wil-liamson ( 1989 ) .

author
'V'Ihat

as the expressive
Is an Author?'

5

6

References to Rousseau include designation of the
particular writings: for The Social Contract, SC; for A
biscourse on Poliiicar Economy, PE; rorfficoilse on Thf
Oriqin Of Inequalitv, OI.

The status of individuaf is attributed to each and
everyone to the 'ordinary' person only when the
procedures of an 'ascending' individualizaLion, common to,
for example, feudal regimes, are replaced by what Foucault
cal1s a 'descending' individualization: "If]or a long time
ordinary individualit,y the everyday indivíduality of
everybody remained below the t,hreshold of description.
To be looked dL, observed, described in detail, followed
from day to day by an uninterrupted writing rras a
privilege. The chronicle of a man, the account of his
life, his hist,oriography, written as he lived out his lífe
formed part of the rítuals of his power. The disciplinary
methods reversed this relation, lowered the threshold of
describalole individuality and made of this descriptíon a
means of control and a method of domination. It is no
longer a monument for future memory lof a king t ot
privileged member of his court], but a document for
possible use Ie.9., the careful]-y collated life of mental-
patients or delinquentsl" (7977:191). This is what
Foucault terms the reversal of the political axis of
indívidua]-izaUion.

On the figure of the 'ordinary personr or tcommon man'r
see Rowse's critical- analysis of its emergence ín
twentieth-century Australian history and its rhetorical
deployment in a variety of institutional sites ( 1978 &
1985a).

A simil-ar approach to Rousseau is found in the influential
work of Talmon (1952) r,¡hich regards him as responsible for
a messianic, totalitarian democracy.

Althusser's identification of the theoretical
discrepancies constitutive of Rousseau's theory, that is,
the sliding between 'the people' and 'the individual'

7



(referred to below in Chapt,er 4), provides a rat,ionale
the possibilit,y of a number of ínterpreLations of
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B

9

siocl a I Contract (atühusser, l- 977 2715, 132-733 ) .

For example, "a11 that, Rousseau wrote on philosophy and
políticsr drew in some devious way from his complex and
unhappy personality" (Satrine & Thorson,l-981 :529) .

As well as Foucault
Saunders ( 1981 )
represent,ations.

( 1980a) and Williamson ( 1989) , see
and Bourdieu ( 1986 ) on biographic

10. For an el-aboratíon of the concept of a cultural formation
and of protocols for the recognition of relations between
cultural producers, see R.v{i1l-íams ( 1gB1 :57-86 ) .

11. Some have cautioned against an excessively ,Romantic'
interpretatíon of Rousseau's work (erims1ey,19B3). But
'Romanticism' in thÍs warning is understood, following
perhaps the later sense of the word as a descríptor of the
English literary movementr âs a stressing of "theaffective to the exclusion of the rational" (1983:180).
Howeverr ês Hunter (1988) has cogently argued, the
philosophical basis of Romanticism is t,o be found in the
idea of a synthesis of the sensuous t ot affective, and
intelligent senses, with íts emphasís on the achievement
of a 'wholenessr.

72. On this point of the conf luence of St,oicism and
Romanticism, see Hunter ( 19BB ) on Romanticism as an
ethical technique for the complete devel-opment of the
indívídua1. For a complementary and detailed description
of Stoic techniques see Foucault (1986 & 1986a).

13. Gramsci's definition of Romanticism stresses a related,
though not identícally conceived, role of the
intellectual: "Ia]mong it,s other meanings romanticism has
assumed t,hat of a special relationship or bond between
intellectuals and the people, the nation" (1985:205).

This bond is central to Gramsci's ortrn concept of t,he
'national-popular' : "ùhe intellectual canInot] be an
intellectual (and not a pure pedant) if distinct and
separate from the people-nation, that is, without feeling
the elementary passions of the people, understanding them
and therefore explaining and justifyíng t,hem in the
part,icular historíca1 sit,uation and connecting them
díalectically to the laws of history and to a superior
concept,íon of the worldr scientifically and coherently
elaborated i.e. knowledge" (eramsci,I973:418).

74. This argument as to the new form of the nation is set out
in Anderson (1983) and is discussed in more detail below,
in Chapter 6.

It is important to recognize that intellectuals, as
producers of books of folksongs, etcr did not just,
propagate an 'ídeology' of nat,íonalism. They were part and
parcel of cultural technol-ogies (resulting in, for
exampl-e, the aesthetic forms of and reading pract,ices

15.
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associated T^rith the eighteenth-century novel and the
newspaper) that constructed the cultural identifications,
the particular apprehensions of time and place that,
constiüuted nation-ness. Againr sêê Anderson (l-983) and
discussion of his argument belor,rr, ín Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 4

The Government, of Populations
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In the previous chapter I have worked to dismantle 'the
peoplet as a single, stable concept able to be separated from

the varied politíca1 knowledges in which it is apprehended and,

thus, assumed able to arbitrate between them. Treating it
instead as an object constituted within partícular historical
discourses, 'the people I was presented as a variable and

limited truth, marked by certain díscontinuíties. Broadly

speaking, Ín a theocratíc tradition 'the people' features as

subj ect, having no right of por4rer and, because ignorant,

possibly savage, ruled from above for its orrn good. In a

democratic traditíon, by contrast, 'the people' is transformed

ínto the proper origin of power, a social body possessed of a

naturally ordained, intrinsic right to t,he power of 1aw-making

and government, to sovereignty. This democratic tradition,
which reaches its apogeer so the narrative runs, in Western

liberal-democratic societies, characterized by representative

democracyr the politícal entity of t,he nation-state and the

exístence of a national 'people' ïiith a particular territory
and characLeristícs and identity, gains for us its particular
potency through the Romantic account of 'the peopl-e' as ít is
said to be 'discovered' in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries by European intellectuals rising to the

defence of custom ín the face of its denigration by

Enlightenment reason, and finding it in a peasantry endangered

by íncreasing industrialization, urbanízaLion, and the

perceived demise of 'organic' communíty bound by a common

language and hierarchical social rel-ations.

ThÍs 'discoveyy', or more properly, constitutíon of the

organic, authentic, eternal essence, 'the people' , r4ras

indispensable to a cultural technology that enabled terrítories
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peripheral to established nations such as France to be shaped

up as independent, entities and to escape their hegemony. fn

other r¡riordsr ühe establishment of the political, social and

1ega1 entity of a 'peopler , for which the practical concept had

first, to be forged in writings such as Rousseaurs, províded a

central plank in the claims of these üerrit,ories to

sovereignty, to t,heir 'natural' right to self-government for
did not the immemorial exist,ence of 'the people' prove this
particular 'self ' already exist,ed to be governed and, grorrrn in

the 'right reasonr or common ".rr""t of nature, possess the

virtues to liberate itself from it,s 'Dark Ages' repression and

govern itself?

Beyond its presence at, such nascent nation-states a

Romantic discourse and the populist, regíme of truth ít
init,íated has had a wide purchase in t,hose natíons already

constit,utíona11y established by the eighteenth cent,ury. fn

Britain, for example (and so spreading through to austratial,
the Arnoldian account of cult,ure, r,yhich has provided a rubric

f or educat,ionalists, organized percept,ions of class and

regíons, guided and policed the policies of a host, of cultural
institutions, and shaped the rhet,oric of t,he English-speaking
tuniversal inùellectual', has carried along with Ít the modern

populist figure of 'the people'. This account of culture is
probably most familiar in it,s opposítion to rmassr culture,
appealing to the 'timeless' nat,ional cultural t,raditions of

'the people' and 'the folk' in contradist,inction to the

industrialized and urbanized rmasses' . 'The people' and

'culturer are t,he correlative concepts of a Romantic discourse

inst,alling totalizing cat,egories as the horízon of thought and

constitutive, as surely as a territoríal boundary and a
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political constituüion, of the natíon-state that has continued,

since the brealcdown of feudal social relations and systems of

laws and, despite all predict,ion"3, to operate as a pre-eminent

ordering of power relations and modern forms of government.

This means ùhat in the late twentieth century our noùíons

of what democracy can mean and the actualit,ies of democratic

pract,ice have been hist,orically set, by, and remain

overwhelminEly int,ertwíned with, thís Romantic or populist

notion of 'the people', in part because the Romantic fiEure of

the spontaneous r softêhorr undif ferent,iated 'people' consolidates

whaù is seL out in earlier versions of the ascending or

democratic thesis of government as 'the peoplersr natural riEht
to power. Romanticism enabled a logic of essences, of a

pre-ordained world famíliar from Platonic and then Christian

discourses, to infilitrate the otherwise rigorous

secul-arization or humanization of the social and political

world t,hat is progressively pursued by Marsí91io, MachiavelLi,
4

Rousseau and many oùhers. To extricaüe, or more precisely, to

refashion the outline of a democratic polit,ics from its
populisù body is the project of this t,hesis and there remain

two steps to complete a mapping of how this might be

undertaken" They are closely linked and can bot,h be identifíed

in connection with the phrase 'the people's natural right to

por¡¡er' and , f or economy's sake, addressed again through t,he

wrítings of Rousseau. The first step concerns the idea of a

'natural' right, to power; the second' ùhe not,ion of por/,rer in

terms of'right'. My remarks on the first can be brief, being a

consolidation of t,he line of argument in the final secùion of

Chapter 3. The secondt ot at least where it leads üsr will

occupy ùhe remainder of this chapter.
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f: Popular sovereignty

'The peopler have a natural right, to power: or we can salr
Ithe people's' right ùo power is given in its nature. The

problem of 'the people' having a nature, a general form or an

essencer provided our focus in Chapt,er 3 and consists of the

imposition of a dead-end on analysis of the means by which

poT/üer relations are socially organized. Further, f aùtempted to

dislodge the sel-f-evidence of this nature by noting some of the

material, discursive condit,ions under whích ít was produced

'out of the hat' r so to speak. Some instances of t,he

prestidigit,ation by which this figure appears in Rousseau

fo11ow.

The probJ-em Rousseau sets himself in The Social Contract,

is to explain what wilt make the rule of government legitimate
or just. The ans'hrer is given as a government's reLation to the

sovereign body, 'the people', which alone can provide its right
of rule. To undersüand why t,his is sor he argues, we must

examine t,he act by which a 'people' has become a 'people',
because "this act. . . is t,he true foundation of society"
( Rousseau,S, 1973 2773) . This act is present,ed as the social

contract:

Each of us puüs his person and all his power in
common under ühe su'preme direction of the general
¡rri11 r and, in our corporate capacity, we receive
each member as an indivi s ible part of the whole
( Rousseaü,8, 197 3: 1 75 ) .

But, followíng Althusser, are can note that the act thus

described does not meet the form of a contract (ttrat is, an

exchange agreement bet,ween two reeipient part,íes):

the paradox of the Socía1 Contract is to bring
together two RPs frecipient part,ies], one of which
Itfie individual ] exíst,s both prior to and



externally to the contract, while
noù, since it, is the product
itself r ot better: its object,, its
1977 z]-29) .
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the other does
of the contract
end (Althusser,

To preserve the form of the contracü in the face of t,his

paradox ùwo different formulations occur wíthin the Rousseauean

díscourse. At times the individual contracts with himself:

the act of association comprises a mutual undertaking
betr,¡een the public and t,he individuals, and...each
individual, in making a contract r ãs 'hre may sâ1r r

with himself, is bound in a double relationi as a
member of t,he Sovereign he i s bound to the
individualsr ârrd as a member of the State to the
Sovereign ( Rousseau, SC, 1973 zl'75-776) .

At other places in the t,exü it, is 'the people'which takes the

place of the pre-existing, foundational agent: "It]he nature of

the social pact is private and peculiar to itself, in that the

'people onlv contracts with itself " (Rousseau in A1thusser,197'72
q

130)."

Alùhusser's aím in his investigatíon of Rousseau is to

Ídentify the error of the t,heoretical means by whích Rousseau

makes it impossible to think t ot rules íllegitimate, the

act,ua11y existing reality of social groups ¡'rith particular

interests (that is, t,he structural ínability and, more, refusal

of his discourse to conceptualize classes as legitimate social

act,ors). VrlÏrile this is of int,erest, because of the clarity with

which it demonstrates the indíssolubility of 'the people' from

t,he concept of t,he auüonomous individual, fry aim is not to find
where Rousseau has failed to achieve some more fundamental

t,ruth (in the manner of , sâl¡r McQueen's claim ùhat, populism

cannot provide the proper díagnosis of society t,hat Marxism

can), buü simply üo record how an essence, 'Èhe people', is
discursively put, inùo play, and made operational as a rt¡ay of

thÍnking. This is achieved in the following manner. 'The
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people' is the result of a contract; t,hat is, a juridical

account is provided of its coming into being and 'the people'

can ühus be announced as a legally constituted body. In this
rÀ¡ay Rousseaur ôs Althusser notes (1977 zI32), arLículates his

argumenü with existing law and juridical ideology by t,he

int,ermediary of one of it,s concepts, the contract. But, aü the

same timer 'the people' is not the result of a conüract,

because the form of a contract presumes its prior existence.

Herer trÍê are returned to the pre-existing foundational agent,

through the assertion of the interchangeable form of 'the
peopler or 'the individuâl' , which precedes the contract or the

founding lega1 act and is thus the foundation of a law-governed

or just, socíety, its onJ-y possibte natural "oor"".6
Taken alùogether, 'the people' ís both 1egal1y formed, and

the origin of the 1aw: a constitutive nature is installed
within social practice. Thus, contíngent social practice can

always be returned to the absolute form of a natural essence

that cannoù err, to the moral toùalÍty that is 'the people':

[t]he Sovereign, merely by virtue of what, ít is, is
always what it should be (Rousseaü,8, 19732L77) ¡
the general wi11...is always constant, unalüerable,
and pure (Sc,1973:248); the people is never
corrupted, but it, is often deceived, and on such
occasions only does it seem to will what, is bad
( sc, 1 973 : 784-L85, emp. added) .

By referring to what, is essentía11y and inalienably natural and

moral, that is,'the people' (or, mutaüis mutandis, the

autonomous, natural individual ) , Rousseau establishes his

central prescription for society - popular sovereignty.

fI: Government

My second point analyses the same argument concerning 'the
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people ' s | 'natural' right to power from another perspective.

The conceptualÍzatíon of porrer in terms of right ís what is at

stake in the concept of popular sovereignty: sovereignty, or

absolute por¡rer, is made ríght, , j ust and lawf ul , when Ít is
located in 'the people' . ( fn a competing formula, sovereignty

is made just by the notion of 'divine right'.) Or to put it
againr popular sovereignty is the alosolute porrer possessed by a

moral totality. It is absolute poarer made 1egítimate by the

General hlill, because 1ar¿ is simply the declaration of the

General Iüi11 (Rousseau,E, I973:266) .

That power is conceived in terms of law or right in the

Rousseauian díscourse Ís not surprising. As Foucault points

out, " I i ]n Western societíes since the Middle Ages, the

exercise of power has always been formulated in terms of lawt'.

According to him, this is because the monarchy and the state

and its apparatuses, as the institutions of power developed in

the Middle Ages, d-evised particular strategies for dealing with

and usurping a "multiplicity of prior por,rrers":

If]aced with a myríad of clashing forces, these great
forms of power functioned as a principle of right
that transcended all the heterogeneous claíms,
manifesting the triple distinction of forming a
unitary regíme, of ídentifying its will with the
latur and of actíng through mechanisms of
interdíction and sanction (1979:87).

The accompanying theories of sovereignty organize power

relations as a system of legitimate rights possessed by the

sovereígn and a correspondíng 1egal obligation of its subjects

to obey ít. The domination of political thought, and analysis by

such theories (rrhen, demonstrably, there is much more going on

in the negotiation of power relations than this J-egal coding

a1lows) is r,¡hat Foucault means when he writes that "!rle still-
have not cut off the head of the king." (1979:88-89). If
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sovereígnty in Rousseaurs schema is personified in a collective

being and not an indívidual ¡ the problems of right and

violence, lar,.r and i1legalíLy, freedom and will that surrounded

discussions of monarchy stil-l prevail in, to gÍve ít its fu1l
tit1e, The Soeial Contract or Pri nciples of Pol-itical Ríqht.

(ffris is t,he case even if rtre may have cause to hesitate over

Foucault's treatment of 'law' and its translation to questions

of sovereignty, as I have discussed in Chapter 7, pp.14-16.) ft
is within these preoccupations that the modern populist figure
of 'the people' takes its place and is indeed taken up as t,he

equal-itarian and democratic solution to establishing moral

principles f or the exercise of por4rer, understood as the

limitation of freedoms and the extraction of obedience and

other forms of obligation through both law and. legitimated

forms of coercion.

But the questÍon that f want to raise¡ ârd the question

that, Rousseau's writings seem to demand loe asked, is whether

the figure of 'the peopler as a natural foundation of society

is the only important figure in the Rousseauían discourse, or t

to put it differentJ-y, whether the problem of sovereígnt,y is
the only way power ís conceived of and calculated there?

Translating this into our earlier ruloric, is the populist

regíme of truth the only one which Rousseau's writings help

constitute and consolida.te? NIy ansTÀrer will be rro r lor the

following reasons.

T¡Ihile the constant in Rousseau's arguments ís the justness

of popular sovereign9y, the indivisibility of 'the general

will' and the proper means of its coming into being,

maíntenance and operation, there are other themes that compete
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for attention with the concept of 'the people' as an essence

whose will must simply be declared to set in train the proper

political funct,íoning of society. These are the related themes

of educatíon' administratíon and t,he character of populations.

Together, these combine to form a focus on government, in the

sense of the regulaüion of conduct and the at,t,riloutíon of

social capacities, that, sits alongsíde the more heralded focus

on sovereígnt,y: 'rT must here ask my readers to distinguish ai-so

between public economy, which is my subject and which I call
government, and t,he supreme authority, which I call
Sovereigntv" (Rousseau, PE, 1973 zI2O) .

A certain tension exists between these twin concerns,

which Rousseau most visibl-y deals with in terms of the

dífference between the general and the particular: that is, t,he

generaL and therefore singular interest of t,he sovereÍgn

'people' (rrthe most important, of lr,rrhose] cares is the care for
its olün preservaùion" (El], 1973: 186 ) ) , and the particular and

therefore p1ura1 ínterests of the body of individuals whose

business it is for governmentr âs ùhe executive arm of the

state, to regulat,e and disciplíne.
But this tension can be more clearly present,ed as that

betr,¡een the description of the Sovereign, an entity that

"merely by virtue of what it is, is always what it should be,'

(Rousseaü,89,I9732L77), that is, a singular essence which is
always already in existence; and a concern with the object of
government that is precisely not an accomplished fact. The

object of government figures as more than t,he aggregate of

obedient subjects the other half of the Sovereign in the

Sovereign-subject relation on which the government executes

the laws declared by the Sovereign. It is, rather, a body that
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peopler as governed:

that government which confines itself to mere
obedience will find difficulty in getting itself
obeyed. If ít, is good to know how to deal with men
as they are, iü is much better to make them what,
there is need that they should be. The most
absolute authority is that, which penet,rates into a
man's inmost beingr ârrd concerns itself no less
with his will than wíth his actions. It, is certain
that all peoples become in the long run what the
government mal<es them: r¡rarriors, cíLizens, men,
when it so pleases ì or merely populace and rablole,
when iù chooses to make them so. Hence every prince
who despises his subjects, dishonours himself, in
confessing that he does not know how to make them
worthy of respect. Make il€nr therefore, if you
would command men: if you would have them obedient
to the Iahrs, make them love the l-airs, and then they
witt need only to know what is t,heir duty t,o do it,.
This rras the great art of ancient governments, in
those dístant times when philosophers gave laws to
men, and made use of üheir authority only to render
them wíse and happy. Thence arose the numerous
sumptuary laws, the many regulations of morals, and
all the public rules of conduct Lrhích were admít,ted
or rej ected with the greatest care ( Rousseaü,8,
19732127).

In t,his passage ùhe constitutive porrers that an effícÍent
government wíl-1 be expect,ed to wield are manifest. Penetrating

'into a manrs inmost loeing' , they do not simply f orbid or

sanction actions, but shape up the characteristics, the

attributes¿ the moraJ- capacities from which act,ions proceed.

Al-so, a certain knowledge of men, located here in the prince or

ensemble of governors (Rousseau,SC,1,973z2O9), is made necessary

to the operation of these constítutive powers: knowledge of

God's laws t ot of the prevíously dominant philosophical ideal

of 'the good lif er , is insuf f icient. T¡ühi1e it is true that the

l imit of a certaín prior destination i s put on t,hese

constitutive por^rers ( as is indicated by the f irst sentence,

where the reason for government extendinE its interests beyond
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the law is given as the need to secure the IaÌr, ín the form of

obedíence), they nevertheless mark out an exercise of power

distinct, from that encoded as 1aw and it,s execuùion. In this
sense the reference to sumptuary larrrs (providing codes of

dressr sâlutations, feastinq, and regularizing a myriad of

other personal habits in accord wíth the moral or religíous
conscience of a community) points more in the dírection of an

exercise of power whose effect is to train up individuals, to

constitute their capacities, than that encoded in the form of

1aw as right, trhose effects are the negative ones of setting a

limit on freedom, taking life or extracting a fine or

obligation. Thus in Rousseau's analogy, philosophers exercised

t,heir pohrer to render men 'wise and happy,, not simply

obedíent.

To return to the relation of these two types of poTÀrer that
rtre can begin to discern - the one issuing from t,he sovereígn

'people' in the form of laws dealÍng with existent behavíours,

and the other wielded in the name of government and

constituting as well as managing its object of individuals and

their capacities r^re can note that the two are brought

together by Rousseau in a kind of phenomenology of 'the
people'. 'The people' is something which must be made, and

gíven its particular historical formr yet at another level,
this form is already known because of 'the people's' staùus as

an essence, having a nature that pre-exists any means for its
constitution. On the one hand, 'the people' is the end result
of a certain constitutive use of por¡rer; on the other, the

origin of a magisterial- portrer.

No doubt ít is this spiralling couplet of t,he constituted

'people' and the all constitut,ive 'people' that forms a link
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between Rousseau's and Kant's achievements ín establishing the

noble f igure of rmant. But if r,rre refuse the humanistil

teleology that this entails, we can profitably lay out, for
examination the features and met,hods of governmenL as ít makes

'the people', loefore this process is, so to speakr sïrâllowed up

by the 1ogíc of 'the people's' priorr constítutive exÍstence.

Some sense of government's constitutive role can be

gathered from Rousseau's repeated emphasis on education, as

"certainly the most important business of the State" (8,7973:

136). This vierr is formulated Ín relation to the formation of

patriots:

It]his is the important article: lt ís education
which ought üo give to the souls of men the
national form and so direcü their opinions and
their tastes that they become patriots by
inclination, by passion, by necessity (Rousseau in
Roche tl974zl4O-147).

But íts
stated

argues

to the

importance as a public task is even more strongly

where Rousseauín A Dí scourse On Pq-1itjgsl EcoË-gmy.

that the education of children is of greater importance

state than to their fathers:

Ip]ubl-ic education, therefore, under
prescribed by the government, and under
established by the Sovereign, is
fundamental rules of popular or
governmenü (PE, 1973 2136) .

regulations
magÍ strates

one of the
1egítimate

It ís clear that the purpose of this public education is
equip them with Lheto form citizens, to train individuals and

moral and intellectual capacÍties that, will benefit the state,.

capacities identifiedr prêsnÍrably, by the mysterious

adjudicator of the General Will-. However, while we stay with

Rousseau's theme of educatíon it remains hard to clearly
discern the constitutive dimension of government. It is
continually overshadowed by presenting the instruction of 'the



people I ,

Platonic

bringing

about the need for which Rousseau is adamant,

732

in the

ís, the

Thus:

and Romantic terms of 'enlightenmentr, t,hat

to fruition and wholeness of innate capacÍt,ies.

[o]f ítse1f the people r,rritl always the good, but of
it,self it by no means always sees it. The general
will is always upright, but the judgement whích
guides it, is not always enlightened. ft musü be got
to see objects as they are, and sometimes as they
ought, to appear üo it; it must be shown t,he good
road ít is in search of...Ip]ubl-ic enlight,enment
leads ùo ùhe union of understanding and witl in the
social body: the parts are made to work exactly
together, and the whole is raised to its híghest,
power. This makes a legislator necessary (Rousseau,
SC'19732193).

fn the figure of the legislator r,rre are returned to t,he

paradox of 'the people' as already made, and not yet made: as,

analogously, unable to be 1ead, and yet needing leadership.

That is, 'the people', as moral totalíty, can no more be

represented or 1ed than it can err: this would run counter to

its nature as a unífied essence. And yeÈ a singular voice, "a

superior intelligence beholding all the passions of men without

experiencinE any of them (Rousseau,SC,1973zL94), is needed for
the task of proposing laws for 'the people' to pass. A magical,

god-like figure is needed to form'the people', but leave not a

marl< on it.

ff we Leave, then, the overt theme of education, another

preoccupaüíon can be observed. This is Rousseaurs repeated

concern to describe ühe populations of countries, in terms of

their size, habítsr câpâcities to produce and reproduce, and

their relation Èo a territory; to link the principles of their
administration to their particul-ar character; and to use

knowledge of their mathematical number as the basis for
equations determining, for example, the necessary size of the
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governmentrs repressive forces or other adminÍstratíve arms. lrle

may note the following lines of enquiry.

The "fitness of the people" (Rousseaü,89,19732I97) becomes

a necessary knowledEe for the legísl-ator. Care is tal<en to 1ay

out the optimum size of a state for its good adminÍstratíon:
t'for t,he constitution of a Staùe ùo be at its best, it is
possibte to fix limíts that, wilt make ít, neíther too large for
good qovernment, nor too sma11 for self-maintenance" (Rousseau,

SC,1973:199). The best form of government (democracy,

aristocrâclr monarchy) for a state is indexed to the amount of

revenue in excess of its individuals' needs that a 'people'
produces, and this in turn can be determined by a detailed and

specific knowledge of a particular population:

lt]fre amount of this excess is not the same in all
countries. In some it is considerable, in others
míddling, in yet others nil, in some even negatíve.
The relation of product to subsistence depends on
the fert,ility of the climate, on the sorù of labour
the land demands r orr the nature of it,s product,s r on
the strength of its inhabitants, on ùhe greater or
less consumption they find necessary, and on
several further considerations of which the whole
relation is made up (Rousseaü,SC,19732226-227) .

A few pages later Rousseau adds to this list of considerations

details of the styles of dress ( in Naples, "go1d-emloroidered

upper garments and nothing e1se"), of architecture ("in Madrid

. . . superb sal-ons, but not a rrindow that closes, and you go to

bed ín a mere ho1e"), of diet (near t,he equator, "lm]eat they

hardly üouch: rice¡ rnâize, couscousr mi1let and cassava are

their or<linary food"), of sobriety and health (,'the hue of ...
Armeniânsr who live aft,er the European fashion, ís rough and

blotchy, and their bodies are gross and unwieldy") (Se,1973:

229) r âs among what must be known by the legíslator in order to
properl-y govern a country.
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Elsewhere, the resources of a state are conceived not only

in terms of the natural environment but as the result of a

careful administration of people: "it is better to count on the

vigour which comes of good government than on the resources a

great territory f urnishes " (El¿, L973 z2OL). SímiJ-arly, "the r,rorst

kind of scarcity a nation can suffer from ís lack

inhabitants" (P8,1973¿ 151). And, f ina1ly, in ansr^rer to

'hol,r may ¡rre know that a given people is well or

of

the

í11question

governed' Rousseau writes that there is only one criteríon:

Iw]hat is the end of political- association? The
preservation and prosperity of its members. And
what is the surest mark of their preservation and
prosperity? Their numbers and population. Seek then
nowhere else this mark that is in dispute. The rest
beíng equal, the government under which' without
external aids, without naturalization or colonies,
the citizens increase and multiply most is beyond
question t,he best. The government under trhich a
people wanes and dimínishes is the worst.
Calculatorsr it, is left for you to count, to
measure, to compare (sc,1973223I) .

This assessment and its silence about the inherent merits

of the various forms of government poses an important question.

Tfhere, in t,he readings of Rousseau as champíon of self -
government or democracy, does thÍs statement fiL, given that it

a11ows any form of government to lay c1aím to being the best?

It is not that this statement of ùhe ends of political

associatíon contests what Rousseau elsewhere argues is "the

peculiar advantage of democratic government" (SC,19732244) ,

that is, that it can be established by a simple act of the

General Will, and so becomes the only legitimate means of

ínst,it,ut,inq any form of government ( leqitimate monarchies or

aristocracíes being adopted by a provisional, instituting

democratic government). Nor does it protest democracy as the

morally ideal form of government: "lw]ere there a people of
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gods, theír government would be democrati.c" (Sc,197322L8) . T¡fhat

it does is to sidest,ep the debate over the forms of government

most attuned to popuJ-ar sovereignty, in which democracy has

often been read as 'coming up trumps'for Rousseaur êvêî though

he says "[i]f we Lalce the term in the strict, sense, there never

has been a real democracy, and there never wil-1 be,' (SC,1973:

2r7).

Vühat ís sidelined is the idea of an inherent link between,

or a common object, for, government and popular sovereÍgnty. As

Rousseau himself says, r'let us rest content r'¡ith regarding

government as a neT^r body wit,hin the State, distinct from the

people and the Sovereign, and intermediate between them" (8,

1973 2277). This is evidence of a clear divide between

Rousseau's insistence on popular sovereígnty and his discussion

of government, though ít is one r,,¡hich is only sometimes

apparent. The one ís ruled by the Romantíc concept of 'the
people ' (thus its moral superioríty is unchallengeabte) , the

other by a díscursive concept of quite a different, order, that
of t,he 'population'. It is the state of a population that
provides the crit,erion of good government, a populatíon being

noL only an arithmetical total but aLso

ùhe distribution of ages, occupations, and various
qualitative, physical, and intellectual attribut,es
(such as average or predominant height, weíght,
blood types, colour, natíona1-íty, int,elligence, and
1eve1 of educatíon) (Encvc.Britannica,lgB5:1038) .

Vfhile democracy is defíned as "the Sovereign...commitIting] tne

charge of the government to the whole people or to the majori-ty

of the peopler so that more citÍzerts are magistrates than are

mere private individuals" (Rousseau,SC,1,973z2I5), this can be

no guarantee that democracy will furnish, in a given sit,uation,
good government" The best, form of government fot a state can
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only be determined by the üype and size of the territory and

population, oÍ r more precisely, the type and size of
population, territory being a feature internal to the concept

of population, "the total number of people inhabíting an area

at a given tÍme" ( Encyc. Brit,annica, 1985: 1038 ) .

ís not, however, a simple determinant of
provides, as an object of knowledge, categorized and measured

shaped up byin particul-arr^rays, a target for government and is
the governmental pract,ices brought to bear on it:

I t ]he greater or l-ess f ecundity of rromen, the
conditions that are more or less favourabl-e in each
country to the growth of population, and the
influence ùhe legislator can hope to exercise by
his instit,utíonsr Ítüst also be taken into account.
The legislator therefore should not go by u¡hat he
sees, but by what he foreseest he should stop not,
so much at the state in which he actually finds ùhe
population, as aü that to which it ought, naturally
to attain (Rousseau, SC,797322O2) .

Lastlyr wê can note that Rousseau proposes quite

t,he form a government shouldparticular methods for deciding

taket he advocates not only a knowledge of the qualíties of the

this kind of knowledgepopul-atíon but al-so the combination of

with that furnished by mathematícal f ormulae. Here rn¡e see him

possibte objectíons by

the former:

defending ühe latùer approach from

emphasizing it,s supplementation with

I i ]r, ridiculing this system, âtry one r,rrere to say
that, in order to find the mean proport,ional and
give form to the body of t,he governmenù, it is only
necessary...to find the square root of the number
of the peopl-e, f should ansr^rer that f am here
taking thís number only as an instance; that t,he
relat,ions of which T am speakíng are not measured
by the number of men alone, but generally by the
amount of action, which is a combination of a
multítude of causes; and that, further if. . . I
borrow for a moment the terms of geomet,r! t T am
none the less wel-l- arrare that, moral quant,ities do
not a1l-ow of geomet,rical accuracy (SC,19732217) 

"

The population

government. fù
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The ídea of a statistical approach to political ùheory is
perhaps one of the most stríking markers of the role of t,he

concept of populatíon in Rousseau. Let us first, extend our

understanding of the concept beyond this one writer, and then

conclude by stating what the particular political regime of

truth in which it figures means for extricatíng democracy from

it,s prevalent, populist currency.

Rousseau's interest in the size and prosperity of t,he

population of a state8 is part, of a more general theorizaüion of

this domaín, which has

its or¡rn regularit,íes, its own raùe of deathr of
diseases, its cycles of scarcity, etc... Iand] a
range of intrinsic, aggregate effects and
phenomena, su-ch for instance as the great
epidemícs, endemic leve1s of mortalityr and the
spiral of labour and wealth. . " land whichl lastly.. .
t,hrough its displacemenLs, habits, activities, etc
...causes specific economic effects (Foucault,
L979a: 17 ) .

Foucault cítes the demographic expansíon of the eighteenth

century, linked t,o historical mercantíl-e abundance and the

growth in agricult,ural product,ion, as among the conditions for
9

the t'emergence of the problem of popuJ-ation', (L979a: 16 ) .

Pasquino, in his investigations on po1i..i%" the instrument of

a newly forming and formative technology of in th.e

seventeenth century, notes that "this por4rer

power

is of

administratíon over this ner^r reality...which began at this
period to be called 'popuJ-atíon I lt ( 1978 z4B) , and goes on to

define this reality:

I i ]so1at,ed persons, individuals. This is what
constitutes a population, that abstract concept
which is none other than the object of the
administration of police. Population: another
relatively recent word, invented by Obrecht in
Germany Iat the start of the seventeenth century],
consecrated at least,, in France only in the
l Bth century, thanks to the State of prosperit,y.
Population and individuals, where previously, in
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the old social structure, there rrere only groups,
Stände, orders or estates invíolable at least by
right in their eternal hierarchy (L978:50).

Rousseau's dual commitment to the autonomous indívidual and to

the goal of the state's and the populationrs prosperity,

'prosperity' being at ühis time added to "the old slogans of

'iusùitia É EÃ' " (Pasquino,!978:50), cJ-early sit within this
neT/'r governmental- f o"o"1t ri.i1arly, Rousseau, s mathematical

formulae' along wíth his advice that governors not despíse but

know the men [sic] they are governinq, can be understood as

part of what Pasquino cal1s

a set of knor,¡ledges and practices which are born and
develop in the LTLh and l8th centuries, which bear
on the social body as a population, and which
slowly constitute and fashion it. I am thinking Iin
part]...of demography and statistics, which as its
derivaÈion from the word Staaü shows, is nothing
else but the science of the State: statistics, born
in Germany with Conring and Achenwall and which
came to be called, with Petty and Davenant in
England,'Political Arithmetíc' (1978:50) .

It is the statistical data flowing from the censuses,

which became a dist,inguishing feature of the Enlightenment

statel,2that is at the bottom of Rousseau's advocacy of an

algebraic equation for determining the only possible good

government for a state (SC,19732209) . This increasíng

collection of numbers and the categoríes they entail has been

identified as a "fortuitous diamond that is the hallmark of the

modern state" (Hacking,l-9B2z2BB). Why such an aecolade? The

answer lies in the importance of statistics to the exercíse of

por¡rer: "It]o be exercised, poT^rer needs to know" (PasquinorlgTB:

51 ) . This knowledge of a population is quite different from the

knowledge ühat had formerly been advised of a Prince, that is,
knowledge of divine and human l-aws, and of justice and

equality. The knowledge required for governmental por¡rer is not
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that required by sovereignty. This is mirrored by a difference

in the respective ends of government and of sovereigntlr which

is exactly the point that Rousseauts remark on the ends of
political association brings to lighü. Foucault conveniently

summarizes the difference: for sovereignby r the aim of

'the common good' means essent,ially obedience to the
lawr either that of their earthJ-y sovereign or of
God the absolute sovereign. f n any case, rrrhât
characterises the end of sovereignty, this common
and general good, is in sum not,hing other than
submission t,o sovereígnty. This means that, the end
of sovereignty is circular in that it comes dol,rn to
the exercise of sovereignty itself. The good is
obedience to the law, hence the good for
sovereignty is that people should obey it (tg7ga:
12) .

But in the exercise of governmental poîrrer,

population comes to appear above all else as the
ultimate end...t,hat is the welfare of the
population since this end consist,s not ín the act
of governing as such but in the improvement of the
condition of the populat,Íon, the increase of its
wealth, longevity, health, etc. i and the means that,
the government wil-l use to attain these ends are
all in some sense ímmanent to the population, al-I
of them pertain to the populat,ion ít,sel-f on which
government will intervene either dírectly through
large-scale campaigns, or indirectl_y through
techniques that will make possibte, without Lhe
fu11 aT/rrareness of the people, the stimulation of
birth-raùes, the direct,ing of the f 1oT¡r of
population into certain regíons or activit,ies etc.
The populat,ion now appears more as the aim of
governmenL ühan the porrer of the ruler; the
popuLat,ion is the subject of needs, aspirations,
but it is also the object in the hands of the
government (L979a: 17-18) .

The emergence of populat,ion as an econonic and polit,ical

innovations ín the e>rereiseproblem thus signal-s and is part of

of power in the eighteenth century. T have already touched on

poïrer in Chapter L, wheret,his peculiarly modern deployment, of
r indicated mechanisms of power irreducilole to the domínant

representatÍon of 1aw. Following Foucault I called the

administration of individual bodies that this comprÍses an
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'anatamo-politics' at the 1eve1 of the disciplined indívidual

and a 'bio-power ' at the l-evel of the population. lrÏhile

legislative power remains, it is one point in a dispersed

exercise of power which is not simply¿ nor even primarily,

repressive, but, constítut,ive and positive. Power is not a

strength or property of a person, institution or structure from

r,uhich it ís meted out to disobedient subjects as punishment; it
is deployed throughout, immanent to, and productive of the

f ormations of a social order, and may take t,he f orm of

instit,ut,ional and social relatíons of either domination and

subordination or equity.

Thi s last point returns me to my interest i.n t,he

constit,utive por¡Iers at,t,ributed by Rousseau to government. Let

me pursue Lhis for a momenü by way of an investigation of t,he

role of statistics undertaken by Hacking, and lending a more

concrete form to this idea of governmental por¡rers constituting
rrrhat they govern by particular techniques of organizat,ion and

surveillance. Hackíng rejects a 'big brother' assessment of the

census-taker and cLaims that, fears of a repressive control

being the outcome of the statist,ical study of populations

misses the poinù that these rrare seldom ef f ective in

controlling or altering t,he populations of study in the rrays

intended". I¡Ihat, he does note is a quit,e unintended effect;

Ie]numeration demands kinds_ of things or people to
count. Counting is hungry for categories. tttany of
the categories we now use to describe people are
byproducts of the needs of enumeration. What could
be more inevitable than the class struggle about
which Marx hectored us? Yet, the socíal classes are
not something into which a society is intrinsically
sorted. On the conürary, it is the early
nineteenth-century counting-bureaucracies that
designed the class structure in terms of which we
view society (L982:280).

fn other words, the l'moral scÍence" of süatÍstics (Hacfing,
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7982'.28I), along ïríth the police (understood as constituting

"the fifth and last object of public economy" and comprehending

"the sciences, education' good order, security and public

tranquillity" (Beccaria in Pasquino,IgTB:a5) ), and the

discíplines (operating ín schools, manufactories, armies and so

on), is part of '?a great labour of formaüion...of

body t ot rather a labour r"rhose principal

r^re call society" (Pasquino,\978247).

result is
To this

the social

what today
t modern t

the nameorganízation of society Foucault has given

'governmentality' :

[¡]V thÍs word I mean three things:
( 1 ) the ensemble formed by the institutions,
procedures, analyses and reflections, the
calculations and tact,ics that al1or,¡ the exercise of
this very specific albeit, complex form of power,
which has as its target population, as its
principal form of knowledge political economy and
as it,s essential technical means apparatuses of
security. l3
(2) The tendency whích, over a long period and
throughout the T¡üest, has never ceased to lead
towards the pre-emínence over all others
(sovereígnty, discipline, etc. ), of this type of
poT¡rer which may be termed government. ?rlhich
resulted in the formatíon of, on the one hand, a
whole series of specífic state apparat,uses
pert,aining to the government and, on the othqq, in
the devel-opment of a whole complex of 'savoir' . L4
( 3 ) The process t oy rather ühe result of the
process through which t,he State of ,fustice of the
Mídd1e Ages, which loecomes the Administratíve State
during the 15th and 16t,h centuries, gradually comes
to be 'governmentalísed' ( 1979a z20) .

'Governmentality' thus provi<les a shorthand for the

organization of power relatÍons as dispersed and constitutíve.
As Minson says of the Foucauldian concept of 'government'r

I i ]ts primary historical connotation is. . .1ike
police, one of a perpetual and detailed attention
to the cares and/or political-economic potential of
a population.'Police' and 'government' herald
theref ore a nelr product,ive f orm of political
rat,ionality Ín which authorities may aspire to
shape or reshape those under their rule (fgAS:105).rU

Iù should be noted that government, this 'nerr productive
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form of politícal rationality', Ìras no sudden birth. If it

operates as a principle that often goes unremarked within
Rousseauian discourse, it also can be traced two centuries

earlier in the writings of Machiavelli . For instance,

Machiavelli's concern in The Díscourses r¡íth the presence ( in a

republic) or absence (in a principality) of virtu of the

citizenry recalls Rousseau's advice to the legislator to knor4r

the 'fitness of the people'. SÍmilarly, Machiavell-i's advice on

using variable tactics, accordíng to the nature of the populace

and t,he times , for the management of the restless and mobile

populations emerging from the demise of corrupt aristocracies

and religionsr presages certaín aspects of 'government'. In

Machiavellí too, this ne\4r political rationalíty is of ten

overshadowed in readings which focus on the juridical theory of

sovereignLy, encapsulated in the figure of the Prince as

external to and transcendent of 'the peopJ-e' and intent chiefly
on the maintenance of territory. In this Ïrâ1zr Foucault notes,

"Machiavelli's Prince, or rather the ínterpretations to which

he is subjected" (1979a28), has figured in a debate stretching

from the sÍxteenth to the eighteenth century which attempted to

define an art of government.

But if Machiavelli scandal-ízed because, writing in "a

period of the demise of 'Christendom"', he províded an account

of government stripped of the "clear criterion of political-

legitimacy" previously provided by theoJ-ogieal discourses

(Condren' 1980:100) , his concern r^ras also to articulate arts of

government bearing on the moral and social constitution of 'the
people' as his preferred law-givers. If a ruthless and

opportunistíc despot, shorn of religious justifications, was to

be admired for his capacity to found a state or to reform it
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rrhen its citizerLry and 'people' rrrere corrupt, a virtuous and

self-governing 'peopler 'r¡ras to be admired more as the proper

agency for the democratic maíntenance of a state. In effect,
and to use Ullmann's terms, Machiavelli's writings on

government mark a confluence of (ttre differently populist)

descending and ascending theories of power: with 'the people'

and rthe Prince' no longer fixed in feudal hierarchies, a

shifting relatíon bet,ween the tr,tro is described where sometimes

'the people' evinces a moral capaci-ty to qovern itsel-f , and

sometimes a corruption and weakness that necessitates a despot.

Now we have a name for the second regime of truth whose

outline is discernible in Rousseau's writings. Alongside a

populist reqime of truth instating the concepts of sovereignl,y,

'the people' , porÀrer in the f orm of law, and power as a

possession to be wrested from particular groups and lodged in

the moral totality that is'the people'and its 'general will-',

sits the incommensurate regime of truth that is
governmentality, with its concepts of populationr prosperíLy,

health' security and happiness as the ends of government, por4rer

as dispersed and constitutive, knowJ-edge and power as immanent

to each other, and the state as instiüutionally coextensive

with the social body. This last needs further comment.

Government, in the sense of the regulation of human

conduct and the attriloution of capacities, places in a new

perspective what is commonly regarded as 'the state',
understood as a locus of po'hrer and either an instance of

repression, viol-ence and coercion or an agency of social

cohesion and normal-ity, and which requirêsr accordíngLy, either

a dismantling and a 'withering ar/rrayr or an optimalization of
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its operations: in either case' requiring a 'capturer. Wit,hin a

governmenÈal regime of truth the state possesses no such

privileged position: "the State is neither the definitive form

assumed by government nor its subject, but, rat,her one of it,s

effects or inst,ruments'r (Gordonr lgBO 2255).tUrnu stater sêêrr in

this light, is part of the formative means of the social body.

Vüe can sâ]rr therefore, that r,rrhile the state may loe distinct
from and set up against'the people' in the populist regime of

t,ruth, and democracy understood as the correction of lines of

authority between the two bodies so that the wayward powers of

the state are brought ínto line with the 'general wí11' or

essentía1 morality of 'the people' vía mechanisms of poJ-itical

representation' the state is inseparable from the population,

the object of government.

This has consequences for the problem of the staüe that

has dogged contemporary po1ít,ical theory. As Pasquíno puts ít,

[i]f one rids oneself of the idea of the State as an
apparat,us or instance separate f rom t,he social
body, the focus of all po1ítica1 struggle, which
must ]¡e either democratised or destroyed, once its
verítable nature has been reveal-ed t ot which must
be appropriated, ín order ùo Lake polier , iî one
rids oneself of this ol-d idea ¡ cânvâssêd in the
political theatre since Kant at 1east... Ittren one
couldl resituat,e the analysis of relations of power
who11y wíthín t,he interíor of thi s socía1 body
( 1978 252) .

Such a resituatíon provídes a neïr domain rrithin which to pursue

a dífferentl-y democratic politics, rrhere democracy could no

J-onger be confused with a liberation (of 'the peopler from t,he

state), or the vict,ory of a moral essence (ín which the state

becomes expressive of 'the people'). Such t,riumphalist populist

rhet,oric may have its strategic importance (which is to say it
is precisely not an essential ímporüance, the importance of a

natural essence assertíng ít,self ), but ít leaves untouched t,he
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inst,ítut,ional relations of power that, constitut,e the lives of

each and al-1r individual and population. To pu11 inüo view the

constitutive nature of the governmental por^rer thaù gives modern

societies t,heir forms is the first step to remaking a concept

and a political framework of t,echniques and assumptiorrs r

democracy, t,hat unÈi1 nor4r has on1y commonly emerged withín a

doctrine of popular sovereignty. My interest is to see how it
can be given another surface of emergenee, as an intervention

struggled for in the politícal regime of trut,h known as

governmentality.

To conclude, the work of this chapter has not been fuelled

by any inherent fascination wíth the po1it,ica11y influential
figure of Rousseau, but because his wrÍtings provide a

convenient point, around which t,o, at oncer â[lâss evÍdence of an

ident,ifiable po1Ítica1 rationalit,y and political technology

bhat, shapes our modern societies, and of its historical
invisibilíüy or relegation beneath the more port,entous

quest,íons of sovereigrrty.lt"or.urrr*entality is important because

it, provides a means for prising apart the concepts of 'the
people' and 'democracy' . As it has been succinctly put,

"Ig]overnments perceived that they were not dealing simply wit,h

subjects t ot even wíth a 'people', but with a 'populationr tt

(FoucaulU,7979z25). Thus we can süate that 'the people' ís

neither the only nor the most important guiding principle in

understanding the shifts in the organizatíon of por,rer that have

characterízed liberal-democratic and social-democraüíc

societies. If we focus on 'the peopl-e' 'v,re are limit,ed to

studying, in often very moralizing terms, the simple reversals

of theories of right, nollr ascending, now descending, as what Ís
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involved in the achÍevemenL of democracy. ÏÍhen the concept of

'the people' defines the horizons of politíca1 analysÍs, ot r to
put ít, differenUly t when analysís only engages with the

popuJ-ist regíme of truth, then it is unable to deal wíth the

decent,red and unauthored organizat,ions of a mul-tiplicit,y of

heterogeneous, 'micro' polrer relations, operating within and

amongst a range of institutions, and constítuting modern

societies. (This is ïrhy a theory of populism lil<e Laclau,s,

with íts concept of an objective contradiction between

'people'/state or 'people'/power bl-oc cannot provide an

adequat,e and ef f ecti.ve basis f or political calculation.
Círcularly, it is a populíst theory of populÍsm, in the primary

status it accords 'ùhe people' . ) In attempts ùo formulate

strategies and arguments about possibl-e, more e>ctensívely

democratic forms of poJ-itical organization, such analyses are

inappropriate, and effecLively blockages, because of their
reduct,íve or under-elaborated conceptíon of power relations and

of struggles to transform these in equitable luays. As long as

poI,lrer remains addressed on1-y ín terms of sovereignty any viable
distinctíon between populist, and possibte democratÍc forms is
unabl-e t,o be construcüed, rendering a whole range of possible

social and cultural sites of struggle unavailable for
invisibte to - political calculatíon and strategy.
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NOTES

It would be possible to trace similar paths to those taken
by the concept of 'the people' by following the career of
the concept rcommon sense'. As an enunciation of 'the
common good' some kind of concept of common sense can be
found in Aristotle. In the medieval period, such a notion
disappeared, replaced by the priority of rGod's sense'.
The modern idea of a universal common sense emerged ín the
context of the populist or ascending thesis of power, and
of the ídea of a 'natural' human reason or undersùanding
of the world common to all individuals. Historically, as
part of eighteenth-cenùury individualism, it, served a
radical function, f.or example, Paine's Common Sense of
1776 and its engagement with Burke's emphasis on
t,raditional, conventional r,,risdom and prejudice as the
proper foundation of societies. As such, common sense
operated as "the language of progressive val-ues against
the mystique of feudalism" (Nowe11-Smith,7974:16).

Though the lines of filiat,ion spread far beyond the single
example of a well-knor¡rn author, the visit to Australia and
subsequent writings about this country by Francis Adams, a
disciple of Matther¡¡ Arnold's, are indicative of this
osmosis. See Adams, tralian Life (78e2) and The
Australians: A Social Sketch 1 893 Adams' contribuùion
is given due weight in Vance Palmer's radical nationalist
cultural- hi story (L954: 16- 19 ) .

Anderson (1983:12) makes reference to these and argues the
continuing, if not unchallenged, importance of the figure
of the nation.

2

3

4. See, for exampl-e, Rousseau on the need to take religion
out of po1ítics (L9732225), on the mutual exclusivity of
the two terms "Christian republic" (1973:275), and on the
need for "a purely civil professÍon of faith of which the
Sovereign should fix the articles. ".as social sentiments
r,,rithout which a man cannot be a good citi zeî or a f ait,hful
subject', (1973:276). This idea of what a civil religion
can accomplish bears a resemblance to Machiavel-1i's stress
on the socía1ly cohering effects of religion: see The
Discourses ( 1eB3 ) 1.9-15. On the particular character of
Marsiglio's and Machiavelli's contributions to politics
and their related but different connection to
'christianitas' , see Condren (1980).

5 I have used the t,ranslation from which Al-thusser works
here because of iüs use of 'ühe people' . In other
translatíons (for example, Rousseau,1963: 425) 'thenation' is substituted for 'the people' , a useful
reminder of the intimate connections of these concepts.

As Althusser (I977:135-139) notes, this enables Rousseau
to neatly avoid the problem of the 'third man,, that is,
an asolute Prínce as a third party, external to the social
contract and arbitrating iL, which is required by other
contractarian theories, such as Hobbes on the absolute
sovereign, and Locke on constitutÍona1 monarchy.

6
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By humanism, T refer to a privileging of 'the human'as an
essence. ft should not be confused with the historical and
instiùutional pracùices in which what is recognized,
attributed and valued as 'human' is shaped up. For
example, Hirst and lüootley, discussing amongst other
things the reputation of the Tafurs, the "living devils"
whose "monstrous" behaviour in the cause of the Crusades
embarrassed the Christian chroniclers, noted that
"Iv]irtually every social group in the European Middle
Ages specifies in accepted public discourses or reveals as
accepted and valorized public practíce forms of conduct
which would be considered as evidence of psychopathology
by the public standards pertaining in the lÍest today. lrle
face, and must judge in terms of, a different repertoire
of conducts. This is not because r^re are in some abstracl
sense 'better'. It is because the prevailing forms of
training, social- commiLment, and organizaLion make us
behave differently" ( 19B2zL28,emp.added) .

Anderson ( 1983:61 ) identifies the wide influence of
Rousseaurs (and Herder's) associated concern with climate
and ecology on culture and character.

Another account of the formation of this concept can be
found in Keit,h Tribe's genealogy of economic discourse
(1e78).

10. Pasquino is not writing of 'police' as the term is
understood today. In the eighteenth century the police was
that ad-minístrative body which " I saw] to líving"
(Foucault,,l-988:157). The eleven chapters of a manual or
systematic encyclopedia for the use of civil servants
(Traite de la police, 7'705) provides the best indication
of the scope of t,he police: "[t]he first one is religion;
t,he second is morals i the third, health; ùhe f ourth,
supplíes; the fifth, roads, highways, and town buildings;
the síxth' public safety; the seventh, the liberal arts
(roughly speaking, the arts and sciences); the eighth,
trade; the nínth, factories; the tenth, manservants and
factory r,,rorkers; and the eleventhr the poor" (Foucault,
19BB:156). See also Foucault (19BBb:58-85).

11.

B

9

Malthus' 1798
Population, as

vork,
IT

An Es SA v on the Principle of
affects the Future Improvement of

Society, with Remarks on the Speculations of Mr.Godr,r¡in,
M.Condorcet, and other writers, is also testimony to this
new real-ity and set of concerns.

12. As Hackíng (19822290) puts il, "[t]he idea of counting the
peopl-e was so well entrenched...that it was written into
the American constit,ution in 1,778. Ever after it would be
unconstituüíona1 not to count the American people. Was

at all. It isthis some trifling bureaucratic aside? Not
written into Article 1, section 2. If you rrrere simple-
minded¡ ãs I amr 1roü could say that the second most
importarrt. ieature of the American dream rras that the
people should loe counted. "

13. By 'apparatuses of security' Foucault is referring to
those bodies of techniques comprising the field of social



adminisüration and
national insurance.
( 19BBb:159-177) .

welfare, for
See Donzel-ot

example,
(1eBB)
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project of
Foucault

the
and

74.

15.

16.

L7.

In speaking of a complex of 'savoir' here, Foucault refers
to the constitution of a cor!ffiT knowledges linked to a
certain form of the exercíse of power. Thís disciplinary
exercise of por^rer and, to specify one of its elements, the
examination, is argued to be íntrinsic to ùhe human
sciences. For example, the modern form of the discipline
of medicine is accounted for not as the result of an
advancement of rationality but as fo11ows: " It]fre
'we11-disciplined' hospital Ityrat is, one in which
patients are subject to continuous surveillance and
examination] became the physical counterpart oi th-e
medical 'discipline' i this discipline could no'hr abanclorr
its text,ual character and take its references not so much
from the tradition of author-aut,horities as from a domain
of obj ects perpetually offered for examination"
( FoucaulL ,19'77 : 186 ) . See also Foucault ( 1980 : 107 ) .

See also Foucault (I9B2z22L) and Hunter (1990).

See also Foucault (1980272-73, 199).

This is, then, a different approach to Roussea,u, t.harr that
taken by Derrida (L976), whose interest in the writer is
his privileged place in t,he history of logocentrism. ft is
not for evidence of the metaphysical motif of presence and
for the opportunity t,o philosophically deconsLruct all its
attendant problems ¡ or because "Rousseau ínscribes
textual-ity in the text" ( 1976: 163 ) that the thesis
examines Rousseau's writings. As distinct from what a
textualist reading f :lnrls, 'i-.Jre thesis f ocusses on what
these writings set forth as 'theory-programmes' .

For a critical discussion of Derrida's readíng
Rousseau, see Hart (1990).

of
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The investigat,ion undertaken in Chapters 3 and 4 into t,he

status of the caùegory of 'the people' has allowed us to

understand the hist,orical coincidence of populism and

democracy, and the considerat,ion of the new seventeent,h-

century reality of the organizing material concept of

population has indicated a possibte means of different,iatíng
populisn and democracy as strategies for organizing the

negotiations of power and knowledge relations. fn this chapter

some of the current discursive formations that make a populist,

polit,ics possible will be examined, and, with the example of a

t,wentieth-cenÈury phenomenon, the gap betr4reen a populist regime

of truth and what might be made to emerge, ¡'¡ithin the field of
governmentality, as a democrat,ic regime of truth will be

pursued.

Such a slow advance, rather than an immediat,e progression

to the focussed discussion of non-populist democracy with whích

I sha1l conclude in Chapt,er B, is necessary beeause t,he

coincidence of populism and democracy as commonsense concepüs

is secured by the routine formation of people's practical
political literacies, and these cannot be simply dismissed on

philosophical grounds. Instead, what is required ís the

description and situation of these political lit,eracies as

particular literacies, embedded within an hisùorical discourse

that cannot be falsified, but can be the site of practical
inùerventions.

One major r¡ray that 'the people' has been made manifest is
as 'the public' in t,he híghly valued, liberal-democratic

category of publíc opinion. By consídering public opinion and,

in particular, the twentieth-century phenomenon of opinion

polJ-s as a major mechanísm of liberal democracyr it is possibte
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to chart an ínfluential instatement of a notion of the public

as a more or less homogeneous entity that inflects political

díscussion and calculation in populist directions, and to also

consider a challenge to this inflection.

I: The populist framework

"Public opínion, the general will, in the last analysís

engenders and energises and controls the organs of concrete

poller.lr This is how E.T.Brown, writing in Australia in the

1950s, described a properly functioning democracy (1954:8).

While his equatíon of public opinion with 'the general will'
mísses Rousseau's point that public opinionr âs "the form of

1aw which the censor administersl', deals only with particular

cases (Sc,19732266), his statement captures the lineage of the

predominant, sense of t,he concept as somehow the expression,

like'the general will', of'the p"opt.l. In other words, while

concepts of the public and of opinion have varied historicafff
and t,he cultural forms that public opinion may take are

diverse, lrrhat remains constant through a range of approaches to

public opinion is t,he assumption of its expressive relation t,o

the public or 'the people'. In this sense, Ìúe can note that

public opínion is, by and large, conceived of, debated and

consumed within a populist discourse or framework. This

framework, or set of institutionally organized techniques and

assumptions for making sense in culturally and politically
productive Ì¡ays, can accommodate a variety of apparently

discrete political positions and a brief survey of some of

these indicates the flexibility and widespread hold of populist,

discourses.
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To begin with we can consider Gallup and Rae's liberal-

democratic account of public opinion and its representat,ion in

The Pulse of Democracy (1968), first published in 7940. This

account proceeds with a rehearsal of the views of the noùed

ninet,eenth-century American theorist, of represent,at,ive,

liberal-democracy, James Bryce, thereby alígning Ga1lup and

Raers position with a part,icular tradition of democratic

theory. As they repeat,edly note of Bryce's observations on t,he

import,ance of publíc opinion to democracy, on the difficulty of

ascertaining public opinion, and on t,he problems of

interpret,ing an election vote, "It]hese general truths sti11

hold good today" (1968223). Gal1up and Rae's partícular concern

is to enumerate the advantages and dísadvantages of the various

forms public opinion can be taken to be registered by, such as

elections, the pressr public associations and pressure groups,

in order ùo construct a rationale for the modern 'scientific'
techniques of t,he opiníon pol1. They attribut,e to Bryce t,he

knowledge t,hat "the mult,ítude of voices claiming to speak for
the people might prevent the people themselves from being

heard" ( 1968:17) , and thus produce their evaluations as an

anslrer to a time-honoured quest for a completely transparent

and, supposedly, democratic organ of public opinion. Brown

enunciates the same quest in stríking terms, though his search

does not end in t,he t,echniques of the opinion po1l:

[p]ublic opinion cannot be itselfr cannot be free or
naùural, unless all sides of the question are
adequately presented [in the press]. It is not a
question of altering human nature. Human nature has
already been radically altered and interfered wíth.
!{hat is neeessary noTtr is to eliminat,e thís
alteration, to produce equilibriurn by balancíng all
the interferences in fact, to arrange that human
nature, for Èhe first, time, shall be left alone
(Brown ,795424) .

The goa1 of a pure public opinion, reminiscent of 'the people'
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as a moral totality that cannot be represented except in t,he

form of unfet,tered expression, is thus established as the

arbit,er of the different organs of public opinion. Accordingl-y,

Gallup and Rae argue that, while elections are the fundamental

means for discovering the witt of 'the people', they rnuddy that
will by being infrequent, confusing issues with the

personalities and charisma of politicians or wit,h party

machines, and providing a mandat,e insufficíently differentiated
according to issues. The rea1, current intentíon of 'the
peopler concerning part,icular issues is therefore inadequately

registered by elections. Similarly, the press is important, in
its ro1e as a 'weat,hercock', reflecting public opinion (tor

instance, ührough letters-to-the-editor columns), but thís
function is combined with those of the press as Inarratorr and

as radvocater, respectively telling rwhat's happening' and

pleading a case. The abílit,y of the press to express 'the
people's' mind is compromised by its act,ion in moulding public

opinion. Fina11y, pet,itions and publie meetings have their
place in the development and the demonstration of public

opiníon, but both entail the danger of 1'an artificially created

and factitíous opinion" (Bryce in Ga1lup & Rae,L96Bz25) where

'the peoplersr voice is usurped by that of experts, elites and

minoritíes. Gallup and Rae caution that sucÏr a displacement is
increasingly the case in the twentieth century due to the

acùivities of the media.

In the face of these difficul-ties in knor¡ing the opínions

of 'the people', Bryce advocates,

[t]he best way in r,,rhich the tendencies which are at
work ín any community may be díscovered is by
moving freely abouü among all sorts and condit,ions
of men and noting how t,hey are affected by the ne'hrs
or arguments brought from day to day ùo their
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knowledge...Talk is ühe best rray of reaching the
truth, because ín ta1k, one gets directly at the
facts, whereas reading gives not so much the facùs,
as what, the writer believes t ot wished to have
others believe (nryce in Gallup & Rae,1968:31).

The capacities of this mythical observer, and t,heir possible

source, are left, unnamed, but the general operation stands as

the means to hear the true voice of 'the people', through face-

ùo-facer personal interactíon. ft is at this point that Gallup

and Rae present the new inùerviewing techniques of opinion

polls as the natural descendent of Bryce's rfree movement and

talk', and as brínging to the democratic tradition the benefíts

of twent,ieth-cenüury social science, replacíng intuition wit,h

factual reporting and statistics. As they sâ]¡r parting company

with Bryce, " I i ]nst,ead of 'sizing up' the attitudes and

proclivities of their fe11ow ciùizens, the interviewers who

travel aloout America 1et the people speak for themselves"

(eatfup & Rae,1968:32). The opinion po11 Ís thus installed as

the purest expression of 'the people' and indispensable to the

operation of democracy, with ít,s access to 'the peoplets '

opinions about specifíc and changing issues. In their efforts
to popularize iL, Ga11up and Rae also imbue it with

considerabl-e heroism :

Ii]n ühousands of week-to-week conversations with t,he
men and rromen voters of America. . . issues are
presented to the publíc by the shock troops of
public-opinion research. These intervier¡rers knor,¡
what, iÈ is to drive t,hrough a Maine snowsLorm to
make a f arm int,erview; to trudge across Kansas
wheat fields on a blistering day to interview a
thresher on the job; to travel through the red-clay
mud of Georgia in a drenching rainstorm. Their
assignments may take them into a third-floor
tenement in Nerr York City's East Side ¡ oy require
them to argue their uay past a uniformed doorman
guarding a smart Park Avenue apartment. They talk
to the prominent industrialist who runs a huge
factory empJ-oying ùhousands of employees, just as
they talk to t,he olci 1ady who silently mops his
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office when everyone else has gone home (eatlup &
Rae, 1968:4) .

As we can see, the opinion po1l, thanks to an intrepid and

empiricist search for the truth, ensures that all members of

'the people' ot t at least r a 'representative' sample of them

will have their say. Tt is also said to operate as the means

for eliding or downplaying the legitimate role of those active

in political affairs, because their activity is understood as

governed by partial interests which mark them out as

unrepresentative of t,hose not so involved. It is the 'ordinary
person' and his or her common sense that the opinion poll

guarantees to make central to the workings of polit,ical-

democracy.

A similar argumentr geared to the particular ease of

British democracyr has been made more.recently by Clemens, in
3

his Pol-1s, Politics and Populism (1983). Clemens, a pol1ster,

offers a definition of populism cast in the terms of possessive

indívidualism: "Ip]opulism means that...Each citizen cast,s his

[sic] vote for the party he believes will provide him with more

benefíts than any others" (C1emens,19B3z54). This individualism

sit,s easil-y enough alongside an accompanying descriptíon of a

populist, Government such as That,cher's:

[w]hat the public wanted was a Government dedicat,ed
to serving the direct int,erests of the people, and
to responding to the ebb and flow of public
opinion. The public wants democracy and a real
voice in Government (C1emens,19B3:56) .

Cl-emens argues, through a detailed narration of the íncreasing

number and importance of opinion po11s in the 7979 British
election, ùhat such a populist Government and its alleged

enhanced 'delivery' of democracy to 'the people' is achieved

through the Government listening directly to 'the people' and
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rÀrhat it wants; this direct access to the motor essence of

democracy is what po11s provide. To some extent, he admit,s, the

press and its reporting of act,ivists played t,his ro1e,

but it is now possible for the po11s to report more
accurately public opinion No longer does the
Government need to pay attention just, to activist
groups, for it can nolr listen to public opinion as
a whole (Clemens,1983:96). 

4

The opinion po11 restores to public opinion its wholeness, to

'the people' its unit,y. 'The people' canr âs Brown says, be

it,self . This entails, in the liberal-democrat,ic viewr êrr

emphasis on the individuals who make up the population: for
Gallup and Gae and for Clemens the public, synonymous with 'the
people' , is the aggregate of all individuals. I{hi1e this view

of public opinion as a sùatist,ícal aggregation and distribution
of individual opinions marks out Gallup and Rae's approach as

produced within ühe twentiet,h-century development of the

American social science tradition and its particular conception

of rsocíety'as, at least at the end of the day, an harmonious

composite of autonomous indivi<lua1s, it also derives from what,

I described in Chapter 3 as the unst,able¡ ambivalent concept, of
Ithe people' that such Romantic accounts as Rousseaurs put into
p1ay. This concept at once carríes all the connotations of a

natural, organíc and- archaic essence of 'the peopler or fo1k,

and at the same time stretches to cover the totality of a

population, composed of isolated persons, individuals', in a

way that offsets the sense of this isolat,ion as the at,omization

of the 'mass' .

lfhi1e the liberal-democratic approach

works from a concept of 'the people'

constituent indíviduals, íL is the Romant,ic

to public opÍnion

that emphasizes íts
connotatíons of an
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organic and archaíc essence that are more heavily weighted in a

conservative view of 'the peopler and of public opinion. An

exemplary instance of this view can be found in the 1947
5

Hollywood movíe Maqic ToT^rn. The character Rip Smit,h (played by

James Stewart) is a city-smart, ambitious, number-crunching

opinion pollster who discovers a smal1 American town called

Grandview whose statistical profile is a mirror image of the

national populatíon. .Tust as Rip Smith will fa11 ín love with

Mary Peterman (played by ,fane l¡Iyman), t,he old-st,y1e nerrrspaper

editor, and so be humanized and have his technocratic,

utilitarian approach to his fellow man broken downr so are the

modern, scientific, cíty-based means of representing rthe

people', that is, opinion po1ls, vanquished at the hands of the

older institutíons of American democracyr the newspaper, but to
a greater extent the town hall meeting, the conversations

around the pot-be11y stove, the community singing of the

gathered townspeople, and the 'representative' opinion of

communíty leaders (such as newspaper editors) ín touch with the

'rea1 interests and needs' of 'the people'. trrlhat organizes the

plot is a conservatíve populist discourse with its foci of'the
people' and the thematic opposítion of authentic community

versus dehumanízed mass society. This discourse is somewhat

more theoret,ically elaborated in Nisbeü's "PubLic opinion

versus popular opinion" (1975).

Nisbet's discussion of public opinion is located within a

description of the present as a "kind of twilight, age of

governmenù, one in which the loss of confidence in political
instit,uùions is mat,ched by the erosion"..of the social fabric"
(19752792). This eroded social faloric, that common theme of

mass society critics, has consequences for the way in which the
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figure of 'the people' can feature. Deprived of a unifying

traditíon and the dream of a common culture, 'the people' as

"genuine national community" (1975:185), that is, "conceÍved in

terms of the social and moral- att,achments whích precede

polit,ical organization which indeed must underlie it, if
either anarchy or despotism is to be avoided", eeases to be.

Lacking a foundational eontract, mass society is bereft of t,hat

absolute sovereignty that a sovereígn ru1er, charged to 1ead,

could otherwise represent. In this scenario,'the people'

devolves ùo a "mere aggregate" of people (1975:170), and is
better recognized as the crowdr the mob, or the t,yrannical

majority. ft is the opinion of these irrational entities, which

Nisbet, distínguishes from public opinion as 'popular opinion',
and which is

shallow of root rooted in fashion or fad and
subj ect to caprice and rrrhim, eas i ly í f tenuously
formed around a single issue or personaçJe, and
lacking the kind of cement that time, tradition,
and conventíon alone can provide (1975:168),

that he identifies as responsible for the diagnosed declíne in

confidence in t,he government of üIestern democracies. Or rather,

it is the role that has been given to popular opinion, by

agencies like t,he media and opinion po11s, which Ís to blame

for the 'rgreat heresy" of modern democracies, that ís:
that opinion of the kind that can be instantly
ascertained by any po11 or survey must somehor¡
govern, must t,heref ore be incessantly studied,
courted, fl-attered, and drawn upon in lieu of the
judgment which true leadership alone is qualifiea
to make in the operatíng det,ails of government
(19752t67).

Opposed to popular opiníon is public opinion, the opiníon

of the public or of a genuine national 'peopler , whích ís

presented as the source of the r,¡isdom thaù underlies a just

government and r',rhich, guaranteed by tradition and a consensus
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over political ends and means, is equated wit,h constituüional

represenüat,ive government, moral order, true authority and

rationality.
Like Gallup and Rae, Nisbet places his argument wit,hin a

formidable canon of democratic theory (including Bryce, whom,

with some manoeuvring, he recruits to support de Tocqueville's

concern with the 'tyranny of the majorit,y' and it,s swamping of
genuine individuality). Further, by insisting on the central
role of public opinion while decrying popular opinion, Nísbet,

presenùs himself as a defender and advocate of democracy while

prescribing an effectively elitÍst and mystical form for
democratíc government. For Nisbet's concept of public opinion

sits side by side with that of 'true leadership' and it,s link
to an organic unity, 'ùhe people'. Vühen the public or 'the
people ' i s a true communit,y t,hose who govern , once elected ,

need only be responsible to theír own judgments to represent

'the people', sharing as they do ín t,he common tradition and

national eharacter that binds the community. In other words,

beyond ínfrequent elections, a democratic government needs no

other mechanisms of accountability to 'the people'. To puÈ it,
di f f erentl-y , government , in thi s view r cân di spense with any

specÍf ied means of knowing 'the people'r/ public opinion because

it,s individual representatives necessarily express 'the
people's' opinion through their common possession of the

íntangible, unifyíng t,radít,ion that guarantees community. 'The

people's' will- is mysùeriously made manifest ín the "genuine

individuality" of its properly chosen representatives

(L975:1,77 ) . This índividuality is not t,he f eature of all
members of a rpeople', as in its liberal-democratíc inflection,
but, if the way de Tocqueville is approvingly quoted by Nesbit
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is any guider consist,s of otherwise inflected qualities such as

"that manly candor and masculine independence of opinion

which constitutes the leading feature in distinguished

characters wherever they may be found" (1975:178).

ff for Gal1up and Rae opinion pol1s are the purest,

expression of 'the people', for Nísbet this can only come

through the provision of t,he correcü "context": "[t]here are

...cont,exts in which reason and common sense wilt tend to come

to the surf ace ' but there are also contexts in r',rhich sheer

emotíons dominate at the expense of rational thought"

(1975:173). ln the absence of any specifícation of the social

and institut,ional conditions of thís 'correct contextr and of

what counts as 'rationality', what remains as the guarantor of

the true expressíon of 'the people's' wil-l ís the

'distinguished character' of the foundat,íonal and absolute

sovereign which can provide organic leadership. Thus ís t,he

populíst, concept of 'ùhe people' both embraced and turned to a

conservative elit,ismr stiLl in the name of democracy, and able

to at once deplore the 'tyranny of the majority' and speak in

the best interests of all.

The conservaüive populist discourse works by identifying

an authentic, organic 'people', in contradistinct,ion to its
debased, false forms. The latter are then aligned r,t¡ith such

political positions as Rousseauesque direct, democracy and East

European 'people's governments' r trith üheir diagnosed

manipulative and authoritarian tendencies, as well as with

easily swayed liberal-democratic governments. The elitism of

this conservative populist discourse issues from the prívileged

position from which such judgments about the authentÍcit,y of
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'the people'are made: about who can speak for'the people'and

on what grounds. A paralle1 elitism, but inflected to different
political ends and, perhaps therefore, better described as

vanguardism, is found in the approach to public opinion taken

by the Frankfurt, School and set out, for example, in Habermas'

" The Publ i c Sphere " ( i- 979 ) .

Habermas defines 'the public sphere' as emergíng only in

the eighteenth century of the European 'Enl-ightenment' r,¡ith the

rise of an independent bourgeoisie; as mediating beùween the

state and the privaüe realm of society (conceived as the

aggregate of separated individuals transactíng their private

economic affairs in the market); and as the necessary condit,ion

for public opinion:

'public opinionr refers to the tasks of criticism and

:'":;:i il'"f"1,:ål:'".T:3i,";:, ;å:*:iï l:'"íåîi'l
pracùices vis-à-vis the ruling structure organised
in the rorñffiate (lta¡errnã s,!g7g: 198 ) .

For Habermas, a stípulat,ed form of rationality is central to

the existence of pulolic opinion and is presented as synonymous

with the 'general interest' . This rational-1y-based public

opiníon, in t,he interest,s of al-l r arises f rom the ideal

discursive space that, the institutions of the public sphere are

held to offer. The coffee houses, the intel-1ectual socíeties,

the press of the eighteent,h century functioned, according to
Habermas, Lo foster debate that was at once free of the private

interests of the bourgeoísie in the market, p1ace, and free from

the interference of the state.
But this crit,ical and autonomous rat,ionality cannot

generalJ-y survive the advent of 'mass society', as described in

the work of the Frankfurt School and which concept, secures

theír otherwise puzzJ-ing simÍlarities with conservative
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theorisùs. Thus, when newspapers became answerable to private

commercial interests, "the transformation from a journalism of

conviction üo one of commerce beg[inning] in the 1830s at

approximaüely the same time" in England, France and the United

States (f979t2OO), they could no longer be t,he authentic

expression of public opinion because of the necessity to cater

to the whims of a rmass' audience. Moreover, the whole publíc

sphere which gave rise to public opinion became increasingly

compromised. Habermas argues that when "the public body

expanded beyond the bounds of the bourgeoisie", under such

impetuses as t,he Chartist movement in England, iù 1osù "not

only its socía1 exclusivity" but also íts rtcoherencer' (L979 2

2OO). (Here we encounter the conflict beüween the Frankfurt

Schoolrs Marxist credentials and allegiance to the priority of

class, and theír Kantian philosophical credentials and

allegiance to an overarching rational-ity. ) The resulù of this

loss of coherence is today

a kind of 'refeudalizationr of the public sphere.
Large organizations strive for political
compromises with t,he state and rrittr each other,
excluding the pulolic sphere whenever possible. But
at the same time the large organizations must
assure themselves of at least, plebíscitary supporù
from the mass of the populat,ion through an apparent
display of
(t979220o).

openness ( demonstrative PubliziLaL )

A sham pubJ-ic opinion is thus increasingly perpetuated, bereft

of the unifying common rationality that defined the true or
6

bourgeoís publíc sphere, whích has been replaced by t,he public

sphere of the social welfare state. ft is a publ-ic opinion

unable to "subjecü persons or affairs to public reason" and

which serves, instead, "in ühe form of 'publicity' Ito win]

publíc prestige for people or affairs, thus making them worthy

of acclamation in a climate of non-public opinion" (I979:200).
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What is commonly held to be a guide to public opinion

nelÀ¡spapers, opinion polls is criticized as artif icial and the

mechanical product of t,he mass industrial system. Thus,

Habermas says of t,he public sphere of today's social welfare

state that "It]he very words 'public relations work'... betray

the fact that a public sphere must first be arduously

constructed case by case, a public sphere which earlier grertr

out of the social structurer' (1979:200). No longer the organic

means by which the general interest could be voíced as part of

an historically and cul-turally progressive criticism of

contemporary social conditions, today's public sphere and its
instit,utíons are criticized as falling on the wrong side of an

authentic-inauthentic divide between earlier societies

characterized by a real public and today's socíeties boasting

only 'masses'. This is of a piece with Adorno's assessment of

an earlier popul-ar culture as ín some \ray a real expression of

'the people' or of their actual socíal conditíons, and of the

'mass' culture of today as masquerading as an ansrrrer to 'the
people's' wants (edorno,1979z244). If 'the people' does not

figure so ínsistent,ly in the Frankfurt School's rhetoric

because of its attention to class, the idea of some kind of

organic unity (secured by a common human reason t oy "the

general rules of social intercourse" (Habermas,1979:199) ) is
present in the concepts of 'a general interest' and 'an

authentic public' .

Habernias concludes by noting that

[t]fre idea of the public sphere...an idea which calls
for a rationalizat,ion of power through the medium
of public discussion among private individuals,
threatens to disint,egrate with the structural
transformation of the public sphere it,self
(L979:2oI).
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How it, can be saved¡ ot "realízed today" is only through a

"publíc body of organized individuals" taking the place of "the

nolÌI defunct, public body of private indíviduals who relate

individually to each other". ft is "Io]nly these organized

individuals [who] could participate effectively in the process

of public communication", and effect "a rational reorganization

of social and politícal pohrer" (197922OI). As much of the left-

Frankfurt School informed response to the recent reorganizatíon

of tertiary education in Australia attests, such a realizatíon

of the idea of t,he public sphere is understood ùo be possible

only in sites such as t,he liberal university, where a pure

reason can stil1 operate7 Thus, a public opinion serving the

general interest can no longer issue from the public at large

or from the 'ordinary person' as in the liberal-democratic

populisù account; what is left is the voice of a few raised ín

the name of the unity of human potent,ial, the voíce of ùhe

critícal theorist in his or her role as universal intellectual

or in contemplation of 'the aesthetic dimensíon, . It is the

phil-osophical humanism of the Frankfurt School, the assertion

of qeneral rules of human communication t or of the universal

reason that provides critical theory with its purchase on the

totality of society, that gives Habermas and the Frankfurt

School more generally the position from which t,hey can sit in
judgment on the authentic expressíon of the general interest;

can, in effect, speak for it.

f have indicated that both the conservative and humanist

Marxist varieties of populist discourse are marked by the real

polítical problem: rrrrho speaks f.or the people'? Their

specifícation of 'true leaderst or a rational 'public body of
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organized individual-s' (which begs ühe question 'whose

rationality?') as those suited for this job makes explicit, the

effecüive el-itísm of these discourses. This e1ítism does not

elide populísm: it, ís it,s mutual support r ârr expressive e1íte

or vanguard necessary for an historically beseiged or benight,ed

'people' to find voice.

!üe should not, however, imagíne t,hat because the liberal-
democratic populist discourse ís free of a prescribed elit,e

that, the quest,íon of who speaks f or rthe people' r ot rihat,

const,it,utes 'the people's ' voice, does not also need to be

asked of it. If this seems to be the case, it is simply that,

this approach argues for the present authenticity of 'the
people' and it,s self-expressíon through 'scíentific' organs of

opinion claimed üo be transparent of 'the people'.

Vfhether proposing that 'the people' can speak for ítsel-f
(ttre liberal-democratic position) or that it currently (ttre

Frankfurt, School position) or always (ttre conservative

position) requires a specially qualified group or individual ùo

speak for íL, what unites all three effectively populist

discourses is the notion of some foundat,ional 'people' in the

respective guises of t,he public or public opinion or rationat-

Eeneral interest. All assume an expressive relation between

their various concepts of 'the people' / p:ub1-ic,/ public opinion

and their preferred organs or agenüs of expression or

representation of that opinion. fn other words, all three posit

an essencer prêsêDting 'the people' (or what stands for it in
the Frankfurt School discourse) and its opinion as a naLural

origin pre-existing the r,rray in r,,rhich it is l<nown, voiced or

measured. This is what 1egítimates the opinion po1l t ot ühe

true leadert ot the public body of organized individual-s. Tt
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provides them with their social- and cultural authority, or

riEht of por^rer. By removing the object rpublic opinion' to a

different framework an altered staÈus and role can be argued

for it.

fï: A governmental framework

In t,he three varieties of populist discourse I have

consídered, what prevails ís the sense of a relatively
homogeneous tpeople' and of pubJ-ic opiníon as naturall-y

existing: to the extent any development or 'making' of them is
recognized, it, is as an organic growth. Indeed, the marker

of sham or illegitimate or less than objective forms of public

opinion is that they are described in t,he neEative terms of

Romantic organicist rhetorÍc as 'fabricated' , tari'ificially

created' , 'factitious' , 'shallow of root r , 'arduously
constructed' . A mechanícal- making of the public and public

opinion, that ís, a makíng susceptibte of analysis into
component parts not already recognizabJ-y holding within them

the germ of the entity they will spawn, is synonymous with a

lack of authenticity.
ff lre shift from this Romantíc discourse and choose

inst,ead a 't1evel of minimum and irreducible materiality in the

description of social arrangements,, (Donzelot ,I979a27'l) , and

íf , mobi]-izing the work of previous chaptersr îrê refuse 'the
peopJ-e' as a natural origin, l-ending íts essential aut,horíty to

the figures of the publ-ic and public opinion, Lhen we can

examíne public opinion as the outcome of an amalgam of

inst,itutional operat,íons. This will loe done by focussing on the

opiníon po1l, the currently ascendent cultural form of public
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opinion, and

governmental

consíderíng

practices.

it, as the positive Lool of

ïüe can begin rethinking the phenomenon of the opinion poll

wit,h the words of Murray Goot, cautioning against, what he takes

to be a predominant rrnaive realís It ] " belíef in the pol1s

because of their record in "second-guessing the outcome of

elections":

I1o ]ut opinion po11-s cannot be seen as simply
registering views whose existence is entíre1y
independent of the method by which they are
observed; opinion polls or referendürTrsr for that
matter construct opinions even as they record
them. They put items into people's heads; take the
bewildering range of ideas, formed and unformed,
that peopl-e Trave r determine which are the
inùeresting or relevant ones, and t,hen squeeze ühem
to f it some very narrow categories,' and having done
all t,hat , they report them as clear , s imple and
separate judgment,s even when they may be obscure,
complex and interconnected (Gootr19B5:49-50) .

fühat is useful here is t,he treatment of opinion po11s not as

reflect,ions of some already existing public opinion await,ing

enpirical measurement and the transparency of representation,

but as agencies of opínion formation. Because Goot does not

approach his object from within an epístemological problematic

of representation, which typically entails somehow measuring

the opinion po1J- aEainst, that which ít ís said to represent to

check its accuracy, he is able to treat the opinion poll as a

social technology for constructing and circulating patterns of

thought r,¡ithout any characberizatíon of it, as therefore false:

the question of 'mísrepresentation' and the a priori evaluation

ít implies does not arise, in the r4ray that it does in the

popu1ist discourses when opinion is deemed üo be 'manufacùured'

buí1ding opinion is, in some(tfrat is, when the active work of

r,râ]¡r acknowl-edqed) .
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Goot's description pays attention to the specific material

practices used to produce, patternr rnêâsnrê and publicize the

meanings that are presented and predominantly received as the

opinion of the public. Contrast this wittr Bryce's notion of
B

that, free and spontaneous 'talk'which will reveal the truth of

rrhat is already ín the public's mind, and which Ga1lup and Rae

t,ake up as the basis of the modern polling method" Such a

valuation of rtalk' over writing is itself the legacy of

Romantic discourse and íts preference for the oral cultures of

pre-literate peoples, due to its attribution to them of a

spontaneityr veracity and lack of ambiguity a1legedly absent in

literate Enlight,enment cultures. fn fact, far from being a pure

conduit for an Índividual subject's thought, 'talk' or speech

routinely takes the form of highly requlated kinds of

utterances, differentiated accordíng to instítutíonal sites,
and this is particularly so of t,he interview form cenLral to

po11ing.

If po11s enable the public oy it,s 'scientifically'
selected represenüatives to speak, they do so under highly

specifíc conditions" First,ly, they involve the creation of a

special speech sÍtuation, that of the intervíew, the formal and

informal trainings it implies, and its available speaking

positions; t,he interviewer empowered to ask questions and

regul-ate the exchange, the interviewee constrained to reply in

what count as appropriate r^rays and times . Secondly, and

somewhat differen'bly from the fírst condition, the opinion poll

delimit,s r,¡ho is able to speak, that is, the speaking position

of the interviewee is allor,t¡ed on1-y to individuals and not to

groups. Thírdly, the opinion pol1 prescribes certain topics,

vocaloularies and the types of possible st,atements that can be
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made. It is under these conditions and by these techniques that

the meanings given to ansr¡Iers and presented as the public

opinion on a partícular matter are produced. Neither should the

fact that pol1s are commissioned by particular groups for

specific purposes (for example I for market surveys, media

ratings, and the identificatíon of political constituencies),

be overlooked. In addit,ion, there are then the practíces of

presentation to consider. The most important of these include

the language of the headline attached to the po1l findings, and

the routine distributíon of opinions in percentage terms " This

last constitutes a crucial- means for converting heterogeneous

beliefs and prejudices, and different types of knowledge and

ignorance, into a comnon or homogeneous form such that,

responses can be aggregaüed to produce a singular result, or a

resul-t issuing from a single source, ühe public.

These conditions and processes that renable the public to

speak', in factr coîstit,ute public opinion and with it, help

constitute the public that is said to hoLd that opinion. They

do not simply express or represent these entitíes. Thus , for

exampler ân Australian public "overr¡rhelminglty]" supportive of

ca11s for rra slowdor,rn in the rate of Asian immigration t,o

Australía" is helped into being by a Newspoll reported on th.e

front page of The Australian, August, 9, 1988. The report

consists of a very large black and white photograph of the

profíles of an aged Asian man, eyes hooded, face ímpassive, and

a young Asian boyr símilar1y (one imagines t,he racist reading)

'inscrutable' to !üestern audíences and connoting respectively a

pensioner (tnat Ís, welfare dependent,) and a student-cum-

pot,entía1-compet,ít,or-in-t,he- j ob-market. Over these images is

the boxed, block-typed question, I'Should Asían immigration be
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slo.t¡red down?" Over part of the head of the young boy is the

even larger, boxed, blocl<-typed ansr¡rer: "YES 77%, NO LB%" r plus

a breakdown in lower-case type of these ansr¡Iers by party

polit,ical preference and school--leaving age" The headline of

the artÍcle, across the top of t,he discursive account of ùhe

po1l findings placed above the much larger graphic, reads t'7'7pc

want Asian migrat,ion sl-orrred". The reader is faced r^¡ith the

accomplished decision of Australíans (tfrat is, an aggregation

of 1150 telephone interviews , r^reight,ed f or population

distribution though imprecise about what this means in t,erms of

socíal differences), a decision given a silent rationale by the

visual-ized 'otherness' provided by t,he photograph. A puìolic,

which knows its mind, is provided for the reader to al-ign him

or herself wÍth t or to feel dístanced or excluded from. One is

ínvitedr ãs an Australian (and Ín the quoted interviern¡, by

questions formulated in direct address "do you agree or

disagree..?" t "'roroul-c1 you say..?) to take a po

the public mind here made manifest.

\sition vis-a-vis

Other notable features about how t,his 'public mind¡ is

shaped up and brought Lo the reader's notice include:

techniques of aggregation whích lump together respondents who

"strongly aqree" and those who only "partly agree" to the

question posed to them ín the íntervíew (which, unlíke the

headlined question, is atüributed to ühe "Leader of the

Opposition, Mr.Ho'rr¡ardt', thus adding a further factor) in order

to produce the f igure of "'77"7""; the omission of the st,atistícal
group of 5%, composed of those who either "don't know" or

select none of the proffered responses (registered as

"neither" ), from the interpretation of the resultsi the

category of "Age left school" included in the statístíca1
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breakdown of the respondents r^¡hich suggests demarcation of them

in terms of working-c1ass, under-credentialled job seekers, but

r,rhich, in fact, does not ídentífy how long ago the respondent

1ef t school- ( ttre point being that in some periods the

correlation between school-leaving age and class ís much weaker

than in others); the organization of statements in the

interpretation of the results such that the Leader of the

Federal Opposition, Mr.Howard, mentioned first, is aligned with

the "7'7y"" and presented as expressing the view of ùhe maj oríl,y ,

uhile the Prime Minister, Mf . Har,rrke, is present,ed in what

appears an objective fashíon as defendÍng current, mult,iculùura1

immígration policy, but in a way which structurally conveys the

impression of his rloss of touch' with 'the Australian peopler;

the context of the po11, which Ì¡as commissioned for The

Australian in the wake of the Leader of the Federal

Opposítion's public comments on the need to rethink immigration

poJ-icy and the extent of multiculturalism, and was thus cued by

the electoral strategies of a poJ-itical partyr itself
responding to the particular circumstances of Australia's
bicentenníal year and the revivifíed quest,ions of natÍonal

ident,ity (for insta.nce, Howard on 'one Australía') this helped

place on various media and other institutional agendas. The

specificities of the ways the public opinion presented to The

Australian's readership is arrived aL indicat,es its hiqhly

particular and mediated character.

Returning to my wider argument, and consideri.ng this
representative example, it can be argued that opinion pol1s and

the rriay they are deployed need to be seen as means of rnaking

future opinion and not as reflecting or expressing some

naturally occurring past, or present opinion or will of 'the
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people ' . Pierre Bourdieu makes a simílar but more elaborated

case in his provocatively titled article "Public Opinion Does

Not Exist" ( 197g) .9

Bourdieu's interest is Ín challenging the existence of

public opinion in the form it is assumed to take by opinion

poll-sters and those organizations which commission them. More

precisel-y' the article challenges the assumptions about, opinion

and the public that characterize opinion po1ls. Thus, his

critique probes deeper than the quÍte familiar criticism of

po11s on technical- grounds, for example, "challengíng the

represent,ativity of the samples" (1979zI24). In fact, Bourdieu

both doubts the validity of such objections, given the state of

polling methods, and is act,ual-1y concerned to develop polling

methods for a democratíca1-1y oríented social science through

the production of political 1-iteracy.

Rather than a technicist, crit,ícism about how adequately

po11s represent their object, Bourdieu focusses on the

particular Tlray polling techniques constitute ùheir obj ect,

according to the assumptions whích underlie them. These

assumptions are that "everyone can have an opínion...or...that
the production of an opinion is within everyonefs range of

possibility"; "that all opínions have the same value"; and that,

"there is a consensus about the problem, that is, an agreement

about vhich questions are r,rrorth asking", implíed by "the simple

fact of asking everyone the same question" (1-9792124). (for

example, in the Newspoll referred to above, consider the

interview question rtln comparison with the ímmigration policy

of ühe present Federal Government, would you say the

immigrat,ion policy of t,he Liberal-Natíonal Coalition would be

better f or Ausùra1ia, Ìrrorse f or Australia or make no
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dif ference? " : r^rhat kind of essential- unity and common

understanding of the term ís assumed of the referent

'Austral-ia'? Similarly, what kind of assumptions are being made

concerning respondents I awareness of operative and proposed

policies? ) Bourdieu contests each of these and works to

syst,emaüical1y disaggreEate the unities or supposed

homogeneities t,hat they inst,all in the opinion po11: the unity

of opinion holders, the unity of the val-ue of opinion, and the

unity of t,he problem about r'rhich opinions are held. fü is
because of these unities, that is, because opinion po1ls

operat,ionalize these assumptÍons, that Bourdieu diagnoses the

po1l as

at the present timer âî instrument of polítical
action; it,s most important, functíon is perhaps to
impose the íl-l-usion t,hat a pulolÍc opinion exísts¡
and that it is simply the sum of a number of
individual opinions (19792125).

fühy does Bourdieu consider the fiEure of a unÍfied public

opinion an itlusion, al-though a real artefact responsible for
the production of a 'rconsensus ef fect" ( 19792125)? f t is
because of the particular way in which opinion pol1-s constituùe

public opinionr âs t,he neutrally measured and presented Ídeas

of equal individual-s who naturally make up a consensual public,

and because thís ís incommensurate with anotherr ffiorê

differentiated constitution of opiníon. Bourdíeu describes this
competing productÍon of opinion, which is nevertheless bound up

with the operation of poJ-ls, in some detail.
First, he defínes the term opinion: "[b]y opinion f mean

propositions which are formulated in a coherent discourse...

Iwhích] intends to be heard, Ímposed, etc,, (I979:12B). He

relates this sense of 'bhe termr as how it is understood r,rrithin

the operaùion of po11ing, to the usually neglected category of
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'no replies'. If we take t,his category seriously, he argues, r¡re

find that it results from the incl-inations or dispositions of

those people who laek the 'cultura1 capitâl', or familiarity

with partícular dominant codes, üo formulate them in such a ïray

that they would attain the status of 'opinion'. Further,

Bourdieu noùes rrone finds that the rate of 'no replies' is
generally higher in women than in men" (1979:125), and that t,he

margin between the genders increases as the quesùions posed

become more specifically political, the margin between more-

educated and l-ess-educated people increases the more a question

concerns problems of knowledge, and so on. In othert,rords,

whenr ês routínely happens, opinion po1Ls eliminate or

marginalize as irrelevant, indecisive or apathet,ic the category

of 'no repl-ies' from the presentatíon of their col-lected

material, because opinion po11s do not concern themselves with

the social conditions under which opíníons are produced, they

exclude groups lacking the requíred cultural- capital from the

publ-ic t,hey claim to sinply '1et speak' as so many equaL

individual-s.

lVhat does this cultural capital, necessary to formulate

what ís counted as an opinion, consisü of? Bourdieu argues that
people produce ansr¡rers to questions according to two

prínciples: a polit.ical competence, which involves perceiving a

question as being polit,ical rather than et,hical, and then

applying a range of political cat,egories to it, and which is
different,ía11y distribut,ed throughout a popul-ation depending on

levels of education and, rel-aùedly, according to gender; and a

'cl-ass ethos', which is rta system of ímplicit values which

people have interiorized from chil-dhood and from which they

Eenerate ans'wers to very dífferent types of questions", along
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Lrith rtrhat seem to be arbitrary or índividual- judgments of taste

and preferenee (19792L26). opinion polls routinely recognÍze

only the first of these principles as at work in their

respondents' answers. This is because the dominant problematic

in rrhích questions are posed in opinion pol-ls is a political

one. Bourdieu explains this Ín terms of the organizations which

can afford to commission an opinion poIl " Such organízations

have demands for Ínformation "closely 1ínked to the socio-

political conjuncture and dominated by a specific kind of

social demand", and this results in the imposition of a

political problematic: " I i ]n other words, the problems posed

are political problems'' (1979zI24).

Given what Bourdíeu and others have argued are systematic

relations of determination loetween classr gender, educaùional

levels and thus the degree of mast,ery and of refínement of a

person's 'poJ-itical competencê' r and gíven the dominant

politíca1 problematic of opinion polls, which requires a

politícal competence, certain social groups are unable eíther

to respond to po11s in a way that wil-1 be counted, or to

respond wíthin the same probJ.ematic that the question ís put, to

ühem and t,heir ansrller ínterpreted. (Bourdieu contends that, "if
t,he problem is one which [ttre respondents] do not perceive as

being po1-it,íca1 for them.. "or if the problem is not yet cJ-early

perceived, they will choose by what is called class instinct"
(19792128), but which is acüua11y their socially organized

'c1ass et,hos'. ) f have already noted whaü the f irst incapacit,y

leads to; the second means t,hat a large number of respondents

may "misüakenly ansr^rer a different quesüion from that which was

asked". Tn the second case, the interpretatíon of the po1l is

only "a record of the misunderstanding" ( 1- 9'792725) , or the
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answer to a quite different question, namely, 'what is the

dist,ribution of politica1 competence in the sample?' If the

meaning of the answer vas interpret.ed ín the light of this
question, it would explode the assumption of the unit,y of 'the
pulolic' , of the unity of ùhe effective po1ítical value of

opinions, of the unity of the issue about t¡hich opinions are

held. It is in this way t,hat Bourdieu's competing account of

how opinion is constituted disaggregates the population, though

not into autonomous indíviduals, rather than contriloutíng to

the figure of an essentially unífied public, ot r to put it ín

his terms, rather than contríbuting to a consensus-effect

achieved by the imposit,ion of a "domínant problematic. . .which

essentially interests the people who hold pol'irer and rqho

consider themselves to lce well ínformed alcout the means of

organizing their political action" (1979 zL27).

Bourdíeu says this dominant political problematic is

exemplÍfied in questions such as rr rAre you for ùhe sexual

independence of married couples?' , 'Are you in favor of a non-

repressive educatioll? I tr, which elicít favourable responses from

respondents high in the social and educational hierarchy but

unfavourable replies from those not so placed and relying on

the moral lessons of their class et,hos. Other questíons "which

deal with real transformation of the relations of force between

c1asses", such as "'Shoul-d teachers act in solidarity with

other civil service employees during periods of social-

conflict?r" receíve an ínverse pattern of responses (I9792127).

The dominant po1ít,ica1 problematic, geared towards "the

symbolic form of social relations" (L979212'7), makes the

formulation of new opinions clifficult. Bourdieu argues for the

need
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to provide people with the means of being the
producers, not of their answers, but of theír
questions, and in doing so produce theír means of
defense against questions which are imposed upon
them simply because they do not have any others
(L97 9 21,29) "

This will involve t'from primary school on...a real political

education" (79792129). Bourdieurs ansrrler to the kínd of public

opinion forged by the opiníon poll and íts related form, the

electoral system, ís thus a pracüical solution embedded ín the

recognition of a differentiated population and the generat,ion

of social and political 1íteracies relevant to these

conditíons "

ImportanLl-y , this distinguíshes Bourdieu's position of

pulolic opiníon f rom Stuart Ha11's, despít,e some Althusserian

símilarities. Hall et 4. 's approach to the t,opic is evident

in, for example, the chapter on t'The social production of neÌrst'

in Policinq The Crisis ( 1980), in which t,he concerted

production of public opinion about '1aw and order' íssues in

BrÍtain in the 1970s is examined. This is undertaken in terms

of a neo-Gramscian theory of social hegemony, with the focus on

t,he relations between dominant sociaL institutions, for

e>cample, the police, courtsr parliament and the media, as

agencies of opinion formation. Conceíved as relatíve1y

autonomous apparatuses of the state, the media work to

professional rules of objectivity and bal-ance and draw on the

definitions, frameworks and personnel of surrounding

instit,utions to make their stories, thus maintaining their or4rn

professional distance and neutrality as a simple 'relay' of the

neT¡rs to their audíences. Hall et a1. give the name of 'primary
10definers'- - to the representatives of dominant social

insùitutions on which the media rouLinely call, and t,his has
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become a particularly influential and plausibte concept in

Media Studies. As well as privileging the ideoJ-ogies of these

dominant ínstitutions in a rrray that overrides any 'equal time'

given üo 'secondary definers' (for example, the trade union

leader who may be given right of reply to an employers'

spokesperson), ít is argued t,hat the media rework the preferred

Ínterpretations of the primary definers in t,erms of the pulolic

idiom which constituües a Eíven media outlet's distinctive mode

of address, and at times take on a 'public voice' (as in

edítorials asserting 'the public demands...'). Publíc opiníon

is thus manufactured in the frameworl<s of the powerful, long

before members of the public are asked their views in an

opinion poJ-1. In this lies the suggestion of a 'rea1 ' publ-ic,

not 'manufactured' and hidden behind the fa1se, 'ídeological'
publ-ic and its hegemonic work. Hall et al-. note that "T¡rhere

official poJ-icy and opinion is concentrated and popular opinion

is dispersed, the media play a critical mediating and

connecting role in the formation of public opinion" (1980:63):

in an inversion of Nisbet's formul-ation, popular opinion names

the real location and orienLatíon of 'the people' .

Irlhile Bourdieu's díagnosis of the rconsensus-ef f ect' of

po11s is similar to thÍs account of the hegmonic work of public

opinion, crucially, his argument makes no recourse to the idea

of a Èrue publíc, lrrongly suJojugated in imaginary relatíons and

which might emerge in it,s oT4rn right when the manipuJ-ation of

opinion polling ís revealed and right,ed. Unl-ike Hall- et 4.'s
claim that the public is t'bypass Ied ] " ( 1980:63 ) by primary

definers and the work of the media, and thus has had its mind

made up for it before it, ís consulted in pol1s or el-ections,

Bourdieu sees such a constitution t oÍ 'manufacture' of the
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publíc mÍnd êsr in itself, unexceptionable,and, in fact, the

only way t,he public mind, public opinion t or the public can

exist,. This view is encapsulated in his concept of 'the state

of opinion' .

Bourdieu points out that, while opinion polJ-s treat public

opiníon as the sum of indivídual opiníons, "gathered in an

isolated situation where the individual furtively expresses an

isolated opinion" , opinions are actually t'f orcesrr r and

Itrelations of opínions are conflicts of forces" (1979l.I2B). The
11

state of opinion at any one time is the product of a field of

forces and tensions, which includes those exerted by opinion

pol1s and the ways they are used and presenüed in the media and

by poJ-itical parties and other groups. When someone 'has an

opinion ' it ís because he or she has situaùed him or herself in

rel-ation to already formulated opinions, that is, proposit,ions

formulated in a coherent discourse. Bourdieu emphasizes this,

saying

[o]ne commonly speaks of 'taking a position'; the
expression must be understood in íts strongest
sense; the positíons are there before us and rúe
take them" . .not. . .haphazardl-y... IUut] in function
óilour position ín a cãrtain dómain (Ig7gzI2B).

Bourdieu may agree wíth Hall that the posit,ions dominantly

availabLe to tal<e are, from both their political perspectives,

a problem, but there is no sense in which he would see this
prior existence of institutionally formuLated propositions as

usurping the proper activÍt,y of 'the publ ic ' , as if this
somehow exísts outside social instítutions and reLatíons of

power and knowledge. Bourdieu's concept of the state of opinion

is not characterízed by such a purported unity and iü is not

tíedr âs is the concept of public opinion, Lo a singular

privil-eged poJ.itical subject: no figure of the public or 'the



people' animates the state of opinionr although, as

produced by aEencies such as the opínion poll, th.e

'the peopler wil.l play its role in the field of

conflicts of forces that practically and effectively
what predominant,ly counts as the süate of opiníon.
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an ent,ity

publíc or

forces and

produces

Removing the social product, of public opínion and the

parüicul-ar form of the opinion pol1 from a popuJ-ist, framework

enables us üo consider them as other than the manifest,ations

(successful or failed) of an always already exist,ing political

subj ect, preceding and authoring the rlray poJ-itics will ot t

ideallyr should proceed. Public opÍnion, whether summoned up by

the opinion pol-l or the editorializing of the media or read

ínLo a topical joke, is not an index of what 'the people'

think, buù what helps routinely produce the belíevable figure

of 'the people I for populations to variously recognize

themselves in or feel excluded from. In particul-ar, it is more

appropriat,e to consider the increasingly ubiquitous opinion

pol1 as a governmental technique for knorniing the díspersed

populatíon of the nation-state t ot of various domains within

ít, and for forming politícal actors. As a governmental

techníque, polling is used by various social organizations,

involved wit,h, fot example, economic marJceùing, political

constituüencies, and media audiences.

Opinion pol1s, despite the heroic dimensions attributed

them by Gallup and Rae as t,he hardfought handmaídens of 'the
people' , find their place wit,hin the less exciting but arguably

more important lineage of what was called in the seventeenth

century 'Political Arithmetic' and t,he 'moral science' of

statistics. Like the statist,ical study of popul-at,ions and the
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categories ít generates, the opinion po11 works by extracting

and constituting knowledges and subjects. f have discussed

before how the specificr complex technology of governmental

power entails a network of knowledge relations made possibfe by

the continuous visibility to itself of the governed population

in t,he form of individual bodies subjected to a constant

surveí11ance of their l-ocations, gestures and act,ivities. The

opinion po1l, together with other assessments of publíc

opinion, operates in contemporary societies as a more or less

constant surveillance of the socía1 posÍtíon of individuals,

that ís, of their position relative to the variety of social

groups enunciating opinions r or coherently formulated

proposit,ions, and adopting particular socía1 practíces and

acüivities. Tf, as I have quoted Foucault earl-ier, "the

population is the subject of needs, aspirations" as welL as

"the object in the hands of the government,t' (1979a:18), then

these aspirations and needs must be deüermined in some way; a

certain extraction of knowledge about ít,s particuLar state from

the subject who¡ âs 'the object' of government, will be the

tarEet of specific policies, large-scale campaigns and less

obtrusive actions, is necessary.
I2

Like the dísciplínary and pastoral techniques that

characterize governmental-ity and are to be found organizíng a

plethora of institutions, the opínion po11 operates across a

range of ínstitutionsn ê1icíting knowl-edge from t,he household,

the workplace, the electoral domain, instít,utions of leisure

and consumption, and so on. Finally, the opínion po1L 's
techniques of aggregation play the same rol-e as that noted by

Keíth Triloe of a "concentration on a numerícal principle for

the organisation of an argument" ín Petty's Pol itical
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Arithmet,icr published in 1690: "this. . .does not, represent an

early flowering of the 'scientific spirit' , but rather is the

only means available for conceíving the nation as a whole"

(1978:86). The opinion poll is useful to a Eovernmental po\^rer

in its simultaneous attention to the individual and its
de1ívery of a multiplicity of indívídual-s, or their thought,s

and disposÍt,ions, ín t,he form of a unifÍed population. This

provides materials and targets for the production of fuüure

opínion and aspirations ¡ as well as means of assessment of

current strategies.

fn this 1iqht, Bourdieurs suggestion of providing people

wíth the mêans to produce their questions can be regarded as

settíng out a path for a non-populisù, democratic

reorganizabion of this Eovernmental technique of surveillance.

Tn themselves, the pract,ices and relatíons of governmentality

are neither democratic-popuJ-ist, democratic nor undemocratic,

but in it,s current usual deployment the opinion po11 has

operated as a populist device serving to legitimate part,icular

'possessors' of power by being conceíved as a kind of conduit

of authorit,y f rom it,s location in 'the peopl-e' ùo those

interests represented and purportedly validated by the po1l

result. Bourdieu's suggestion has the potential ùo effect a

democratic reorganizaLLon of a technique of power and l<nowledge

relations because ít, emerges from a grasp of the constitutíve
character of the technique" ft does not, then, waste energy

advocating the proper recognition of 'the people' as sovereign

ín the opiníon polJ-, or the replacement of the opínion po11 1oy

a device which does, but directs its attention to securing a

more equitable involvement of actors in the constit,ution of the

institutional- aims, decisions and outcomes in which they are
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impl-ícated, all of which the opinion poll helps to

operationalize. This equit,able involvement will depend directly

on the kinds of rationalitíes or capacities ínstit,utional-J-y

acquired by actors rtt * Bourdieu's proposal of a po1ít,íca1

education recognizes: an actor, unlíke a member of 'the
people', has no romantic, naLural and necessary cl-aim üo

'particípation' .

Bourdieu's recommendat,Íon of a rreal polit,ical education'

may be üaken to mean a formal political education equipping

acüors with capacitíes for ongoing analysis and the generation

of new institutional and r,,rÍder social scenarios. This would

necessarily involve attention to and compeùition i,rith the

effect,íve1y very real political education that all currenüI-y

receive across a range of cul-tural inst,itutions ¡ âfld which

constítute people's political lit,eracies. Tt is üo this f now

furn.
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NOTES

On t,his lineage Foucault says: " almost all of the
eighteenth-century reformers. . .credited opínion with
considerable potential force. Since opinion could only be
good, being the immediat,e consciousness of the whole
social body, they thought, people would become virtuous by
the simple fact of beíng observed. For them, opinion was
like a spontaneous re-actualísation of the social
contract. They overlooked the real conditions of
possibilit,y of opinion, the 'media' of opinion, a
materiality caught up in the mechanisms of the economy and
polrer ín its forms of the pressr publishing, and later the
cinema and television. . . They believed opinion would be
inherently just, that, it would spread of its own accord,
that it would be a sort of democratic surveillance"
( 1980:161-162) .

For example, in the eÍghteent,h century 'the publíc'
referred to a specific socíal group, enfranchised,
propertied, educated males related ín particular
ínst,itut,ional r,rays and producing 'rat,ional' views. As the
related descript,ion of a social space, 'public' took ít,s
sense from its separation from the family as the sphere of
intimat,e social relations. See Sennett (7977). In the
twentieth century, 'the public' is more commonly used to
refer to all adult individuals in a societyr âÍrd these are
not conceived as related in any particular wâfr nor
necessarily the holders of ratíona1 or consistent views.
The associated sense of 'public' derives today more from
its opposition to 'Èhe private', in a psychologíeal sense,
than to another social sphere.

fn the case of 'opinion'r while the twentieth century has
seen the term 1ímited to those facets of personal reality
visible on the surf ace of social life, and to t,he
cognitive rather than t,he af f ective f aculties, such
precision only followed the ríse of social psychology and
t,hat, díscipline's redef inition of 'attitude' (which is
t,oday paired wittr 'opinion ' as it,s hidden r pêrsistent,
irrational underside) away from its eighteenth-century
sense of a physical (rather than mental ) posture
expressing a mental state or adapted to a course of
actíon. See Fleming (fg0Z).

Clemens' claims as to the recentness of the incorporat,ion
of pollíng into day-t,o-day politics in Britaín may be
related to the dífferent development of polling ín t,hat
nation, in turn traceable to the different prof íle of t,he
social sciences in Britain and the Uníted States. The
first form of opinion polling in Britain was organized by
t,he Mass-ObservatÍon unit, set up in the early 1930s by an
anthropologist, Harrissonr ând a journalíst, Madge. The
unit's methods rüere qualit,ative rather than quantitative,
with a large number of participant observers detaíling
'mass' phenomena and collective behavíour and reportÍng in
pamphlets for a rmass' readership. See Harrisson (1940).

Clemens' view adds to 1950s theoríes of democracy as
pluralist (e.9., Dahl (1961), Lípset (1960) ) by stressíng

2.

3

4.
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the possibility of access to the harmonious wtrole said, in
these theoriesrto overarch t,he plural interests presented
by various advoeaùes and lobbyists. For a critical
analysis of such theories, see Dun:an & Lukes (7967),
Gít1in (1967) , ono ( 1967 ) .

Directed by I{i11iam V'Ie1Iman, and written by Robert Risken,
a colleague of Frank Capra, the Hollywood director of a
corpus of films, such as Meet John Doe (194I), which offer
exemplary instances of an American, míd-twentieth-century
populist díscourse.

That Habermas' concept of 'the publíc sphere' is normative
or prescriptive ís clear. As an editorial footnote to
Habermas' advice about the normative importance of the now
defuncù liberal or bourgeois model of the public sphere
insists, "Ih]ere it should be understood that Habermas
considers the principle behind the bourgeois public sphere
as indispensable, but not its historical formt' (Habermas,
1979 z2OO , emp. added ) .

For an example of thisr sê€ Sharp (1988), and see, Hunter
(1989) for a useful critique of the characterízation of
the uníversiùy ín terms of a 'pure reason' through an
examination of the hist,orical role and relat,ion of
Australian universities to the state.

This notion is sti11 wídely current and, problematical-1y,
enj oys a certaín f ollowíng ín, amongst ot,her areas ,
Television Studies: see Fiske & Hartley (1978) and Fiske
( leBe) .

9. See also Bourdieu ( 1990: 168-774) .

10. Hall et a1.'s concept of 'primary definers' is indicative
of the problems of structural functionalism associated
with the Althusserian framework. The work of primary
definers t ot accredited representatives of powerful
inst,it,utions, is, on the one handr prêsunlably determined
by the specific maùerial practices and routines of those
inst,it,utions, and not by any simple 1ínk to a ruling
economic or class posit,ion that overrides the
specif icÍt,ies of instítut,ions. But íf this is indeed the
ease, rühy r oÍr the other hand, are t,he statements and
definitions provided by primary definers necessaríly on
the side of "the reproducùion of the dominant, ideologies"
( 1 980:60 ) and exist,ing class relations r âs they are
treated in Hall et al. 's analysis? Another way of putting
t,his is to asr on what Uasis primary deiiners can be
differentíated from secondary definers (or those
spokespersons whose statements and definitions run counter
to the dominant ideologies), when both are accredited
representatives of t,heír instit,utions? How is t,his effect
of primacy achÍeved apart from the temporal orderíng of
media agendas and accounts of social 'questíons' and
'problems'? Hall et al. 's ascription of primacy, however,
is not made on these grounds, as the media are presented
as " in a posit,íon of structurecl subordínation to the
primary definers" ( 1980: 59 ) . Given this, the distinction
between primary and secondary definers can only loe made by

7
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decidíng in advance of the particular effect,s and uses to
which spokespersons' statements are put, which
instit,utions are dominant and which subordinate, according
to üheir structured relation to t,he differentiat,ed social
totalit,y that, characterizes Althusserianism, for example
in the terms of 'domínant ideology' or the neo-Gramscian
generalized category of 'cultural hegemony'.

11. The term 'state of opinion' indicates the movement and
instability of t,he f ield out of which any one state t oî
readíng of opinion, is formed. Tt is because opinion po1ls
do not attend in this r4ray to t,he social conditions ín
which opinion are formed that Bourdieu contends that
"opinion surveys, except for certain accident,s, have a
very high forecast rate regarding elections, but they seem
to faí1 when one compares an early result with a later
one, whenever there has been an intervening erisis"
(L9792728).

12.

13.

See Foucault (1982) for a discussion of pastoral por^rer.

The concept of 'actor' draws on Hindess' definition of an
actor as a locus of action and decision made possibte by
the actor's institutionally acquired statuses and
rat,ionalíties ( 1986, 19BB) .



CHAPTER 6

The Cultural Product,ion of Political Literacies
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f have suggest,ed in Chapter 5 hor,r¡ the predominant,

production and reading of public opinion pol1s owes its

character to and also helps consolídate a certain political

lit,eracy ¡'redded to the Romantic truth of 'the people'. My

objects in this chapter and the next are quite particul-ar: to

specify something of the cultural spaces where and means by

which political literacies and theír associated capacities are

constit,ut,ed, to detail one populist f orm t,his has routinely

taken ín English-speaking societies since tr{orld Trlar TT, and to

analyse the features and deployment, of its most recent variant.

It is because of these historical, instit,ut,ional arrangements

that, populism ís currently an effective set of truths governing

the conduct of politícs. However, to address these particular

object,s, f need first, üo establísh guidelínes for how we are to

conceive of 'culturer and its relatÍons to politics.

I: The polit,ics of culture

One starting point might, be to note the shifting meanings

of the term 'culture' - from it,s early usage as a benign

tending of agricultural growth, to the designation of a 'way of

1ífer and the dif ferentiation of ways of lífe ¡r¡ithin and across

natíons in the níneteenth century, to t,he now common

identification of the producüs of íntellectual and artistic

creativity (Wiffíams,1983:87-93) - and that these have been

hist,orically related to major social and political changes

(including the emergence of the modern natíon-state, the

extension of the franchise, emancipation of subordinate groups,

the introduction of popular education).

However, while this marks out one sense, the politicality
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of cultural forms does not simply consist, of the linking up of

a cultural field to a supposedly separate domain of politÍcal

change. Instead, we need to be ar4rare that the study of culture

has an intrinsic political dimension because cultural
activities have active det,ermining effects in the ongoing

negotiaùion of por¡trer relations that takes place in shiftíng
circumstances, and involves particular knowledges, practices,

agents, institutions, calculatíons and outcomes.

The ímportance of the argumenü that cultural activities
and practices can have act,ive det,ermining political effects

becomes clearer if we keep in mind an opposing, reductive

account of cultural practices as simply reflecting already

given relations of po'hrer. fn ùhis view, these relaùions of

po'wer can be understood through the disciplines of , for
example, economics or political philosophy which, àL least in

some of their dominant guises, would trace political forms back

to certain economic 'interests' or to a foundational 'human

nature' . We can see how such conceptuaTízaLions would then

relegate the study of cultural forms to a quite secondary and

epiphenomenal role with regard to what they could tell us about

polit,ics/por,¡er relations and their 'expression' or

'representation'. Conùrary to such an approachr cultural forms

can be studied as practices which produce a socíally
determined, polysemic range of meanings that can be organized

and used to particular political effect. That, is, these

culturally produced meanings (which may be ínformational,

pleasurable, painful, emotive, etc.) can be used in ways that

secure r Írâintain or alter relations of por4rer and their
instit,ut,ional organi zaLíon.

These inítial comments about the specific sense of the
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term 'politics' in relation to cultural forms are necessary

simply because, while 'culture' is very often considered in
relation to 'ideology', it,s relation to politics is not so

often discussed. The relations of cultural practices to the

institut,ional sít,es, the conditions and ef f ects of porrrer

relations are frequently overlooked in favour of a

consideration of the rray cultural practices embody or are

shaped by an individual or class conscíousness or recognition

of social structures. That is, while Cultural Studies' dominant

paradígms conceptualize cultural forms within a problematic of

recognítion (or misrecognit,ion), cultural-political relations
go unremarked and unanalysed. As well as ídentifying cultural

activitíes in terms of ideologies or t,he social knowledges by

which people make sense of the world, cultural act,ivÍties need

also to be thought in terms of how they tíe ínto other

institutional practices, not simply as a way of representing or

understanding porrrer rel-ations, but ín the way these cultural
practices and products are Eq of the means of negotiating and

renegotiating power-knowledge relations.

This approach to cultural forms (which shares some

filiations with an earlier rhetorical orientation) is nowhere

better developed than in fan Hunter's "After represenùation:

recent díscussions of the relation between language and

literature" (tgg¿a), and a brief reference from its examples

can help shape up the direction of our analysis. Hunter studies

"the role that techniques of writing play in different forms of

social organisatíon" ( 1984a:409) . These techniques vary in

their locatíon from institutions of social discipline to that

of 1iùerature, and Hunter focusses on the ninet,eenth-century

novel: Dickens' Our Mutual Friend ( 1864-65 ) and the
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( lBBB ) , cl-assif íed as

pornography. What Hunter takes issue wíth is a

líterary-critical approach t,hat uses Dickens "to exemplify a

form of representatÍon in which experience can speak to and

through a humane consciousness" , and that asserts Vüalter's

writing as a failure of this (1984a:405).

For Hunter, the rel-ation of Dickens' writing to the social

sphere is not one of representation, where the experiences

garnered in the social sphere and filtered through Dickens'

advanced humanity lead him to advocate progressive social

reforms. The novel is not 'about' nineteenth-century socía1

lifer âs if set apart from it in an ideal visionary space of

overview and imaginative commentary, but a relay wíthin the

practical orqanization of social life:

Dickens' 'descriptions' . . .have the prímary function
of developing neÏ¡ norms of publ-ic behaviour and
morality, and new forms of character-ídentification
associated with the mass formation of secular
conscience. They do not attempt to give information
about social life but help to constitute the new
'surfaces' of publíc morality on which a whole
range of formerly tolerated activities (public
indecency, drunkeness Isic] r profligacy, child
labour, dereliction of family duties etc. ) would
show up as unaccept,able (uunter ,\9B4az4O7) .

Similarly, Walter's excitatory descriptions of London low life

are not a failure of representation and of the subjectivity

that supposedly administers iL, but an indication that his

writing "is not connected to the ner¡r machinery of social

discipline, except perhaps as a perverse relayr' (Hunter,19B4az

408). Thus, the cultural form of the novel is îotr first and

last, ühe embodiment of an individual or more general human

consciousness or of an ideology, but an instrument in the

"material installation of nehr moral

cultural practices

technologies" (Hunter,

1984a 2409). A set of (here, the composition
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of exemplary character types, the narratíve st,aging of events,

the seríalization of novels in nerrspapers and magazines,

techniques of reading aloud in the family homel, and so on) are

part of the government ot ¡ in its constitutíve sense , of the

surveí1lance and policing of a populatíon and its individuals.
It, ís in this way that f shall consíder the populist cultural
practices and products that are our object.

To end these introductory remarks it is appropriat,e to

note that this break with defining culture in terms of alleged

specía1 expressive or representational abilit,ies is part of a

more thoroughgoing rethinking of what we mean loy the term. fn
my initial attempt at describing the relations betr¿een culture

and politics I Índicated the concepts of culture avaílable
2

s ince the nineteenüh cent,ury : a 'way of li f e ' , and the end-

products of a process of intell-ectual and artistic creativity.
For my purposes, both of these are problematic as bot,h, in

theír dífferent forms, draw their meaning from the model which

emerged at the end of the eíght,eenth century and which

described

a general 'cultural process' whereby either in the
dialectic between 'man'sr thoughts and feelings, or
in the one reconciling his consciousness and his
'social being' - human att,ributes are f ormed
according to t,he goal of total development (Hunter,
19BB z7I) .

This Romantic legacy of I'an ideal general development of human

faculties and social forces" (Hunter,l-9BB:71) disarms any

attempt t,o describe and assess culturally formed interests and

at,tributes by returning such analysis to a universal human

teleology through t,he phenomenological notion of 'the
dialect,ic'. Agaín, iL is Hunter r,trho cogent1y demonstrates this
point, in relation to the available assessments of literary
education and its outcomes, in his Cult,ure And Government
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(1988). To escape from t,he Romant,ic dialectic of the intell-ect

and t,he senses in which culture has been predominantly

conceived, and following Foucault's enablíng break from the

uníties governing historical description, Hunter has redefined

culture as "a patchwork of cultural ùechnologies" (198B:x),

that, is, " 'motley' or non-oriented ensembles of norms,

practíces, techniques, and instibutions" ( 1988a 2174) . lrlhat

rüomen and men can be, the att,ributes t,hey can possess, is
dependent on the cultural institut,ions in which t,hey find
themselves, and

It]he field of cultural instítutions...is not rich,
organically ínterrelat,ed t ot dial-ectically open-
endedr it is relatively sparse on any given
historical occasion, differentiated, and limited in
the range of interests, at,tributes, and forms of
assessment that it admíts of (Hunter,19BBazI27).

The cultural technology t,hat Hunter focusses on is that, of

popular, elementary education, emerging in England during the

late eight,eenth century. The aims and achievements of this
technology coincide with the thesis' interest in 'the
populat,ion' as a primary feature of the new forms of power and

knowledge relations gathered under the rubric of

governmentality. According to Hunter, it was the apparatus of

popular educatíon which r^ras responsible for the polícing of rra

highly specific profile of cultural attributes...Ifike] health,

lit,eracy, criminal tendencies, private sentiments and public

conduct", and which¡ âs ttan hist,oríca11y unprecedented

machinery of social ínvestígation and adminístration", had

largely succeeded "by the middle of the níneteenth Icentury]
...in constituting the life of the population as an object of

glovernmentr' ( 19BB: ix) . In describing t,his part,icular cultural
technology, and its development, into the twentieth cenLuryr

rrhere it lends its norms and techniques to 1iüerary education
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as central to various curricula, Hunter helps det,ail the

formation of t,he citizenry of l-iberal-democratic socíeties, and

establish that its extension throughout a populatíon ís not the

populist resurrection of a long subjugat,ed 'people' but the

much more limited and norm-çJoverned, consùitutive work of

"organisíng, t,rainingf, and optimalising" the moral and physical

condition of a populat,ion ( 198B: 36 ) .

ft is clear that in adopting this concept of culùure I am,

by definition, displacing the idea of separate domains of

culture and polit,ics, their boundaries guarant,eed by their
essentía1 natures, and only linked in relations of externality.
This is because the concepü of culture as ta patchwork of

cultural t,echnologies' and as a form of human resource

management is made in terms that, stipulat,e both the

institutions (or social conditions) under which meanÌngs, as

well as the capacitíes involved, are produced, and the role in

the negotíation of power relations (or politíca1 effects) ttrat

these meanings and capacíties ent,aí1. Hunter, focussing on

cultural object,s and targetting a readership prímarily versed

in a literary, Cultural Studies or sociology of culture

vocabulary, employs t,he term 'culturalI to designate phenomena

that I, working in a somewhat different academíc configuration,

would pref er to dif f erent,iate as rsocial ' and 'political | : t,hus

it seems appropriate to maintain the rubric of 'social
instit,utions' and 'political effecùs' , rather than let

' cul-tural ' do the work of these as r,¡ell as des ignat,ing

'meaníng-production'. But this differentiat,ion is not the

rendering of essences ínto terminology: rather the nuanced

negotiatíon of forms of speech for partícular audiences and
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purposes.

fI: Popular cultural conceptions of politics

Wít,hin the general topic of the politícs of culüure I will
consider an instance where the relations so far alluded to may

be further examined. This instance is that of popular cultural
3conceptions of politics, in particular a certain amalgam of

concepüs that has circulated widely, espeeially in the l-ast few
4years. (By 'popularr f mean 'widespread" by 'culturaf in this

instance I am indicating the sites of television, radio, video,

filmr prínt, journalism and advertising).

I will consider how these popular cultural conceptions of

politics provide a very particular idea of ùhe category

'politics' and, having already established a different account

of what, f mean by thís term, can do this at some critical-
distance. As we11, following the t,hesis' wider argumentsr while

not viewing these popular conceptions of polítics as rtruer,

there ís no need to dismiss them as false. fnstead of these

familiar philosophical opt,ions, I will address these popular

concepüíons as having definite hístorical and social effects

operating precisely as the concept of politics that can be

appealed to ín a variety of campaigns, and as t,he basis on

which alliances ( for example, those of the Inelrr conservatism')

can be formed, strategies assembled, calculations made and

decisions taken. In other words, our interrogation of these

popular cultural concepüions need not sùart and fínish by

treating them as true or false representations. As f have saíd

elsewhere, the thesis' scope is not that of a positivist
political science, nor t,hat, which is usually regarded as
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ímpeding it, ideology.

Orwellian discourse

Recentlyr popular cultural conceptions of politics that

is, the way politics is talked about or presented in a range of

widely availabl-e cultural sites - have been characterized by a

particular form which, because of a set of repeated and

recognizable features, f can most appropriately refer to as

' orwe11ían ' di scourse . In 1984, especía11-y , it 'hras almosù

impossible to avoid this díscourse deployed, in one form or

another, in the various media. A few examples are the

television prog ramme Yes Minister, which r will examine in

Chapt,er 7, the spectre of the totalitarian state as a framework

for currenù affairs programmes, and varíous strategies of print
journalism.'

This deployment 'hras not, however, a 'f1ash in t,he pan'.

Orwellian discourse has a longer-range potentía1 to provide the

form of a popular critical wisdom. The instit,utional conditíons

of this potential are rel-ated to the texts of Orwell, in
particular Nineteen Eiqhty-Four (te4e) and Animal Farm (te45) ,

having had a more or less constant place in secondary school

curricula in BritaÍn, Australia and the United States
6

throughout the post-war period.

Orwellían discourse is composed of a number of closely

relat,ed statements about language, about common sense, about

'the people' , about the state, about democracy and social

change which are not simply Orwell's, or the writer Eric

Blair's, but a quíte explicít formulation of liberal-humanism

that is recognizably populist. All of its various essentialisms
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relate to the pivotal figure of 'the people'. Also specífic to

this díscourse is a vocabulary, for example, '!984', 'Big

Brother' r'doublesp".x/r'Newspeak' r'rewriting history' r'the
memory hole', 'Orwellian'. This set of variable formulae

derived from Nineteen Eiqhtv-Four circulates and works as a

type of shorthand, or as 'recognízable noÈations', for these

seríes of associated statements. For example, consider Bí11

Mitchellrs cartoon from The Aust,ralian (1985) (see Appendíx),

and t,he article headline "Big Brot,her Bob keeps us happy with

silverspeak" from The trfeekend Australian (nobinson,1984). The

iconic sign of the tel-escreen, and the linguistic sígns 'Big

Brother Bob' and'silverspeak' each operaùe like the punkrs

safet,y pin (to borrow from another well-known set of cultural
practices) as an easily recognizable notat,ion for a cluster of

B
concepts and activating prevalent connotations. f shal1

consider the wider political operation of these notations after

a description of theír associated concepts. These will not be

unfamiliar t,o readers but require itemizing in order to specify

the discourse so that hre may reconsíder the demarcations and

oppositions entailed. These are repeatedly presented as both

inevitable and exhaustive. Taking my cue from the 'silverspeak'
of the headline, I will begin by considering the concept of

language central to Orr,'¡el-1ian discourse.

This is essentially that, languager properl1r handled,

allowsr âs in Orwel-l's celebrated phrase, reality and truth to
I

shine through 'prose like a r,,¡indor'¡ pane' . Thus, language,

idea1ly, has no material weight of its own but serves simply to

express the already existing t,houghts of men Isic] and already

existing realit,y. Christopher Norris rightly describes this as

the empíricisù view that "language in a normal healthy
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condítion simply hands over the rar,ü stuff of experience" (1984:
10

254). (Contrast thís to the notion, which informs the thesis'

concept of culture, of signifying pract,ices producing, rather

than passively expressing, meaning.) This vier,r of language sets

the standard against which the aberration of 'Newspeak' and all

íts varianùs (silverspeak, "Hawkespeak" (Dodd & Forbes,1985),

"boredomspeak" (Stanton,l9B4), "Ed-speak'r (garrís,1985) ) can

be measured. 'Newspeak' is language manípulated to serve

definite ends: tor prêciselyr produce particular meanings

rather than reflect already existing ones. 'Newspeak' equals

jargon, the neologisms and verbosity of elite groups or

íntellectuals out of touch wíth reality, or trying to

mechanically change it via exclusive' technical language.

As this indicates, c1ose1-y related to this expressÍvist,

concept of language is t,hat of 'the reaf iù is held to

unproblematically represent. This entaíls the notion that

reality exists independently of the culturally organized

capacities which perceiven interpret or shape it. It is the

basis of the notion of 'raÌ{' experiencê' r a bedrock of f acts or

sensations that is not socially structured or classified in any

way but símp1y there for usr âs individuals, to immediately

without t,he medíation of any socially imparted habit,s of

t,hought and perceptíon l<nock up agaínst. Another closely

related ùerm is 'Life', as the domain of everyday experience

that, ís more or less universal, whose rhyt,hms are guaranteed by
t1

our thuman nature' and r,qhich is thus set off from the purely

contingent and transient features that characterize the

institutional, the political, the socially constructed and the

historically specific areas of existence.

It is this concept of an independently existing reality
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about which facts can be stated in'plain language'that ís the

standard against which the alleged abomination of 'rewriting
hist,ory' is measured. 'Re'writing history' in t,he Orwellian

discourse has its graphic form in Nineteen Eishty-Four's

rewrit,ing from day to day of the history of the perpetual war

between the states of Oceania' Eurasia and Eastasia where

a11ies lrere transformed into enemíes, and vice versa,

overnighü. 'Facts' in t,his scenario were thus debased as so

much fodder to disappear down the 'memory holer accordíng ùo

ühe bureaucratíc díctat,es of expediency. rn a Less fictional

world, ¡rrhaù this concept of an independentl-y exísLing and

knowabl-e reality is to be contrasùed wittr, in t,he Orwellían

discourse, is a cultura11-y relatíve or plura1 view of knowledge

which eschews any possibility of empiricist access to an

independent, reality t,hat could function as the final arbiter

between differing kno\4rledges and theír particular registration

of the 'gap' between reality and representation.

These concepts of language and 'the real' that figure in

Orwe11ían discourse may be sounding by now as so much 'common

senser . Vüe should noù treat this as either a reason to dismiss

or to comfortably accept them: common sense¡ ân historically

and culturally variable set of meanirrgs, has it,s or¡rn specif ic
12

weight or currency that repays analysis, and common sense is

Ítself a pivotal concept in the On¡el1ian discourse" ThÍs

chapter is restricted to considering common sense in its latùer

role. Here, it links with the idea of language as

unproblemat,icalJ-y ref lectíng the real and expressing

independenÈly existing thoughts, in t,he sense that plain or

ordínary language is that which expresses or represents common

sense. Common senser âs practical knowledge and a practical way
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of understandÍng the r,rorld, is taken to come f rom the

interactíon between a self-evident individual consciousness and

an equally self-evident reality. This self-evidence is

capüured in the r¡ray r^re speak of people as either 'having' or

'noL having'common sense, tTraù is, r¡re talk of it as a natural

qualit,y individuals possess. As such it is assert,ed to be a

form of knowledge that, is self-evident, has no historyr no

particular cultural or institutional condit,ions. Common sense

ís a crucial category in Orwellian discourse as it functions as

a touchstone for virtue, and serves to disqualify all other

specialized knowledges which, by definítíon, do not, share its
privileged relation to the real, to plaín language and,

importanlLy , to 'the people' . The 'common' ín common sense

invít,es the question, rcommon to what?': the anshrer, within the

Orwellian discourse, ís 'common to the people'. But before

taking up this alleged source of common sense, the category of

specialized knowl-edges that, are r'rídely said to function as the

enemy of common sense must be addressed.

fntellectualsr politicians, bureaucraùs, adninistrators'

experts in any field are, as elites separated from 'the
people', characüerized by their use of jargon which in turn

indicat,es t,hat, àl best, their particular knowledge is out of

ùouch with realit,y and, at rrorst, that t,hat knowledge is an

attempted distortion of reality a rewrit,ing of the facts, in

other words, a 1ie. (We shoul-d note that this is the only

possible sense of ideology' in the Orwel1Ían díscourse: as

lie, not as specific structuring of knowledge.) So, to quote

Norris again, "the strengt,hs and virtues of a 'common-sense r rr

are opposed to, for example, "the abstract machinations of

political theory" (1984¿250) and, moreover, "intellect can only
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corrupt and distort, the certitudes of common-sense knowledge"

( 1984 z260) .

As st,ated above, the virt,ue of common sense is guaranteed

by the fact that it is conceived as ùhe practical knowledge

issuing direct,ly from and shared by 'the people'. This

knowledge expresses 'the people' as the repository of authentic

human values,' common sense is then an expression of the human.

Specialized knowledges, on the other hand, can be characterized

in t,erms of 'the power of ideas over people" summed up in the

notation'thought conürol' .

The category 'the people' in Orwellian discourse is what

earns it description as a populist diseourse. In mainstream

political theory 'populism' denotes forms of political

discourse or rhetoric which aím to produce popular support for

a partícular political part,y or movement loy claiming that it

speaks for 'ordinary people' and represents their int,erests

against the polrerful seetions of society. The thesis' working

definition of populism extends to any díscourse that deploys,

as central, the concept'the peoplerüo signify an essence' and

the concept of a separation of'the people'from an'elite'. fn

Orwellian discourse 'the people' is the essential source or

oríEin of a morality characterized by the 'ordinary virtuesr

of, for example, decencyr fellowship and community. The content

of these virtues ftâ1rr however, shift with the deployment of the
13díscourse.

fn Orwellian discourse, as in other populist discourses,

'Lhe people' is in large part characterized

it is not, or what it is defined against. This

the caüegory

t,hat, which

be the entity 'the state', or 'big business', the mÍlitary,

other e1ite. fn ühe Orwellian discourse

by

ean

the

thepo1-ice t ot any
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opposit,íon 'the people'/sLate is the operat,ive distinction. One

result of this is that the state, in turn, is primarily defined

as not 'the people' . The stat,e ís defined as those groups who

do not have the virtues of 'the people' , or as those who are

not the 'ordinary' decent man and woman (or 'Proles' ) , but

which dominate and repress them, despite their enduring

qual-itíes. Thus, the state and politics (because t,he state in

this vier,¡ names the domaín of politics ) is presented in

characterological ùerms ¡ âs a person or persons removed from

common humanity and otherwise known as tBig Brother'.

Politics emerges as opposed to the human and to eommon

sense. Politics is also epiphenomenal in this discourse. That

is, it is conceived as an excresence on the face of the real

whích l¡re must see past if r,,re are to stay in touch with the

real r with the human and wit,h those other values that are not

subordinate to political ends (such as the aesthetic values of

truth and beauty and philosophically inflected concepts of
just,ice, harmony and proportion). As Brown noües, "Ip]o1ítical
realit,y is conceived as a superstructure, built on moral and

psychological values and redueible to them" (1984257).

trVhat f am arguing, then, is that a widespread cultural
form, Orr^¡e11ian discourse, produces and circulates a conception

of politics as operatíng in, first, a limit,ed but dominant

(and, àL least potentially, totalítarian) domaín the staLe.

Secondr politícs is defíned in terms of power thought of as an

object, to be possessed; t,he politicians and bureaucrats have

pol¡rer, and 'the people', in a totalitarian state, do not; and,

alternatively, both have more equal shares in a liberal-
democratíc parlÍamentary regime. This contrasÈs with the

thesis' definition of po1ítícs in terms of power relations that
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alr,rrays have to be secured and reproduced by definite means and

in specific institut,íona1 conditions.

Thirdr âs superstrucüuralr polit,ics ís thought of as

expressive. Somewhat tife languager polít,ics is thought of as a

more or less neutral bearer of cerüaín ensembles of already

existing values. So, in the conventional not,ion of a democracyr

polities is expressive of 'the peopler . fn a ùotalitarian
stater politics is expressive of a dehumanizing wil-1. Again,

this concepüion of an expressive po1itícs is to be contrasted

with the thesis' defÍnition of politics as a continual

negotiation, f orging and ref orging of pol^rer relations that

actively produces socía1 realities r such as the form and

object,ives of institutíons, raùher than reflecüíng them.

II-L: Procfuclncf a litical lit,eracv

I will return nolr to consider the wider political

operation of the Orwellían discourse and its set of notations.

As stressed aloover the culturally recognizable notations for

t,his cluster of concepüs are signs which we do not have to

simply identify in terms of a general social knowledge or

ideology. If thís r4rere the erctent of their poùential, t,he

specifícity of Orwellian discourse would not, be a point worth

making. For it, could easily be said that as the series of

concepts that constitute Orwellian discourse are simply those

of a liberal-humanism, a1beíù heavíly inflected in a populist

direction, there is nothing much more to be discovered by

considering instances of Orwellian discourse ühan that which we

al-ready know of the conceptual framework of liberal-humanist

ideology.
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However, the many and repeated loca1 instances of

Orwel1ian discourse are worthy of considerat,ion in their or4rn

right once rre realize t,hat these recognizable notations serve

as actual, significant means for presenting what counts as

politics and for negoüiat,ing and renegotiating power relations.
They have been made to operate as the rout,inely deployed and

easily, almost 'íntuit,ively', recognizable concept of politics

that can be appealed to in a diversit,y of campaigns to win

support (tnat is to construct an audience, market or

constituency) for or against a range of political strategies,

inítiativesr policies, ínsùitutional reorganizations and

struggles.

lÍhat we are dealing with when studying t,his type of wldely

used set of notations might be described as informal tutelary
apparatuses for producíng particular forms of polit,ical

1Ít,eracy, that is, certain widespread ways of reading the state

of the por4rer relat,ions made visible through media attention.
These sets of notations can be thought, of as a ner¡r form of

rhetoric, in the sense of practices of language and image use

that are calculated as persuasive of partícu1ar audiences and

varied in terms of their effecùs, not in its (distinctJ-y

Orwellian) sense as manípulative and thus 'falser . Vùhere

t,radit,ional- rhetoric was inculcat,ed in the schoolroom within

the trivium, ühe pedagogic arena of new rhetorical forms has

been significantly amplífied by the repetitive pract,ices of the

'mass' media and their popular audiences.

These notations in which we are informally schooled by

television, radio and print as well as by our formal educat,ion

systems r atê definit,e parts of the material means for producing

particular constituencies. Beyond the scope of this chapter are
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the complex of disciplinary techniques and varieties of social
organizabion (namely, technologies for self-reflectíon and

moral instruction found in the classroom, the family, the

workplace) thaù operaùe as the historically established means

for producing individualized personalities and, from them,

differentiated constituencies of opinion and decision in the

modern Western state. The effectiveness of a particular form of
polítical literacy is predicat,ed on the operation of these

wider and less explicítly registered technologies to which

Foucault' Hunter, Hirst and V'Iool1ey and others have drawn our

attention. Stitched into the productíon of the evaluative and

decision-making capacíties of índividuals, these not,atíons are

tools working to organize, Lo inform , Lo pleasure and to
instruct, in one l,rray or another r groups of peopte.14

They are, then, instrumental in forming the groups of
people who might, sê1rr write to nerrspapers and be represented

in editorials or other forms of public comment, ring into
talkback radio, watch a particular television programme and be

represented as ratings ì or groups who take other types of
action such as withdrawing their children from public schools

and struggling financía1ly to send them to private schools,

feeling justified in committing mínor or major tax fraud,
judging tax evasion to be laudable and legítimate social
behaviour or condemning iL, and so on. what can be offered in
evidence are just a few of a very large number of collected,
possible examples of the textual components of such audience,

consumer or constituency formation.
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Examples of Orwellian discourse

Campaigns to construct a constituency need not be

orchestrated by an identifiable body. V'te need not think in

terms of a conspiracy or even, necessarilyr ân intentional

strategy. Nevertheless, some of the deployments of the populist

and generalizíng Orwellian díscourse do bear the signature of

specif ic agencies, as the f irst tr,so of the f ollowing f our

examples show.

In 1983 in Australia the Hawke Labor government came to

power federally on a platform which, amongst other things,

promised to reinstitute a universal public health system, to be

known as Medicare. At the beginning of the year LgB4 a

particular presentation of the issue of health emerged in the

conservative parliamentarian Sir James KÍ11en's nerrspaper

comment, "Big Brother is everywhere": "Ia]nd so Big Brother of

1984 gets that 1íttle bit more familiar...Consider the

Commonwealth's involvement ín health and education" (1984).

A 1itt1e later in ,Ianuary l9B4 a ner4rspaper advertisement

placed by the Australian Society of Orthopaedic Surgeons and

warning against the introduction of Medicare again mobilized

t,he familiar Orwellian notatíon. In point eight of its thirteen
poinü list, of warnings, the commencement date of " It]he
computer for Medicare" ( "the biggest in the country" ) , is
presented as "1,984 the year of BIG BROTHER". The image of a

mechanized (ttrat is, inhuman) world as an imminent future for

the 'ordinary' reader is actívated. The idea of 'Big Brother'
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then provides the peg on which the nexü five points hang: "a
specíal police force"; tryour doctor may be intimidated"i "IT lS

UNREALISTïC"; "YOU VüILL BECOME JUST ANOTHER NUMBER TN THE

COMPUTER FILE". The thirteenth and final warning 1ínks Medicare

to a perverted relatíon of representation between ühe

government and 'the people' . The government's administrative

actíons do not flor^r from ühe publícr as in t,he properly

functioníng represent,ative relation; rat,her Medicare is an

imposit,ion "by the Government on a trusting, unsuspecting

public" (esOsurgeons, 1984) .

Over twel-ve months 1aùer the notation was st,ill in use. An

article by Margaret Rice, medical writer for The Australian, is
entítled I'Radical surgery for doctor's Big Brother" and it,s

opening paragraph sets the parameters for the subsequent

discussion of the administrative dismantling of the Fraud and

Overservicing Det,ection System by presentíng it as " It ]he

Federal Government's decisíon üo scrap its Bíq Brother

approach..." (1985). The reactivation of this notaùion as an

appropriate and accepted strategy for presenüing the Medicare

issue índícates the currency of the populist Orwellian

discourse in the Australian mass media, and it,s familiarity to

their audiences.

TI.

The next example ínvolves two more media advertisements,

one that presents the highlíghts of the then leader of the

Queensland Liberal Party's speech to the Annual Convention of

t,hat, Party in 7984, and one that cal1s for a nerr force of

conservatives to join the Líberals in the wake of the 7984
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federal election which sar¿ Labor returned to government.

The latter, a full-page advertisement, authorízed by a

Míchael McDonnell and published in five major Australian

ne'hrspapers (and thus available to wide audiences) on Monday,

December 31, 1,984, is headed II IIF YOU WANT TO SEE THE FUTURE

IfINSTON, PTCTURE A BOOT CRUSHING A HUMAN FACE FOREVER"

Orwell, 1984, who did not exptain why,' (1984). What follows

this caption is a five thousand word article outlining

McDonnel-1's interpretation of the nation of Australia at the

end of l9B4 as governed by "a rejection of the real, of what
15is" and by "the mentality of Hater'. Thus interpreted, such

different organizations as Amnesty fnt,ernational, the

unemployed workers' union, community radio, the World Council

of Churches, Friends of the Earth, the Socialist Left and the

Australian Democrats are presented as promoting essentially the

same policies and ideas.

ff this example differs from others in the extent to which

it adopts elements of Nineteen Eiqhtv-Four, it nevertheless

repeats a familiar strategy. The appeal against an image of the

future (or, in the calendar year L9BA, a possible present) and

an image of polit,ics so well established in our culture

provides a guaranteed means of linking up and reducing quite

dísparate íssues and bodies to one popular conception of a

politics that expresses anti-human values, is devoid of moral

ends, and thus acceptable means, and flouts reality and common

sense. So, while the Liberal Party's federal director, Mr.Tony
16Eggleton, distanced the Party from McDonnell's cal1, the leader

of the Queensland Liberal Party used a st,rategy equivalent to

McDonnell's, if decidedly more low-key. After delivering a

litany of society's ills (Medicare, threat of Socialistic
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Republic r threat to t,he Aust,ralian f1ag, the Assets test,
legalízing prostitution, decriminalizíng marijhuana), Knoxrs

speech reveals in its summation what unites these dangers a

dest,abilization of the community "in as many ways as possible

so that we cry ouL for big brother to come and help us"

(Liberal Party,IgB4).

rII.

The use of the Orwellian notation is not limited t,o

parliamentarians or high-profile lobbyísts. Contributions to

'Letters to the Editor'columns over the past several years can

be read as markers of the availability of t,he discourse as a
l7

way of formulating a wide variet,y of issuesr ds can callersr
statements on talkback radio. Among these issues it ís wort,h

noting the Australia Card which, by September 7987, could be

seen as a victim of a rhetorically inspired backlash as much as

of the Opposítion's and Democrat's promise to break with long

standing parliamentary conventíon and defeat, the bil-1 by

disallowÍng the necessary regul-ations to set the Card's

commencement dat,e. The Opposit,Íon's resolution in thís regard

r4ras secured in connection with t,his backlash which saw, as

'recorded' by opinion pol1sr ân erosion of popular support of

74% in July 1985 for an Australia Card designed t,o police and

eradicate large-scale tax evasion by industry as well as

'welfare cheatíng', to only 39% for it one month after the 7987

July federal double dissolution election which was formal-ly

ca11ed on ühe issue of the c.rd.1B

In considering the history of opinion formatíon on this
matter it is notable that, in the print media (lout closely
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echoed in radio and television), t,he terms of public debate on

the national identification card were routinely set in 1985 in,
f or example, j ournalist,ic comment such as: IrIallace Brown's

"Taking 'Bígr ouü of Big Brother" ( 1985 ) that,, organized

according to the professional criterion of 'balancer ,

informatively canvassed various parliamentary opinions on the

proposed legislation and its implementation; in ex-federal

Liberal- MP Sir ,James Ki11en's rather less balanced but

conventional-ly deemed political wisdom - r'I find t,he identity

card system distinctly Orwellian ín character. There is a

towering repugnancy about, the notÍon that a free man should be

accoutred with a piece of plastic as the indicia of honesty"

( 1985 ) ; and in various 'Letters to the Editor' , in the

following example, from a defender of civil libertíes, avowedly

po1it,ically unaf f iliated but, indicativel-y, strongly supportive

of Medicare "Any kind of natíonal identity card whích the

Government forces us to carry with üs ¡ wí1l be opening

Pandorats Box...I hope that many who are t,otally opposed to

such 'Big Brother' t,act,ics will make their objections knolrrn...'l

(we¡¡,1985).

Through 1986 and l9B7 discussion of the proposed identity
card continued to be framed in the highly visibte not,ation of

the populist Orwellian discourse, whether as warning - "Be'ware

Big Brother! He's got your number" (Brown,1986) and "Orwellían

is not too extreme a term to use to descríbe the proposed

naùional identity numbering system. . . t' (West ,7987) ¡ as yet to

be decided quandary "lrfhat about Big Brother?" (Brown,19B6a)

and rrfs Ít Big Brother or just another card?" (Dunn,1986); as

advocacy of the card "Big Brother is not the worst, threat to

privacy" (Harris,19B6); or as pract,ical information "What you
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will need ùo te1l 'Big Brotherr" (trlo ¡y-f íne,19B7b) .

It is necessary to be careful of ascribing ùoo much to the

use of adjectives and popular headlining techniques. Surely the

debat,e continues, in more or less reasoned ways, to address the

practicalities, benefits and dangers of the Aust,ralia Card, and

this is what counts? Yes, but also no. The banal, anonymous

tactics of framing and presenting issues for public

information, entertainment and possible scrutiny necessarily

work by yoking issues to the forms of political literacy t,hat,

are commonly available in our culture. Professional

journalistic frameworks of techniques and assumptions include

the routine use of notations like 'Orwellian' and 'big brother'

which provide an effortless conduit to a battery of ready-made

ansr,rrers to any quest,ions about Lhe power' policies and possible

reorganizations of governments and bureaucracíes. These

ready-made ansr^rers may be articulated from the left or right,

butr while not dismissing the real polít,ical differences that

are thereby entailed, the more ímportant point may be t,he

resistance they provide to the useful disaggregation of the

multipl-e practicalitíes and consequences involved in an issue

lÍke t,he Ausùralia Card from the totalizíng figures of an

essenùial and autonomous human nature besieged by an inhuman

regime. For example, different, perspectives on the proposed

card may be generated by the considerat,ion of questions

concerning the protocol-s of its use, associated mechanical and

procedural safeguards, systems of accountability, freedom of

information provisions, the scope of the personnel with access

to the information that, vould be assembled by the proposed

card, the existíng avaílability and regular use of the same

information through privaLe commercial computer networks less
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amenable to regulaùíon than government ones, the social

outcomes entailed in closer policing of tax and rüelfare fraud,

and so orrr than arise from the emotive Cold Vüar vision of an

Australia Card ushering in a 'Soviet-style' control and

crushing of individual libert,ies.

IV.

My last example does not, so much fa1l into the category of

orchestrated campaign to construct a constituency as that, of

apparently disinterested commentary. Towards the end of 1983,

at the beginning of 1984 and throughout that, year there

appeared an extraordinary cluster of articles (and at least one
19

conference and series of radio discussions) with titles such as

I'Ho!,¡ Orwel1 Got Nineteen Eighty-Four All Wrong" (Regan,19B3-

l9B4), "Are we heading for Orwellrs nightmare?" (Conway,1983),

" 'Big Brother' already exists" (No by-line, 1 984). These

writings, in varying r\rays, take the f orm of measurements of

present day Australia (or Britain or, in 7987 r of North Korea

(l,oudon, 1987 ) ) in terms of it,s fulf ilment or otherwise of

particular readings of the images presented in the novel

Níneteen Eiqhùy-Four. Or, they make an account of the future of

Australía through similar comparisons. ïn other words, the

Orwellian set of notations provides, againr ârr economic way of

rehearsing certain claims about the realities of the present or

future, and t,hen weighing that picture up to ínterpret 1ocal

realities and make further claims as to the future. So, for

example, Sean Regan writes in The V'Ieekend Australian of t,he

literary defects which mean that

Orwel1 def lect,s the reader's attention f rom t,he
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people Ìrho in our society pose the real- threat, and
whom the O'Brien characùer should have been used to
caricature...The erosíon of liberty ín a country
like ours is not going to come about in one
dramatic, revolutionary splurge. . .but rat,her in a
quiet insidious r4ray...Much of it might seem like
mere humbug... like Senator Susan Ryan's
preposterous handbook of anti-sexist language. But
what rrre must not overlook ís that they represent an
attempt to institutionalise intolerance. Vühat might
be only a minor irrítant now may easily ùurn into a
major attack on our rights in the future (1983-
1e84).

The objective tone of many of these commentaries does not alter

their capacity to actively shape what counts as opinion

according to their particular tactics (tactics that may be of

little account in isolation, but ín their repetitíon and

recombination across a range of cultural sítes contríbute to a

partícu1arly inflected political literacy). The present t ot the

future, is noü there to be simply and apolitically known and

described. Quite the contrary, the fut,uroJ-ogy these writings

ençJage in could also be called 'the politics of claíming t,he

future' : t,hat is, the practice of making statements that

intersect with a range of current politíca1 issues, reckonings

and initiatives by claiming to know the inevitability of the

future,
present

stake ín

by claiming to know the end or outcome of identifiable

trends. The following observation sets out what is at

this process:

'political- power' is not onJ-y a matùer of formal
authority, overt manipulation, concentrated
privilege, military force, media control and
rapacious private possession. It is alsor guite
massívely, a matter (fiteraffy) of how our time -
our time is conürolled, organised, appropriated,
constructed, used üp, not least by ourselves: the
habits and presuppositíons which deeply shape our
relation to our or¡rn locatíon within and activation
of complexly overlapping series and conjunctures of
temporalities (sharratL,L9BA: 10) .
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l{hat has been presenùed so far is an inventory of the

related statements that make up this populist Orwellian

discourse together with some of its recent deployments. These

deployments entail repeated positionings of the reader as part

of 'the people' up against 'big brother' or other Orwellian

(supposed) realities. Butr âs I have argued in previous

chapters, such posítionings do not exhaust the ways ín which

actors enter into t,he ongoing negotiation of por4rer relations.

Moreover, the foundational opposition between 'Lhe peopler and

the state,/power blocs that this populist discourse posits makes

the much more differentiated and constítutive power-knowledge

relations which have historically shaped our social terrain

unavailable fc¡r d.escription, analysis and political

calculation. As Peter Burke's history of popular culture shows,

the modern nation-state and 'the people' were formed together'

and we can thÍnk of this common constitution occurring trithin

the emerging technologies of governmentality. Thus, despite the

political regime of truth that t,he Orwellian discourse of

idealized populist sovereignty helps keep in play, there is no

separate kernal of 'the people' that can be mobilízed against

an elite or t,he state in a populist political sense. There are

only neÌr forms of the organÍzat,ion of populations and of the

political struggles which will accompany these.

To put it differenbLy' 'the people' is a category t,hat is

always shaped up in particularrrrays, not simply (organicall1rr

structurally) given, and therefore it, cannot function as the

natural legitimation of a cultural or political practice or

theory, however eloquently its virtues and common sense are

conjured up againsù the depredations and dangerous expertise of

a 'big brother'. Thus' when we encounter the category we must
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approach it in terms of its specific construction and use. Tim

Rowse provides an example of this approach when he discusses

the way the genre of humanity advertisements on Australian

television ( for example, 'Life Be In It' , 'Aussie Bonds' -
"mosaics of simultaneous, simiLar, but individuated gestures

and actions" (Rowse & Moran,I9B4z257) ) generate "It]he sense

of a real Australia full of ordinary people, outsíde the

artificiality of the media and politics" (1984:259). Rowse

ident,ifies in this advertising work a particular construction

of 'the Australian people'. Vüe could contrast this with a

different construction of the category in t,he songs of 'bhe band

Redgum, which draw on a left-wing nationalist tradition of

images of 'the Aust,ralian people' that does not present it as

separate from politics but as t,he origin or repository of

progressive political values. Or, more like the construction

Rowse analyses, Ís Sean Regan's picturing of Australians a-s

(antipodean British) 'ordinary commonsense folk', outside

politics buù knowing what to do when faced with its humourless

manneguins;

[¡]ut in Britain the same holds true of Australia
strutting commissars and self-important
apparatchiki can only be regarded by any ordinary
person as pathetic figures of fun...Even the
language of totalitarianism, with its strained
abstractions and grand eloquent rhetoric, is alien
to the English tongue (though not, perhaps, to the
American) (negan, 1983/84) .

These examples are mentioned to indicate something of the

diversity of the sites in which t,he production of concepts and

images of 'the people' and its constituent 'ordinary persons'

occurs, and that these concepts and images are not homogeneous.

Such a non-populist approach to the category 'the people' is
al-so intended to contrast with and hiqhlight, the populist
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character of this chapter's central target, Orwellian

discourse. This discourse is examined again in Chapter 7 via a

televisual example. Preparatory to this, and to avoid a

reductive textualísm, some charaeteristics of the institut,ion
of television as it is currently routinely organized, and which

contribute to a populist political literacy, are first
ident,ified.

TV: Televisionrs populist lessons

The cultural üechnology and social inst,itut,ion of

television is one among a number of formative sites of peoplets

political lit,eracies. f have chosen ít for particular attention

because of Íts privileged role as the arguably dominant

cultural medium of the late twentíeth century, superceding the

cínema's earlier claim to this status, radio's before it and

the press' príor to that. V'lhile borrowing f rom a number of

media to produce its own peculiar blend of aesthetíc features,

television is most direct,ly the inheritor of classic

Hollywood's regime of 'universal intelligibility' , in which

output rras calculated and organized to be comprehensible (if

not liked) by each and every member of a naüion, without any

special knowledge. f t is t,his inheritance, amongst other

things, t,hat leads ,lohn El1is to wrít,e of broadcast

üelevision's "centrality in everyday 1ife" (19822227). Takíng a

longer historícal view, this centralíty üo social life suggests

some commonalitíes between the workings of television and those

of the eighteenth-cenüury cultural technologies central to the

formation of the natíon-state and of natíonal peoples. These

r^rere touched on in Chapter 3 by drawing on Peter Burke's
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arguments, but they are more ful1y treated in Benedict

Anderson's ( 1983) .

Anderson argues that t,he existence of the nation as a

eultural phenomenon, that is, as more than just, a formal

poliüica1 and legal entity and t,hereby able to demand the

"profound emotional legitimacy" that has guaranteed its

survival (1983:.74), is the ouücome of historically specific

cultural practices and institutions which allowed ít to be

conceived or imagined as a community, as a 'horizontal
comradeship' of all the members of a dispersed population. The

members of a dispersed populat,ion cannot know each other

directly, but all are able to know of each other's existence

and to carry an ímage of their communíon through the experience

of simulüaneity that eharacüerizes the cultural technology of

the nertrspaper and of the eighteenth-century novel. The

techniques of writing found ín the eighteenth-century novel

differ from those of earlier literary works in, for example,

t,he structural connections made between characters and beüween

charaeters and readersr âîd ühe namíngs of objects such as

hotels or streets ühat esüablish, by the use of the plural

form, their naùure as representative of all other such objects

in a nation. Thus Anderson, illustrating the first technique,

quotes from and comments on Nolí Me Tangere (1887), a Filipinio

novel contemporary wíth the rise of Filipinio nationalism:

[a]nd in the phrase 'a house on Anloague Street which
may still be recognized...' the recognízers are ÌIe-
the-Filipino readers. The casual progression of
this house from the 'interíor' time of the novel to
the 'exteríor' time of the (Manila) reader's
everyday life gives a hypnot,ic confirmation of the
solidity of a single community, embracing
characters, auttror and readers' moving onward
through calendrical tíme (1983:33).

All consumers of this technology are unified by their existence
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in a time concepüualized as homogeneous across a social space

and unfolding in an endless narrative chain of cause and
20

effecü, which connects both living and dead into a common

'people' with selective national cultural tradÍt,ions, and

subordinates any actual differences between its members.

Of course, such an effect generat,ed by these techniques of

writing would not help 'imagine the nation' r\rere it not for the

standardized form, relative cheapness and ready avaílabi1ity of

books guaranteed by the printing press, the widespread capacity

to read the new novelistic forms provided by the emerging

apparatus of popular education, and the novelrs privileged

relationshíp to the formation of national secular and

vernacular languages. Iü is the cultural technologies of print-

capit,alism that equipped "rapidly growing numbers of people"

with the capacities I'to ühink about themselves, and t,o relate

themselves to others, in profoundly new r¡rays" (Andersonr l983:

40). These same condit,ions underlíe what Anderson describes as

the rrextraordinary mass ceremony" of the newspaper:

[t]ne significance of this mass eeremony Hegel
observed that newspapers serve modern man as a
substitute for morning prayers is paradoxical. It
is performed in silent privacy, in the lair of the
sku1l. Yet each communieanü is well aware thaü the
ceremony he performs is being repl-icated
simultaneously loy thousands (or millions) of others
of whose existence he is confidentr 1let of whose
identity he has not t,he slightest notion.
Furthermore, this ceremony is incessantly repeated
at daily or half-daily int,ervals throughout the
calendar. lfhat more vivid figure for the secular,
historically-clocked, imagined community can loe
envisioned? At the same time, the ner¡rspaper reader,
observíng exact replicas of his or,rn paper beíng
consumed by his subway, barbershop t ot residential
neighbours, is contínually reassured thaù the
imagined world is visibly rooted in everyday life.
As with Noli Me Tanqere, ficüion seeps quietly and
continuously into realiLy, creaüing t,hat, remarkable
confidence of community in anonymity whích is the
hallmark of modern nations (1983:39-40).

Thus, the daily nerrspaper, amonçt other t,hings, takes its
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place alongside the moral science of statistics as a 'rmeans...

for conceiving ühe nation as a wholer' (Tribe,19'18:86), but by

putting this means in the hands of all literate individuals,

extends it beyond the expertise of those practising the new

'political arithmetic'. Those being counted and categorized as

the resources of the naüíon in one technology are posítioned in

another to partake of their constructed unity.

In the late twentíeth cent,ury, while ne'wspapers are still

readr ârrd in them the commentaries on opinion polls that are

the descendent of polítical aríthmetic, this cultural

technology has been joined and to an extent supplanted by t,hat

of television. As daily ceremony, but also by virùue of its

distinct,ive aesthetic practicêsr broadcast television is today

a prime formative condition for that 'community in anonymity'

in which people f ind t,heir, sâ1lr 'Australianness', their status

as 'ordinary Australians' , and theír membership of 'the
21

Australian people' . This confluence of nationalist and populist

identificat,íons offered to the television viewer can be

considered in more det,ai1.

The nation is a ubiquitous rhetorical figure in

televísion's ouùput. Taking my examples from Australian

broadcasting, a computer image of the continent as icon of the

nation repeatedly punctuates viewing as the visual of a channel

identÍficat,ion and of much advertising, Australian

colloquialisms flavour the speech of current affair

anchorpersons and secure their networked and peculiarly

national characterizaLion, special-event television such as

1oca1ly produced mini-series routinely focus on the national

past and character, and the nation or national community is
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acüivated as a framing device and offered as a poinü of entry

to a variety of stories by the commentary of programme

presenters. For example, a feature story for Channel 9's Sunday

on 14 Sepüemberr 1986r concêrning the 'Robe River disputel

between the Peko-Vüallsend management and the trfestern Australian

Mining Uníon Associatíon over the company's plan to challenge

established work praetices, is introduced by t,he voice-over of

journalist Charles Tüool1ey, accompanying a slow pan across a

desert, and scrub landscape:

lt]here's a far flung place on the other side of the
conüinent from most Australians. ft's called the
Pilbarar ârr impossibly remote region of endless
horizons t of huge skies, flat land and mountain
ranges so old ühat age has wearied them down to
mere híllocks. It's a part of Australia that, until
recently, many of us had never heard of and few
would ever see.

This is unexceptional stuff. I{hat Ís importanü about it, is iüs

rouüine strategies and the effects bhey secure: the way it

addresses viewers, both verbally and visuallyr âs Australians

united in a recogniùion of the special rAustraliannesst of an

ancient, rolling landscape' and how this esüablishes the

individual viewer's relation to ühe industrial disput,e s/he is

to be üoId about as a function of her or his membership of the

nation. That is, a very generalized relatíon of interesù in the

dispute is seü up, the kínd of general interest ühat a 'private
individual' or 'an Australian' might have, as distinct from the

kind of specialized and specifically informed interest a
22

T,irorker, a unionist or a manager might have. Moreover, in the

slippage from 'tmost Aust,ralians" to 'tmany of lls" r llre can detect

television's construction of a 'communíty of address' in which

the broadcaster establishes an identification with the viewer,

and which can then loe used to differentiate and demarcate

particular objects of scrutiny for the broadcaster and viewer
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as transgressing or falling ouüside this community and its

norms. fn our example, unionists and a political entity

identífied as the New Right are thus positioned as threatening

and competing extremes.

John Ellisr ín Visible Fictions (1982), proposes a name

for this víewíng position repeatedly offered to the television

audience and secured by a range of t,echniques, including the

ones consídered above. It is ühe position of the Inormal

citizen'. This viewing posit,ion defines a central, neutral

ground from which to consume the flow of genres and their

"particular formIs] of atüention and...range of emphases and

blindnesses' that, television provídes (Bffisr19B2z76).

The normality of the 'normal I or 'ordinary' citizen

derives from the relentless posítioning of the vier^rer as secure

and isolated in t,he 'private' world of relatively harmonious

personal and familial identity, separate from the 'public'
world of work, conflict and politics that is routinely

presented as extraordinary, threatening and abnormal. This is

achieved by televisionrs operation of a familiar division of

the rworld' it presents into the self-evidenù domains of 'the
publicr and'the private', ott as Ell-is puts it, ühe'outsides'
(of journalistic reportage of public life t of the intrusions of

politícs and work in the sítuation comedy or the soap opera, of

the dangerous spaces of the city and the street in t,he police

drama) and t,he 'insidesf (of the news clesk or the current

affairs set, of the family home or similarly organized
23

workspace of the situatíon comedy and the soap opera, of the

safe haven and personal camaraderie of the squad room). ft is

to these insides, sometimes painted as du11 and predíctable but,

always presented as the space in whích 'ordinary' individuals
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rightly confirm or discover their identity, exercíse theír
porrer¡ sêcurê their safety and the real meaning of their lives

or at least legítimately Lry to do these things that

televisíon's series and serials and scheduling practices

unfailingly return us. The repetitions involved in these

dístinctive forms of the institution produce "a pattern of the

normal or the everyday" against which particular incidents can

be presented as "intrusions, upsets or worries" (El1is,1982z

158), and also produce a sense of 'us' (inhabiting ùhe normal

and everyday) versus 'them' (who fall or place themselves

outside thís domain). The normal and everyday is tirelessly

associated with the private space of the home, the family or

its metaphorícal equivalent (for example, the 'family' that
presents the news ) .

Finally, that the 'normal cit,ízertt ís marked out as an

individual 'citizent derives from television's reliance on the

figure of the nation and the consensual and generalized

interpretations it demands. To be a citizettt an individual
member of a national community, "consùitutes the TV viewer as

someone powerless to do anything about the events portrayed

other than sympathise or become angry" (Ellis,19B2zI7O), that

is, unable to make other than general moral judgments.

The 'normal' citizê,rl¡ in actuality a quite specifically
inflected subjectivity, appears as the non-partisan,

commonsense víewer who, in aggregate, composes the 'ordinary
folk' of the nation, its 'people' , whose shared familiaríty
wíth the verities of domestic life and whose Australianness

overcome any possible differences. ft is with this humanist

constitution and embrace of a neutral and unified 'people' that

the broadcasüer makes itself complicit, offering itself as
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rourr representative and watchdog, viewing events 'withr rust

( "We'11 rage all night" ABC promotÍon of the music video

proqramme Raqe), and through its criterion of balance in news

and current affairs presentations occupying the centre ground

of common sense, impart,iality, overview and possible

compromise. The important, point is that, l,rhile üelevisíon

personnel understand and proclaim their role as merely

providing 'the Australian people' and the 'average viewer' r,rrith

what they want to see, televisionr âs it ís presently

routínely disposed, helps actively constituüe these social
24

subjects, in concert, of courser r,rrith other apparat,uses.

Similar points are made by NoeI King and Tim Rowse in

their discussion of television's resemblance to a populist

party, insofar as they diagnose it, as I'a medium presenting

itself as the people talking üo themselves,' (1983:40). As in

Rowsets previously mentioned work, the focus is on the

'humanity' advertisement and its encapsulation of television's

"repertoire of plebiscitary actions", elsewhere evident in the
rvox pop' interview, the üelethon, the live variet,y and chat,

shows, and sports tel-ecasts, where the public ítse1f is
presented as a performer (King & Rowse,1983 z4I) . These

'plebiscítary actions' inscribe "the people as t,he source and

addressee of Ittre humanity advertisemenüsr and other

programmes'] messages" and constitute a "eonsistent appeal- t,o

endorse the ordinary as aut,hentic and shared". At the same

time, they "powerfully imp1y...a less authentic public world of

polit,ics and media hype that is elsewhere, and ultimat,ely

unnecessary" ( King & Rowse, 1983:39 ) . Similarly, the "official
duties and formally-defined inst,itutional life of society'r are

implied as something from which the'everyday life'of
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'ordinary people' is detached, in trcommon (¡ut individually

dif ferentiaüed ) " lrrays ( Xing & Ror¿se ' 1983:41) .

King and Rowse make two oüher useful points. The first is

that, while it is common to find television presenting 'the
peopler as co-extensive with 'the nationr, it may also be

articulated with other, regional communities; the essential

unity that character|zes populism can be mapped onto a variety

of collective entiüies. A notable example in recent years has

been a Queensland populism which has actively differentiated

Queensland and 'Queenslanders' from the nation in product and

political advertisements, and in journalistic and other

commentary. The second point is that the populism produced and

circulated by Australian t,elevision in the late 1970s and 1980s

is quite different from üÌre "workerist populism" of the post-

Vüar reconstrucüion períod and its social democratic themes

(King & Rowse,1983z4O). As they note, the Laüer construction of

'the people' conceives it, as apolitical and non-partisan (no

doubt a legacy of two Cold V'Iars ) , no longer racially

homogeneous but marked by a 'unity in diversity' (the result of

a federal government policy of multiculturalism since the míd-

1970s), and as hedonist (uthe idea of citizenship has been

enlarged to encompass the vast republic of domestically-based

consumption" (1983:41) ). A similar historícal tracing of the

institutionall-y formed figure of 'the Australian people' can be

found in Richard T¡fhite 's useful book, fnventinq Australia

( 1981 ) , which attends to the rhetoric of advertising , of

historíans and cultural crities, of politiciansr entrepreneurs

and administratorsr ârrd of literary works inserüed in school

curricula, as generative of this invented but nonetheless real

figure. Vlhite's project thus develops the seminal 'h¡ork done by
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Rowse in his Australian Liberalism and National Character

(1978) ' and to which this thesis ís heavily indebt,ed. These

bodíes of work then, remind us of the historical specificity

and variability of the figure of 'the people'.

Nor are these various constitutions of 'the people'

mutually exelusivei as TÀras noted in Chapter 5, at any one time

a number of competing characterizations of 'ühe people' may be

offered to audiences or constítuencies of opinion as their
self -image, and, depending on the polit,ical posit,ion those

audiences find themselves in, different, characterizations will

be more or less politically plausible. But, for the task of the

thesis, t,he wider importance is their common iteration of 'the
peopler as an essence disposing of (or deposed of) power, and

the poverty of specific political calculatíon t,his imposes.

I will conclude these remarks on the populist, lessons of

television with another example of Aust,ralian television's

inscription of 'the Australian people' in its entertainments,

and of it,s positioning of extensÍve sectíons of the viewing

population as the members of this 'peoplerand partakers of its

central, commonsense ground, above politics and all-enduring.

The Aust,ralian historical mini-series

It is the historical mini-series that, in the 1980s, has

perhaps most compellingly schooled a dispersed and

heterogeneous population in its supposedly tímeless identity as

'the Australian peopler ¡ unit,ed by certain core values and

traits. As Stuarü Cunningham has most ably arguedr the

television mini-series became in the 1980s the síte of an

unparalleled upgrading of the culùural eonstruction of the
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nation' ín part because of ùhe new intensity of vie¡rring that

its long-form, short-term serial format and special event

status secured; in part because of the skilled personnel and

high production values made possible by funding on a scale more

familiar in mainstream cinema; and in part because of the

presentatÍona1 strategy adopted by those míni-series with

serious documentary-drama aspiratíons and taken up by

commentaüors, reviewers and television stations in their pre-

publicity. This strategy involved addressing the viewer as a

concerned citizen and as a generally engaqed student of

history, that is, as receiving serious history lessons abouù

the nation and not simply an entert,ainment. This is perhaps

most obvious in the opening voice-over and closing titles of

The Dismissal (1983), Kennedy-Mi1ler's examination of the

gubernatorial sacking of the Whitlam government in L975. Over

the auùhenticity-effect of black-and-white actuality film the

narrator begins:

so many threads that T^rere the fabric of our 1íves.
The rrar in Vietnam. Days of protest...But I want to
tell you about our country and about, something that
happened then that tore it apart. This isn't going
to be easy it's stil1 there, in our memory. For
many Australians, bitterness is never very far
al,tray ' but maybe now r/rre can understand, and to
understand is to forgive.

The community of address and the ùone seù the vierìrer, in unison

wit,h all other Australians, a task that, is more than relaxation
and enjoyment; it is nothing l-ess than the reconciliation of

the nation through televisual contributions to the construction

of a national popular memory. As Cunningham has wrítten of

another míni-series, the audience is engaged ,,in a Socratic

dialogue of national self examination" (1987:9).

Audiences rrere also encouraged in this by media
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commentaries and revieT'rs which routinely ident,ified ühese

programmes as 'history lessons | . This review

in a Sunday paper Ís not atypical:
of Vietnam (1987)

It]elevision is essentially for entertainment: yet
re-enactments of great events in national 1ífe may
cause us to ask questíons of ourselves and our
nation. ft cannot provide solutions to deep human
problems t ot even ansr4rers to complex questions, but
it can offer the chance of re-examinationr the
stimulus f or f resh ínsight and ner¡r j udgements
(Palazzo,1987).

Such prompts to reading play their part in forming, activating

and positioning an audience; so üoo does the inclusion of many

of these historical mini-series in the school curriculum, as if
in recognitíon of their pedagogic effect.

lrlhat do they teach? A variety of things t of course,

depending on their constructed object, but common to those

focussing most clearly on natíonal public events (wars, the

careers of governmentsr high-profile sporting contests) is an

evocation of'the people'as a reservoir of correct judgment or

common sense t of partriotic virtue , of humanÍtarian wisdom t of

the toil and courage that keeps t,hings going through the

ephemeralities of political gamesmanship, and as victims of

strategÍes imposed on them. fn oùher words, when the

constructed referent is most plainly 'politics' of some kind

(the 1932-33 Ashes tour in Bodvline (7984) is presented as

sporting war between imperial porrer and colonial natíon) tfre

vier,rrer is offered the character of 'the people' as the way to

make sense of this politics. This might be done by having an

individual character 'represent' 'the Australian people', as

occurs in True Believers (1988) and The Disnissal. fn True

Believers it is the Labor Prime Minister Ben Chifley (7945-49),

with hÍs social-democratic dream of 'the liqht on the hillr,
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his loyalty to his sma11-town, working-class origíns, his

ordinary decency, and his capacity to know (almost intuitively)

and communicate the needs and interests of 'ordinary Australian

people'. His inability to 'stroke' the public through media

publicit,y and his difference from colleague Evatt's

intellectualism and 1egal expertise are the guarantee of his

auühenticit,y and true 'Australianness'. fn politics buü not of

it, he is eventuallyr t,ragically, no match for a Machiavellian

Menzies who seizes the fortune províded by post-ÌVar rationíng

exigencies and adventurist communists. The prívileged moments

of direct address to the television audience, when the radío

audience of t,he '40s ùo which Chifley is speaking is fused wíth
25

the watching Australians of the '80s, cements the

representativeness of this figure , if the audience's

recognitíon of elements of 'the national character' ín which it
is so well schooled from prevíous cultural texts has not

already done so.

fn The Dismissal it ís the character of Sir John Kerr who

plays this role, biographized through sepia flashbacks and vox

pop testimonials as an 'ordinary battler' from the inner-city

Sydney suburb of Balmain, and also, solely privileged to

directly address the television audÍence, asking "Do I impose a

solution? fs that it?". In this narrative constructed as

tragedy, the representative of 'the people', stuck out at

Yarralumla and goaded by a Lady Macbeth-type wife, has

unfortunately lost touch with it and has to ask in his

soliloquyr "Tfhat do the people want?" and hunt in his oI4rn

consciousness f or the ansr¡rer. But of all the other players r âûd

despíte both trÍhiülam's and Fraser's proclivity in the mini-

series to pronouncing on 'ühe Australian peoplers' intentions,
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it is Kerr the lawyer, independenù and transcending political

parties, who alone can express a non-partisan 'people' .

Less obviously but jusù as importantly, the audience is

offered the touchstone of 'the people' as the way to read

polit,ical events through the mini-series' consistent provision

of a centre ground, set apart from the opposing political sides

which, largely through its formal technique of balance or

providing equal time for both parties to a dispute, is

overwhelmíngly how television present,ly conceptualizes

politics. Thus, in The Dismissal, the character of Kerr, in the

room to which the camera continually returns üs r ís positioned

in the centre of the mise-en-scene; behind his deskr ârd

flanked on either side by the chairs in which various

politicians will sit. His ís presented as the posítion of

bal-ance, of a transcendent judgment that he on1-y (notably)

leaves whenr corrsidering Fraser's account of the Liberal

Party's view of the constitutional- crisis, he shifts to one

side to Lake one of the 'politicíans" chairs. This moment is

emphasized by a long-he1d medium shot on the empty chaír behínd

Kerr's desk, which also captures on either periphery of the

screen the partísan positions of the occupied chairs.

This middle ground of judgment is also inscribed at the

beginning of the series by a 360 degree pan of the House of

Representatives, starting and ending on t,he Speaker and

traversing in between the opposÍng benches of the government

and the opposítion. Significantly, the Speaker, whose job it is

to impartially preside, is unable to keep order: the narrative

is set up of a need to go beyond the House to restore a

commonsense balance to the excesses of the poJ-iticians. In True

Believers, it is the character of Chifley who unwaveringly
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occupies the centre of the mise-en-seene. Parüicularly notable

is the narrative sequencing of the scenes of Chifley presenting

his calm addresses üo the natíon: these are variously book-

ended by those presenting the extremes of Santamaria's Catholic

Act,ion fanatícism, the communists' violent idealism¡ or

Menzies' possessive individualism, a technique which serves

again to inscribe Chifley's cenüra1ity.

Even more insistently, these mini-series contain a

particular presentation of the media, in the figure of

journalists t ot in the use of a televísion sereen included in

the diegesis as an editing device or neutral commentator on the

state of ühe narrative. fn The Dismissal, the media are treated

as the neutral relayers of 'how things are' , with neÌrrs

anchorpersons directly addressing t,he mini-series' audience

from within the dieget,ic television screenr âDd newspaper

headlines of the period used to frame ".r"rrt"16tn Vietnam the

television screen ís repeatedly used to edít from scene to

scener producing the effect of connecting up characters and the

dífferent sectors of the nation t,hat they represent, and making

the television some kind of informing centre. fn True Believers

the Packer journalist is shown, in scene after seene, as the

onlooker to significant moments, set apart from the Labor Party

but, in sympat,hy with Chif 1ey's representation of 'everyman' ,

and as revealing the truth in the face of his employer's

editorial intrusions. The alignment of the media with the non-

partisan nature of 'the people', its role in the narratíve as

watchdog of 'ühe people's' interests and, for the television

audiencer âs surrogate of 'the people'¡ watching and judging

the political game from the outsÍde (unless forced into

unprofessional bias toy media owners), is especially pronounced
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t,he presented populism of the Australian

cricketers, forced to 'cop it sweet' and rely on t,heir own

battling, pioneer and Gal1ipoli 'digger' spirit when failed by

various powerful elites (ttre Australian CrÍcket Board and the

federal- government), and given ful1-b1or4rn expression in several

key speeches, is joined by that of the beer-drinking, larrikin
and all-knowing journalist covering the tour.

Vühat is interesting about this pairing of the media and

'the people', apart from its marking of the historical moment
27ín which these historíes of the nation rÌrere produced, ís its

insistent offer of a particular position from which to make

sense of the narrative. The viewer, if s/he accepts this
position (and while it, can be resísted by viewers equipped from

other institutions by different sense-making strategies it has

still to be negotiated), watches the narrative as an 'ordinary
Australían', that ís, from a place of truth, grounded in the

verities of'everyday experíence' and 'outside' politics. In

this scenario, 'the people' is an entity to be guessed at,
spoken for, rightly or wrongly expressed by the politicians and

other powerful characüers who populate these mini-series, but

never actively shaped up by 'poJ-itics'. It ís the media, noü

any other instituùion (for exampler parJ-iament) ttrat is shown

as able¡ quite unproblematically, to represent 'the people' and

share their common sense and neutrality.
The Australian historical mini-series operates as a

particul-ar, important case of the wider tutelary effect of the

institution of televísion as it is presently disposed. This

equips an actually disparate population, inserted into a

variety of social institutions in different ways, with a common

political literacy, able to be inf lected t,o the left or t,he
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right but, more tellinglyr making the 'necessary evil' of what

is demarcated as politics understandable in terms of its
(successful or failed) expressive relation to t,he pre-existing

veríties of 'the people'" This is why the debat,es over whether,

for example, The Dismissal manifests a Labor or a Liberal

'bias' miss the point: it, is the wider terrain of a consensus

based on the possibility of a populist transcendence of

polítics that, is ühe real winner in these narrative stakes.

Given ühis¡ rtrê could speculate on the enaloling coincidence of

ühese widely broadcast rhistory lessons' and the success of the

Hawke rhetoric of 'natíonal reconciliation' of 'ühe Australian

people' in the first, half of the 'AOs3BA r"*odelled Labor

populism has successfully competed in the field of forces and

tensions t,hat produce the 'state of opinion' onr amonEst other

timesr el-ection day. ft has shaped a dist,inctive constituency

for itself, by building on the populist polit,ical líteracies in

which the population has been culturally schooled.
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NOTES

'reading aloud' (1988262-64,esp.) and for a
Hunter' s seminal r4rork.

1

2 A concept of culture found,
complicit with a Romantic
Chapùer 4, p.I2l.

for example, Ín
concept of 'the

Arnold
peopler .

and
See

3

4

This apparenü doubling up around the concept
not inüended to exclude other instances
cultural conceptions of economics, or of t,he
political effects could also be argued.

'politics' is
(eg' popular

family) whose

This is to take a part,ícular position amongst the
competing definitions of 'the popular' by adopting a
quantitative definition a thing is held to be popular if
many people listen Lo/ watch/ read/ buy it.
But as Stuart Hall ( 1981) r,r¡rites, this def inition is of ten
described as the 'market' or commercial definition of
'popular' and therefore associated with manipulationr âodr
on these grounds, dismissed.

However, a problem wiüh rejecting this definition as a
basis for deciding on objects of study is that to not take
account of cultural objects on the basis of their being
widely consumed is to implicitly or explícitly accept the
notion that people reading the Women's lüeekly, listening
to pop songs, watching Neighbours on television or reading
Harold Robbins' novels are all being duped by the 'cultureindustries' into thínkinq they enjoy Neighbours, the
Vrlomen's Weekly etc. In other words, a rejection of the
quantitative approach to what is popular too easily lines
up with a position which t,reats ideoloqy as false
consciousness. This posÍtion, with its implied objective
truth, typically counterposes to the quantitative
def inition a generic def inition of 'the popular' as t,hat
whích íssues from and expresses 'the people', conceived,
usuallyr âs the working or oppressed cl-asses. The problem
with this generic definition is that it assumes the
category of 'the people' as pure and separate from all the
social relations and power relations in which actual
people - watching television, listening to radio, reading
the ner4rspapers are clearly caught up. It is only because
of this radícal separation of 'the people' from the por,rrer
el,iLe/ the sLaLe/ the mass media that it is possible to
get a true picture of whaù is authentically popular
(rather than things calculated to be popular by fooling
people into thinking they are enjoyable and meaningful).
If we do not accepü this radically separate and essential
category of 'the people' this generic definition becomes
impossible to sustain.

Returning to the quanùitatíve definition of 'popular' as
'widespread' r another problem with it is that widely
consumed cultural product,s are usually associated with the
concept rmass culture' (hence the idea of manipulation).
But 'mass culture' only gains its manipulative and
pejorative connotations by being the implied negatÍve of
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authentically expressive 'high culüure' , a problematic
measuring stick in iùs universalist and ahistorical
presumptions. üIere we to st,rip the definition of 'popularas widespread' of these negatíve rmass culture'
connotations, then we could use this definítion as a
limited rule of thumb as to which cultural- products it
might be useful üo study. (Vfhat would be studíed would be
the effects of certaÍn cultural forms on significant
proportions of a populationr îot on indíviduals ín the
aggregat,e as mass cultural crítiques generally proceed).
,Judgments about value or about the type of effects of
ühese widespread cultural forms could then be made, but
according to local criteria rather ühan whether they dÍd
or did not üruly express some notion of 'the people' (or
of 'the indust,rial' the competing and 'actual' origín
usually assignecl üo cultural products in usages of the
quantit,at,ive definit,ion, l¡here cultural goods are held not
to express 'the people's needs' buü the dictates of an
indust,rial system, whích turns it into a @ facto generic
definition). Vüe would have to make these judgments by
looking at the particular case.

Mercer, in his consíderation of the history of
entertainment and of 'the popular' as "bound up with
particular claims to address formative political entities
such as 'the people "' ( 1986: 180) , adopts a position on
this vexed term compatible wit,h, if not the same âsr mine.
Mercer, üoo, is concerned rrith popular cultural forms or
üechnologies as helping üo police or shape populatíons.
'The people t is constit,ut,ed by modes of address or
rhet,orical forms t,haü est,ablish "the relations betrr¡een therpersons' which constitute a people as a specífic and
delimíted political entity" (1986:189): such rhetorical
forms compositional techniques 1íke the picaresque of
the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novel and the
techniques of 'reading aloud' and of silent, scanníng which
accompanied ühem are what warranù the descríption
'popularr, in recognitíon of the entÍty t,hey help bring
into being. (This argument covers the same ground for 'thepeople'as Anderson (1983) does for'the nation'.)
If the thesis' working definit,ion of 'popular ' is a
broadly quantitative orrêr it is one stripped of ühe
generalízinE associations usually charaeterist,ic of such
an approach: if Mercer's definitíon is a generic one, it
names a set of hist,orical t,echniques, and not an essence.
Togeùher, they provide alternatives to those approaches to
'the popular' which ínstate 'the people' as its sourcet ot
as that r^rhích has been deníed and duped.

5 Examples will be drawn from a
far from exhaustive file of
discourse.

large' sti11 expanding and
examples of Orwellian

See Alan Brown (1984) tor how these texts have been used
to give generatíons of students a de facto education ín
politics ¡ ot at least, in the Orr,rrellian version of
politics . This is accomplished r ârglrês Bror¡rn, by
including, via Orwel1's novelsr a series of questÍons and
answers on po1ítica1 issues within the discipline of

6.
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English literature which operates as one important site of
the formation of the moral character of the pupil. And see
Sutherland ( 1983 ) on t,he " [p]rescription in the British
and American educatíon sy lIabus" of Níneteen Eiqhty-Four
and Animal Farm. Also see the evidence of Cliffs, Monarch,
Co1es, York and Brodie's Not,es on these novels published
in, respectivel-y, Nebraska, New York, Canada, Essex,
London and Sydney with editions ranging from (at least)
the 1960s through the 1980s.

See l{ebster (1988) on Orwe1l's contribution to a populist,
British criticism of Americanization. This book is useful
for its consideration of the close historical linkage
between America's cultural and political- rhetoric, as well
as for its discussion of Reaganite and Thatcherite
popul i sm.

See Hirst (1989:69) for a
newspeak" to identify the
fascist movements.

use of the concept of "Orwellian
terminology of communist and

7 . A term not used by Orwell , see Bo1t,on (1984: 15 ) . Thi s
vocabulary and, indeed, Orwellian
by the literal parameters
Eiqhtv-Four.

discourse, is not bound
of the novel Nineteen

I See Barthes (1973) for his description of the
'myth', in the particular sense he gives this

workings
term.

of

9. See Orwell- (197O) for his prescriptions on good English.

See Bolton (1984:42-43) on the problems with Orwell's and
others' conception of language as an organism. For a
similar argument to Norris', see Harris (1984).

10.

11. See Hirst & Vüoolley (L982 ) for an account of
biological conditions within which cultural capacities
organized and operate, which does not erect these
foundational and universal conditions.

the
are

as

12. Brieflyr rrê can think of 'common senser as a reservoír of
publicly available meanings that has not always existed as
the 'universal birthríght' of every individual. However,
in its sense of natural birthright, it can be described as
emerging at the same time as: a) dispersed populations
'hlere being organized and conceptualized as 'the people' of
the various newly forming nation-states; and b) their
constituent parts Ïrere being shaped in the form of the
individual subject, seat of a newly theorízed universal
reason (ttrat is, the subject deiined by internal and
universally occurring capacit,ies rather than by t,he
recognitíon awarded the person by specific institutions
such as t,he church, family, law). See Nowel1-Smith (L974) ,
and on point, b) see Foucault (19772l92-3resp.) on "thereversal of the political axis of individualizaUion".

For instance, the Australian populist political
commentator Kat,harine West's concept of the 'productívepoor' ( 1986) .

13.
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14. When f ment,ion notations or texts I am talking about one
facüor amongst others comprising a cultural apparatus. f
am awarding them neither a magical effect,ivit,y (tfrat they
posit,ion their readers in one fell swoop of language) nor
the status of dismissable epiphenomena of rmore real'
activities elsewhere. Agaínr sêê Hunter (1983) for a
cogent rethinking of the role of texts, made possibte by
removing them from a problematic of representaüion.

15.

16.

L7.

cf . the hat,e session in orwell (1972:13-17).

See Phyland (1984).

A representative letter üo
health care is Leggoe
Orwellian bureaucracy gone
Departmenü' s advertisement
senior süaff for its brave

ühe Edítor on t,he issue of
(198a): "Ia]s an example of
mad, the T¡fest Australian Health
in Saturday's morning paper for
new wor1d. ... ".

18. Figures from pollsters Irving Saulwick and Assocíates,
quoted ín Hogarth (1987).

19 . " l9B4 and Social Control " Conf erence held ,June 9-1 1

(1984), Sydney University and published as l9B4 and Socía1
Control ( 1985 ) . l9B4 Ín Australia was broadcast in five
separate programmes on
( 1e84) .

ABC Radio National, December 17-27

20. Anderson distinguÍshes this from other apprehensions of
time, for example' the medieval Christian sense in which
there was no sense of a radical separation between past
and present because, under God's omnitemporality, the
present is at once something that, has always been, and
will be fulfilled in the future.

On the relation between narrative and t,he figure of 'the
nation' see Bhabha ( 1990 ) .

21. Thís argument runs counter to t,he inf luential semiotic
populÍst analyses of television províded by Fiske
( 1987,1988,1989) and Docker's populist analyses of
üelevision based on an ahistorical usage of Bakhtin's
notion of 'the carnivalesque t ( l9B2 ' 1988 ) . Docker
identífies the "carnival spirit Ias] indesùructible in
human society" (1988:83) and as what r^re f ind expressed in
game shows, televísíon comedy and soaps. The popularity of
such televÍsion programmes is ühus attributed to theÍr
providing t,he audience with its o\Àrn values. Unlike the
ùelevision índustry's similar claim (tfrat it gives us what
T^re rrrant ) , Docker elevates these programmes, via his
val-uing of üheir carnivalesque rplayfulnessrr to the leve1
of a form of political resistance through which the
popular audience thumbs it,s nose at bourgeois values of
propriety and the work ethic and keeps alive alternative
and oppositional values.

Fiske's populism, drawing on a sophisticated Althusserian
concepü of subjectivity' a11egedly refuses idealized
notions of 'the people' and opts instead for "the people
as a multiple concept, a huge variety of social groups
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accommodat,ing themselves with t et opposing t,hemselves Lo,
the dominant value system in a variety of ways" (1988:57).
In Fiske's analysis 'the people' operates to redress the
funcÈionalist üextualism of much screen studies and is
aligned with that 'excess' posited by much semiotics (see
Chapter 2 on this move in Laclau & Mouffe) to estabLish
'the people's I prodigÍous and unexplained capacíty to
resist ideological positionings: as Morris succinctly puts
iL, ín Fiske's work 'r ' the people' have no necessary
defining characterisüic except an indomitable capacíty
to Inegoüiater readingsr gênêrâte new interpretationsr âfld
remake the materials of culture" (Morris, l9BB ¿77) . For
another excellent critique of Fiske's populism and of t,he
wider problem of cultural crítics "identífying t,heir own
crit,ícal- pract,ice with ühat of a vasü populace at large,
with 'the peoplê"', see Rowse (1988:this citation 69).

22. On the media's instítutional habit of establishing 'üheindivídual I or 'the nation r as preferred points of
reference for audiences, see Connell (7978276-77 ) on t,he
media's 'isolatíon-effects' and it,s articulation of 'the
t¡i11 to natíonhood' : "domínant ideological practices
contribute to the practícal deconstructÍon of potential
social classes into competit,ive indíviduals and pressure
groups... lttren they] reconstruct these 'free' individuals,
noù into the unity of a class, but into t,he unity of the
nat,ionrr . Irlhile there may be problems with Connell's
assumption of the unity of a class r ot wit,h its
'potentiality', he ident,ifies an important and routine
rhetorical operation.

On a separate point, to describe t,he viewing positions a
text sets up is not to argue that, the viewer will
necessarily occupy them: reading is never simply a
f uncüion of the textual orderinE of signs, lout is
determined by the particular discursive competences
acquired by readers in specific inst,itut,ions, and whích
are activated in the partícular locus of reading. (See the
rel-at,ed point in note 14 above. )

This víew of readers is of readers as actors, following
Hindess' definition of an acüor as a l-ocus of action and
decision made possibl-e by the actor's instituüíonally
acquired statuses and rationalities ( 1986, 1988 ) . This
concept, unlike the Althusserian concepü of the
ideological subject, is able to account for the
possibility of resÍstances in non-voluntaristic !úaYSI AS
the acüor is the real siùe of meaningful acüívity rather
than the functional conduit, of a structure, but, not the
voluntarist actor of individualism: an actor is equipped,
through its complex relatíon to a range of non-unified
institutional trainings, with ùools r,'rhich ry. be used to
resist partícular positionings. Thus, the reader, as
actor r rnây have the capacities üo read texts and act in
relat,ion to them in a variety of socially informed r,rays,
whose descript,ion would have üo await empirícal evídence
and which could not be authorít,atively predicted according
to philosophj.cal- f írst principles.

23. The defining 'siüuation' of the situation comedyr êvên
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when ostensíbfy a workplâcêr has been argued to constitute
a metaphorical family, that ís, where the relations
amongst employees, and between employees and employer are
organízed as ties of emotion or prímarily personal
relations (see Eaton,1981 ). This esüablishes a very
part,icular way of conceptualizíng 'rrrorkr and is indícative
of television's routíne hierarchization of a
universalistically conceived 'private worldr as more
authent,ic than 'the public'.

24. One other such cultural apparatus is ra<lío. fts popular
talkback form, for exampler mobilizes the figure of 'thepeopler or 'ordinary people' - marked out by their common
sense and plain speech as opposed to the expert knowledge
and j argon of specialist speakers r by t,heir moral
aut,hority derived from t,he private domain of family and
personal life routside' polit,icsr âs opposed to the
amorality of publíc aut,horít,ies; by their enduringness, as
opposed üo the ephemera of political and oüher public
figures which results ín talkback being rouüinely
understood and presented as a democratic cult,ural form, in
t,he sense of letting 'the people' have theír say. Callers,
while they may not conceive of themselves in this way I are
characterLzed as part of 'ühe people' phoníng in.
Audiences are able to concepüualize the caller in this
r,üâ)rr becauser âs unaccredited, the caller can be seen as
'just one of the people', an 'ordinary person'. The figure
of the talkback host as hero is also construct,ed around
this figure of 'the people'. "A common characüer trait,
assumed by prominent hosts ís that, of the social crusader
against publie wrong-doing...a man of the people,
possessed of the people's common sense yet capable of a
hígher 1evel of judgement, r,rhich authorises his public
opinionating... Ir]he villain [vhom the hero must fiqhü]
takes the form, most often t of bureaucracies, ltrhich are
regarded as heartless and lacking in common sense. .. Iand
the hero's] bat,tle is represented as a 1osíng one.. i this
powerlessness is meant to reflect, t,hat of the average
citizens, the '1itt1e people' " ( lotts, 1989 2129-131 ) " In
interviern¡s with public f igures, ùhe host is styled as
representative of the best interests and 'ríght to knorrl
of rthe people'.

Two points can be made. The first, ís that while Ít, ca11s
on t,he figure of 'the people' as símp1y out ühere and the
natural basis of society, taLkback act,ua1ly contributes to
ühe constitution of this figure. The sense of 'the people'
as a corporate entit,y (made up of individual 'ordinarypeople' but neverthel-ess unified in some hray) and as
separate from polit,íciâltsr professionals and experts, is
produced for the audience by talkback. Further, this sense
of 'the people' is louil-t on rrhen 'the peopler or 'thepeople's mind' or rpublic opinion' is specified in certain
trays. Far from 'the people' simply ringing in with their
opinions, talkback is instrument,al in shaping up or
constitut,ing theír opiníons.
The second point is t,hat talkback radio is populist, in its
presentation of 'the people' as rightfull-y having a view
on everything and which should be heard. The hostr
outspoìcen and opinionat,ed, has a viewpoinü onr apparently,
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every social issue. The 'ordinary people' listening in are
hailed as simílar1y opinionated, and shown, through the
hostrs exampler êrld then through other callers, how to
have an opinion on all topics. This is not seen as being a

'loudmouthl (one possibte interpretation). It is accorded
the status of participating in democracy, of taking part
in pub1ic 1ife. This is rrhere the undifferentÍated nature
of the figure of 'the people' comes into play. One is
urged to have an opinion simply by virt,ue of being part of
'the people'. The result is that no specific knowledge of
the issue is required to have a (valid) opinion. One has
opinions romantically, out of one ' s partaking of the
essence of 'the people' . How these opinions are
constit,uted is thus dependent on how 'the people' are
constructed, which provides a very generalized basis for
opinions on particular issues.

Beyond the example of t,alkbackr other areas of radio such
as the chat show and its techniques of mode of address,
its construction of the presenter's personality as
'everyday' , and the posítion adopted by the
presenter-cum-chairperson of debates as an interlocutor on
behalf of 'the puloJ-ic', can be simí1ar1y considered as
helping to constitute 'the public' or 'the peoplet as
essentially undifferentiated, and united in common human
interests. The historical formation of this kind of
audience can be understood as part. of radío's sLrategy to
perform its task of serving 'the public' (as more or less
homogeneously conceived in the BBC's and ABC's cultural
charters), in the face of increasing evidence from
audience research techniques ( initiated in Britain in
1936) of acùually greatly dÍfferentiated audÍences. The
tensions between the actual circumstances of broadcasting
and the job assigned it by governments (¡ut also felt by
commercial broadcasters working with similar notions of
'the public') hrere resolved by the production, within
radio programmes, of a uniform addressee, 'Everyman' orIthe human'. Defined by their common humanityr ân actually
diverse audíence was appeal-ed to in ways whích cut across
their specific and varying interests and tastes. See
Johnson (1988:145) on how such radio modes of address
impacted on audience members' forms of self-idenùification
and thus to the vitiation of an historically operative
language of class.

25. point about
of a single
time' , made

Tangere ( see

26. See Lawson (1983) on this, and on the problems of
neglecting the media as an agent in such polítical events
as The Dismissal portrays.

This effect of simultaneity echoes Anderson'sta hypnotíc confirmation of the solidity
community. . .moving onward through calendrical
in relation to t,he FíJ-ipino novel Noli Me
pp.2I6-2L7).

See Connell (7978:80-85) on
affairs journalists ¡,rrith
state or the government of
Britain) 1956-66.

realignment of current
public' and away from the
day, in the period ( in

the
'the
the

27.
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28. Another speculatíon is El-1Ísr int,eresüing argument t,hat
the centre ground that the instít,ution of televisíon
consüructs for itself in its visÍon of intra-national (as
opposed to international ) political events has "madepossibte ühe conception of a political party whose self-
presentation is that of being 'the party of the centre,
the party of moderation'. Hence the reeent emergence in
BritÍsh politics of ühe Social Democraüic Parüy" (1982:
232). The same point could be hazarded aloout one of the
conditíons for the emergence of the Democrats in
Australia, at least in the characteristícs dist,inguishing
the party from the mid to late 1970s.

On t,he Hawke Government's
and its trope of 'the
,Iohnson (1989).

rhetoric of consensus politics
whole Australian people' , see



CHAPTER 7

The Common Sense Polit,ics of rrYes Minisüer,'
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My brief discussion of t,elevision and certain of its forms

and outcomes has set out some of the reasons that this
institution needs to be taken seriously by those concerned to

analyse how political subjects and capacities are shaped, and

not simplyr âs is too often the case, because as a rmass'

medium it has 'falsifíedr an earlier 'authentic' organizaLion

of the political sph"r..1

ft has been said that, within an institution that itself
is routinely considered unworthy of serious attention, the

situation comedy is seen as íts most unworthy object (Rttattah,

1984). ft is to just such an apparently trivial entertainment

thaù I now turn to continue my examination of the Orwellian

populism that, increasingly over the last four decades, has

helped form the polit,ical literacies of large numbers of the

population in English-speaking countries. One of the most

recent and influent,ial deployments of Orwellian populism has

been in Yes Minister

This multi-media Le*L2 has achieved large, long-running,

and ínternational audiences, numerous testimonials from public

figures, and an image that now circulates well beyond the

actual screening times of the BBC-produced situatíon comedy. As

a popu1ar, cultural text Yes Minister has proved particularly
generatíve; of continuing and repeated series, including the

spín-off Yes Príme Ministerr rro doubt of considerable revenue

in overseas sa1es, and of popular usages. An analysis of Yes

Minister may thus be thought by some to be justifíed by the

programme itself; I sha1l set out below the particular nature

of my interest ín this situation comedy. For let me be quite

cl-ear: my int,ention to take seriously this f iction, a half-hour

incitement to relax and to laugh, is not a plea to suddenly
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find the deus ex machina of politics in ühese quaint cultural

examples, to inflat,e and poliüicize their value because of some

sudden insight of a new breed of universal intellectual into
their intrinsic ideological sígnif icance. f f lre can devote

serious scrutiny to such humble components of our social

routines, and do so appropriately , íL is because of a

dispensing with the universal int,e11ectua1 notion of a t,ot,ality

of society and the quesü for the ídentificat,ion of a

determinat,ive principle adequate to the running of that,

totaliüy. This productive lowering of our síghts to the less
3

spectacular sets of üechniques that quietly govern our 1ives,

our timer oür bodies, social spaees, pleasures and decisions is
what can help us think the shiftíng social and inst,it,utional

relations in what T,/'re call politics. The situation comedy

qualifies for attention because of íts place amongst these

technologies.

f: Usages and realism

Barry Hindess, in his cogent examination of arguments on

social polícy, discusses what he cal1s the 'naive political

radicalisms' of the political right and left and noües

It]fre naive radícalism of some sections of the left
has had little dírect impact on the policies of
central government. Unfortunately, the same cannot
be saÍd of the naive radicalism of the right,.
Consider the privatizatíon and deregulation
programme of the present Ieritish] government...it
is difficult to believe that privatization and
deregulation would be pursued across such a wide
range of publíc services (from British Airways üo
refuse collection) in the absence of some general
commitment to t,he virtues of the markeù ( 1987 21,52) .

WhÍle ín

it,s third
Australia the Hawke Labor government has only since

term seriously committed itself to the one-off fÍsca1
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benefits of the sale of public assets and to put,ting selective
4

privatization on the agendar the Liberal Party, under the

economíc rationalist leadership of ,John Howard, Andrew Peaeock

and now John Hewson, has rout,inely called for deregulation and

privatízabion, and various state governments and opposít,ions

have run on similar platforms. As ín Britaín and the United

Süates, the New Right has 1ed its eoncerted attack on the

public enterprises of the so-called welfare staüer though, in

Ausüra1ia, it,s influence on t,he Federal government has been

less direct,. Here, it has been mediated by less aggressíve but,

by no means less influential agents of policy formation (for

exammple, public service and professíonaI economists, and

financial journalísts) .

This general commitment, to the virtues of 'the market',

it,s accompanying methodological individualism and suspicion of

the welfare state is an available position for governments,

opposÍtions and their constituencies not, as doubtless t,he New

Right would like to claim, because ühese truths have an

absoluüe epistemological foundat,ion that has recently become

demonstrable. Rather, the commítmenü is an available position

because of nothing more nor less than the currency of this

versíon of liberalism, "concerned mainly with limiting the

coercive polüers of all- government" (Hayeck in Hindess ,I9B7z

72O). Iüs currency t ot current valuer cârr be formulated,

without making the familiar recourse to a metaphysical

reservoir of values, as consisting in its place and circulation
in the fields of governmental and media discourse. The

doct,rinal statements which comprise liberalism are caught up in

the stock of 'r,¡hat can be said' in our culture in particular

r¡rrays: they are repeated, borrowed, exchanged; adapted as
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metaphors in one discourse, inscribed as absences in another,

and taken as principles of coherence Ín yet anot,her; in their
various mobiLizaLions they may link previously discontínuous

knowledges and transform the relations between others. They

have, ín Foucault 's rnrords,

[a] value thaü is not defined by their truth, that is
not gauged by the presence of a secret content; but
which characterizes their place, their capacity for
circulation and exchange (I974:L20).

One part,icular and influent,ial form the statements that
comprise this version of liberalism and representative,
parliamentary democracy have taken in the l-980s has been the

popular usages generated by Yes Minisüer. The capacity of these

usages for círculation and exchange, for adaptation as

metaphors and metonyms, for a mobile and varied linking of a

multitude of topics to the flexible and libertarian certainties

of liberalism, has constituted one significant, though

certainly not singular, means by which the 'naive political

radicalism' of the right has secured its popular o"""? where

the radicalisms of the left have, apparently, not.

Of course, this popular base for the Right, has been
6

achíeved to varying degrees in different potitical systems. As

well, there are examples of the 'Yes Minister' tag, redolent

with connotations of government íneffíciency and

irresponsibility, being used in union campaign advertisements,

and references to Yes M nister's pillorying of 'political
j argon | l,rere used to di scredit the proposed lgBT Liberal
campaign slogan of 'fncentivation' with its connotation of

private effort and individual motivation, rather than public
7planningr ês t,he key to economic prosperity. The popular usages

spawned by Yes Minister are not t,ied to the Right. The Federal

Liberal opposition's 'I¡trastewatching Committeer , intent on
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demonstrating the a1legedly scandalous waste of taxpayers'

money under the Hawke government, may have prompted the ABC's

7.30 Report to graphically evidence and effectively legitimate
Bt,he Liberals' concerns with a short scene from Yes Minister.

But the ínfluential ABC current affairs prog ramme Four Corners

was able to insert another scene from the comedy series to
illustrate the illusions of 'democracy-in-actÍon', government

organized, public meetings in a sympathetic presentation of a

group of Melbourne residents protesting at the possible health

risks associated with electro-magnetic radiation from State

Electricity Commission power 1ínes: 'rTo these sceptics it's
9beginning to sound 1íke a scene from Yes Minister".

Yes Mínister, the verbal or t,he visual cliché, has been

deployed in the service of ordinary citízensr substantive

concerns with public sector practice, concerns whích do not

spring from the generalized principles of market virtue and

'individual liberty' . The televisual broadcasting of Yes

Mínister has coincided with some understandable and reasoned

dissatisfactíon over the often inflexible and unresponsive

operations of public service administrative agenciesr âs well

as with t,he New Right's doctrinal and industrial onslaught. fn

this respect Chantal Mouffe has not,ed "multiple democratíc

resistances to the growing interventíon of the state in all
aspects of social life" and advised the left to address such

anti-bureaucratic feeling seriously in widespread st,rategies

of democratization ( 1981:186) . More to the point of the

instítutional politics involved, Hindess writes "Ii]t may well

be that public-service bureaucracies are frequently

unresponsive to the needs of their clients, and that many
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require drastic reorganizabion". But, as he continues, "hle

should noù suppose that these problems are an inescapable

f eature of government provision" ( 1987 :I45). It is t,his

understanding that marks t,he díf f erence between Yes Minister's

on-principle and dismÍssive criticism of government and

government agencies as irredeemably 'bureaucratic' and self-
perpetuating and the constructive criticísm that, writers such

as Hindess, Hugh Stretton (1987) and Peter Wilenski (1986) have

recently brought to bear on the politics of government and

admini strat i on .

To return to my earlier poínt, the benefits for 'the

smaller-government lobby' of the widespread mobilizat,ion of Yes

Minister lie within a wider taking up of a 'Yes minister'

concept of polítics. This more general popularity and usability

of Yes Minister as a current picture of 'how polit,ics rrlorks', a

phenomenon which includes right-wing usages but is not

exhausted by them, is not due simply to the care taken in the

series to make a consistent identificatory reading at the level

of Brítish political parties impossible. Subtending the

ambiguity of Hacker's and other characters' party-political

affiliations are the populist sùatements that organize the

narratives and characterization of t,he comedy. Quite clearly,

the political party (its manifesto, institutionally organized

practices and protocols of candidate preselection and servicing

of electorates, of ministerial selection and policy formation'

that is, its continuing but delimited and thereby productive

negotiations ) is disregarded ín this presentation of the

formation of policies and political posítions. What is

significant in ùhe rYes minister' concept of politics is the

relatíon of expressive representatíon that, in this normative
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populist sense of sovereigntlrr al1egedly should exist between

ùhe indívidual politician and 'the people' , but often does not.

Yes M ni ster r âs a medía deployment of a populist

discourse, can be further specified. füs populism is that of

the Orr¡el1ian discourse already examinedi a recognizable

linking up of parüicular concepts of language,'ordinary

peoplet, experts' common sense, bureaucracy and polter by a

notion of the correct function of parliamentary and public

sector, but also more generally philosophical and cultural'

representation. To address the programme as a particular

reactivation of Orwellian discourse is to say that it repeats,

wíth variations, discursive moves wiüh which we are already

familiar, and calls on reading and interpretative capacities

with r,.rhich r\re are already equipped from our apprentíceship ín

the post-trtorl-d War II Anglo-Australian classroom and media. Yes

Minister attaches these interpretative capacities to Íssues and

a notation which gives the Orwel-lian discourse a new and

extended currency. These issues include a cluster of concerns

that have been routinely targetted in the libertarian and New

Right's attempted evacuation of the neo-Keynesian state:

unionism, environmentalism, media power, equal- opportunity

policies, community arts progirammes, deficit financíng'

commitment to minimal levels of unemploymentr provision of a

safety net of minimum healùh, education, housing, üransport and

selrerage services, and so on. In the English classroom which

has functioned as a key formative site of childrents moral
10

selves, the actívation of Nineteen Eiqhty-Four and Animal Farm

has practised and continues to practise students in t'he

techniques of eval-uating and interpreting the distant though

threatening political dangers and postulated extremes of
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communism and fascism in terms of a moral framework. This is a

framework which posits the moral as a separate metaphysical

domain to which the altogether less salubrious and intrusive
domaín of politics has to ansr¡rer and from which what counts as

'ideology' has to be detached. Thus, a single general relation
is drar.vn up between the political- and the moral in the

simplistic and teleological form of 'means' (politics) ideally
governed by 'ends' (morals), and established concurrently with

the development of the moral conscience of the student through

routine pedagogic techniques of interrogation such as those

registered in the questions ín a study guide of the remade film
Nineteen Eiqhty-Four:

a) Although you witt never have the pollrer of O'Brien
in NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR, have you or anyone you
know ever been in a situatíon where you've had
control over others? How did you feel?
b) Have you ever been in a group or a crowd and
when 'carried ar¡ray' by the emotions of t,he groupr
acted in a rïray you normalJ-y would not?
c) Do you think that governments ever scare people
to get their policies passed? (effison,1984) .

The new currency of Yes Minister practises us in simiLar,

entertaíning and pleasurable evaluatíons of public and

polítical issues, but these are nor{r present,ed as dangers much

closer to home than foreign totalit,arian regímes.

My interest in Yes Miníster is, therefore, in the way its
formulae have joined other current popular conceptions of

politícs and frameworks for the discussion of public issues.

That, this ís so can be marked by the frequency with which the

media and public figures use the notation 'Yes Minister' to

describe a particular attitude or to characterize a 'public
sector mentality', implying a certain way of seeing a set of

relations between public poi^rer and 'the ordinary

indívidual'. Similarly, the names of major characters are
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establÍshed stereotypes. Some representative

practice follow.
First, the índividual frustrated:
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of the conduct of

examples of this

Macdonald Iformer member of executive of the
Australian Bicent,ennial Authoríty] r4ras less coy
about specífics in a later interview. "After 2,
years I'm tired of f eelíng like .lim Hacker dealing
with Sir Humphrey. . . " (namsey,19B5) .

Next, the exception that proves the rule:

Ifr]e Iformer federal Department of Treasury head
Mr.,fohn Stone ] has also perf ormed a valuabte
service by reminding us that governments are noù
always the captives of their departments and that
the Sir Humphrey Applebys and the ,lohn Stones of
this world do not always reply, tYes, Minister'
( naitoría1, 1 984) .

The faceless manipulators uncovered:

South Australia's 'Yes Ministers' . They control our
lives in a thousand l¡ays. The cost of your house,
car, cígareütes¿ beer; the way your chÍldren spell
and add up... (esnbourne,L9BT).

a Senator pinpoints the barrier to freedom of information

Ausüralia:

Ii]n fact rtrhat, we have to overcome is the 'YesMinister' syndrome (Vigor, 1987 ) .

Beyond a simple frequency Pet,er Hennessy, ât the time the

hlhitehall corresp ondent of The Times, proposed that

Yes Minister att,ract I ing] nine mittion víewers on
BBC1 at its peak...changed...the craft... Iof]
reporting V'Ihitehall f or a quality nerdspaper. Iù
gave journalists...a megaphone...Our kind of
journalism could be slotted into bíg audience radÍo
and television prog-rammes like Todav or Natiqnraride
at the drop of a verbal or visual cliché. Sir
Humphrey, Jim and his Prívate Secretary r Bernard,
had become household names. . . ( 1985 232) .

Hennessy

revealing

att,ributes this effect to Yes Minister's success in

'the secret operations of government' . He notes that

And

in

the series

Crossman I s

takes its lead in this respect from Richard

Diaries of a Cabinet Minister r providing examples of
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the obvious textual similarities and citing the I,rIilson

Government Cabinet memberrs aim to do "something towards

lightíng up the secret places of BrítÍsh politics and enabling

any intelligent elector to have a pÍcture of what went on
11

behind the scenes" (Crossman in Hennessy,19B5:32).

Anüony .Tay and Jonathon Lynn, the co-writers of the

seríes, avoïr a similar goal- for their creation: "We do hope it
will give people an insight int,o the major conflicts in the

government of Brit,ain" (.tay in Shmith, 1986 ) . And Australían

television crit,ic Michael Shmíth makes a rel-at,ed and routine

evaluatíon when he writes, "[w]íth formidable accuracy, the two

r,¡rít,ers of the seríes... have, since 1979, brought to light the

workings of the labyrinthine service with devastatíng

simplícity and (underneath ít all) absolute truth" (1986).

Shmith's piece is thus an example of what Micl< Eaton diagnosed

in 1978/9 as the general failure to treat television situation
comedy as a specifical1y televisual form: " It ]he debates

conduct,ed from withín the t,elevision industry tend to centre

around quest,ions of how 'realisticr or 'true to lifet the

situat,ions and characters in such shows arerr (198I226).

As Eaton point,s out, this framework of realism is what is
at stake in the American üelevision producer Norman Lear's

speech at the 1979 Edínburgh International Television Festíval,

a speech 'rgreeted so enthusiastically by Brítish television
pract,it,ioners t' . Lear argued "ühe need to incorporate the

'íssues of the day'into the half-hour comedy slot,', a strategy

that Lear's programmes (for example¡ All In The Famí1y and

Maude) had already successfully exploíted and one compatíbte

wíth what a 'concerned' member of the 'creative community'

might do within the constraínts of the televisíon industry
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( traton , 1 98 I z 42) .

Premiering in 1980, Yes Minisüerr âs a ,'vehicle for public
72

enlightenment" (Hennesslrlg85¿32), found ítself neatly aligned

wíüh the inst,itutional developments of the genre. fn other

words, ühe much vaunted reali"*l3ot Yes Minister is noü a

revelaüíon of a 'rea1 world elsewhere' in Vühitehallr buü ühe

well-made ouücome of the generic convent,ions of the social
(rather than 'screwball') comedyr geared towards securíng,

amongst other effects, a particular 'realism', thaü is, an

hístorically formed and socially organized relation of
I4

representation. At, the same timer the inclusion of topícal
issues no doubt satisfied the writers ' inclinations as much as

it dÍd generic codes rlalr for on€r having a substantial
pedigree of rconcern' about social issuesr âs the üitle of one

of his several- books, The Householder t s uide to Community

Defence Against Bureaucratic Agqression (r972) , att,ests.

The particularity of Yes Minister's realism, the way it,
engineers it,s plausibility with audiences, can be registered by

comparison with one of its post-war comic predecessors, the

British radío comedy The Men from the Ministry , and its
plotlines organized around the mistakes of bumblÍng

bureaucraüs. Vühile ühis might have won the applause of earlier
listeners, what gives Yes Minister its "uncanny realism and

15credibility" (Lynn & Jay rI9B2) is plotlines organized around

the machinat,Íons, not mistakes t of Machiavellian, not bumbling,

bureaucrats. TVhat separates these medía presentations of the

civil service is a shift in the code of eausality,

conventíonally lodged in charactêrs r so that actions once

explained ín terms of fo1Ly and incompet,ence are noT¡r presented

as the result of institutíonalizedr porrêr-hungry manipulation.
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There are two ways of diagnosing this shift. The first, is
to see it as the result of a wakening realization of 'the
public' to the underlyíng realit,ies of the growing public

sector after an earlier tolerance of t,he annoying but harmless

(if expensive) inefficiencies of its infancy, a realization
mírrored in Yes Minister. In other words , to note that the

world (or t,hat, a parüicular sphere of it, the public sector)

has changed and to evaluate how r,r¡ell or badly this is
registered in a separate cult,ural domain linked to the social

by the single and supposedly normative culüural and media

functÍon of representation.

The second is to critically question the realist framework

as over-generalized and naive in its assumption of a domain of

representation separate from a domain of 'the rea1, which pre-

exist,s and secures iüs authentícity. From this philosophical

model in which the real determines the discursive, television
can only relate to social life as a picture relates to the

thing supposedly pictured. Instead, to paraphrase Hunter's work

on realist cinema, television representations are not a

picturing of events or peopJ-ers experience of events, but the

outcome of an institut,ion in which certain materials and

frameworks of techniques and assumptions receive a specific
activation. And these same materialsr t,echniques and

assumptions (apart from specifically televisual techniques such

as editing) are also those found in non-t,elevisual domains,

domaÍns r,rre are more accustomed to calling rreality'. In yes

Ministerr the central technÍques of characterizaLion are used

these are also found in many lot,her] tocales...For
example, techniques of dialogue and monologue are
found ín the practice of keeping diaries.

but
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Techniques for the construction of character-types
are found in the system of school assessmenù and
report writing and in the case profiles developed
by welfare workersr pslchological counsellors etc.
. . . ISimilarly] techniques of introspection and
confession used in the training of character
actors in the Staníslavskian method are also
widely Iused] in t,he production of moral character
in schools and other training and counselling
institutions (Hunter,L9B4:53-54) .

Social domains and the televisual domain are not ontologically
ranked, with the l-atter somehor,rr less real than, f ollowing

aftert ot an immaterial rendering of, the former: they are more

effectíve1y conceptualized as neighbours on the same block, all
composed of specifiable materials and techniques, borrowing and

repeating practices one from the other, the televisual just as

capable of producíng actual- effects as the wel-fare department

(though obviously of a different type).

To continue, Yes Mínister's central materials are the same

discourses that organize business organizations and their
calculations, and many governments and their initiatives
areas commonly thought, of as Írreducibly 'rea1' domains. fn Yes

Ministerrs case this includes the liberal-democratic notion of

the role of the state and the indivídual, and neo-Burnhamite

managerial theory in which rational administrative procedures

and ùhe streamlining of organizations shift the focus of power

from those who 'ou'n' to those experts who 'control' and

administer resources and relations within the organizaLion. Yes

Minister, and televisíon drama more generally , reactivates

these materials and techniques that constitute what r¡e accept

as 'the real world', but within their or^rn domain, within a

fictional modality . Thus Yes Minister's real-ism is not due to

its picturing or expressing of a population's true or actual

experience of government, as íf that experience pre-exists

discursive techniques and matería1s. In fact, a capacity to
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16experience is always socially organized. The truth of t,he

experience(usedasameaSureofÞ@'srea1ism)wi11

only be judged loy repeating the part,ieular crit,eria withín
which a particular population's capacity to experience has been

socially organized. This rcircularity, of realism cannot be

escaped, but it, is noù the circularity of a textual formalism,

in the sense of t,exts hermetically sealed from social

realit,ies. Rather, it is a tracing of the socÍa1 circulation of
particular materials and operations across a range of te>ct,ual

and non-textual sites.

ff the plausíbility of Yes Minister's account of
government has displaced, sâ}rr the plausibility of The Men from

the Mínisüry's earlier and tamer version, it, is because ühe

Machiavellian distinctíon beüween calculation and morality
(means and ends), the Orwellian account of language use, the

managerialism, the populist division of state and 'the people'

that Yes Minister deploys are the historically current and

perhaps domínant discourses which help¡ âs 'theory-programmes'
and in varyíng rÀiays, to organize the pract,íca1 act,ivities of a

range of instit,ut,ions ( state authorit,ies, political parties,
journalism, indust,ry) tfrat popul-at,ions daí1y deal with and are

dealt with ny. Yes Minist,er's realísm is relative to these

discourses and their currency in non-textual domains, not to
some mythical pre-díscursive 'rea1 world'. In this vay yes

Minister is caught up in and plays it,s role in the breakdoïrn

and rolling back of t,he post-TrTorld ïrlar II 'settlement' üo which

earlier cultural texts like ühe ímmediate post-war Ealíng
t7studio comedies plus The Men from the Ministry contributed.

The point is that often-voiced recognitíons of the realism

of Yes MÍnisüer ('isn't that, just i,,rhaü ít's like?') may weLl be
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an effect of our experience with how things happen to be done

in a bureaucrâclr but this is not a simple measurement of 'the
real I . Contrary to the opinions of its producers and of

critics, the programme does not 'shine a lightt on the public

sector¿ âs if uncovering íüs true naturet it does not reveal

po1 it ics to be about the failure or success of politícians to

express the witt of or represent 'the people'. This populist

and widespread conception of politics shapes the r,ray in which

much politics (tfrat ís, the negotiat,ion of institutional power-

knowledge relatÍons) is executed, and there is no gainsaying

the actualÍty and materíal effects of such procedures. But such

a conceptÍon, which guarantees lootTr knowledge of and (oft,en)

disinterest in 'æ political processr is, if not, an illusion,
noü 'the üruthr. The exhaustiver singular and unshakeable

lessons of realism block off an understandíng of the

contingent, historical and socially produced character of

social realities and simultaneously block the possibility of

seeing other ways of organizing these t ot the production of
quite different social situatÍons.

More tTran a theoretical int,erest ín rehearsinE a
1B

particular critique of realism, this rethinking of Yes

Mínister's realism is necessa ry in order t,o grasp the situation
comedy's relaüíon to other social sítes as other than a

relat,ion of reflect,ion. Television is an adjunct to a series of

apparat,uses (education, professional and industrial ürainings,

households and familíes) in which the inte1lígíbility of events

Ís produced and in which att,ítudes and conducts are formed and

policed. fn ühis Yes nisüer plays a part for certain
audiences in the relayíng and shapinE of part,icu1ar capacities

of political analysis and act,ion. These capacit,ies (not jusü
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ideologies, ot menüal píctures to be seen through or warned

against) are relentlessly populist in character, and it is this
disposition I will elaborate in textual analysis of some

scenes.

fI: The populism of I'Yes MÍnister"

Yes Miníster is a BBC t,elevision seríes made according to

a classic situation comedy format, though incorporating a

deviation to which f shall return later. Two principal figures

'Jim Hacker' parliamentary Minister for Administrative Affairs
and Sir Humphrey Appleby, his civil servíce Permanent Secretary

are presented Ín a continuing adversarial relatíonship which

takes the form of extended comíc dialogue. Vüork already done on

Yes Minister by Giles Oakley usefully demonstrates the role of

the series "in orchestrating and reinforcing 'common senset

conceptsr particularly icleas abouü'bureauctàc!t t'politics'
and 'politiciansr" (1982¿67) . Nevertheless, I want to argue

thaü viewing Yes Minister as a depLoyment of a part,ícular

populist díscourse helps us learn more about its peculiar

orchestration of common sense concepts than can Oakley's

description of the programme in terms of a standoff or balance

between ühe two dominant political dÍscourses he names; "Io]n
the one side is the widespread cynicism about 'politics' and

'politiciansr and on the other is the hist,orícally rooted

distrust of the power of Civí1 Servants" (7982275).

Vühile Oakleyrs identifícat,ion of these t,wo discourses is
quíte apt, this focus on ühe either and the ot ¡ the one síde

and t,he other, misses the more importanù common t,errain on

which both cliscourses are worked out. ft ígnores the virtuous
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site from whÍch this cynicísm and distrust issues: that is, in

Oakley's description the position made available for the viewer

is implicit but not developed. This common terrain is provided

by a populist discourse where the opposition is not so much

between politicians and civil servants, lout civil servants and

'the people', for whom the politician (Hacfer) should be

standing in. Oft,en he fails this task and other members of 'the
people'have Èo step in to present common sense and virtue. The

disagreements between the civil servant and the politician are

repeatedly predicated on the wider opposition of state versus
Ithe people' and their respective relations to these opposing

entities ' as well as on an implicit model of government and

po1-itics at work. Tn this model government is the 'top dor,r¡n'

administration of 'the people' that continues more or less

regardless of which political party is in power, while polit,ics

is understood in the limíted terms of party politics as an

arena for personal advancement and which argues that the

latter's authority over government comes from its
representative functíon.

The figure of 'the peopl-e' is deployed in different ways

in the comedy. One of these is as a linguistic figure within
the speech of the Hacker and Sir Humphrey characters and

several examples are considered below.

The relations between the civil servant and the politician

are established by indicating, and at t,imes spelling out, their
differing relatíons to the third entity 'the people', 'the
public will' or its equated concept 'democracy'. Thus, in the

episode 'tThe Economy Drive" when Sir Humphrey reveals the

'facts of life' to Bernard (Hacker's Principal Prívate

Secretary) as parù of the latter's continuing induction into
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have to do wit,h debunking the source of

over the civil- servant:
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the'weightíest' points

the Minister's mandate

It]he argiument that we must do everything a Minister
demands because he has been 'democratically chosen'
does not stand up to close inspection. MPrs are not
chosen by 'the people' they are chosen by theír
1ocal constituency party, i.e. thírty-five men Ín
grubby raincoats or thirty-five r¡romen in sil1y
hats. The further 'selection' process is equally a
nonsense: there are only 630 MP's and a party with
just over 300 MP's forms a government and of
these 300, 100 are too old and too si1ly to be
ministers, and 100 too young and too callor,,r.
Therefore there are about 100 MP's to fill 100
government posts. Effectively no choice at all. . . It
follows that as Ministers have had no proper
selection or training, iL is our patriotic duty to
arrange for them to make t,he right decision as
of ten as possíble (f,ynn & Jay, 198l- :57-58 ) .

By this 1ogic, t,he Minister, his special relatíon to 'the
people' undermíned, fa1ls under ühe aegis of the expert

claiming to know and act in 'the national interest' , the man

dif f erentiated f rom rthe people' and its rriould-be

representative by traininq. Again, Humphrey to Bernard in "The

Right To Knolrr': "[i]t is not the Minister's job to run the

Department. It is my job, for which I have had twenty-fíve
years' training and practice" (Lynn & Jayr 19B1:130) .

The struggle between Hacker and Sir Humphrey is presented

as t,urning on the civil servant's efforts to usurp , dL one

time, 'the people' as the source or 'represented' of politics,

and at others, the politician as the representative of 'the
people'. Sir Humphrey explains just who it is t,he Minister

represents:

[a] Minister has three functions: (i) He is an
Advocate. He makes the Department's act,ions seem
plausible to Parliament and the public. (ii) He is
Our Man in Tfestminster, süeering our 1egÍslat,ion
through parliament. (m.9. Ours, not his. ) (iii) He
is our Breadwinner. His duty is to fight, in Cabinet
for the money we need to do our job (f,ynn & rÏalr
1981-:130).
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Here is a picture of the Minister properly doing his job when

he represents not'the people'but is the delegate or agent, of

the trained experts of the civil servicer seen as the mot,or of

government. Hacker himself put,s his finger on the phenomenon of

ühe civil service 'standing in f,or' public opinion when he

translaües what is styled as the civil service code language

during a tussle with Sir Humphrey over a report on civil
service overmanning:

ti]t says, for instance, that a phased reduction of
aloout a hundred thousand people is 'not in the
public interest' . Translat,ion: it is in the public
int,erest but it is not in the interesE-of the Civil
Service. rPulolic opinion is not yet ready for such
a süep, I it, says . Translation: Pulol íc opinion is
ready but the Civil Service is noù! (f,ynn & Jay,
1981:104).

To Sir Humphrey these distinctions remain opaque: as a meeting

of Permanent Secretaries decides, " I i ]t was unanimously agreed

that, we constit,ute a real cross-section of the natíon" (f,ynn &

Jalr19B3z32). And, as already indicated, training and expertise

are íronically asserted to be a surer criteríon for knowinE the

public int,erest than any other shabby mechanísm of selection

used to determine 'the people'sI representatíve.

The second and probably more telling deployment of the

figure of 'the people' ís made through the appearance of a

varieüy of characters who show themsel-ves to be both

individuals and of 'the people'. This is sígnified through

either t,heir occupatíon with or<linary everyday maüters (such as

plumbing, cleaningr cooking), theír matter-of-facü grasp of

events, their enunciation of common sense, their domestíc

location (according üo t,he common rendering, noted in Chapter

6, of the publ-íc,/private distinction in which the private

domaín is the 'real' world and publíc life ís the realm of

appearance and image) or a combination of these markers. In
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different epísodes there are, for example, the cleaning lady

("The Economy Drive") r the Minisüer's driver Roy (".fobs For The

Boys" ¡ "The Compassionate Societ,y" ) , Mrs. Phi1lips, the warden

of a ciüy farm ( "The Qualít,y Of Life" ), a percipient school

girl ( " Equal Opportuníties,' ) , two f emale backbenchers, .Joan

Líttler and Betty Oldham ( "The Greasy Pole" and "A euestion Of

Loyalty")¡ and, repeatedly, Hackerrs wífe Annie. Before

focussing on the imporùant characüer of Anníe, ít is r,¡orth

noting the textual work performed by just, two of these minor

characters.

f n I'The Economy Drive" , Nel_l_íe r the cleaning 1ady,

innocently explains her presence üo Hacker: "Theyrve cancelled

the night shift. Some idiot's starüed another of those economy

drives". Vühen she díscovers that she is t,alking to the Minister
(who launched t,he 'economy drive' ) Nellie is pleased. "Oh

really, oh frm ever so pleased to meet you. I voted for yoü",

and with her good natured and forceful direct,ness has Hacker

uncomfortaloly invite her to call him ',Jim'. vÍhen tb.e scene ends

with Hacker impatiently ordering her from the office against

her protests that, I'Jtve got to get on you kno'hr lwith the

work]", Nel1ie makes a dignified exit and has the lasü word,
1'411 right, all right .fim, I can take a hint',. The scene

generates several meaníngs. From Nell_ie's side, it reqisüers

what she expects as natural when she votes a direcü, one-to-

one relation betr'rreen elector and representat,ive; from Hacker's,

an unease with the direct, relation to the electorr âs one of

t,he 'ordínary people' , signalled by f irst names and t,he

strípping of ínst,itutional titles (Bernard too looks askance at

Nellie rs ',Jims ' ) , and a dismissal of the necessary work of

cleaning. And from Nellie's equanímity and phrasínE ( "another
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of those economy dríves") comes the image of the 'enduringness'
of 'ordinary' working people such as herself against the

panicky hubbub of the Minister and the civit service (Sir

Humphrey: 'rl,üe don I t measure our success by results, but by
19activity" (Lynn & ,Iay,19B2¿33) ) .

Tn ",Jobs For The Boys'r it is the Minister's driver, Rof ,

who alerts the out-of-touch Hacker, astonished at a (mere)

driver's gossip-informed grasp of government matters and trying
to hide his ohrn unseemly ignoranee, to t,he pot,ent,iatly

electorally devastating collusion between Sir Humphrey and an

entrepreneur over a government project. Hacker's assumpt,ion of
Ithe peoplers I iEnorance of matt,ers administratíve and

political is both underlined and shown to be erroneous. In "The

Compassionate Society", Roy again alerts Hacker to an

administrative scandal, tTre ner4r hospital with staf f but no

pat,íent,s r âod articulates an egalitarian and commonsense

posit,Íon:

Roy: t'If you and Sir Humphrey Appleby went to worl< on
a No.27 you'd have to make the bus service much
more effícient, wouldn't you?"
Hacl<er: r'We certaÍn1y wou1d" . Iffe then realizes
with horror what he has said. l

TrThile the linguistic f ígure of 'the people' in Sir
Humphrey's speech is made ridiculous ( "thirt,y-five women in

sitty hats"), or in Hacker's made a self-serving and abst,racted

principle (his routine slips where concern for 'the people' is
shown üo be concern for 'ühe marginal seats'), this embodiment

of 'the people' in individual charaeters offers unambiguous

viewing posítions for audiences. Anníe, Roy, Nellie are never

(unlike Hacl<er, Sir tfumphrey, the politíca1 advÍser lfeisel,
etc. ) tfre obiect of laughter. Not all minor characters,

however t àtê at,tribut,ed the status of 'ordinary person':
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Hacker's daughter, Lucy (caught up in the instituüional
positions purportedly offered by university sociological

courses r consêrvation groups and Trotskyit,e left,-wing politícal
parties), unionists, academícs, businessmen, and most

journalists are all shoT^in as cut off from the rordinary person'

by their sectoral or instítutionally derived interests and

privilegesr âs íf 'ordinary people' live outside the parameüers

and f rameworks of instit,utÍons r,lhich, nevertheless r

increasingly intrude on t,heir 'private' freedoms because of the

bureaucratization fostered by the Sir Humphreys of the world

and not ef fectiveJ-y resisted by t,he Hackers.

Appearing in many episodes, Hacker's wife does more than

simply humanize or psychologize the character of Hacker by

e:rtending the range of detail that, can be attached t,o ühe roIe.
(though it, is signÍficant that, this does occur, contrary to t,he

t,reatment of the Sir Humphrey characüer, as it allows Hacker

the effects of conscience, moral dilemmas and development which

are importanü f or the pot,ent,ial, if not yet ef f ective,

representaüive of 'the people'). Beyond this funct,ion, the

character of Annie (namedr sígnificant,ly, 'Annie' rather than a

more formal 'Anne') sets up a position in its oï¡n right and

this is the síte of truthfuL personal relations, plain speech,

conmon sense, correct moral pronouncement (especially in "The

ÏÍhísky Priest," and I'Equal Opportunities"), necessary work and a

sense of humour. Equípped with these resources, all pat,ent,ly

lackíng ín the po1ítician and the civil servant, AnnieIs

speeches and narrative presence effectively operate as ühose of

the extra-politícal rordínary personr and, thus, given 'the
people'/s1cat-e opposit,ion prominent in Hacker's and Sir

Humphreyrs speech¡ âs issuinE from ühe díscursive origín of
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'the peoplet. As such Annie's role forms a support and basis of

both toleration and subjecüion as she is variously shown as

'put upon by' and having to 'put up with' the politician.

This position ís est,ablished, significantly, in the first
f Íve minutes of the f irst, episode of the seríes, ,'Open

Government". In the pre-credit seguence T¡re see Hacker and other

candidates on the balcony of the town hal1 as Hacker's

electoral víctory ís declared. From a freeze-frame on Hacl<er's

faee the image dissolves to the carüooned clock face of Big Ben

and t,he caricaüures which constitute the title sequenee. From

this opening, firmly set in the public terrain of constituency,

st,aüe and nation, ühe immediat,e post-credit, sequence takes

place in the domest,ic space of t,he Hacker's lounge-room. The

shift, aLlorrs an explicít and early sÍgnalling of pol-ítics as an

intrusion into t,he more 'natural', human and commonsense sphere

of the personal:

Annie: I'So who was on the phone?"
Hacker: I'Frank Trleisel. He I s coming right, over.,'
Annie: 'tTühy doesn't he just move in?"
Hacl<er: I'Sometimes f don't underst,and you. He's my
political adviser. I depend on him more than
anyone. t'

Annie: "lÍhy don'ü you marry him?"
Hacker: "Oh darling, you do overreacü to everything
so. rr fHacker jumps as the phone rings. ]

T¡ühile Hacker waíüs for hís imminent elevation to the cabinet of

the new government, his tenuous and possibly arrogant and

uninformed línk üo the ordínary everyday realit,ies necessaríly

occupying his wife (and, implicitly, the rest of the 'ordinary
people' who have just voted for their representat,ive) ís spelt
out. As he waits for the phone to ring Annie serves coffee t,o

the seated Hackert he is unable to reciprocate loy going out for
the cigaretües Annie's nerves ( " I ,m just a politician's r,rrife,

I'm not allowed to have feelings") require:
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"Oh Jim I've had it. Vrlould you pop out and getAnnie:
some? "
Hacker:
Annie:
stupid
or you

...Annie will never understand

(r,ynn & Jay,19B1:10). It, ís not

cigarettes/brussels sprouts

himself in his concern for his
his constituent,s:

Hacker: [hangíng
Spotteswoode. f do
sorts of useless
ringing me up to
real-ize f'm waiting

"Sorry love, darenrü leave the phone."
"Look, if the PM wants you to be ín

cabinet the PM will phone back if you're
can phone back. rl

the
out

A practical observation ( if possibly in breach of

party-politíca1 etiquette) , but 'popping out' is clearty
incommensurate to the importance of the political moment. The

denigration of Annie's needs and common sense is, of course,

accomplished on screen by the acting techniques of facial-

expression and tone of voice as well as dialogue so that ín Yes

Minister: The Díaries we find Hacker's recorded Ithoughtsl

provide an accurate rendition of the on-screen effect by the

incl-usÍon of personal comment:

Annie kept me supplied wíth constant cups of coffee
all morníng, and when I returned to t,he armchair
next to the phone after lunch she asked me to help
do the Brussels sprouts for dinner íf I didn't have
anything else to do. I expJ-ained to her that I
couldn't because f was wait,ing for the ca1l.
'V'lTro from?' Sometimes Annie really is a bit dense
(f,ynn & ,Jay,1981:9).

And, "Annie betrayed her usua]

The denigration of his wife's
and the ínabí1ity to respond

Weisel: "Did you

total lack of understanding

the finer points of politics"

only from mundane matters like
that the politician distances

oT4rn career path, but also from

up the phone ] "Alderman
Díaries "allwish people t in The

people" (1981:10)] wouldn't keep
congrat,ulate me. Donrt they

for the Call?"

intelligence in po1ítica1 matters

to her jokes

know Martin's got the Foreign
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Off icer ,Jack's got Health and Fred's goü Energy?,'
Annie: I'Has anyone got Braíns?,'
Hacker: "l{hat? Do you mean Education?,'
Annie: "No. f knolr what I mean.'r

are t,he compositional devices used to construct both the

naivety and the masculinist, moral faitings of the character of

Hacker. Vrlhat is construct,ed is the character of a politician
distanced' despít,e all his rhet,oric, from the necessary TÀrork

and common sense of t,he 'ordÍnary people' he has been elected

üo represent.

There may be a quíbble about the politician's wife, well-
dressed¡ articulate and expecting to celelorate wedding

anniversaríes in Paris ( "gig Brother" ) r being said to voice the

everyday feelings and sense of 'the people'. Clearly the figure
of 'the people' act,Ívated in Yes Miníster is not ùhe same as a

social historian such as E.P.Thompson might work to recover.

ïmportanLly, 'the people' , a category which begins by

decentring class divísions and differences and emphasLzing

unifyíng concepts of nation, is in Yes Minister routinely
blessed wíth the social at,tributes of the rniddle classes. Thus,

Annie (visually placed in comfortable and modern but,

sufficiently modest lougerooms, kÍt,chens, bedrooms, as in mosü

television situation comedies) works as t,he neutral and

reasonable cenüre ground between the 'toffs' (the Oxbridge seü

of civÍ1 servants, board members, industrialists) and the

organized working class-cum-trade union offícials (shown as

ínvolved in a discredit,ed form of polít,ics) and constit,uency

organizets, who are presented âs¡ betr,treen them, having a

sùranglehol-d on polrer. The reasonable and modest wants of rthe

peopler are set, against the cficn6A triumvirate of ,big

business, big government, big unions' stressed by the populist,
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critique of corporatism.

'The peopl-e' in this situation comedy ís a1so, through

Annie, domesticated. Yes Minister grafts the concept and

notation of 'the people', central to what politics a11egedly

should be about and by nature pitted against public

institutions and power, onto television's t,ireless formation of

the position of the 'normal cÍtizen', defíned in large part by

his or (especia11y, in ühis case) her domestic place in a

family. That, is, while Yes Minisüer deviates from the classic
situation comedy format in that its situation and problematíc

20are not singularly that of a family, the family (metonymically

presented by Annie) is nevertheless text,ualJ-y important. The

familial and familiar are used to seü up meanings about the

social and public realm. As r¡re have indicated, the first
epísode establishes an image of politics as an activíty which

dívorces its practitioners from mundane work, distances them

from 'the people' they are elected to serve, and operates on a

lack of immediate practicality and humour - by contrasting it
to the familiar realities of the home and t,he household. As

we11, ít is largely and most tel1ing1y from the space of the

home that a moral accounting of the political can be made, as

in the episode "Egua1 Opportunities":

Hacker: "She Ia school girl interviewer] asked me
some very difficult questions."
Annie: "They weren't díf f icul-t. ,fust innocent. She'was assuming that there is some moral basis to your
actívities. "
Hacker: "But there is."
Annie: Iafter responding, by laughing helplessly]
"Oh Jim, don't be silly."

Having considered the deployment of 'the people' in yes

a televisual rnetori3l contributing to popuJ-istMini ster as

capacities of politícal analysis and action, Yes Minister's
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figuration of the state as the other half of the populist

opposition of 'the people' versus the state can be noted by

analyzing the 'situation' or framework of the comedy. VÍhile

this situation is subject to some development over time as

Hacker is institutionally and manipulatively rhouse trained,',

the first, episode is again exemplary.

The siùuation of Yes MínÍster ís the Department of

Administrative Affairs (síqnificantly, not parliament) and the

equilibrium, that will be conventionally disturbed and then

restored as in prevailing discourses of comedy, is t,hat of the

civil service qoverníng according to its prínciples of

managerialism (not democracy), where 'the people' have to be

ordered and managed (not listened to or answered). The

indicatíve management of Hacker (as political representative of

'the people') is accompJ-ished in a varíety of r¡rays, including

the ubiquítous red boxes of departmental documents which usurp

the surgery in Hacker's constítuency, the al-ready fil1ed diary,

the disposal of Hacker's political adviser, Bernard's remark

about swivel chairs for ministers who go round and round and

another type for ministers ruho fold up instantly (a remark

r,,rhich earns Sir Humphrey's disapproval as all too redolent

of the civil service's hand), and Sir Humphrey's statement that

'government is not about answeríng questionsr.

In the first episode disequilibrium is signalled by the

introduction of Hacker and, wit,h hím, a discourse articulat,ed

around the 'representation of the people', 'the public will-'
and 'democracy' . This discourse, competing rnrith that of

managerialism (in the sense of 'politics' against 'government')

is encapsulated in the notíon of 'open çJovernment', the slogan

for the mandated policy commitment, to democratic accountabilíty
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of elected represenüatíves to rthe people', and the t,iü1e of

this iniüía1 episode. Paul Att,allah (1984) has argued that the

specificity of ühe siüuaüion comedy as a television genre lies

in its organization of disruptíon in terms of dÍscourses, and

iü Ís t,he clash of forms of speech as elements of discourse

that, marks Yes Ministerrs 'situationr.
fn Hacker's firsü minutes in his ministerial office he

symbolically brings the 'humanity' and direct common sense of

'the British people' with him. Explaíning the policy of 'open

government' to Sir Humphrey (tfre title economically

exnominating him from 'the people'), Hacker tries to present

politícs and the policy as an expression of the human: "[n]ow

then, Lo business. You'll have to forgive me if f'm a bit
blunt, but that I s the sort of chap I am'r .

This attenpt at putting the human stamp on politics

follows a similar move in the introductions between Hacker and

his Principal Private Secretary:

Bernard:'lSherryr Miníster?"
Hacl<er: I'iIim.I'
Bernard: "Oh gin. "
Hacker: I'No no .fim, 'Jim, call me .Tim. "
Bernard: 1'Ohr lreIl I think if it's all ühe same
you f would prefer t,o call you rniníster Minister."
Hacker: "Minister Minister? Oh, quit,e quÍüe, I
what you mean. Does that mean f have to call
Private Secretary Privat,e Secretary?'t
Bernard: t'No, do call me Bernard""
Hacl<er : " Thank you Bernard " I taking glass ] .
Bernard: 'rYou I re most welcome, Minister. "
Hacker: 1'Cheers Bernard. 't
Bernard : "Your health, Minist,er . I'

to

see
you

The thwartíng of Hacker in thÍs minor etiquette
establíshing a personal basis for his politics is
defeat. As ühe narrative formula of the series

establish, Hacker's intocommon sense

Sir Humphrey by

matter of

a predictive

will soon

open government

the episode.

foray

thewill be defeated by end of
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But' as well as this, Bernard's misrecognition and then refusal

of the informalíty and rhumannessr of 'cal1 me .Tim' is the

first of a central feature of Yes Minist,er a confusing use of
language on the part of the Civíl Service. Bernard's 'Mínister
Minisüer' is quíckLy followed by the excess of Sir Humphrey's

speech about wTro works in the Departmenü (a bewíldering

proliferation of Principal Prívaüe, Permanent, plain private,

Parliamentary Privater Depuüy, Assistantr Under and

Parliamentary Under Secret,aries, none of whom do what the

common meaning of 'seereüary' infers t,ype). And, in what for
regular viewers will become routíne pract,ice, Sir Humphrey

translat,es Hacker's bald and panicky " Ic ]ould r¡re hush it

IHackerrs first damagÍng gaffe] up?" to the politically usable

"[y]ou mean that, within the framework of the guidelines about,

open government that you've laid down you want, to adopt a more

flexible posture?" Hackerts gratefully warm reception of this
tdoublespeak' marks his acquiesence to his selling out of 'open

governmeht' , and the supremacy of one form of speech over

another indicat,es the restorat,ion of managerial, governmental

order over ühe clumsily at,tempted populist-democratic

incursions of 'open governmentr. The device and theme of

rhetoric' undersood in íts predominant and pejorative modern

sense of words offered to mislead, is establ-ished.

Of course t dL ühe same time, this use of language is also

one of the primary means for generat,íng the proErammers comic

effects: Sir Humphrey's smirking delivery of long and

supposedly unintellígib1e but, technically coherent lines and

the reaction shots of Haeker's stupefication. But lauEht,er is
al-so I¡Ion from Bernard's unwanted attempts at clarificat,ory
erudíüion, and Sír Humphrey and Bernard are by no means
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ident,ical.

Bernard, while of t,he civil service, maintains a somewhat

ambiguous positionr characterized as he is as a potentÍa11y

'high flyingr employee of the state whose training has yet to

be completed. For insüance, in I'Open Government't Bernard slips
into the competíng speech of the Ministerr safing to Sir
Humphrey "surely the cÍtizens of a democracy have a right to
knowrr. Sir Humphrey has to remind him that, on the contraryr

"they have a right, to be ignorant". In this wâ]¡r Bernard plays

a thírd, almosü mediating position to the adversarial
discourses of Hacker and sir Humphrey and Ís thus routinely
posit'ioned in the set, Joetween the poJ.it,ician and t,he civil
servantr occupling the space of observer. From here Bernard

sees both Hacker politics and Appleby government at workr and

hís remarks often set up an ironic distance on Hacl<er's sloppy

and Humphrey's corrupt use of language. For while Bernard seems

üo share sir Humphrey's way wíth language, his use is not

Machiavelliant he does noü use language to obfuscate or mÍs1ead

e>rcept when under orders from Sir Humphrey. Ratherr the

linguistíc jokes delivered by this character flow from the

relentless way in which Bernard attempts to safeguard the

English language (policing t,he mixing of meüaphors, incorrect
derivations, accurate quotation) and, thereby, repeatedly

happens to highlight, the shabby truth of a situation. This

safeguarding gets ín both the politicianrs and the civit
servant I s ïiay: Hacl<er treats Bernard's of f eríngs as pedanbr! t

in a direct supervisory role sir Humphrey finds Bernard has

regularly fallen short of his training. To sum up, in yes

Minister language ís presented as a living national herítage to
be protected whichr ríghtl-y used¡ sêrvês as a means to t,he
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expression of truth and representation of reality, but is also

susceptible üo corruption as a manípulative means for achieving

the ends of partícular elite groups rather ühan of the whole

Briüish nation.

This relation to language as the expressive vehicle of

truth is paired wíth Bernardrs modest refusal of politics. fn

"The Middle Class Rip Off" Bernard tells Hacker, who has just

suggested a political career for him, I'f once looked Ít

Ipolitics ] up in t,he Thesaurus. . . it said, 'manipulatÍon,
intrigue, wire-pu11ing, evasíon, rabble-rousing, graftr ...f
don't think f have the necessary qualities". In varioüs'r,riâfsr

22
by making the use of language an index of virüue, the

characterizaLíon of Bernard offers, in the absence of an Anníe

or a Roy in a scene, to secure a parüícular perspective for the

audience on the failings of Hacker and the machinations of Sir
Humphrey.

It is this complex of ways in which l-anguage is deployed -
beyond any explicit use of Orwellian notatíons such as ,BÍg

Brot,her' ( as episode title, narratíve coneern r ã.rrd easily
available connotatíon) or t in The D lar]-es aphorísms such as

'1a11 Permanent Secretaries are equa1, but some are more equal

than ot,hers" (Lynn & Jaf r 1982:50 ) as well as the related

themat,ics of 'the people', common sense and an all-por^rerful

bureaucrâcf r t,hat mark out Yes Minister as a particular
activation of Orwell-ian discourse. This activat,íon helps secure

the readaloility of Yes Minisüer, the feeling of recognition and

of correct díagnosis to which a range of audíenees, in various

rrays, has at,test,ed.

To conclude my analysis of t,he 'situation' and depiction

of the stater lrê need to note that, if Hacker's discourse,
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which dist,urbs the initial order of the situat,ion, is a

discourse of populist demoeracyr nevertheless, the strengüh of

this discourse is compromísed at the start by the prior
cTraracterízaUion of Hacker as engrossed in his or^rn career path

and dístanced from the conceived essence of representat,ive

liberal-democracyr 'the people'. Thus, the conventional

narratíve work of preparat,ion for an inevitable outcome is
accomplished: in a sense we know Hacker cannot and will not

hammer home his avowed democratÍc principles because the

necessary expressive relat,ion to 'the people' is lacking. (et

the same time a 'cynicism-effect' ís achieved as we are

presented with a d-evaluing of the discourse of democracy as so

much more 'rhetoric'). This knowledge of Hacker's deficiencies
as 'the people's' representative is merely confírmed when,

towards the end of the episode, he lapses into Churchillian
cadences whilst rehearsing his speech about open government and

how, wiühout iL, the civil service is able to favour Amerícan

imports over British goods. This lapse is always coded, when it
routinely occurs¡ âs highly comic by means of the actor paul

Eddington's facial gestures and the quotation-effect of so many

previous and humorous impersonatíons of the voice wit,h ühe

ciEar. The effect, works from the viewer's texüua1ly derived

knowledge of the incommensurability of Hacker (tfre political
hack) and Churchill (tfre statesman and mythícal unifying hero

23
of 'the British people'). Thus, Hacker's shift into
Churchillian phraseoloEy is always open for reading as a sign

of his moral failing (of not, being'the people's'champion) and

ímminenü failure.

Hacker I s weakness guarantees a reüurn üo the init,ial order

of manageríalísm, T^rith 'the people' being governed by the
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bureaucracy for the self-perpetuating power of the bureaucracy.

But Hacker does not always lose: sometÍmes the rYes Mínister'
with which the episodes obligatorily close is a furiously r^rrung

admission from sir Humphrey that, the po1it,ícian has best,ed him.

However, far from such outcomes signalling the triumph of
democracy they are actually again the result of Hacker's

overriding concern with his po1ítíca1 survival and kudos. For

example, in "The Greasy Poler', 'the people' may have had the

threat of a harmful chemical plant removed ín the teeth of
business ¡ rlnion and civil service supporü for the various

benefít,s involved, but this ís the coincídent,al outcome of
Hacker's immersion in the same loEic of personal survival ¡rrhich

he uncovers in Sír Humphrey ("Minister, Government isn'ü about

morality. . . It's abouü stability. Keeping t,hinEs going,

preventing anarchy, stopping socíet,y falling ùo bits. Sti11

being here tomorrow" (Lynn & Ja!11983:116) ), and which prompts

Hacker's diaEnosis of his Permanent secretary as a 'mora1

vacuumr. Hackerr âs demonstrated by the relentless stripping
away of his routine assertíon of principles, is propelled by

the calculations of voüing in marginal seats, tomorrovÍrs

neT,rrspaper headlines, the approval of the Prime Miníster.
On ühe mat,t,er of outcomesr and if t,he consistent academic

judgment,s of the ideological effects of narrative and in
particular televisual narratíve are correcü, this leaves us

wit'h a strange reversal of how narratíve structure is generaIly
24said to work. There are other excepùíons, but the 'orderr to

which the t,elevision narrative returns üsr after an instruct,ive
journey into disorder, is usually positively characterized (for
example, the stability and essentially harmoníous relations of

a real or metaphorical family in the sítuat,ion comedy, the
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restoration of public safety and the physical survival and

reaffirmed moral ríghteousness of the lone individual battling
for natural justice and for us against criminals and red t,ape

in the cop show, the cert,aintíes of the weather and then the

anchorpersonrs presence at the end of the news).

However, ín Yes Minister there is 1itt1e doubt, that the

order re-established by the civil service or occasionally won

by the politician is negatÍve1y charact,erized as 'whaü's wrong

t¡ith the country r. Yes Minister thus gíves audiences a lesson

ín what is wrong; a trained and unprincipled elite is in power,

and 'the people ' ís not correctly represented by it,s

politicíans. (We could note that ühe dystopÍan structure of

Nineteen Eight,y-Four and Animal Farm r¿orks in the same hlay. )

This could be called Yes Ministerrs 'descriptive' effect, and

no doubt it, is also another effective strat,egy of its realísm,

presenting ' like f,or example the Brit,ish mini-series about

nuclear por¡Ier, Edge of Darknessr'the uncomfortable truth'

rather than t,he 'üoo good to be true' view of society found in
the great bulk of situation comedies.

But Yes Minister also serves an effectively prescriptive
rhetorical purpose in presenting persuasive indications of what

needs to be done in order to rectify 'the situation'. Thus,

occasionally, Hacker the careerist politician is confronted by

properly functioning politicians who are presented as voícíng

the concerns of 'the people', taking a commonsense approach,

pursuing plain speech, refusing to be 'snowed' by Sir Humphrey.

Significantly, these are backbenchers and female (,loan Litt,ler
in I'The Greasy Pole" and Betty Oldham in "A Question Of

Loyalty"); backbenchers, l¡hich minimizes their distance up the

poJ-itical ladder and away from 'the people' they represent;
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female, in what emerges as a recurrenü privilegíng of this
gender in maüters of moral authority, moral purpose and

practical wit. In this lat,ter regard t,he character of Annie

might be remembered". Not, a politician, she nevertheless

demonstrates t,he error of Hacker's denigration of her political
capacit,ies as she (and not ühe political animal, Hacker's

advíser Vrleisel,/Tüeasel) proves on more ühan one occasÍon to be

her husband's loest (tfrat is, effective and principled) a1ly as

she advises on horr to handle the red boxes, how to handle Sir
Humphrey, and reminds Hacker of his own earlier principles and

effect,ive work as representative of rthe people' as editor of

Reform. Anniers act,ions in t,hese areas float, t,he proposal that
the 'ordinary person' is intuít,ive1y capable of undersüanding

25
and having some bearing on t,he public sphere of politics ¡ oE

could do so were it not for the weight of ühe civil service and

its obscurantisü proüocols against them.

fn Yes Míníster these possibilities of politics expressing

'ühe people' (that is, of politics working 'properly') are few

in comparison wiüh the examples of íts contrary operation.

Despite thís, they serve not only to indict the proffered

picture of current political realities, but also to indicate a

preferred and aü 1east thinkable scenario. To this end, even

Hackerr ê-s the quintessentÍa1 example of politics faí1ing 'the
people', Ís presented as recoverable. As Annie pronounces,

Hacker is not the moral vacuum of Sir Humphrey: ',Hers lost his
sense of right ancl wrong...You've stil1 got yours...ft,s just

that you don't use it much. You're a sort of whisky prÍest. You

do at least know when you've done the wrong thíng" (Lynn &,Iay,

1983:130).

The whisky priest goes orrr of course, to beeome Prime
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Miníst,er in the fo11ow-up series, Yes Prime Minister. fn these

episodes Hacker retains his weaknesses and failings, but is,
nevertheless r aided to some effect,ive and right, decisions by

his new political adviser, Dorothy ÏÍaínwriqht. The character of
Mrs.v'Iainwright, a good:looking, well-coíffed, middle-aged r,qoman

wíth Thatcheresque üeeth and imperious demeanour, works with a

shrewd practicality and common sense (see her quesüions to Sír
Frank in "A Real Partnership") to penetrate ühe civil service's
self-servíng porÂrer" A possibte reading is that t,he presence of

this That,cheresque type ín the PMrs office secures the most

obvious trouncing of the civíl service ín the whole sítuation
comedy, when Sir Humphrey in I'The Key" is depríved of auüomatic

access üo the Prime Minister and finishes as a rburglar', able

to intrude on the Prime Minister's T^rork only by an illegal
entry through the office windows.

The other decisive victory of the (increasingly distanced)

'peoplers' representative over the civil service comes about

through the intervention of the personal into the political
space. In "A Victory For Demoeracy" Hacker learns the t,ruth of
an escalating international sit,uat,ion only when he invit,es an

o1d university friend, no'w the Israelí ambassador, for a

privat,e drinlc in his home. Trut,h can only enter into poJ.ítics

as a foreign body and in individualized form, but, while yes

PrÍme Minísüer sti11 presents t,he civil service as 'winning'
more oft,en than not, and the Prime Miníst,er as more often ühan

not ruinning fot his orrrn benefit, iL, too, builds up ühe

possibilitv of this enüry and its salutary effects. This

possibility is held out in the form of strong J.eadershíp in the

name of rthe people's' liberties and tackling bureaucracy as

outmoded, corporatist, and süifling of individual- enterprise and
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inítiatíve.

fII: Conclusions

V'Ihat, I have provided above is a reading of Yes Mínister
(and brieflyr of Yes Prime Minist,er ) which concenürates on the

operatíon of its populisü discourse. However, in any cultural
ínst,ance the text is simply one element of a wider apparatus.

certainly, 'watchíng television' is not as clearly delineat,ed a

cultural apparatus as those found in the EnElish cl-assroomi we

are sti11 struggling to adequately describe what watching

t,elevision entai t=.26

Nevertheless, r^Ie can say that, watching t,elevision involves

the act,ivation of certain pract,ices or habits of readingr süch

as familíaríty witfr generic and narrative codes and

conventions, in which we are ürained in the classroom. perhaps

most ímportantly, the epísodic form of the t,elevísion sítuatíon
comedy calls on what Hunter has named the modern apparatus of

character reading. In the educatíon system this apparatus takes

the form of systematically repeated and assessable exercíses ín

üextual analysis; what we commonly call_ 'eharacter
appreciation' and imagine üo be símp1y the formalization of a

natural human response to life-1ike characters, but is actually
the outcome of operations specifíc to the ninet,eenth-century

organization of popular educatÍon which provided the

"systematic conditions under whích children form moral

imperatives from the reading of fict,ional üexts" (Hunter,19B3:
27

233). ThÍs modern apparatus of character readingr süi11 central
to English syllabuses t,oday and thus formaüive in organizing

t,he production and consumpt,ion of charaeter in adjacent, sítes
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such as television' generates not only the fictional character,

but also the moral character of the süudent or viewer. Of

course, il does this in concert r¿ith other mechanisms of

character formation found in such places as families, religious
institutions, scouting and girl guide movements and sporting

associations, and so on.

It is the text's role as one.element in an apparatus which

heJ-ps to form selves ín relatÍon to a set of norms that allows

me to posit for a programme such as Yes Miníster a certain

limited but important effect; that, activating moral-ly

inflected readings of Hacker, Sir Humphrey, Annie etc., it
graft,s onto the self as apparently self-governing principle of

behavíour and decision a conception of pol-itics organized along

populist lines. The effect is thus that a personal and

seemingly unmediated relation is secured to questions of public

life and government and, more ímportantlf r to the ansrlrers the

situation comedy implicitly supplies to these 'questionst. fn

this '!rrê1r r q iven Yes Minister's insistent presentation of 'the
people' and its common sense as one of the 'ans'wersr to the

organization of public 1if e, the viernrer is call-ed on to
participate, by virtue of her or his traínings, in the

formation of 'the people' , to form her or himself as an

individualized component of a particular audience and

constítuency. Such a constituency will be responsive to only

certain limited presentations of issues and actions. To it,
only an expressive politics will seem possible and only a

populist poJ-itics (expressive of 'the people') rea11y

desirable. To iL, a politics expressing 'the people' will be

liberal representative'democracyr or conservatÍve democracyr

effectívely blocking any other way of thinking what 'democracy'
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could mean.

One vay of índicating what is both problematic and

generall-y idealist wittr such an expressive conception of

politics is üo consider t,he question of 'means and ends' and

how this Ís presented in the situation comedy. fn Yes Minister

ühe civil service, ín particular through the character of Sir

Humphrey, is explícitly associated with an amoral concern with

means alone, governed by nothing outside itselfr and no logic

other than self-preservation. Vühen Sir Humphrey talks about

truth it is to suggest Hacker discusses rthe nature of truth'
as a means to evade a Select Committee's ínterrogatíons (f,ynn &

Jay,19B2¿L72). To Sír Humphrey the only ends in admÍnisùration

are "loose ends" (Lynn & rJaf r1983:163): "[a]s far as f am

concerned, Minister, and all my colleagues, there is no

difference between means and ends" (Lynn & ,Jalr 1983 zIIT) , a

víew equally demonstrated by the characters of union leaders

and administrators' as in I'The Compassionate Society" where ühe

hygienic running of an empty hospital, not t,he healing of t,he

sick, is the object.

Similarly, throughout Yes Minister, language, which in the

populÍst view should properly be a means for revealing an

extrinsic reality and conveying the fact,s of a situation, is
used by the civil service as an end in itself so t,hat means

become the end in, what is for'ordinary people', an opaque and

Ímpenet,rable wall of words. Hackerr âs the whisky priest,
possesses the rhetoric of morals and princíples, but his

failure to secure the ends he procl-aims and ís individually
committed to (open government, democratic freedoms) is
presented as precíse1y wTrat is r^rrong wíth the nation.

Repeatedly, the politico-moral generalities of Hacker are
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thwart,ed by the administratíve specificities and mechanísms,

presented as 'red tape'r of Sir Humphrey. Vüith this familiar
division of means and ends and condemnation of means loosed

from ext,rinsic ends ¡ âs well as the presentation of means in
pejorative Machiavell-ian ways r a,yL¡y other consideration of means

becomes impossible . Ot , to put it in other words, when

'government' (whose administrative means Yes MÍníster equates

with the civil service) is presented in such an irredeemably

negative fashion' ühe detailed and pervasive power-knowledge

relatíons named by 'governmental-ity' are dismissed as sinply

unrvanted and non-essential practices.

By condemning Sir Humphrey and the focus on means and

mechanisms that he comes to signify, an opportunity to rethink
what are the possible sites of political calculation is not

only blocked but taken off the aqenda. Such an opportunity

consísts of the redirection of analysis arday from concern with

an ideal or utopian form of 1iberal, representative democracy,

that is, the expressíon of an essence, and towards the

historically and institutionally varying mechanísms and

strategies for contesting and democratically restructuring not

a sovereign power ('the peopte') but the specific
power-knowledge relations of "particular sÍgnificant spheres of

social organization" (Hindess, l-980: 45) . Such an attention to

'means' rather than to 'ends' would not mean that questions of

morality are abandoned or marginalized, as is the usual

objection to such a proposal. Rather, it suggests that morality
can be thought and constructed as codes of behaviour and

conduct operating Ín the same domain as that of the means

structuring power-knowledge relations and not, as has

traditionally been the case with hegemonic philosophical
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discourses, t,hought of as secured. in terms of a @.þg or

absolute and stat,ic 'endsr, such as 'the good society'. Or, as

Hindess puts íL, while principles play a part in political
1ife, they always do so "in conjunction wÍth a variety of other

concerns, interests and obj ectives " (1987: 159 ) . Such a

rethinking of t,he status of the consideratíons bearing on and

shaping politics leads to the recognition that the '|means' or

techniques and policies calculated as 1ikely to produce

partícular ' for example, democratic 'ends' or outcomes always

entail a certain 'gambre'. Bot,h the functionalísm and the

utopianism of t,he overarching and all determining 'end' are
2Bdisplaced ín the conceptualizaLion of the 'glamble of po1íticsTl

which rests on the hist,orical building up and development of
governmental power relat,ions across diverse institutions and

the barrier this places to poT^rer relations having any

guaranteed systemic function.

To extend this perspective to the question of language,

rather than imagÍning ror English an origin in the timeless

national- cultural traditions of 'the people' or reality (a

common tongue supposedly neutral, free of power relations,
available to all in unifying fashion but stil1 able to express

individual-ity in aesthetically pleasing and moral- ways), and

seeing different speech as the usurpation of that expressive

origin by a self-perpetuating and por,rrer-protected eIíte, it is
possibte to recognize a range of institutional and technical-

uses of language, which might, reasonably be expected to be not

compl-et'ely accessible to differently institutionalJ-y located
29

language users.

These remarks are not an advocacy of ùhe expedient

pragmatism of a Sir Humphreyr nor of the routine use of Sir
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Humphreyrs language, nor a proposal ùhat what might appear to

be his 'anti-populism' will set us on the path to a non-

populist conceptíon of democracy. As I noted in Chapter 5,

elitism does not índicat,e t,he absence of populism but is its
mutual support, and Sir Humphrey's elitism needs to be

int,erpreted in this rtray. Rather, what I am suggesting is a

shift out of t,he zero-sum game of Yes Minister. Such a shift
r,¡ould involve a clear distinction being made between the

populist conceptions of politics circulat,ed and endorsed by

this highly successful situaùion comedy and a different
accounting of the negotiation of power relatÍons ¡rrhichr 'hrorked

out on the terrain of particular institutions and their
specifíc and differentiated constituenciesr could provide the

sites for democratic organizat-ion extending beyond the general

and 'expressive' mechanisms of representative democracy

assessed at natíona1 1evels whích g'1oss over social divisions
and differences across institut,ional networks. It is to this
shift f wil-l- address myself in Chapter B.
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NOTES

See, f.or example: Kurt and Gladys Lang on the
"misevaluation of public sentiment'1 produced by the
televisatÍon of public events ( 1966 z29O) ¡ Robert
MacNeil's query "are we headed toward an Orr¿ellian world
in which television is the voice of a not always visible
Big Brother?" (197Ozxix) and concern that, despite its
democratic potential, " In]o other medium. . .poses so
serious a threat of reducing politics to tríviality"
(1970:viii); despíte his useful examination of television
and its shaping impact on American politícal cutture,
Austin Ranney's inference that these changes have occurred
because "televised political reality" has become for
viewers 'trea1 real-ity" ( 1983:30 ) ; Lasch's contention that
mass media constítute "a system of communícation that
systematically undermines the very possibility of
communication and makes the concept of public opinion
itself increasingly anachronistic...by destroying
coll-ective memory...and by treating all ideas, al-1
political programsr all controversies and disagreements as
equally newsworthy, equally deserving of fitful attention,
and therefore equally inconsequential and forgettable
(1e81:l-9).

2. Yes Minister began as a television series but has since
as Yes Míníster: The Diaries Of A Cabinetbeen published

Minister B'f The Rt . Hon. James Hacker M. P. : Vols . I ,II , III ,
edited by,Tonaühon Lynn and Antony.Iay (ttre writers of the
series) , BBC, London , L981,1982,1983 respectively, and
also adapted for radio. The correlation between dialogue
in The Diaries and the television episodes is extremely
close: among the quotations that follor,,r, some are taken
from viewing of the television episodes (unreferenced, but
episode indicat,ed ) , and some f rom The Diaries
(specifically referenced) .

In the sense that 'to govern' is to structure the
f ield of actions of ot,hers. See Foucault (19822227

po
).

ss ible3

4

5

Though this direction could be argued to have
signalled much earl ier by t,he dereguJ-ation of
financial sector in the government's first term.

As Kent Middlet,on (1986), calling for examination of
Minister, suggests, especially in fn.6, p.31 . And
Hírst (1987), especiaJ-1y p.B where he draws attenüion
the rpopular chord' struck by such a rhetoric.

been
the

Yes
see
to

6

lfhile some usages are specifically referred to in this
chapter (p.248), for an indication of the extent of this
rhetorical practice see Bibliography ff, which lists some
items from a continual-ly expanding and far from exhaustive
dossier.

See Frank Castles for the argument that " I i ]n countrÍes
like Britain, t,he US and New Zealand, the 1980s have been
a time of a much more far-reaching shift to the right than
has occurred in Australia" ( l-990: 13 ) .



7 The Public Service Association of South Australia
"tr{e're Sti1l T{aiting" advertisements ín a campaign
Department of Community trrlelfare in 1987 for
staf f ing level-s . Titles included "Yes Mini ster r r¡rê
community hurting. . . ". On 'Íncentivation' , see No
( 1eB7) .
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inserted
by the

adequate
see the
by-line

B

o

13.

Excerpt from unidentified episode
television current affairs programme
.June 6.

Excerpt from unidentified episode
used in the ABC's tel-evision current

("The Greasy Po1e"?)
affairs programme

used
7.30

in the
Report

ABCrs
(1e86),

Four Corners (1986), iruly 74.

10. For a detailing of this argument see Hunter (1983,1988).

11. On Crossman as an "intellectual populist"r sêê Hitchens(1990). In Australia, former federal Labor M.p. Clyde
Cameron's pub1ished díaries ( 1990) and rconfessíons'
(transcribed interviews gÍven by Cameron) (1990a) have
been presented as serving a sinilar purpose of providing
'a picture of rrhat went on behínd the scenes r , and used by
some po1íticians and commentators to boost a proposed
policy reversal- on annual leave loading on pAyE lrages and
sal-arÍes.

1,2. See Hennessy ( 1985:32 )
a Cabinet

on the
Dia ries of ini ster

failed aim of Crossman's
which Yes Miníster is said

to make good.

For example, "[m]ore and more people have come to realise
that behind all the laughter there is a great deal of
accurate observation and pertinent revelation about the
rray the Brit,ish are governed",
Jay (1983). And, lfr...chi11ing1y back cover blurb of Lynn &

accurate. . .Yes Minister

theír
Sunday

country
Times "

performs a valuable public service by telling viewers
something important about the way in which
is governed', Gerald Kaufman M.P., The
quoted on backcover of Lynn & Jay (1981).

74. rt ís this sense of a precise and historíca11y achieved
relation of representationr vhere one thing is practically
made to stand for and in a part,icular relat,ion to another,
that alone remains useful in the concept of
representation. This is in direct contrast to Laclau and
Mouffe ( 1985 zl27) âs r for them , ,'lr ]epresentationis...constituüed not as a definite type of relation; but
as the field of an unstable oscillation. . ...

15. Backcover blurb, Lynn & Jay (1982).

16. The concept of experience can be usefully understood as
"the correlation between fields of knowledge, types of
normativiLy, and. forms of subjectivity in a particular
culture", (Foucault, 198624) .

See Hall et al. (1980) on the construction of the post-arar
'consensllsr¡ ¡¿hich in íts '1evel1ing up' of the working
classes to unprecedented standards of material consumption

17.
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r4rorked to construcL a new and differently unified sense of
'the national people' . Such overcoming of class
differences is an insistent theme in the Eating film
comedies and other drama productions of the time. On
Ealing productions¡ sêê Barr (7974,1974a).

18. Different, for example, from MacCabe's linguist,ically
based critique that, Ín its undoubt,ed usefulness, has
enjoyed a currency in Cultural and Media Studies. In this
departure from MacCabe, "[ttr]frat is at stake is not cinema
lor any other medium] as a language, but the type of
relation that exists between cinematic practices and that
wider array of institutions (employing, for example,
narrative and characterological techniques) ínvolved in
the formation and policing of human conduct and
capacities" (ttunter,7984z54) .

19. As an earlier example of the 'enduringnessr of 'ordinary'working people see the attributes ascribed to t,he figure
of 'the proles' in Orwe11's Nineteen Eiqhtv-Four.

20. fn writ,ing about the t,elevision sítuation comedy genre
Eaton (1981) has specified the centrality of the family as
situation" This may be a real family or a metaphorical
famí1y found in the workplace (employees as good or bad
children, bosses as good or bad father figures), where
love and ¡uork are merged in an essentÍally harmonious
universe domínated by personal relationships. Both
versions provide a Eroup of indíviduals tied together in a
harmony into which disturbances intrude but only in order
to be routínely expelled in a return to the normal
situation of unity.

2I" For a discussion of television as a rhetorical textr s€ê
Eco (I979) , especially pp. 1 9-2O.

22. On t,he relation of Bernard's point of view and yes
Minister's presentation of truth see the narrational
devíce "Sir Bernard Tüoo11ey Recall-s" ín Yes Minister: The
Diaries. For example, in "The Bed Of Nai1s" ít is
Bernardrs 'voice' that tells us "how the Cívi1 Service in
t,he 1980s actual-J-y worked in practice" (f,ynn & .Iay,19B3:
97). Bernard's point of view offers narrational truth.

23. See Anthony Barnett, on 'Churchillism' - "the Ì1¡arp of
British political culture through r^¡hich all the main
tendencies hreave their different colours" (1982:33) - and
on which Prime Minister Thatcher drew very effectively in
the conduct of the Falklands campaign.

24. The Young Ones
of the situat,ion

f n dif f erent T¡rays, the British series
(r,¡hich breaks t,he routine pat,terns
comedy), the American po1íce series
(which has been argued to provide,
only provisional and often unreas
Butterflies. See Ha11 ( 1980a) on
structural ínability to resolve t,he d

Hill Street Blues
in its early series,

surinE closures), or
this latter series'
omestic situatíon.

25. This is also the theme of Jay (7972) The Householder I s
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Guide to Communitv Def nce Aqainst Bureaucratic

26.

27.

28.

29.

Aggression.

For example, Morley's (1986) project in Family Tel-evision.

These operatíons are: "a...practice of supplementing the
text with a moral discourse on character-type't; "a
technique for deriving moral- imperatives from the text,
resulting ín a common moral space for reader and
character"; "a set of operations for constructing the
characters' point of view that forms part of a technique
of reader-identifÍcation with the character" (Hunter,1983:
230-1 ) .

For a development of arguments around t,his concept of
'gambling', see peter williams (1987).

Despite ít,s narrative rol-e, Sir Humphrey's speech is not
the opposíte of 'the common tongue' . The comic effect of
his 'gobbledegook' actually depends on the technical
int,el1íqibility of his speeches. The effect is secured
through the formal rather than conversational delivery of
the l-ines (formality as an indicator of rhetorical
training and therefore in the populist view - lack of
spontaneity and trut,h) and the reaction shots of Hacker.



CHAPTER B

An Exit f rom Poþulism
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In previous chapters f have argued the ubiquity of
populism as a polit,ical regime of truth in TÍestern liberal-
democratíc societies, ühat, is, as a rÀray of conceptualizing the

operations of polit,ics and the organization of social

relations. I have attempted to demonstrate its invocation of
the entity 'the people' as a component of polit,ical argument

and pracüíce raüher than as an adequate account of political
act,ivity, and sought to esüablish some of the historical
díscourses that provide the peculiar character of the populism

that st,ructures political literacies in modern Western nat,ions.

fn later chapters, the detailíng of some cultural üechnologies

and some of their recenü textual components has aimed to

establish a sense of t,he pract,ical ways in which this occurs.

At the same time, I have sought to indicate the

limitat,ions of populism as a polit,ical discourse (both as a

'programme' for political actíon and in terms of the

explanations ít can provide) by considering the historically
formed po1íticaI concept of 'population' and a concomit,ant

range of governmental techniques and relatíons that resíst
comprehension in t,erms of the populíst cat,egories of 'the
peopler and of a sovereign pol¡rer (either 'the people' or its
usurper) Airecting government, via the stat,e as the realization
of its will. By criùiquing t,he essent,ÍaLism that, is central üo

popuJ-ism - íts belief in 'the people' as a given and natural

essence r have argued its inabiLity to connect with the ways

and condit,ions in whích socíal and political actors are

historically and instit,ut,ionally constit,uted.

Throughout, T have repeated a seemingly banal but, crucial
point: the coincidence of the discourse of populism wíth that
of democracy ( and not only in regimes purportíng t,o implemenü
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popular democracy such as new African states, but in t,he

routine claims fot and readings of, for example, opíníon polls
in 1íberal-democratic stat,es). Simut-t,aneously, I have suggested

the possibility of a different currency for democracyr most

clearly in the conclusions to Chapter 7. So far this has rnaínly

served to provide a critÍcal distance on populism. lrlhat, remains

is to elaborate the position from which this critícal stance

has been takenr that, is, to elaborate an alt,ernatíve concept, of
democracy that exit,s from the essentialist concept,ual terrain
of populism.

Before doing so¡ let me rule ouü the implication that, we

can proceed to such an alternative concept on epistemological

grounds. It ís not a matter of stating what, democracy 'reallyr
is, in the light, of whích we can finally recognize the falsit,y
of populist democracy. There ís no basís for such an

assessment, only the arena of argument in which such

epistemological claims to the absolut,e definitions of ent,Ítíes

is made. f want to eschew such claims and, instead, argue in
terms of t,he practÍcal limitations and benefits of different
concepts of democracy and what, they can organize. A shorühand

aray of indícating the disadvantages of a populist concept of
democracy is üo note íts inability t,o provide the üools for
analysis and calculation capable of dealing with the political
and social realít,ies entailed in r,¡hat Foucault and others have

ident,ified as'governmentalíty, .

It Ís with just such realities r ot to put it differently,
tlrith t,he const,itutive and dispersed nature of '!governmental'
por,\rer r regulating human conduct, and attributÍng capacities,

that, a concept of democracy has to connecù if it is to provide

the basis for pract,ical ouücomes germane t,o the institutionally
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differentiated daily routines of r,rrhole populations. lrfhy would

t'his be considered necessary? This is a quest,ion that can only

be answered politically and, thenr onl]r provisionalty: without
a democratic strategy for negotíat,ing these dispersed po.hrer

relations they are unavailable for recruitment üo t,he

collect,ive project of (non-stalinist,) socialist policy
objecüívesr t,hat ís, policy shaped on the broad t,erraÍn of an

organízation of social relat,ions and production geared not

towards the privatized accumulation of social resources by

indívidual social subjects and agencies but ùowards their
socíalization for negotiat,ed, equitable use. socialism, in this
tentative statement, ís given some general shape by defining it
against individual--ism, though it necessarily involves
individuals and indivÍduaüed capacities and forms of act,Ívity.
More precise definition risks specifying in advance of its
social production what such institutional structure and po1rer-

knowledge relations might consist in: though we can note, with
Hirst, other general and historically established concerns,

such as "equality and the provision of resources and services

on ühe basis of need" (1986:10). Againr süch concerns establish
general direct,ions for argument rather than set fÍna1

parameters for political doctrine and policy formation.

ït can be noted t,hat a certain convergence of
non-stalinist forms of socialism with democracy is emerging ín
these formulations. Togeüher with a number of recent writers
reconsidering socialism, r argue t,hat, socialism cannot be

defined in advance of íts democratic negotiation. At the same

time, the outcome of democracy cannot loe separated from its
conjunction r,rrith a particular politics, that, is 'ra strategic
assessmenù of current conditions and proposals in relation to
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some definite set of substantive concerns and objectives"
(Uindess,1983z54). This allows that democracy is abte to be

linked to various politics: there is no guarantee that it will
work in favour of what are decided as socialist objectíves.

However, democracy is necessary to províde the conditions in
which an equitable socialism, if it is to be made at all, can

be made. Thus' the instituting of democratic procedures and

practices emerges as of primary importance, but not as an end

in it,self. This is because non-populist democracyr that is
democracy not conceived in an essentialized relation to ,the

people I ' does not exíst as an rend' . Neither does it become

simply instrumental to the 'end' of socialism, as in proposals

for a democratic 'road' to socialism. Iühat an exit, from

populism disrupts is the familiar t,eleology of means and ends
1.narratives in which t,he ends of a polítics are already provided

in the form of given political subjects -('the people', the

índividual, the working class, etc.) and ùhe values which issue

from their nature, and means are correspondingly devalued as

merely instrument,al to the 'realizaüion' of these ends and

producing no actual constítutive effects themselves. To define

democracy in a non-populist way involves considering ít as an

ensemble of means or mechanisms or techniques whose specific
outcome cannot be known before they are hist,orically and

institutionally constituted. such definitional work and its
implications have been most rigorously pursued by Barry Hindess

(1983) and Paul Hirst (1986), and in not unconnect,ed work by

Raymond !{illiams (1989). Their arguments help remove democracy

from the doctrínes of an essential or somehow organic

sovereignty in whích definitive craims as to the ends of

democracy are made.
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I: The displac L of sovereignty

f noted ín Chapt,er 4 t,hat ¡ âs a concept and set of

associat,ed pract,ices and relations, democracy has only commonly

emerged withín a doctrine of popular sovereignty. The thesis
has located this doctrine withín a populist, discourse, because

of ít,s noüion of 'the people' as right,ful sovereign, as the

natural oriEin of power conceived ín humanist terms of right.
fn this doct,rine, democracy consists of the rule of 'the
people' (or, in its l-iberal inflection, of its component, the

autonomous indivídual and his or her (self-)interest,s) and, as

a secondary consequence entailed by this primary emphasis, of

the mechanisms this is held üo require. One such type of
mechanism is a mechanism of representat,ion, understood as

properly f-inking all decisions and actions undertaken by the

state to the will of 'the people' as sovereign. Mechanisms of

representation are the basis of parliamentary or
2rrepresentative' democracies with parlíamentary members argued

to be ühe most effecüive represenùatives of constituencies of

'the people' and translators of its expressed and aggregat,ed

interests into the decision-making of large and complex natíon-

stat,es. In 'particípaüory'r rpopularr or 'direcü' demoeracies

'the people' is said to be directly present, (or to represent

itself) Ín all decísion-making processes of the state, through

such mechanisms as plebiscites or referenda, or through the

different,ly representative bodies of soviets or China's

neighbourhood committe"". t

No¡rr, T have argued consistently against the exístential
status of 'the people' as an ent,ity 'recognizedt in doctrines

of sovereignty and able to funct,ion as an origin for these
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ideally expressive mechanisms of representation (or self-
representatíon) and guarantor of what t,hey will deliver in t,he

domain of the state, that ís, the dominance of 'the general

will', or the int,erests of 'the people'. Simply put, doctrines

of sovereignt,y do not accurately describe or address the action

of these mechanisms whích they subordinate to a sovereign

entity. (tteither do they specify the domain of the social as a

network of empirically but contingently connected institutions
which organize and different,Íate their specifíc populations in
particular ways. ) In regard to 'popular' democracy, Hirst
notes:

lt]fre 'people' eg such cannot act. Indeed, what the
'people' as a political entity is must be defined
by specific organizations and by laws: its
composit,ion is the result of political decisions as
to nationality. . . age r sêX and competence ( 1986 241) .

rThe people' cannot therefore represent itself or speak for

itself, because its 'self is always the effect of particular
institutional procedur"".n O parallel problem arises for the

criterion of 'representativeness' said to define parliamentary

democracy: there can be no knowledge of the constituency being

represented beyond the means of its represenùation. Thus,

Im]easuring the effect,ivenes
mechanisms as 'representation'conceptÍon of what the t i
represented are, and of necessity
measuring this effectiveness is
mechanism of representation of

s of democrat,ic
depends on a

nteresüs' to be
the only rray of
to use some other

interests 1n10n
po1ls, 1ocal committees, referenda or whatever).
The circle of trepresentation' can never be closed,
however much it is doubled by other representative
mechanisms and measures (HÍrst, 1986:39 ) .

The means and relations of representat,ion are not the obedient

shift,er of an original essence from site to site but

constitut,ive of the social existence of a constituency or

social subj ect and its int,erests.

This constitutive nature of the means of representation
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and their inaloíIity to be recalled to t,heir alleged source is
not a bar to accepting the efficacy of represent,ative democracy

unless one maintains a belief in the prímary ontologÍcal status

of'ühe people'. That, is, it, is not a problem unless one claíms

more for 'representat,ion' than that it is a definite
instit,ut,ional relation between socially constituted categorie=1

For ínst,ance, iü is only Rousseau's commitment to t,he essential
nature ¡ ot nat,ural exístence, of 'the general will' that makes

him refuse t,he possibílity of íts being represented, that is,
of a non-identical entity substit,uting for ít,.

There are oüher grounds on which it is possÍbl-e to argue

against the claims of representativeness as an accurate gauge

of democracy, which are the claims made for it in doct,rínes of
sovereignt,y. Mechanisms of representation provide an

ÍnsufficÍent concept,uaLizabion of democraey not because of any

failure to make manifesü the will of the sovereign 'peopler,
but because of the necessarily límited domain of effects which

they produce. That, is, the relations of representatíon

established in voting procedures set up particular, enforceable

trays of providing the personnel- of certain bodiesr süch as

parliament. Hol,,rever, they cannot in themselves guarantee the

effectivity of parliament to make the other state inst,itutíons
supposedly ín íts purview accountable to a r,¡ider constiüuency.

As an effective means for securing the limit,ed outcome of
the provision of decision-making personnel, representative or

parliamentary democracy is valualole. Both Hindess and Hirst
argue against those critíques of representative democracy

t¿hích, in re j ectÍng it,s claims to derive f rom a popular

sovereign (eíther because, adopting a doctríne of direcü

democracy, such represenüat,ion ís constitut,ionally unable to
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make manifest 'the general will', or because, from a Lenínist,

point of view, representatíve democracy ensures the rwrongt

sovereign, in the effective rule of the bourgeoisie), reject
also its limited, practical benefits. Their endorsement of

representative democracy and parliamentary instit,ut,íons as one

particular arena for struggle is made on the basis of such

practical considerations. The fírst of these is, as Hírst
correctly insists, that ,'there Ís no alternative to political
st,ruggle with the forces and arenas at hand,'and this means, in
the countríes of Western Europe and similarly organized nation-
states, "political parties and electoral compet,it,ion" ( 198622) .

As well, Hirst cites two other advanüages of the system of

voting in parliamentary democracy that have nothÍng to do with
the representation of prior interests:

( 1 ) Certaín minimum political requirements are placed
on a1l ( competent ) agents i a lega1 capacit,y and
requirements to vote interpellates all_ persons as
political subjects. Elections serve as a means of

educat,íon and induction on a wider scale
ect democratic organization is able to

providel...(2)...Ir]r the means of agitation,
opposition and the conduct of campaigns are widely
available...different policy lines Ican] ¡e openly
debated, state and other agencies' conduct publicly
reviewed, and mass commitment to enforcing
regulat,ed and ordered forms of political decision-
making generated ( 1986244-45) .

rt is for it,s pedagogic effect and its support for a certaÍn

kind of active pluralísm (set out elsewhere by Hirst as

irreducible to the conventional liberal conceptualization of

social difference being dependent on autonomous individuals and

specif ic f orms of privat,e property ( 1986:6-10 ) ) t,hat,

representative democracy should be taken seriously and engaged

with.

Finally' while both Hindess and Hirst recommend forms of

direct or popular democracyr the desÍrability of parliamentary
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democracy is entailed Ín t,he need for parliamentary and

electoral politics as "fundamental arenas of social decision-

making" (Hindess,1983:11 ) hist,orically required by the

"technical needs of specía1ist administ,rat,ion and the socÍal

different,iation produced by a complex division of labour"

characterist,ic of advanced indust,rial nation-states (ttirst,

1986:4-5) .

Despite t,his enumeration of the useful ef f ects of

representative or parlíamentary democracy, r4re must also

recogníze, as Hindess stipulates. that they can tell us very

1ittle of the nat,ure of a partícu1ar parliamentary democratic

regíme. That is to sâ]r r the effect,s of t,he mechanisms of
parliamentary democracy cannot loe divorced from the other

condit,ions with whích they are bound.

Having

democracy

doctrines

concept

criteria

than to

disaggregated the mechanisms of representat,ive

essentía1ist,from the claims made for them in

of sovereigntyr it is possible üo expand on the

meehanísms with

do no better here

of democracy as a definite set of

other than representativeness. I can

quote Hindess at some length:

'Id]emocracy' is employed along with other concept,s
as a means of specífying certain of the condítions
and characteristics of the mechanisms involved in
reaching collective decisions, incl-uding the
appointment of personnel (l.nps, delegates,
chaírpersons, etc. ). To say that a mechanism of
collective decision is democrat,ic is to say that it,
depends on a I free' vote within some relevant
consüituency or const,ituencies, otherwise it is not
democraüÍc. To talk of democratic control over some
set of decisions is to say that those decisions are
made by democratic mechanisms. Îühat the
consequences of a democratic or non-democratic
mechanisms are will depend on iùs seope, hoî,r the
mechanism is organized and the condit,ions under
which it, operates. fn the case of a mechanism that
is putatively democraüíc its scope refers to the
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range of decisions reached through that, mechanism
raüher t,han in some other nay. How it is organized
covers such things as: the formation of
constiüuencíes, that is, those who may or may noü
take part Ín voting or discussion, which always
involves some means of inclusion and exclusion;
the way votes are aggregated to produce an outcomei
conditions for init,iat,ing motions and for blocking
them; rules governing a quorumt etc. But mechanisms
of decision and appointment always operate under
condit,ions t,hat are not fu1ly determined by their
scope and organízation...The consequences of
democracy are always dependent on the conditions
under which ít operates, and they are never
reducible to the way the democratic mechanism
itself is organized ( 1983 248-49) .

thus names social procedures to regularize the way

are made, whichaffect,ing a part,icular population

them from the arbitrary choíce of an autonomous

individual actor, by yoking them to a constituency of some

kind. Such decision-making involves the negotiation of

differencêsr rather than the expression of an intent, or somehow

pre-given interest, though t,he extent, or range of those

differences will depend on the way constituencíes are formed,

which will always be a mat,ter of polit,ical argument and

contentionr and the manner of negotiatíon witt similarly depend

on how it is organized that, votes are aggregaüed, motions are

init,iated, etc. Democracy makes decision-making a visible 'hrork

of social production and, thus, âü a minimum, exposes the

conditions and features of that work of product,ion üo possible

argument and future amendment.

Such arguments over the scope and organízation of

democratÍc mechanisms and the condit,ions under which they

operaüe ilã1rr fot example, emanate from a concern for equity

amongst a plurality of different social groups. Constituencíes

would in this case be defined as including all indivíduals and

groups involved in a particular issue or activity, and
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negotiation organized to a11ow all those an equitable input,

int,o the decision-making process. As Williams has put it:

[t]he condit,íon of socialist, democracy is t,hat íü is
built from direct, social relations into all
necessary indirect, and extended relations...
decisions must remaín with those who are dírect,ly
concerned with them ( 1989 2273) .

Clearly, hol,ilever, such a descrÍpùion of a more thorough-going

democracyr raüher than a speculative or moralizing overview Ín

the name of such generalizing categories as 'the people' or

'social totality', does not exhaust, argument. This will be

ongoing, concerning, for instance, what constitutes 'direct
concern' with a decision or 'involvement' in an activit,y, what

the boundaries of a decision, issue or an act,ivit,y are, what

capacities are required to admit of an 'equitable input'. All
these can only be determined politically and in relation to the

specific case at hand. And t,hese arguments will not be confined

to only ühose sites where socíalist objectives are on the

agenda. As Hindess notes,

the assessment of democratic mechanisms in this rìray
ltfrat is, divorced from a notion of sovereignty] is
inescapabJ-y complex and controversial, for t,here is
no one dimension along which different mechanisms
can be ranked sÍmply as being more or less
democratic. . . (1983:53).

A further matter to be considered is that of the domaíns

in which democratic mechanisms are held to be appropriate. f
have already discussed the trays in which parliamentary

democracy is a socially useful arena and form of struggle. This

\4tas not, however, a concession to the liberal-democraùic

argument that, parliamentary democracy furnishes the state and

t,he nation or society in general with an essentially democratÍc

nature. As both Hindess and Hírst demonstrate, this argument
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depends on certain assumptions about the homogeneity of the

state whích are unsustainable outside doctrines of sovereignty.

It is the concept of sovereignty which gives the state an

expressive unity' rr ' Is]overeignty' defines the state as a

homogeneous space of realizal.,ion of the will of the sovereígn

subject (monarchr people-in-representation) " (uirst,19B6 ¿26) .

It ís thís assumed expressive unity that enables the operation

of democratic mechanísms providing the personnel of parliament

to be understood as making the state as a whole responsive to a

democratic control.

Íf, however¡ rrê refuse the account of society that the notion

of sovereiginty entails, then we can approach ühe state as "a

complex of differentiated agencies of decision" (ttirst,1986:

23) . Ot, as Hindess puts iL,

lr]ather than take the unity of the state as given,
rre should be concerned to analyse it as a specific
set of institutions and arenas of struggle subject
to definite internal connections and relations to
other agencies and forces ( 1983246) .

fndeed, f have already implied that it is a nonsense to

conceive of t,he staùe ín an expressive relat,ion to 'the
people', and thus able to be unífied by'the people's'notional

unity. In Chapter 4 I noted that the assumpt,ion of the

independent existences of 'the people' and the state, províding

the separation necessary to ùhe form of an ideally expressive

relation between the trrro, rlras misplaced. The modern forms of

the state and 'the people' or, more accurately, the state and

national populations conceptualized as tthe people', emerged

together: the state is an effect and an instrument of

'governmental po'lrrerr, helping to shape the disposition of a

population, but not the only or privileged location of this

constitutive power. As Pasquino has already been cited as
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arguing, once the state is no longer thought as an instance

separate from the 'social body', or from 'the life of the

population', and relatíons of power are analysed as wholly

within this social body, the successful political struggle

cannot be limít,ed to the 'seizing' of power by taking control
of t,he staùe and waiting f or t,he Inecessary' ef f ects which

allegedly flow from this, whether it, is conceived of as

ínvolving the redirect,ion or the '¡qithering away' of the state.
This means two things: 1 ) a particular approach to the

differentiated inst,itutional agencies that comprise the state,
and 2) an extension of democratie mechanisms throughout the

social domain. These two points will be elaborated, t,ouching on

some more of the varÍed organization of democratic mechanisms

that are appropriate to a modern democratic polity.

1 ) A particular aooroaeh to the differentiated aqencies that,

comprise the state:

The desirability of parliamentary democracy having been

acceptedr political struggle to democratíze the social domaín

and to make an equitable democracy cannot rest wit,h a preferred

po1ítica1 party simply t,aking over the reigns of government and

using parliament and the stat,e apparatuses to introduce social

reform. Hirst, makes this point when he writes thatr
Labour governments have concentrated on using
existing parliamentary and administ,rative means to
delíver social reforms and economíc benefiüs rather
than on changing the machinery of representation
and administration ( 1986:109) .

Vfhile this

continues,

acceptance of

soci a1 ization

the "political landscape.

as a process, rather than

( 1986: 110)

as a list of
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static demands, is unachievable. Parliament and stat,e bodies

can be reformed as wel-l as used to reform other areas of social

activity. If democracy is not an essence to be spread from its

source in 'the people' through parliamentary and state

institutions as mere channels, then these instit,utions are the

starting point for the development and extension of democraùic

mechanisms. It, is only in this lrâ1lr according to Hirst, that

the "elective despotism" of big government, which sùems from

the paucity of detailed supervísion or restraínt offered to

executive por4¡er (1986:116) and not from a'Machiavellian'
personnel staffing the administrative machine as ascribed by

Orwellian discourse, can be checked. The mechanisms pertinent

here are those commonly described as belonging to dírect or

popular democracy. This is broadly the same thrust, we find

accompanying Vüi11iams' engagement wíth parliamentary democracy:

the socialist intervention will introduce the
distinctive princíple of mqximum self-manasement,
paired only with considerations of economic
viability and reasonable equit,y between
communities, and decisively breaking with the nelr
dominant criterion of administrative convenience to
the central ized state ( 1989 2274) .

How appropriate and workable are forms of direct democracy

for t,he complexities of t,he late twentieth-century capit,alist
or state-socialist state? DoctrÍnes of direct democracy have

repeat,edly stumbled on the twin problems of , a ) their romanùic

assumption of a sovereign 'people' indivisible and thus unable

to be represented, which possesses natural rights and is thus

suff icient,ly equipped to make appropriat,e decisions; and, b)

the assumption of a society manageable by the-directly-present-

'peopler, that is, "a lrorld where there would be no specialist
and hierarchical administrations" (Hirst,19B6:117). However,

having displaced essentialist conceptions of sovereignty as a
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necessary component of doctrines of democracy, what direct
democracy might entail can be reassessed. First, without the

defining concept of the sovereign 'people', representation is
no longer the betrayal of its índivisible unit,y; the usual

diagnosis of the incompatibilit,y of direct and representatÍve

democracy that this has led to does not make sense. This, in
turn, addresses accusations of the inability of direct
democracy to find a role within a differentiated and multi-
1eve11ed society. hlithin specific ínstitutions, equitable (¡ut
not undifferentiaùed) mechanisms of direct decision-making may

coexíst and connect with the representative democracy needed to
provide a system of political organizat,ion capable of
negotiating the complexity of the modern administrative state.

fn addition, if we do not assume the prior existence of an

homogenized figure of 'the people' and its natural human right
to power to be the hallmark of direct democracyr then it is not

reducible to ùhe simplistic act of 'the people' expressing its
already qiven self and int,erests on whatever matter requíres a

decision. The constit,uencies involved in self -management or4re

their existence to arguments (ttrat must be made and won) as to
their capacities and the relevance of these to the sphere of
decísions involvedr âs r¡e1l as to their structural position as

the locus and managers of the outcomes of decisions taken. For

instance, in Departments of Social Securíty such constituencies
would include not only administrators but also social workers,

clerical officers, 'front deskt staff and some organized form

of consultation with crients. rn other words, once the project
of direct democracy is removed from doctrínes of sovereignty,

it can be t,he f acilitat,or of dif f erentíated, specif ic and

1ocal1y appropriate resources for decision-making, rather than
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the harbinger of an homogeneous 'general will' bl-ind to

special-ized activities and problems. The social and polit,ical

usefulness of dírect democracy is thus dependent on its
differentiation from the usual charact,erization of it in terms

of 'rights' , which

conceived as the attributes of individual human
subjects deriving from their nature or essence...
always lead to a conception of social organization
as expressive of a principle, a singular and
homogeneous derivation of the will of subjects or
individuals (girst,19B6 254) .

As Hirst goes on to sâyr such doctrínes of 'rightsr "are

incapable of sustaining the complexity and heterogeneity of

state institutions and socía1 relations" (1986 254).6

As ¡,,re11 as the loci of socially acquired capacities (and

of socially organized rights) for participation in a decision-

making process, rather than as possessors of natural rights,
the constituencies enabled and empowered by mechanisms of

dírect democracy can also be considered as the point at which

large numbers of t,he population can qain at least a basic

admínistrative capacity. Orr ês Hirst puts it, where dírect
democracy can work, "as enterprise and 1oca1-1eve1 self-
managemerrt", it is valuable as a political training ground, as

well as "low-cost administration...and as a bedrock of

political pluralism" ( 1986 :\O2-3 ) .

It is worth noting that, alongside the self-management

proposed to dif fuse decision-making por,lrer and authority in

central and 1ocal government administration, Hirst suggests two

other mechanisms, corporatism and inspectorates. These are

proposed to deal with ùhe inevitabl-e problems of "coordination,
assessment of efficiency, maintenance of common standards, and

so on, that would be ùhrown up by such decentralízation and
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democratization (Hirst,1986 ¿L21). Corporatism, the centre of
7

some heated debate on the 1eft, is explicitly removed by Hirst
from the pejorative senses deriving from its fascíst, career and

its usage by critics such as Panich since the 1960s and 70s,

and defined as "the instítutionalized represent,ation of

organized interests" ( 1986 ¿121). Direct corporate

representation of, for example, welfare recipients, consumêrsr

and regional groups, in , Lo use Hirst I s instance, a reformed

upper chamber in the Brítish politÍcal system8 or in state

admínisürative bodiesr would provide a means of making

government, bodies accountable rrnot merely upwards to superiors

but üo diverse agencies and leve1s within" (1986:120).

fnspectorates, where individuals or groups wit,h specialist
knowledges are recruited to devise ancl check levels of

competence and effícient organizatÍon operating in specific
inst,itut,ions, of fer anoùher solution to ühe prololerns of

accountabílity and coordination stretching beyond the possible
9

boundaries of directly self-managing bodíes. Inspectorates

would also provide a means of supplementing the capacities of

self-managíng bodies, and of naking them responsible to

def ínitions of 'socíal interests' achieved through t,heir

surveí1lance by wider constit,uencies.

2) The extension of democrat,ic meehanisms

I have been considering the first of two consequences t,hat

derive from rethinking the nature and role of the modern,

Ìfestern state. As outlined, this is the need for the

"democratízation of government from ¡5iþ[þ" (gÍrst,1986 zL7'7) ,

and to describe thÍs I have discussed the possilole role of
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mechanisms of direct democracy. The seeond point that, arises

from this rethinkíng is thatr âs democratizat,ion of the

component instiùutions of the staüe cannot engender any

automatic effects, the need emerges for democratization of the

other social inst,itut,ions whose routine t,echniques and varied

objectíves govern the lives of populations. That is, "[w]e have

t,o develop both our conceptions of what the democratization of

significant areas of social life would involve and the

organÍzational forms in which we could begin to realize ít"
(Hindess,1983 245) .

This necessary work has been most often pursued in the

area of industrial democracy. Hirst argues the need for
índustrial democracy ín both private and public enterprises,

and for, at least, the considerat,íon of a diverse range of

mechanisms ( "from self-managing worker-owned cooperatives üo

workers' representaüive on boards of managemenü" (1986zl2O) ).
Both Hindess and Hirst, in dif f erent 'h¡ays, ref er to the

specific example of the Bullock Report in Britain in 1979¡

Hindess, to stress t,hat a decision to democrabíze indust,ry is
only an entry into complexr cohtentious and ongoing assessments

of particular mechanísms (for example, Bullock's proposed

union-based rrrrorker representation) and their relations üo

"existing struggles and forces" (1983:84); Hirst,, Lo argue more

prescriptively for sources of Ìüorker representation in

enterprises extendíng beyond t,he single option of unions, for
including managers as workers and thus beginning to deconstruct

theír identity as rbosses I r for introducíng lower-level

mechanisms of self-management as well as and, perhaps, as a

basis for worker representation on top-level boards, and fot
creating 'renterprises of an organizational form and scale such
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that workers can ídentify with ühem and help to manage them"

(1986:139).

Wort<íng wit,h a range of examples, buù part,icularly
directed towards the current Australian situat,ion with its
hist,orically different central apparatus of conciliat,ion and

arbit,rat,ion, ,John Mathews has also developed arguments f or

industrial democratization that stem from a conceptualization

of 'democracy' as central to socialism (which he also conceives

as a proces"llOof the important but limit,ed role of the state

and of government bodies, and so on. In díscussing industrial-

democracy, Mathews focusses on direct forms of democracy or

self-management,. This he ca11s ühe "democrat,isation of rìrork'

defined as consisting of "lnrorker involvement, ín the desiEn of

t,echnology¡ of jobs, of work organisation, of patterns of skill
formation and indust,rial relatíons systems" (Mathews,1989zI72) .

I{e notes that this differs from ühe more commonly-used sense of

indust,rial democracyr which is actually a representative or

indirect form denoùíng I'various structures of representation,

such as works councils, and joint, employer-union workplace

committees" (1989z172). Importantly, and at one with Hírst,'s

suggestion of an openness to a varíety of democratíc

mechanÍsÍrs¡ Mathews insisüs on the importance of both direct
and represenüatíve forms' emphasizing t,he former simply because

of its frequent neglect, in discussions of industrial democracy

structures and legislation.

Maühews ' discussion of índustrial democracy, involving
numerous case-studies selected ùo analyse particular piecemeal

actions always atüached, when they are suecessful, to clear
polítical and social gioals, takes pl-ace wíthin a wider

elaboraüion of wTrat he has termed 'associatÍve democracy'. And
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with this concept some of t,he useful part,icularity of Mathews'

discussion is offset by a problematic return to generalities.

'Associatíve democraey' entails an argument for rran extension

of our notion of democracy from the political domain to t,he

social, economic and Índustrial domains" (Mathews,198B:9). Such

extension is seen not as the taslc of external regulation by an

ever-extendÍng stater rror as the necessary consequence of
political democracy, but as the work of the variously situat,ed

members of the population, "organísed in theír associatíons as

citizens and worl<ers " (totathews, 1988: 19 ) . f t is r,rrith this f inal
point, with the qeneralízed cat,egories of rî,rorker' and

'citi zent r,¡here 'cítizen' is a synonym for 'people' (Mathews ,

1990¿28), that, problems emerge. These categoríes eome together

to provide for "the 'public interest,' [that,] wiff ¡e expressed

t,hrough a multitude of associations". Beyond this suddenly

unified reference point, of what is elsewhere claimed by Mathews

as a pluralístically conceived democracy, 'the public interest,
is, even more problematically, presenüed as prior to the

associations that míght ot,herwise be t,hought üo formulate it:

"Ii]ndeed, it, could be defíned as that 'enüityr around which

associations form in the first, place" (199O229).

Such a unifying figure is also evident as the kind of

basis from which Mathews can speak of the singularíüy of a

'rfuture social- order" which Tras yet to be developed, lout must

be "within a framework that gíves Inew social institut,ions]
their core values and structurerr. Such a finally normative

framework, which is at once "open and yet, strucüured,, (Mathews,

1990:30)' is strongly reminiscent of the 'hegemony without, a

centre' that is the hallmark of Laclau and Mouffe's concept of

a radical and plural democracy: that, is, an always provisíonal
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yet society-wicle Tregemony vith all Íts problems of a residual

vanguardism and disabling generalizat,ion. For these reasons, it
is necessary to deüach Mat,hews' more useful and limited points

about areas that coul-d be strategically target,ted for
democratization from the broader vision entailed in his
projection of an 'associatíve democracy' in which an auühoríng

political subject appears to be reinst,ated. Along wíth the

democratizat,ion of industrial work noted above, Mathews

discusses ühe democratízation of capital aecumulation and

management through mechanisms such as the profit,-sharing

collective invesüment fund suggested by the Australian Council

of rrades unions in 1986 as a means of broadening the base of
decision-making on issues such as investment, trade and

11production. Further, he proposes a programme for the

democratízation of the medía in Australia (1988:38-39) and,

more particularly, for the diversity of íts press (1gBSa).

These later proposals focus on the role of governments in
providing a legislative framer¿ork for the democratizaùion of
inst,itutions, though this is always viewed only as an enabling

condítion and not a guarantor of the achíevemenü of
democratized social relations.

The point that r want to make is drawn from the ranqe of
these suggestions about indust,rial and other forms of democracy

made by Hindess, Hirst and Mather,rs. Demoerdclr as a set of
mechanisms for socially organízing the making of decisíons, is
appropríate and thinkable Ín all social inst,itutions, that is,
at ühe 1evel of the detailed, continuous, constÍtutive
governmenü of popul-ations in their day-t,o-day 1íves, as T,rrell as

in the more vísible and rare dísplays of pouer when 'the
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people' exercise t,heÍr socially designat,ed sovereignt,y on

electíon days. Similar]-!r the form of those mechanisms cannot

be reduced to a governing politícal subjectr and therefore
given as singular, but will need to be devised., wit,hin the

broad criteria ouülined, according to the particular
insüitutions and conditions involved, in socially netr^¡orked but

perhaps discontinuous'ways.

ïIhat I have been consídering are ways of conceiving

democracy free of the problem of the undifferentiaüed and

'natural' constítuency of 'the people' ühat populism yokes to
the term and to the mechanisms then commonly accepted as

providing the condÍtions of sovereignt,y for this constit,uency

to express ít,self. The problem of such a populism and the means

for displacing it can be examined in more det,ail by taking the

example of a debaüe over the operation of just, such an

administrative state body as Hindess, Hirst and Mathews t,arget

for democratizat,ion. The debate, occurrinE in Australia in the

mÍd-1980s t taises questions of ühe democratizabion of culture.

II: Disaooreoatina Ithe oþler; a policv examnle

The Australia Council is a statutory bodyr established by

the Commonwealth Government ín 7975 to allocate public funds to

a number of specialized Boards overseeing certain demarcat,ed

cultural act,ivities (titerature, visual artsr crâfts,
Aboriginal artsr etc.) unable to achieve commercial víabi1ity,
inít,ia1ly at least. As such, iüs task has been to decide

between applications and proposals on the basis of critería of
excellence and equity, inherÍted from an earlier stage of

Commonwealth patronage of the arts. Quest,ions as to the
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concept,ions of audiences related to such criteria (excellent

for whom? equitable for whom?), and the assumed outcomes of the

act,iviüies funded make the operation of such a body a litmus

test for more than a narror,rlly conceived definition of rculturel

might suggesü" As Rowse has put it, "[a] discussion on arts
policy becomes a discussion about some of the ways Australian

leaders underst,and democracy'r ( 1985:5 ) . Such questions have

accompaníed the life of the Council, and continue today. The

particular 'debate' I will focus on is provided by an exchange

of views between the sometime ChaÍrman of the Council, Timothy

Pascoe, a Professor of Sociology, Bob Connell-r and a political
sociologist then undert,aking an analysis of Commonwealth

cultural policy, Tim Rowse. These appeared in the Australian

cultural j ournal Meaniin loet,ween 1983 and 1985.

The fírst contribuüor was Pascoe, appointed head of the

Aust,ralia Council by the Fraser eoalition government in the

late 1970s and chairman untí1 1984. rn "Australia council

Funding Priorities" he sets out r¿hat are nominated as I'his

personal opinionslt as to the preferred dírection of the Council

in its second decade. Iühile these are said to carry "no

official Australía Council status" (Pascoe,19B3 ¿264) , given

their source and circulation as a discussion paper r,¡ithin the

Council, they no doubt constituted a weighty input üo policy

deliberations.

Pascoe argues that such deliberations as to the overall
role of the Council in supporting the arts are appropriate

because: a major review has not occurred in a decade of

operation; Council resources from federal consolidat,ed revenue

are declining while clientele is increasing; relations with

state and loca1 government arts agencies require attention as
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these agencÍes íncrease their activities; in difficult social

and economic times art has a role to play in social cohesion

and ident,ity; and increasing technological change demands

attenüion üo developing a distinct,ive national cultural
ident,iüy. The impeüus to policy reformation is conceived by

Pascoe as primarity financial and structural but also in terms

of the socíal role of art.
To ansr¡rer these challenges Pascoe proposes a three-part,

strategy to establish funding priorities. This strategy

involves

tighteníng criteria for support of excellencei a
differential increase in support for the creativit,y
of 'primary producer' artísts and innovative
organisations; and similar preference üo programmes
that, re-integrate the work of art,ists and the arts
with daily community 1ífe (Pascoe,19B3z273).

On the face of ít t,he entailed criteria of 'excellencer,

'creativityr and 'integration' appear unexceptionable. fn fact,
in some guarters Pascoe was seen as a dangerous radical in his

idenùificat,ion of a "fa1se mantle of excellencerr routinely
protectíng t,he t,radit,ional arts of opera and classÍcal drama,

high-priced arts, international art,ísts, and extravagant

presentaüion ( 1983 2268) ¡ in his support of the 'üruly
alternative'i and the proposition that, "Ia]11 Australians have

a right to the arüs" (1983:27L). For some traditionalísts often

opposed to arts funding and subsidies in general, Pascoe seemed

to be proposing a worrying democraLízabíon of the arts.
Horrever, a closer inspection of the framework of Paseoe's

argumenù indicates that what informs his policy recommendations

is a species of right-wing populism or populism'from on high'.
Any radicalism is of an avant-garde aesühetÍc kind¡ âñd even

then, Pascoe is quite conventional in his valorization of
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originality ('creativity') and original artists or auühors

( 'primary producers') : these are the familiar categories of

Romantic and Modernisü críticism and their hístorical role in

setting the boundaries of what is counted as 'legítímate'
culüure. Pascoe's populism consist,s of his linking up the elite
culüural minorit,y creating and providing for such legitimate

culüure to "al1 Australians" (19832266,267,271), who inhabit,

that common sense domain of t'daily life" (1983227I,273) and can

be known in terms of their preoccupations with the "everyday

activities of life" (19832266). In this article, ra11

Australians' stands proxy for 'the people'¡ âs befits Pascoers

concern wittr aesthetic and cultural contributions to a national

social identity. Ausüralians apparently reside ín no

specialized instit,utional locations, but rather in the
reverydayt and rlife'.

The link between a creative elite and the undifferentiated

audience of ral1 Australians' is established as the former

providing the latter with "the spiritual and intellectual
benefits that the arts offerr'. Thus will all índividualsr

through the expression of personal experience that art entails,

"bui1d personal identit,y and self -worthr' ( Pascoe, 1983 :271). fn

other words, Pascoe's is a very familiar concept of artrs

social mission! as excellence, the 'best that, has been thought

and saíd', ít has an ímproving effect on 'the rnrhole person'.

ilust as Maùthew Arnold claimed in hís radical proposals for t,he

diffusion of 'Culture' throughout the populace (also linked to
concrete policies, in his caset of popular educat,ion), for
Pascoe art provides t,he means to transcend social divísions and

differences by, paradoxically, being an end in Ítself (in
rexcel-lence'). In this hígh-cultural versíon of art for 'the
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people', it is the 1980s economic recession, "a time of social

and economic dislocation" (Pascoe,19B3z267), thaù requires this
healing and unifying mission: "[1]inking the arts with daily
life will integrate communities t,hrough shared experience,

I2values and enjoyment" (Pascoe,19B3z27I). A common culture will
unite the natíon and aesthetic consumption will individuate the

masses, thus rendering them suitable constituents of an

Aust,ralian cultural identity, that is, ùhe cultural identity of

a liberal-democratic nation, where any social groupings

intervening betrreen 'indíviduals' and 'nation' , other than

'family', are seen as unnatural and unnecessary inventions.

lf this populist strategy is about democratizing culture,
it, is, despite Pascoe's claims ( 1983 :271), restricted to
questions of access. The problems with such a project is that,
as Bourdieu has shown, access means little to those members of

social groups who have not socially acquired, through reason of

particular class and gender trainings, the necessary means of

appropriation of what is deemed legitimate culture ( 1968 ,L984) .

Without the familiarity with these means and the prevaiJ-ing

codes and conventions t,hey entail, the 'naturaf interest of

'individuals' in culture is also an impossibility. Under cover

of the avowed egalitarian category, 'al1 Australians', this

'common culture' thus becomes a practical tool for
distinguishíng between those rrrho can respond to the 'common

human experience expressed in arb, , and those who are deemed to

act politically and 'harp I on socía1 divisions, such as

unemployment, and 'fail' to recognize the 'wider human truthsr.
Bourdieu has argued that "culture classifies and classífies
the classifiers" (197L:1255): as f have noted in connecùion

wíth other right-wing populísms, such âsr for example,
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Nisbet's, ¡rhat Pascoe'e invocat,ion of 'al1 Australians' enables

is the maintenance of an elit,e group of classifiers,
benevolent,ly bestowing culture-as-art on the population, only

some of whom will prove to be worthy of its cal1.

Bob Connell joined in debate with Pascoe in the next issue

of Meani in , in an article entiüled "Democratising culture"
(1983). Connell takes issue wiùh Pascoe's príorities, and some

of the points above are also his:

I e ]ven in Pascoe' s argument f or ' linking t,he arts
with daily lifer there is still a concept of 'theArts' as the bearers of 'spirit,ual and intellectual
benefits' from a purer realm above, down into the
materiality of mass life. Pascoe's concept of
Australian culture as a 'store-house' duly sùocked
with 'treasuresr (his terms ) , which it is the
business of cultural policy-makers to heap üp, is
cut of the same cloth (19832295-6).

But, ¡trhile Connell is concerned to provide a broader,

human lifesociological definÍtion of culture as "the side of

that, has to do with meaningr sfmbolism, forms of expression,

self-conceptions, ímages of ühe world', that cannot be limit,ed

to only certain human activit,ies, and thus to challenge

Pascoe's ímposition of his 'high' cultural definition onto

"ordinary people" (19832296), in doing so he mobilizes another

kind of populism. This is ínherent in his use of categories

such as 'ordinary people' , as Rowse was to point out in his
rej oinder.

Bríef 1y, Connell 's l-ef t-wing populism, or populisrn 'f rom

below', derives from his counter-claim that everyday life, far
from needing to be integrated with art to acquire a

spiritualit,y and intellectuality, is endowed with "its own

richness and inventiveness" and t,hat "the common people" (1983:

297), for example, "Margareù and 8i11" from a Sydney western
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suburb T¡rith their "bruising experiences of schooling" ( 1983:

299), while having their skills and tastes excluded from whaù

is predomínantly defined as 'legitimate' culture, have their
ortrn independent culùural forms. What is problematic here ís not

the broadening of the domain in which cuLtural product,ion and

consumptíon is said to occur but the ímplied purism (see

Burke's points in Chapter 3, p.LI2), and t,he homogenizatÍon

entailed in Connell's recourse to 'the people'. Connel-1

attempts to avoid the homogeneit,y of this category when he

advocates' against Pascoe's elitist priorities, the crit,erion

of interests of the majority for judging cultural policy

issues, but his claim that "we have to think of kinds of

coalitions of groups and forces that, can be rallied in support

of a democratic cultural policy, and that will constiùute

majorities" (1983¿299) is undercut by the more pervasive sense

of an essential and centralized unity that, wilt be the

condition f or such coalitions: " Ib]y 'democracy' I mean pol,¡er

in the hands of the people" (l-983:304). Moreover, at the end of

his article, Connell offers his view of what, would be

appropriate content in a democratized culture t oE culùure

j udged by the interest,s of the ma j oriEy/ , L}:.e peopl-e' : " [m]y

contribuüíon to the shopping-list is to say that, one thing we

need is surrealism I such as "The Goon Shor4r" ] " ( 1983:306 ) . The

point here ís the easy slide between the announced contribution

of a part,icularly placed and formed social actor and that all-
encompassing, all-legitimating 'we' that claims Connell as just

another, equal member of 'the peopler.

This is

article "Doíng

the problem with which

Away With Ordinary People"

Rowse begins, in his

that, contínued this
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partÍcular debate in Meaniin in 1985. Rowse draws attention to

Connell's status as an academic sociologíst, the hist,orical

role of inte11ect,ua1J.y-ùrained workers ín administering the

1Íves of ühe working class for the or4rners of capital, and

concludes that
T^re must acknowledge ühe class int,erests of the
intellectually-qualified and urge t,hem to quesüion
any aspiration they rnight have to generalise,
however sympathet,íca1ly, about the interests of
'ordinary people' (1985a:169).

Rowse notes that,, in places, Connell almost abandons the

category of 'ordinary peopler but is finally unable to because

it, serves as his rationale for arguing for a particular
populist, concept of democracy against elitÍsm (1985a:163). But,

as is the r^¡ay with popuList democracy, far from 'ordinary
people' delivering up üheir own demands or interests üo

cultural providers and ühus securing cultural democracy, it
remains ¡ of course , for a parüicular int,erest (here the

sociologist,'s) to represent them from a posítion of centralized
patronage: 'the people' as such cannot act...

More, horrever, than the sociologistrs well-meant populism,

it ís on its enabling conditíon, the category of a naturally
unit,ed, relatively undifferent,íated collective subject, such as

'ordinary people'as audíence thaü Rowse wishes to focus, or on

its "fantastíc sùatus" (1985a:163). This, and the exclusively

majoritarian calculations it, enforces, is what must be

displaced, according to Rowse:

I want to argue that in order to put forward a
programme of cultural democraey, Ít is first
necessary to cease constructing rordinary people'
as the constítuency for which radical intellectuals
might try to speak. Inst,ead we should argue f or
instítut,ions rrhích wítt make the presumption of a
mass of 'ordinary people' meaningless, because that
mass would be pulled apart by confident,ly expressed
differences. A programme of culüural democracy musü
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deal- with procedures of patronage rather than with
the substance of what is to be patronised (1985a:
163).

Such a 'pulling apart of the mass' or disaggregation of 'the
people' constitutes a different conception of the social

subjects being targetted, catered for or responded to in policy

formation, from that informing the procedures of cenüralized

patronage and suggestions of 'universal intellectuals', be they

rÍght- or left-wing. As üIilliams has f arnously said,

[t]trere are in facü no massesi there are only r^rays of
seeing people as masses. . .lfhat we see, neutrally,
is other people...fn practicer rüê mass them, and
interpret them, according to some convenient
formula...it is the formula, not the mass, which it
ís our real business to examíne (19712289).

lVhat is suggested is that, we stop seeíng masses t or 'the
people' (announced as such or as 'the popular masses' or the

13
'ordinary person', or as the working class as 'vanguard'), and

in the place of this rnatural' and unitary agency of decision

(or illusion and reactionr ês ís more commonly the image of the

masses) make visible, and enable calculation for, the varied

range of historically and institutionally formed, and changing,

social groupings that populate modern políties.

In taking such a direction Rowse moves along a similar
path to that I have described above as the displacing of

generalízing appeals to an idealist concept of sovereignty. For

Rowse, 'cultural- democracy' means not the installing of the

(tfris time correctly perceíved and represented) interests of

'the people ' as the crit,erion f or deciding ¡rrhat shall be

funded, buü the provision of the institutional and po1ítical
arrangements for the cultural consumers and producers involved

in a particular activity to decide what it is that shall be

funded, to identify and represent themselves, and to calculate
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theír or4rn interests and artist,ic cultural sürategíes. (Rowse's

proposal thus echoes BourdÍeu's argument, concerning the social

production of 'public opinion' and the need to equip

respondent,s such that they are able to formulate quest,ions and

íssues. ) The crucial poinü here is that such groupings of

culüural consumers and producers will be p1ura1 with particular
audiences for operatic product,iorrs r other aucliences f or the

exhibition of crafür,rork, ot,hers again forvirorkplace murals t ot

for shop-floor theatre, community wrít,irg, women's arts, trade

union cultures of workr and so on. Though the membership of

these audiences may overlap, ühey remain distinct,

coLlectiviüies, engaged in quite particuJ-ar sets of cultural
practices and social relations. fü is these "series of

minorities, some of them tiny" that Rowse argues must, where

they exist,, be recoEnized and, where they do not, be actively
encouraged and enabled in order to determine the substance of

t,he cult,ural activíty they favour (1985a2167). As Rowse notes,

it is such minoritíes that, Connell's populism runs shy of,
preferring ínst,ead the singularit,y of an amassed majority. Or,

t,o put it differently, the t,empt,at,ion is
to identify the elecüoral majoríty thaü míght
conceivably mandate a decisive change in cultural
policy with the actual clients and audiences of
popular culture genres...these are tlro quite
different, poliüical entities. Whereas the former
can and must be treated as a st,atistical mass
because that ís the lray electoral sysüems and
opinion po11s work, the latter should be treated as
a series of minoríty cultural interests
( 1985a ¿167) .

The populist temptation ís to overlook the way constituencies
T4

and interests are constitut,ed and reduce all of their
historically diverse forms to the privileged form of 'the

15peopler or its other, ühe hegemoníc e1ite. To paraphrase Rowse,
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then, a policy of non-populist, cultural democracy must be alerü

to the exist,ence of the 'publics' of a diversity of cult,ural

interesüs and work to embody this act,ualit,y in the

ínstit,ut,ional determinaüion, formulation and implementaüion of

cultural policy. His proposal of an apparatus or netrrork of

'decenüralized patronage' is thus designed to displace

the essential fallacy of Itfre exisüing system of]
centralised patronage ühe idea t,hat Australian
society is a singJ-e culüural constit,uency, that all
are to some degree implicated in the success of
those cultural treasures that are allowed to
flourish with publie money (1985a:168).

It is only this notion of a single cultural const,ituency that

makes possible the use of a monolithic and abstracü criterion
like 'excellence': decentralized patronage would introduce a

range of different, criüeria, specific to part,icular

constituencies, and enable a more culturally visible
registeríng of social differences of classr gender, race,

ethnic affiliat,ions, regionr gênêrâtíonr sêxnâ1ity, etc.

Rowse does not, provide a det,ailed accounùing of hor,,r to

restructure the Australia Council. Rather, his emphasis on the

obvious need for principles of seLection workable in t,he face

of multíple funding opt,ions and limited revenue from a central,
federal source entails ühe retention of such a cent,ral agenclr

but he does offer some indicatíve examples of moves t,owards a

dispersal of patronage other ühan to partícular states of the

Commonrqealüh. He notes that t,he Community Arts Board "lookls]
not just at the artist, or company to be funded, buù also at...
a 'communíty' organisation ühat vouchsafes the necessity and

usefulness of the subsidised activity, from their point of

view" ( 1985a : 168 ) . On thi s proposed model , the int,erests of

plural constituencíes could be formall-y represented by
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intermedíary bodies, located between Arts Boards and the

recipients of funOs16rh."" intermediary bodies would have the

job of deciding what (rather than who) rrras to be funded; the

central agency r,¡ould decide on the funds to be disbursed to the

intermediary bodies t ot rpat,rons I r according üo other

negotiated criteria, for example, the relative social claims of

differently placed constituencies. These criteria would be the

site of politíca1 struggle, and the displacement of exclusively
I cultural' criteria would recognize the social, rather than

L7
charismatic, nature of cultural consumption and production, and

would be a useful object of st,ruggle for cultural and social

equity and testify to the cultural domain as a site where

social relations of pol,tier between individuals and groups are

negotiat,ed.

IIf: Disnlacino but, not dísmissinq'the people'

It remains to make some concluding comment on ùhe role of

'the people' and of the concepü of its sovereígnty once t,hese

have been displaced as the informing centre of democracy.

I have argued from the outset that the thesis' analysis

and critique of populism is not part of a quest to establish a

philosophical yardstick against which all political forms could

be measured. A non-populist democratic project of the sorü I
have attempted to indícate is no more 'real'or 'true'than its
populist varíants. tReal' to whom?; 'true' to what? To claim

that it was would be necessarily to ctaím that existing
parliament,ary democracies are not democracíes at all, and this
ís emphatically not, the assertion of this rorolBParliamentary

democracies are counted as such (and not, by the philosophical-ly
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'relatíve' minds of individuals but by the socially organized

criteria of representation of constituencíes ) , and we cannot

escape this aspect of poliüical t,ruths. Nor should rde expecü or

plan to, unless we are intent on buildinE up a pure and

isolated (and deluded) domain int,o which one exits from
19politics.

Non-populist democracy ís differentiated by the practical
I4lays it enEages wíth ühe features of Vüestern societies as

networked inst,itutions and the governmental techniques

targett,ed on and constiüuüing the life of their populations. ft
can rightly be poínted out t,hat populisü democracyr predicated

on the sovereígnty of'the people', also engages in a practical

way with current, features of the operaüion of por¡rer relat,ions.

In this vein, f have noted how a natíona1 'people' is
legíslated foy, according to definite lega1 and political
criüeria, and ühen constituted by particular voting procedures

and aggregation meühodsr âs well as by opinion pol1s in theír
increasingly 'indispensable I role in the political process and

by accompanying media practices. The result,ing figure of 'the
peopler is powerfully usecl to shape up a variety of decisions,

firsü and foremost of which is who occupies the treasury

benches in parliament. ft would be stupid t,o overlook this, in
some utopían dismissal of 'the people', because it is an

institutionally and discursively constituted agency. On this
important, point Híndess has written, in relation to Brítish
politics,

talk of
function
practice
strategic
Talk of
important
used, for

the sovereignty of parIiament...can...
as an important, component of poliüica1
Ïry providing some of the terms ín which
calculatíon and debat,e may be conducted.
sovereignty is a component in a number of
arenas of current Brit,ish politics. ft is

example: as a means of arguing for
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greater parliamentary controli as a means of
presenting the civil service as a body of
polit,ically neutral administratorsi as a means of
campaigning against the compulsory resetection of
Labour MPs by const,ituency Laloour Parties; as a
means of campaigning against EEC membership; and so
on ( 1983 278-79) .

Closer to homer TrIê may recall how the particular legíslative
constitution of 'the people' in the Aust,ralian staüe of

Queensland specifically, the absence of equal electoral
representation of all adults in the formal polítical
ínstitutions enabled conceptions of 'the people' to be used,

as ít were , àt will r âs well as to the 'definite effecüs r to
which Hindess cal1s our attention. A good instance of this
usage occurred in the industrially and politically important

electricity disput,e of 1985, with the newspaper advertisements

authorized by the then Minister for Mines and Energy (eibbs)

and t?ren Premier ( Sj ef ke-Peüersen ) headed " pOT\rER ST'ATION

OPERATORS V THE PEOPLE OF QUEENSLAND,' (ei¡¡s,1985 ) and "pOÌfER
20

TO THE PEOPLE" (ejeffe-Petersen,1985) . fn the government-

authorized advert,isementsr assertion of 'the people' as on the

side of 1aw and the hard-earned ( "bi11íons of dollars" )

privilege of deserving citízens to uninterrupted electricity,
and as utterly dist,inct from the greed, 1azíness, luxurious

conditionsr ârd bloody-minded irrationality attributed to
power-süation employees, these advertisements helped shape up

the pl-ay of what the varíous media registered as opinion on the

dispute by int,erpellating people inüo the particular,
unutüered, unitary common sense of 'the peopf.,J1

Díscourses of sovereígnty, and reference to 'the peoplê',

is thus tra component of particular arenas of political
pract,ic€", but iü is not a useful or adequate explanation of

how they operate (Uindess,19B3¿79). This is one of its limíts.
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The other¡ âs I have noted at length, is ít,s inability to come

to terms with the realities of differentiated populations,

whose differentiations (such as those of classr gender, racial

and regional relations) are the outcome of governmental

techniques as much as of the resistances to ühese that are

possibte because of the limit,at,ions of any agency in the
22

exercíse of its activity. But for all these considerable

limitations r on which I have based the need for a differently

organized concept of democracy, it is clear that 'the people'

as a stake in at least some political arguments cannot be given

a\¡iray or left uncontested. For example, Stuart Hal1 (1980) and

Tony Bennett (1983) have demonstrated, in their analytical

responses to Thatcherite authoritarían populism, how the

'articulation' of 'the people' to particular institutional
processes, practíces and relations remains an important

consideration. Notably, Ha1l íntroduces the Ímporùant

distinction of the 'popular democratic' as a domain or

discourse to be strategically and specifically constructed to

activel-y contest authoritarian constructions of, and appeals

Lo, 'the peopJ-e' .

However, f have mentioned these last examples of work in

the area, in part, lo make a crucial distinction between them

and ühe project of this thesis. The point has already been made

in relation to Laclau's and Mouffe's work, but it bears

repetition. It revolves around the concept of the

'articulation' of 'the peopJ-e' and the problematic r4ray

articulation, whil-e claiming to escape "the pitfalls of

attempting to analyse ideology and culture in terms of pre-

given (c1ass) interests and destinies...retainIs] ttrem as

general terms of culüural and political analysis" (Hunt,er,
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1988a:116). In both Hall's and Bennettrs, as in Laclau's and

Mouffe's work, r,trhat emerges, though only in the midst of much

disavowal of economism and of resort to 'given' class

interests, is some such central, coordinating and totalizing
point which provides the way in which 'the people' can be

correctly articulated, that is, 1ínked up to the strategies of

'the left'. Indicative in Hall's article is the reliance on

Althusser and Gramsci, and the unifying moves underpinning a

valorizat,íon of the state, the diagnosis of a society-wide

'crisis' , and the identif ication of the goal " 'to put a ner,Ìr

form of hegemony togetherr " ( 1980: 168 ) . fn fact r anything less

than this, anything less than the command of the articulating
principle of "the r¿hole relation of the state to civil society,

to 'the people' and to popular struggles" (Uaff,1980:166) "is
condemned to following in the wake of those which really aim to

command the fie1d" (1980:168). Thus, for Hall, it is the

struggle for hegemony which counts rt r in the last instance'"
( 1980: 168 ) . The maintenaûcê r though cautious , of the category

of a determinate 'l-ast ínstance'23 "nrbles his concept of

'democracy' to be inserted into politícal and cultural
arguments in a particular trâ1rr for instancer âs the stake in
the moment of profound "transformism" identified as facing the

left and right in the 1980s (Haff,19B0: 158-9 ) , and âs r

therefore, an object in the service of an intensified class

conflict, and seríes of struggles. Hal1rs r and similar
considerations of the figure of 'the people' , through the

related concepts of articulation and hegemonyr êDd by

attributing to 'the people' class characteristics that are at

once "acquired yet fundamental" (Flunt,er,19BBa zI77) . As Hunter

has pointed out, the problem with this line of analysis is that
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it, puts cultural and political interests and
capacities...on both sides of the equation as
somet,hing f o{med Þ¿ ideological practíces or
processes of articulation which possess no
necessary relation to particular classes or groupst
and as
already

something that classes and groups must
possess as the stake in t,he 'ideological

struggle' , as that which they seek to win consent
to and henge express through Ídeology. .. Ir]his
theoretical oscillation is quite disabling for any
attempt üo develop forms of analysís of partícu1ar
...po1icies and institutions (19BBa:118).

The route through the concepts of articulation and hegemony is
not the path to a non-populist contestation of the figure of

'the people' , given its relocatíon of 'the people' from one

field of pre-given identity and interests to another equally

problematic one. In the situations rrrhere such a contestation

needs to be joined r¿ith iù must be as a limited tactic withín
political analysis and calculation, rather than as their
shaping strat,egy. The distinction of the limited tactic is its
engagement with the particular institutional mechanisms by

which 'the people' exist at any one moment (for example, the

conditions and aggregation procedures of a national vote t oE

the variable techniques by which populations are interpellated
as 'the people' in various cultural t"*tja rather than the

acüivation of a discursive machinery that produces the

contestation as a basís f,or an overview of a totalized social

formation.
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NOTES

See Corcoran ( 1983 ) for a critíca1 discussion of
democrat,ic theories posed in üerms of means and ends.
Corcoran argues that "democratic thought...emerges in the
struggle for social power...as if in defiance of
philosophy". Democratic aims and ends are noù extrínsic
"either moratly or metaphysically" to their means
( rgA3z22) .

See also Tfilliams ( 1989 2261-264) on parliamenüary
democracy as a subset of representative demoeracy and the
specificities of representation within this subset.

2.

3

7.

I

For a discussion of the operation of
committ,ees whích eonsiders them
governmentality, see Dutton (1988).

these neighbourhood
in terms of

4 See Hindess (1988:104-5) on the same point in relation to
the "spurious acùors'r of, for example, classes and
societies: "It]o apply the concept of actor to classes or
other collectívíties that have no means of taking
decisions and acting on them, and then to explain some
state of affairs...as resulting from their actions is to
indulge in a kind of fantasy".

Clearly, once represent,ation is accepted as a def init,e
institutional relat,ion what becomes important is the kind
of institutional relation, how ít ís organized,and the
partieular socially constituted categories ühat it links.
See Williams ( 1989 2256-280) for a canvassing of some
different forms of representation.

This is not to say that there is no place for'righüs' or
principles in politics, only that, all rights are
historically achieved and institutionally organízed and
att,ributed; they are not the automatic I'ontological
attributes of subjects" (Hirstr 19B6:57) . Relatedly, while
t,he rrappeal to princíples often plays a part ín the
processes in which decisions are made, followed through,
or set aside" (Hindess,1987:163), when principles are
understood and referred to as ahistorical and universal
rules or ruling ideas, reliance on them for assessment of
social condit,ions and evaluations of proposals results in
a hopeless underesùimation of "the unavoidable complexity
of social arrangements" ( 1987: 159) .

5

6

See, for example, Bei]-trarz (1986),
(1983), Triado (1984), Dorrr Clegg &
( 1984) , and Hindess ( 1987a:107-9) .

Be i tharz
Boreham

& Trlatts
( 1984) , Dow

Despite V'Iilliamsr announced dislike of certaín forms of
corporatism, his proposed agenda for discussion of changes
to t,he House of Lords (19892276) bears a close resemblanee
to Hirst's advocacy of 'direct, corporate representation'
in this body.

The phenomenon of 'flexible specialization' and its
requirement of coordination across heterogeneously
organized and geared firms and industrial districts bears

o
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here.

similarities to the kind of
See Hirst ( 1989 z142-5) .
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arrangemenùs considered

10 . Mathews writ,es , " [m ]y agenda i s one of proeesses rather
than of qoals. f do not believe that we shall ever know
that we have definitively achieved socialism" (1986:193).

11. For a full discussion of t,his see Australian
Trades Unions/ Trade Development Council
V,Iestern Europe ( 1987 ) .

Council of
Mission to

L2. Pascoe reveals the concomitant, economic considerations
driving his argument when he specifies the area of product,
design as an important, site for such a linkage: "[g]ood
design combines aesthet,ics and eeonomy" (1983:271).

13. Hirst, identifies the populist, elements of Stalinized
Marxism: " It ]he representative bodies of bourgeois
democracy are rejected in favour of a doct,rine of direct
representation of the masses (ttre notíon of 'people'
remains central despite classes; t,he organized working
class are conceived as the representatives/leaders of the
whole people, ühe 'vanguardr that represents the objective
interests of the masses as a whole) " ( 1986 228) . Thís
problematizes those Marxist, accounts of populism that
treat an emphasis on 'the people' as antagonistic to, or
dÍsplacing of, a proper emphasis on classes as the
fundamental social subjects, for example, Macpherson
(1962) and McQueen (1971). That populism and MarxÍsm have
not been, hist,orically, inherently mutually exelusive
alerts us that populism is not dísmantled by
disaggregating the category of 'the people' ínto
dífferentiated categories of social subjects, whether
classes r genders and races or what-have-you , if these are
conceived as simply given prior to their social
organization.

L4. Hindess provides a useful ant,idote t,o populist conceptions
of interests ' in t,he f ollowing passage: " Iw ]e begin by
noting t,hat interests are defíned and articulat,ed in t,he
course of argument or evaluation...lwhích is to say] t,hat,
their definít,ion is subject to disput,e...fn ühat, respect
arguments from 'inüerests' to poliùical conclusions must
always be regarded as problemat,ic. Again to say that
interests are the product of evaluat,ion is to say that
they are articulat,ed by particular agencies, by
individuals or by organizations such as governments,
trades unions or political parties" (1983273).

15. Such an oppo sit,ion is found in the Yes Minister epi sode
"The Middle-Class Rip-Off", in which Hacker plans to save
hís local football club by money raised from t,he sale of
an art ga1lery. Sir Humphreyr as ühe 'hegemonic elite'
patronizing opera t ot r âs Hacker puts it rllVagner and
Mozart, Verdí and Pucciní.. .the eulture of the Axis Powers
(Lynn & Ja!t 19B3zI4O), responds indicatively to Bernard's
diagnosis of Hacker's plan as popular: " I t ]tre ttinisterrs
scheme to demolish the Corn Exchange Art Gallery would ín
your opinion be popular. This is undoubùedly true. ft
would be distressingly popular. Hideously popular...
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Subsidy is for Arü. ft is for culture. ft is not to be
given t,o what the people want, it is for what t,he people
don I t want but ought to have. ff they really want
someühing they will pay for it themselves. The
Government's duty is to subsidise edueaÈion, enlightenmenü
and spirit,ual uplifb, not the vulgar pastimes of ordinary
people (1983:136).

On t,he problematic over-generalizing t,hat certain usages
of the concept of 'hegemonyr may lead to, especially in
relation to populist attempts to assert the counter-
hegemonic value of popular culturer sêê Rowse (1985b).

For another discussion of the role of intermediary bodíes
in arts funding see Williams (1989:41-55).

In his discussíon of t,he formation of audiences or
cultural consumers Bourdieu identifies ,charismatíc
ideology' as the practice of taking what is socially
formed (e9., the tast,es, aptitudes and skills that are the
result of education, both formal and informal) to ¡e
inherent or Inatural r.

Such a claim is made in Bulbeck
response in Greenfield & Williams
the thesis' posit,ion on populism and
to the case of Queensland.

(1987), and
( 1988 ) whích
democracy in

see the
sets out
re1 at i on

19. On the notion of an 'end of politics' built Ínto Leninism
and Stalinismr sêê Polan (1984).

20. The advertisement inserted by a group of uníons in support
of the South-East Queensland Electricit,y Board's tr¡orkers,
"Open Let,t,er To The People Of Queensland" (Rocket,t,1985),
adopt,ed a significantly different mode of address by
speaking t,o 'the people' r rather than speaking as 'the
people | .

2I. On t,his and other instances of populísm in Queensland, see
Greenfield & Williams (1986,1988).

22. This important poínt, which provides an answer to t,hose
r,trho would see in accounts of the const,itutive and
dispersed nature of porrer relations a hopeless and
ahistorical functíonalism, is made by Hirst, in his
rejection of "the chímera of tabsolute' poÌnrer". He argues,
"[a]ny agency is limited by the means of exereise of its
activity aL it,s disposal and the capacities of other
agencíes" ( 1986 244) . f have includect this point to
distinguísh the historical plurality connoted by the
concept of 'resístance I , as used here, f rom t,hat
essentialized wellspring of difference and resistance
summoned up in, for example, Laclau and Mouffe's work.

In this regard, see t,he way Hal1 wishes to adopt t,he
Foucauldian argument of a dispersal or "microphysics" of
power, but to supplement it with a "macrohydraulics of
poïrer'r, that is, "to insist that there are eenters that
operate direct,ly on the formation and constitution of
discourse" ( 1988 z7O-77) .

23.
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24. For example, the interpellation of the viewer as one of
'the Australian people' in t,he mini-series Vietnam differs
from the constructíon of 'the Australian people' (as
outside polit,ics and more or less homogeneous) ín The
Dismiss+l, Bodylíne, and True Belíevers (seã pp.226-231F
Vietnam offers a construction of 'the Australian people'
as politically engaged and as differentiated accordíng to
ethnicityr Ç[ênêfâtionr Çender and experience, and only
finally unified ín a humanist recognition of diversity and
t,he fluidiLy of Australian social composition. See Stuart
Cunningham ( 1987:9) on Vietnam as an instance of the
Kennedy-Mi11er mini-series t rrgrand humanist
multiperspectivism": in this regard, Vietnam is the most
successful of the Kennedy-Miller mini-series ín instating
a "radical humanism...a politics of 'national
reconcí1íation' that simultaneously acknowledges the
integrity of historical moments of non negotiable sectoral
division" (emp.added) .
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CONCLUSIONS

fn Australia, rll'er are repeatedly addressed by the media

ot t through the media, by politicians and public figures as

'the Australian people'. In legal facü, hor¡ever, our status is
that, of subjecüs of the British crown a fact that, becomes

acut,ely important at part,icular hist,orical moments, such as

1975t ot in t,he repeated st,rategy of the Queensland Bjetke-

Petersen government to thwart or delay federal government

policy initiaùives by (ttre now defunet procedure of) appeals to

the British Privy Council. Thus we are constituted, as a

sovereign 'peopler, in ways t,hat cannot be, constitutionally or

politically, finally acted on. Such an observation indicates

clearly the particular value that, doctrines of sovereignty, or

more accurately their legal achievement, can have.

This thesis, however, has been concerned to argue the

inadequacy of a politics and of polit,ical analysis and argumenù

organized ín terms of the unified social subject of 'the
people' and it,s sovereígnty, whích f have defined as populist.

This inadequacy is noü a philosophical lack or error, but a

practical, historical inadequacy. It derives from t,he fact that
the partícular ratÍonality or set of docürines that anímates

populism, that of a given social subject exercising it,s natural

right to power or struggling to assert that right, over anoüher,

opposed subject, is far from exhaustive of the rationality
organízing the forms of governance which saturate the domains

of the modern state and constitute the institutional lives and

conducts of its populatíon.

fn ùhe face of populism's inability to conceptuaLize, and

thus effectívely intervene in, the dispersed and anonymous
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poner relations t,hat characterize modern Wesùern societies, f
have argued the possibility of and need for a rethinking and

reconceptualizatíon of democracy, divested of its historically
populist core, and able to engage wíth diffused, dífferentíated
and ongoing mechanisms of powerr whose outcome ís not, set, by

the intentions or interests of an authoring subject or the

limit,s of an objective structure but produced in an amalgam of

situat,ion-speci f ic det,erminations of which a democratically

organized decision-making practice may thus be one. ft, is the

need to engage with such mechanisms rather than simply the

declared interesüs or rights of political subjects t ot with the

'inherent' tendencies of a social system, that demands a newly

limited conception of democracyr revoking its relÍance on a

telos of some sort and confined ít,self ùo the specificat,ion of

certain mechanisms.

Such shifts, if the full extent and complex operatíon of

the power relations or apparatuses of governance within whích

we live are to be rendered intelligible and at least

conditionally ealculable, are perhaps what, Foucautt had ín mind

when he ¡vrote ühat "[p]olitical analysis and crit,ícism have in
a large measure stil1 to be invented" ( 1980:190) . ThÍs

statement can easily seem obnoxiously dismissÍve of varied and

valuable t,radítions of political thought, and also easily

refutable: it is not new, for example, to define democracy in

terms of mechanisnsr as anyone conversant with Madisonian

political theory's break ¡,rith contractarianismrs emphasÍs on

liberalr popular sovereignty knows.

Nevertheless, perhaps this provocative claim does have a

point, and as it bears on a traín of argument aecompanying the

more particular and explicit contentions of the thesis, f shal1
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hazard a suggestion as to r¿hat it might be. As with most of

Foucaultrs work, the contribution lies not in the uncoverÍng of

nerrr knowledge but, t,he example of a genealogical reordering of

the elements and a rethinking of the bases of received

knowledges. Following this exampte, it could be argued that one

import,anü task facing contemporary politicat analysis is its
recast,ing in a mode no longer dependent, on a unifíed knowing

subject, that is, its recasting in a mode that forgoes the

imperative of an epistemologícal foundation. I have touched on

this earlier, in criticism of 'universal int,ellectual '

perspectives and t,heír implicit claim to a capacity for knowing

and analysing in totalizing excess of their particular
hist,orical and ínst,itutional conditions. An assumed

epistemological basis to analysis is also evident, in the

ontological status accorded to its categories. Such has

rout,inely been the case wít,h 'the people' , or with it,s

analogues 'the índividual' (in a populist liberalism) and 'the
working class' (in a populist Marxism). These eategories, as

first principles, have been the ínevitable supplement to
previously influent,ial conceptions of democracy whích have,

yes, at,t,ended to and even stipulated the centrality of the

mechanisms involved. The supplement makes sense of whaù the

mechanisms are Q!, and saves ùhe proponent from being branded

as amoral, a 'Sir Humphrey, ot, hís (erroneously established)

protoüyper a Machiavelli; ott within the political circles of

the left, a pragmatic 'reformist without, a projeet,.
But the consequence of sueh a supplement, is to deliver a

political t,echnology democracy to the harness of supposedly

pre-politícal or naturally given subjects, with somehor,,r given

interests, values, rights. This is damaging to potitical
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analysis in that, it, exempts elements of situat,ions and

strategies from invest,igation of the conditions and practíces

whích consùiüuted, sustains and could change them. ft provides

polit,ics, which is ongoinq negotiation of power-knowledge

relations, rrrith an inert ontological core that pre-empts its
activity. In t,he case of a democratically organized polit,ics,

it severely limits the reach of its democracy by providing, via

a level of first, principles, outcomes ín advance of their
democratic negotiation and hist,orically variable social

production. Putt,ing democratic mechanisms at the service of
Ithe people' and the particular values it wilf be said at any

one tíme to embody is not a simple crossing from the ranks of

the amoral to the moral r but the imposítion of a particular

morality or set of orienting values that is, by definition,
ímmune from situation-specific discussion or negotiation. The

West's Cold War understanding of rdemocracyras individual
expression, guaranteed representation, consumerism and freedom

from po1it,ícs,/ideology is one such set of values that has been

largely immune from challenge and is currently highly visible
in the Western media's generally povert,y-stricken reporting of

the de-Stalinizat,ion and adumbral democratízation of Eastern

bloc countries.

Another way of making this point ís to note that these

apparently given, pre-political subjects are, of course, not

born outside polít,ícs but, only projected as such ín whaü could

be called a populist, ventriloquism, with the ventriloquist,

firmly enmeshed in determinat,e conditíons and power relations.
Political analysis needs üo rid itself of the epistemologíca1

foundation that analysts, speaking as if wít,h magic access to

first, principles or foundatíonal agenùs, import to it,. To
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paraphrase

analysís,

a description of the similar divestment of cultural

political analysis may then

lack the glamour of a master knowledger but it may
come closer to promoting departures in...practice
by furníshing criteria to characteríse specífíc
situations of action, without the effects of
pre-emptive theory and while remaining sensit,ive to
the continual adjustments necessary to effective
interventions (Ta99,1988 227) .

In other words, the task for political analysis is to find

ways of producing knowledges of determinate situatíons without

recourse to a unifying subject of knowledge or experience,

either in the position of analyst or object of analysis.

Hopefully, this thesÍs' trork of displacement of populist

discourses contributes ùo such a development of a materialist

account of poliüics, whose hist,orical maüerials and strategíes

for socíal equity are not set in advance.
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